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ION Comments on  
 “Specially Designed” Definition 


 


Re:  Comments on BIS-2012-0021 
 


DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
 


Input on “Specially Designed” Definition 
 


ION Geophysical Corporation is a leading provider of geophysical products, services, and 
marine seismic solutions for the oil and gas industry.  ION's offerings are designed to allow 
Exploration & Production operators to obtain higher resolution images of the subsurface to 
reduce the risks of exploration and reservoir development and to enable seismic contractors to 
acquire geophysical data safely and efficiently.  ION provides equipment for both marine and 
land-based seismic acquisition. 
 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment regarding the proposed definition of “specially 
designed” published June 19, 2012.  We provide our comments below. 
 
 


A. The proposed regulation and the Export Control Reform Initiative (ECRI) will lead 
to controls that are more stringent for items currently listed on the Commerce 
Control List and industry overall.  BIS has tackled “The Sisyphean task of export 
control reform*” with the major challenge being the chore of reconciling multiple 
agencies’ objectives along with the military International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR) and the commercial Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 
into one positive detailed list without limiting commerce or threatening national 
security.  Essential to this effort is a seamless and shared definition of “specially 
designed” which traditionally has meant very different things on the USML versus 
the CCL.  Key to this endeavor and the Export Control Reform Initiative (ECRI) in 
general is the ability to accommodate commercial business with reform objectives.   


 
Merriam-Webster defines “compromise” as: 
 


1 a : settlement of differences by arbitration or by consent reached by mutual 


concessions  


b : something intermediate between or blending qualities of two different things  


 


2       : a concession to something derogatory or prejudicial <a compromise of 


principles>  
 
The key word within this definition that concerns those of us with purely commercial goods is 
“concessions.”  Our subsequent concerns are only fueled by the stalwart determination to 
combine two divergent agendas (promoting commerce versus protecting national security) with 
separate purposes amid announcements of the closing of industry’s long-term partner in 
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advancing trade, the Commerce Department.  To compromise requires concessions and 
“meeting in the middle”, which inevitably means that the EAR will become more stringent as the 
lower-level USML items are moved into it.   
 
*“The Sisyphean task of export control reform” by Jeff Foust, The Space Review, November 7, 2011 


 


B.  We also believe that the objectives of the Definition are not being met as described 
below. 


 
1. Objectives (ii) and (iii) Are Not Met: 


 
This third proposed definition of “specially designed” is again overly complex and confusing.  
The definition is not readily understandable to export practitioners.  When a definition is not 
easily comprehensible to export practitioners then it is not going to be decipherable by industry 
as a whole.  In addition, adding the words “as a result of ‘development’” is simply another way of 
saying design intent so we assert that an exporter still must “investigate and divine the 
intentions of the original designer.” 
 
To quote Eric Hirschhorn from this year’s BIS Update Conference, “If exporters can’t understand 
the rules, then they can’t comply with them.”  We agree with Mr. Hirschhorn wholeheartedly and 
contend that the number (ii) objective for the definition spelled out below is not met. 
 


“ii) Be easily understood and applied by exporters, prosecutors, juries, and the U.S. 
Government—e.g., by using objective, knowable, and clear requirements that do not rely 
upon a need to investigate and divine the intentions of the original designer of a part or 
the predominant market applications for such items;” 


 


In analyzing Lachman, the decision’s ruling on the definition seems overly broad and far-
reaching.  In fact, it rejects the official minutes of a 1975 COCOM meeting, whereby the minutes 
reflected the United States delegation’s statements that:  
 


"it was standard practice in the context of [the COCOM List] to make use of the term 
`specially designed' and that [COCOM] had resorted to it in a number of cases when it 
had been difficult to define exactly the equipments it was desired to embargo" and that 
the term was used to mean "an equipment used solely for a particular purpose."* 
 


These U.S. delegation minutes at COCOM emulate the current MTCR definition stated below:  
 


“Specially designed”. (MTCR context)-- Equipment, parts, components or “software” that, 
as a result of “development”, have unique properties that distinguish them for certain 
predetermined purposes. For example, a piece of equipment that is “specially designed” 
for use in a “missile” will only be considered so if it has no other function or use. 
Similarly, a piece of manufacturing equipment that is “specially designed” to produce a 
certain type of component will only be considered such if it is not capable of producing 
other types of components. 
 


And Lachman also rejects the MTCR definition as “not relevant” when the defendants point to it 
as another source.* 
 
BIS refers to the First Circuit’s ruling in Lachman as providing “a definition of the term ‘specially 
designed’” and points out that determining the meaning of “specially designed” “[would require] 
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reviewing the Lachman decision to understand the  court-provided definition.” We can infer from 
this statement that BIS’ definition is intended to be consistent with Lachman.  Yet, BIS also 
claims that their “proposed definition is not inconsistent with the MTCR definition.”   
 
*Justia U.S. Law, 387 F.3d 42:  United States of America vs. Walter L. Lachman, Maurice H. Sublia, Jr. 


 
It is not possible for BIS’ definition to be consistent with Lachman and consistent with MTCR if 
Lachman and MTCR’s definitions are inconsistent.  Again, we contend that the proposed 
definition of “specially designed” is unclear and confusing and that objective (ii) is not met.  In 
addition, it appears that objective (iii) outlined below is also not achieved. 
 


“(iii) Be consistent with definitions used by the multilateral export control regimes;” 
 


2. Objectives (viii) and (ix) Are Not Met 
 
Perhaps commercial industry’s biggest fear is that adoption of this proposed “specially 
designed” definition will over-control purely commercial goods in the effort to insure that military 
items moved from the USML to the CCL be properly controlled, tracked and notifications made 
to cover any risk to national security.  With the adoption of the following new terms:  “end item,” 
“accessories,” “attachments,” “part” and “component,” industry cannot fathom how these new 
implementations pasted directly from the ITAR could affect our products and upcoming offerings 
in the future. 
 
Prior to this exercise and the Export Control Reform Initiative in general, Commerce has not had 
the need to elaborately define the following words: end item, accessories, attachments, part and 
component.  In fact, it seems that the only reason these words must be defined now is  to 
support this proposed and overly intricate “specially designed” definition and ultimately to simply 
move the lower-level USML items into the CCL 600 Series slot.  Defining these words does not 
fulfill any need driven by companies who sell commercial goods.   
 
The only reason for this proposed and overly convoluted “specially designed” definition is also in 
order to move these USML military items into the commercial CCL.  With the admission of 
Lachman, it is evident that in 24 years (various Lachman trials and appeals went on for 20 
years, from 1988 – 2008), only one case pertaining to the meaning of specially designed was 
ever tried. 
 
We believe that without further tests and trials, one cannot determine if objectives (viii) and (ix) 
illustrated below can feasibly be met by this definition for EAR items: 
 


“(viii) Not increase the current control level to ‘‘600 series’’ control or other higher end 
controls of items (i.e., not move items currently subject to a lower control status to a 
higher level control status), particularly current EAR99 items, which are now controlled at 
lower levels; and 
VerDate Mar<15>2010 14:50 Jun 18, 2012 Jkt 226001 PO 00000 Frm 00002 Fmt 4702 
Sfmt 4702 E:\FR\FM\19JNP1.SGM 19JNP1 erowe on DSK2VPTVN1PROD witOSALS-1 
(ix) Not, merely as a result of the definition, cause historically EAR controlled items to 
become ITAR controlled.” 


 
 


INDUSTRY’S CONCERNS ARE JUSTIFIED 
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The commercial industry is having a hard time spelling out the problems with the definition more 
succinctly because we have not had to implement a definition of this magnitude in Commerce’s 
history.  We have a hard time driving down to the part, component, accessory and attachment 
level because we have never had reason to do so.   
 
Certainly our concerns are justified.  Currently, we have the bright line that the ECRI claims to 
seek – design intent.  It has successfully protected purely commercial items from being 
captured in the ITAR for decades but instead of creating exemptions within the USML to release 
the lower-level nuts and bolts from the higher level of control, the ECRI dictates that we 
integrate (and help you integrate) the USML and our CCL.  The initiative only focuses on 
improving trade for the 600 Series items that are to be moved from the ITAR to the EAR. The 
problem seems to be that the ECRI does not have the purely commercial industry’s best 
interests at heart. 
 
As a small-medium company who sells commercial items, we do not believe that we will 
recognize benefits from the ECRI.  We do see substantial burdens in adapting our Export 
Administration Regulations and adopting ITAR terms with ITAR definitions that have not been 
properly vetted to accommodate a small subset of items to which we have no connection.  In 
contrast, a result of the ECRI in the EAR is a new ECCN, 0Y521, which falls in the CATEGORY 
0 - NUCLEAR MATERIALS, FACILITIES, AND EQUIPMENT [AND MISCELLANEOUS 
ITEMS] classification and captures commercially available products as “emerging technology” 
until a proper control level is determined. This period can last one year with an optional two-year 
extension. The 0Y521 series was described in a proposed rule published on July 15, 2011 (76 
FR 41958) that identified a framework for how articles, which the President determines, as part 
of the Administration’s Export Control Reform Initiative, no longer warrant control on the USML 
would be controlled under the CCL. BIS explained in the July 15, 2011 proposed rule that this 
new temporary holding classification is equivalent to United States Munitions List (USML) 
Category XXI (Miscellaneous Articles), but with a limitation, as described in the rule. Since this 
rule applies to the U.S. and not its Wassenaar partners BIS has by default created an un-level 
playing field. If an item is classified under 0Y521, potential customers will have to accept the risk 
of purchasing products that will require strict level of control for an unknown period of time and 
they must abide by licensing conditions that they would not have to endure if purchasing from 
European competitors. With the stringent Regional Stability control requirements, this would 
mean export licenses would be required for exportation to all countries except Canada and thus 
would result in lost sales for ION and our U.S. counterparts.   
 


When discussing the ECRI with many 2012 BIS Update attendees, the comments appeared to 
fall into various categories: 


1. Companies with USML items moving to 600 Series:  Lower fences:  The pain is 
administrative as obtaining export licensing is easier and less risky than using De 
Minimus and STA with its large record-keeping requirements.  These ITAR companies 
must learn a new set of regulations i.e. the EAR.  Discomfort could be temporary with 
hopefully a good end result in ultimately facilitating more trade. 


2. Companies with EAR AT Level items and USML/non-600 Series: Seemingly equal 
fences but could be higher fences in facilitating trade.  ECRI may or may not have an 
effect as it depends on whether 0Y521 will capture EAR99 items and perhaps ultimately 
place them on the USML, which we have seen happening recently. 


3. Companies, like ours, regulated at the 6A001 and other 001 levels:  Higher fences.  
ECRI is debilitating because the higher fences are being built around our commercial 
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products such as the new 0Y521 ECCN where for the first time ever the government is 
adding new levels of classifications without getting multi-level regime agreement first 
rendering companies such as ours severely less marketable against our competitors 
who will not be subject to these restrictions.  


The way small-medium businesses see it is that the “higher fences” were created to control 
stringently our commercial goods on the Commerce Control List while the fences are being 
lowered on the 600 Series items. We don’t understand the reasoning behind building higher 
fences around purely commercial items and don’t believe that this situation supports the goals 
of the initiative. 


 
THE EFFECT ON SMALL BUSINESSES HAS NOT BEEN ASCERTAINED 
 
On page 36417 under number 4. of the Rulemaking requirements, the Proposed Rule states: 


“The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA), 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., generally requires 
an agency to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis of any rule subject to the notice and 
comment rulemaking requirements under the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 
553) or any other statute, unless the agency certifies that the rule will not have a 
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. Under section 
605(b) of the RFA, however, if the head of an agency certifies that a rule will not have a 
significant impact on a substantial number of small entities, the statute does not require 
the agency to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis. Pursuant to section 605(b), the 
Chief Counsel for Regulations, Department of Commerce, submitted a memorandum to 
the Chief Counsel for Advocacy, Small Business Administration, certifying that proposed 
rule published on July 15, 2011, will not have a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. This proposed rule re-proposes, with certain changes, the 
definitions of ‘‘specially designed,’’ of ‘‘end item,’’ and of ‘‘accessories and attachments’’ 
that BIS originally proposed in the July 15 proposed rule. The changes proposed here do 
not impact the original certification. Consequently, BIS has not prepared a regulatory 
flexibility analysis. A summary of the factual basis for the certification is provided below. 
 
Number of Small Entities 
The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) does not collect data on the size of entities 
that apply for and are issued export licenses. Although BIS is unable to estimate the 
exact number of small entities that would be affected by this rule, it acknowledges that 
this rule would affect some unknown number.” 


 


Given that changes of this magnitude incorporating definitions from the USML into the CCL 
have never been made previously, we do not feel that a memorandum on the impact on small 
businesses between Chief Counsels is sufficient.  We contend that the effect of this proposed 
rule on small businesses has not been properly assessed.  We respectfully request that BIS 
prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis so the effect on small entities can be accurately 
determined. 


In its Conclusion on page 36418, BIS admits that it “is unable to determine the precise number 
of small entities that would be affected by this rule.”  BIS then claims that: 


“Based on the facts and conclusions set forth above, BIS believes that any burdens 
imposed by this rule would be offset by the benefits that will occur with the fundamental 
changes being made to the U.S. export control system under the Export Control Reform 












 
 
August 3, 2012 
 
Mr. Timothy Mooney 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION ON WWW.REGULATIONS.GOV 
 
RE:  Specially Designed Definition – RIN 0694-AF66 


 
Dear Mr. Mooney: 
 
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Industrial Fasteners Institute (IFI) to both the Department of 
State and the Department of Commerce on the proposed definition of “specially designed” for use in the 
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and the Export Administration Regulations (EAR).  IFI is the 
trade association representing 85 percent of the North American production capacity for mechanical fasteners.   
These nuts, bolts, screws, rivets and similar fastening devices and systems hold together everything we use in 
everyday life.  They are prevalent in aircraft, vehicles, ships and numerous other items widely used in both 
military and civilian applications, and therefore, the application of export controls is of particular importance to 
fastener manufacturers.  Most fastener manufacturers are small to medium-sized businesses, and the U.S. 
fastener industry employs approximately 42,000 workers. 
 
On December 22, 2011, IFI provided comments to both the Departments of State and Commerce on the 
proposed changes to Category VIII regarding the control of aircraft and related items.  In those comments, IFI 
applauded the Administration’s overall efforts to amend the EAR in conjunction with amendments to the ITAR 
to describe more precisely which articles warrant continued control under ITAR and which are subject to the 
EAR. 
 
In particular, IFI noted that, if our understanding of the proposed revisions was accurate, we would expect that 
upon finalization ONLY those fasteners “specially designed” for a specific list of U.S.-origin aircraft that have 
low observable features or characteristics would be subject to continued control under ITAR.  Further, we 
stated our belief that all other fasteners “specially designed” for military aircraft would be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the EAR, as appropriate.  Finally, depending on the final definition of “specially designed”, we 
stated our opinion that most fasteners used in military aircraft would not qualify as “specially designed” and 
thus would not be subject to either ITAR or EAR controls.  
 
Both the Department of State and the Department of Commerce have now proposed a final definition of 
“specially designed” (Federal Register / Vol. 77, No. 118 / Tuesday, June 19, 2012), and generally IFI 
believes that both proposed definitions would result in the same outcome as anticipated in our December 2011 
comments, and would apply to fasteners contained in all categories of end items potentially subject to either 
ITAR or EAR.  We believe this is the right approach, as it retains the ability to control fasteners that meet the 
definition of “specially designed” while creating a streamlined “decision tree” process for determining which 
fasteners no longer warrant controls under ITAR or EAR. 
 
It is our understanding that if these definitions are adopted, the United States Munitions List (USML) will 
become a “positive list”—that is, any items to be controlled under ITAR will be specifically listed on the 
USML.   All other items will be subject to EAR controls, but only if they meet the definition of “specially 
designed” including the exclusion paragraphs. 
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We further understand that Commerce is attempting to create a “yes/no” decision tree process for determining 
whether an item, part or component is “specially designed” by posing a series of questions, beginning with a 
general definition and proceeding, if necessary, through several specific exceptions or exclusions.  Under the 
proposal, if the answer is “no” at any point in the questioning, the item is not “specially designed” and no further 
analysis would be required. 
 
However, we believe additional clarity is necessary in several areas in order to insure that the final definitions 
accomplish that goal without inadvertently “controlling” parts or components that do not warrant control.  Our 
remaining comments will address those areas. 


 
One of the exclusions (Exclusion paragraph (b) (2)) specifically excludes “any single unassembled “part” that is 
of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities not enumerated on the USML or the 
CCL”.  Examples of “parts” listed in this exclusion are threaded fasteners (screws, bolts, nuts, nut plates, studs, 
inserts), other fasteners (clips, rivets, pins), and basic hardware (washers, spacers, insulators, grommets, 
bushings, springs).  We would make two points with regard to this exclusion: 
 


1. While we understand that this list is not intended to be all-inclusive, we believe it should be made clear 
in the final definition that “fasteners” comprised of multiple sub-components are included.  Parts such 
as nut plates, blind bolts, rivets, latches and panel fasteners may be comprised of numerous sub-
components required to complete the final “fastener”.  


 
2. It is our understanding that Commerce intends to view “fasteners” broadly when determining whether 


they are “of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities not enumerated on the USML or 
the CCL”.  Specifically, we understand that to mean that variations in such things as dimension, 
material, coatings or lubricants are not sufficient to cause a fastener to be “specially designed”, unless 
one or more of those variations contribute to low observable features of an aircraft or some other 
unique characteristic of an end item warranting control.  We suggest that be made clear in the final 
definition.  
 


Another of the exclusions (Exclusion paragraph (b) (3)) would exclude a part, component, accessory or 
attachment that: “Has the same form, fit, and performance capabilities as a part, component, accessory, or 
attachment used in or with a commodity that: (i) Is or was in ‘‘production’’ (i.e., not in ‘‘development’’); and (ii) Is 
either not enumerated on the CCL or USML, or is enumerated in an ECCN controlled only for Anti-Terrorism 
(AT) reasons.”  We believe further discussion and clarity is required regarding the terms “form” and “fit” as 
stated below: 
 


1. As currently written, it appears that only identical parts used in both civilian and military applications 
would be considered within the definition, which does not adequately reflect the interchangeability of 
parts that perform the same function.  For example, permanent lockbolts and permanent threaded bolts 
are two types of fasteners commonly called “pins”.  While they are intended to be interchangeable, 
have the same fit and performance characteristics, they have a different form because of different 
design principals. 


 
2. Similarly, the task of holding a panel closed can be accomplished with either a latch or a panel fastener, 


and the decision to use one versus the other is essentially a matter of designer preference, not 
performance.  Yet they do not have the same form or fit.  
 


We also suggest that further clarification is necessary to adequately address fastener installation tools, which 
are often provided to the end user by the fastener manufacturer.  IFI believes that such tools should not require 
control under either the ITAR or EAR, but it is not clear from the current draft how one would determine that 
using the “decision tree” process.  For example: 
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1. A fastener installation tool would seem to be an “accessory”, because it is not installed on an end item, 
so it would not fall within exclusion paragraph (b) (2). 


 
2. End users may request that the tool be modified by lengthening or shortening the handle.  If that is 


done at the specific request of a supplier of a defense item, the tool would not fall within exclusion 
paragraph (b) (3), as it now has a different form. 
 


3. Similarly, it is not clear that exclusion (b) (4) would exempt a modified tool as it would be difficult if not 
impossible to conclude there is a “reasonable expectation” of use on a civilian article. 
 


With those caveats, IFI supports the overall Administration approach, which would retain ITAR control of critical 
fasteners that contribute to the properties of key U.S.-origin aircraft having low observable features or 
characteristics.  All other fasteners would be subject to control under EAR, but only if they are “specially 
designed” for military end items. 
 
IFI appreciates the opportunity to comment on this proposed definition.  We would be happy to answer any 
questions regarding these comments or export controls and their effect on fastener manufacturers.  Please 
contact our Washington Representatives:  Laurin Baker at 202-393-8525 or Jennifer Baker Reid at 202-393-
8524 if you have any questions. 
 


Sincerely, 


 
        Rob Harris 
        Managing Director 
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August 3, 2012 
 
Mr. Timothy Mooney 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION ON WWW.REGULATIONS.GOV 
 
RE:  Specially Designed Definition – RIN 0694-AF66 


 
Dear Mr. Mooney: 
 
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Forging Industry Association (FIA) to both the Department of 
State and the Department of Commerce on the proposed definition of “specially designed” for use in the 
International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and the Export Administration Regulations (EAR).  FIA is the 
primary trade association representing the bulk of forging capacity in North America.  The North American 
forging industry is comprised of approximately 500 forging operations in 38 states, Canada and Mexico. 
 
Forging is one of the oldest known metalworking processes, where metal is pressed, pounded or squeezed 
under great pressure into high-strength parts known as forgings.  The process is usually performed by 
preheating the metal to a desired temperature before it is worked.  Forged parts are strong and reliable, and 
therefore vital in safety-critical applications.  Rarely seen by consumers, forgings are normally component parts 
inside assemblies on aircraft, ships, and vehicles—anything that flies, floats or rolls. 
 
On December 22, 2011, FIA provided comments to both the Departments of State and Commerce on 
proposed revisions to Category VIII related to aircraft and related items.  In those comments, FIA applauded 
the Administration’s overall efforts to amend the EAR in conjunction with amendments to the ITAR to describe 
more precisely which articles warrant continued control under ITAR and which are subject to the EAR. 
 
In particular, FIA noted that, if our understanding of the proposed revisions was accurate, we would expect that 
upon finalization ONLY those forgings “specially designed” for a specific list of U.S.-origin aircraft that have low 
observable features or characteristics would be subject to continued control under ITAR.  Further, we stated 
our belief that all other forgings “specially designed” for military aircraft would be subject to the jurisdiction of 
the EAR, as appropriate and consistent with multilateral export control regimes, including the Wassenaar 
Arrangement Munitions List (WAML).  Because the proposed definition of “specially designed” under 
consideration would apply to all military end items, this reference to the WAML creates the need for additional 
clarity with regard to certain forgings that are shipped “unfinished” or “raw” and whether they are subject to 
export controls under the ITAR or the EAR.  Many other forgings are shipped as finished parts, and we believe 
the decision as to whether they are “specially designed” will be made based on the part, not the fact that it is a 
forging. 
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The WAML’s category 16 (which would be implemented in the newly proposed EAR ECCN 9A610.x) provides 
a control regime for forgings, castings and other unfinished products “specially designed” for specified end 
items such as weapons, ammunition, bombs, aircraft, etc.  That control regime applies to unfinished products 
only “when they are identifiable by material composition, geometry or function.” 


 
Note 1:  Forgings, castings, and other unfinished products, such as extrusions and machined bodies, 
that have reached a stage in manufacturing where they are clearly identifiable by material composition, 
geometry, or function as commodities controlled by ECCN 9A610.x are controlled by ECCN 9A610.x. 


 
Many aerospace forgings and some other forgings are shipped to the customer in “raw” form, and require 
substantial additional machining and manufacturing processes before being installed in an assembly or end 
item.  In fact, the industry commonly refers to the “90/10 ratio” of what is shipped versus what ends up in the 
final product.   
 
Such forgings are not “identifiable by material composition, geometry or function” when they are shipped to a 
customer.  While such forgings may have a part number on them, FIA believes that a part number should not 
be enough to meet the definition of “identifiable by material composition, geometry or function.”  We suggest 
that an affirmative statement be made clarifying that the determination of whether a forging is “identifiable by 
material composition, geometry or function” cannot be made solely based on the existence of a part number. 
 
 Both the Department of State and the Department of Commerce have now proposed a final definition of 
“specially designed” (Federal Register / Vol. 77, No. 118 / Tuesday, June 19, 2012), and generally FIA 
believes that both proposed definitions would result in the same outcome as anticipated in our December 2011 
comments, and would apply to forged parts contained in all categories of end items potentially subject to either 
ITAR or EAR.  We believe this is the right approach, as it retains the ability to control forged parts that meet the 
definition of “specially designed” while creating a streamlined “decision tree” process for determining which 
forged parts no longer warrant controls under ITAR or EAR. 
    
It is our understanding that if these definitions are adopted, the United States Munitions List (USML) will 
become a “positive list”—that is, any items to be controlled under ITAR will be specifically listed on the 
USML.   All other items will be subject to EAR controls, but only if they meet the definition of “specially 
designed” included in the Commerce proposal, including the exclusion paragraphs. 
 
We further understand that Commerce is attempting to create a “yes/no” decision tree process for determining 
whether an item, part or component is “specially designed” by posing a series of questions, beginning with a 
general definition and proceeding, if necessary, through several specific exceptions or exclusions.  Under the 
proposal, if the answer is “no” at any point in the questioning, the item is not “specially designed” and no further 
analysis would be required. 
 
However, we believe additional clarity is necessary in several areas in order to insure that the final definitions 
accomplish that goal without inadvertently “controlling” parts or components that do not warrant control.  Our 
remaining comments will address those areas. 


 
One of the exclusions (Exclusion paragraph (b) (2)) specifically excludes “any single unassembled “part” that is 
of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities not enumerated on the USML or the 
CCL”.  Examples of “parts” listed in this exclusion are threaded fasteners (screws, bolts, nuts, nut plates, studs, 
inserts), other fasteners (clips, rivets, pins), and basic hardware (washers, spacers, insulators, grommets, 
bushings, springs).  We would make two points with regard to this exclusion: 
 


1. While we understand that this list is not intended to be all-inclusive, we believe it should be made clear 
in the final definition that for “parts” not specifically mentioned as examples, it is the “part” that controls 
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the determination, not the process by which the part is made.  In the case of forgings, this will help 
forgers determine whether the forging (part) they produce is subject to this paragraph.  


 
2. It is our understanding that Commerce intends to view “parts” broadly when determining whether they 


are “of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities not enumerated on the USML or the 
CCL”.  Specifically, we understand that to mean that variations in such things as dimension, material, 
coatings or lubricants are not sufficient to cause a “part” to be “specially designed”, unless one or more 
of those variations contribute to low observable features of an aircraft or some other unique 
characteristic of an end item warranting control.  We suggest that be made clear in the final definition 
by stating affirmatively that such variations as dimension, material, coatings or lubricants do not cause 
a “part” to be “specially designed”.  
 


Another of the exclusions (Exclusion paragraph (b) (3)) would exclude a part, component, accessory or 
attachment that: “Has the same form, fit, and performance capabilities as a part, component, accessory, or 
attachment used in or with a commodity that: (i) Is or was in ‘‘production’’ (i.e., not in ‘‘development’’); and (ii) Is 
either not enumerated on the CCL or USML, or is enumerated in an ECCN controlled only for Anti-Terrorism 
(AT) reasons.”  We believe further discussion and clarity is required regarding the terms “form” and “fit” as 
stated below: 
 


1.  As currently written, it appears that only identical parts used in both civilian and military applications 
would be considered within the definition, which does not adequately reflect the nature of the forging 
process.  For example, a crankshaft used in a compressor onboard a submarine would have the same 
form and performance characteristics as a crankshaft used in an engine powering an armored vehicle, 
but not the same “fit”, as it would have different dimensions.  Numerous other “parts” that are forged 
would fall into that same category, thus we suggest that additional clarity is needed. 


 
With those caveats, FIA supports the overall Administration approach, which would retain ITAR control of 
critical forged parts that contribute to the properties of key U.S.-origin aircraft having low observable features or 
characteristics.  All other forgings would be subject to control under EAR, but only if they are “specially 
designed” for military end items, consistent with multilateral export control regimes. 
 
FIA appreciates the opportunity to comment on this proposed definition.  We would be happy to answer any 
questions regarding these comments or export controls and their effect on forgers.  Please contact our 
Washington Representatives:  Laurin Baker at 202-393-8525 or Jennifer Baker Reid at 202-393-8524 if you 
have any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
  


 
 
Roy Hardy 
Executive Vice President 
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Regulatory Policy Division 
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U.S. Department of Commerce 
ATTN: Mr. Timothy Mooney 
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Washington DC 20230 
 
 


 
Submittal via Regulations.gov Portal 


 
 Reference: RIN 0694-AF66 [Docket No. 120403245-1034-01] 
   Proposed Rule 
 


Subject: Revisions to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR): “Specially 
Designed” Definition 


 
 
Dear Mr. Mooney, 
 
On behalf of Rolls-Royce North America Holdings Inc. (the Company), I am pleased to respond 
to the June 19, 2012 Federal Register Notice requesting comments on the proposed revisions to 
the EAR’s Definition of “Specially Designed”. 
 
Rolls-Royce appreciates the difficulty and the time involved to work through this definition.  We 
realize this is no simple task.  Rolls-Royce has reviewed the proposed changes, and has the 
following observations. 
 
We would prefer that Commerce use some of the wording used in the definition proposed in the 
December 2010 ANPRM (75 FR 76935).  Language such as “distinguish it for certain 
predetermined purposes” and “directly related to the functioning of a defense article” as well as 
“used exclusively or predominantly in or with a defense article” gives a clearer view.  We do 
agree the clarifiers in §722.1 definition of “Specially designed paragraph (b) are necessary.  
 
In addition, Rolls-Royce offers the following detailed comments on the proposed definition: 
 


• Proposed paragraph (b)(1) is redundant and will lead to confusion.  If an item is 
enumerated in a USML paragraph then it is should be ITAR controlled.  Including this 
language in the “release” portion of the definition would cause misclassifications or 
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additional burden on exporters and the Department with additional Commodity 
Jurisdictions.   
 


• Proposed paragraph (b)(3) may need clarification.  The reliance on form and fit is not 
necessarily the best determination.  We understand that performance capabilities and 
function cannot be the sole determining factor, but form and fit do not necessarily mean 
capturing items that are insignificant and have performance characteristics that are 
equivalent to items that are not controlled on the CCL.  The Department should consider 
language that would allow a part/component to fall within the (b)(3) release if differences 
are limited to dimensional variations. 


 
Rolls-Royce appreciates the opportunity to comment on this proposed rule.  Feel free to contact 
me if you have any questions about these comments. 
 
 
 
 
William J. Merrell 
Vice President, 
Strategic Export Control – Americas 
Rolls-Royce North America Inc. 
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Mr. Timothy Mooney 


Regulatory Policy Division 


Bureau of Industry and Security 


U.S. Department of Commerce 


14th Street Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 


Washington, D.C.  20230 


 


RE: “Specially Designed” Definition (Federal Register Notice of June 19, 2012; 


RIN 0694-AF66) 


 


Dear Mr. Mooney: 


 


Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (“SEMI”) is pleased to 


submit to the Commerce Department's Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) the fol-


lowing comments on BIS’s revised proposed definition of the term “specially designed” 


(“Revised Proposed Definition”).1  As detailed below, SEMI urges that BIS further im-


prove the Revised Proposed Definition. 


 


Semiconductor Equipment and Materials Industry 


 


SEMI represents nearly 2,000 global companies that provide equipment, materials 


and services used to manufacture semiconductors, photovoltaics, displays and other 


high tech devices for consumer and industrial products.  SEMI’s over 500 U.S. member 


companies are comprised of both large and small companies that make a critical contri-


bution to the advancement of microelectronic technologies that are central to the 


communities of highly skilled and educated engineers and technologists in many re-


gions of the United States. 


 


The instruments and materials that SEMI member companies produce are used to 


manufacture commercial integrated circuits or semiconductors on a mass volume basis.  


The main customers of semiconductor manufacturing equipment (“SME”) and materials 


companies are large, well-known semiconductor manufacturers. 


 


The U.S. SME industry serves a global customer base, and SEMI members must 


export on a commercially reasonable basis to survive.  The average U.S. maker of SME 


receives over 80 percent of its revenues from overseas sales.  These firms cannot be 


                                                 
1 “Specially Designed” Definition, 77 Fed. Reg. 36,409 (June 19, 2012) ("Revised Proposed Definition"). 
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global industry leaders or even sustainable enterprises unless they achieve substantial 


export sales. 


 


Based on SEMI members' day-to-day experience, SEMI can confirm the validity of 


widespread concern regarding existing U.S. export controls.  With their overly broad 


scope and licensing uncertainties and delays, many export controls add costs and curb 


SME industry investment growth, sales and employment without contributing to U.S. se-


curity. 


Comments 


I. Revised Proposed Definition Is Improvement Over Initial Proposed Defini-


tion 


 In comparison to the proposed “specially designed” definition that BIS published 


in July 2011 (“Initial Proposed Definition”),2 the Revised Proposed Definition is structur-


ally clearer and would move classification outcomes closer to outcomes that would re-


sult from the natural meaning of “specially designed.”   


 


In particular, SEMI commends BIS’s adoption of three SEMI recommendations: 


 


 BIS expanded exceptions to the “specially designed” definition to include accessories 


as well as parts and components.3 


 BIS replaced “serial production” with “production” in exclusions to the definition.  


The Initial Proposed Definition would have excluded components used in controlled 


and non-controlled end items if the non-controlled end items were in “serial produc-


tion.”  The ambiguous term “serial production” would have introduced substantial 


uncertainty for exporters. 


 


 “One for one replacement” as between a component at issue and a component used 


in a non-controlled end item is not a requirement for satisfying any exclusion in the 


Revised Proposed Definition.  That requirement would have made an exclusion un-


necessarily limited. 


 


                                                 
2 Proposed Revisions to the Export Administration Regulations:  Control of Items the President Deter-


mined No Longer Warrant Control Under the United States Munitions List, 76 Fed. Reg. 41,958, 41,980-81 


(July 15, 2011). 


 
3
 Unfortunately, this positive development came at the cost of unnecessarily expanding the scope of ac-


cessories captured by the definition in the first instance. 
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II. Revised Proposed Definition Retains Significant Shortcomings 


Notwithstanding improvements identified above, the Revised Proposed Defini-


tion has several shortcomings, not the least of which is its complexity.  BIS continues to 


employ a “catch-and-release” structure in the Revised Proposed Definition.  This struc-


ture is intrinsically complicated and inconsistent with the basic concept of a definition – 


which should simply specify the meaning of a term.   


The Revised Proposed Definition may also expand controls unnecessarily and 


give rise to subjectivity in interpretation.  Several key terms are undefined.  These in-


clude “function as designed,” “enhance its usefulness or effectiveness,” “reasonable ex-


pectation,” and “described on the CCL.”  Given the uncertainty and complexity associat-


ed with the Revised Proposed Definition, exporters will be required to expend consider-


able time and resources seeking to interpret and apply the new definition to their day-


to-day export activities.    


A foremost uncertainty is how paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2), and (a)(3) would collec-


tively serve as “catch” provisions.   It appears that these provisions are intended to be 


evaluated independently and successively, as evidenced by the “or” following paragraph 


(a)(2).  This understanding is called into question, however, by the note to paragraph 


(a)(1).  The note addresses whether example components are “specially designed” by 


applying the paragraph (a)(1) test of whether the component is “peculiarly responsible” 


for causing an item to meet or exceed a control parameter.4  This tends to suggest that 


one can definitively determine whether a component is “specially designed” based sole-


ly on application of paragraph (a)(1).   


Other aspects of paragraph (a) reinforce uncertainty about how the “catch” provi-


sions are to operate.  BIS observes that paragraph (a)(2) is “similar to (a)(1), but  . . . must 


be listed separately because not all descriptions of commodities on the USML and the 


CCL include performance levels, characteristics, or functions as the basis for control.”5  


This justification for paragraph (a)(2) implies that paragraph (a)(2) only applies to parts 


and components that are incorporated by end items covered by ECCNs (or USML cate-


gories) that do not include performance levels, characteristics, or functions as bases for 


control.  In addition, the term “function as designed” used in (a)(2) is, as noted above, 


undefined and could result in expansion of controls. 


The intent behind paragraph (a)(3) is also obscure.  BIS has defined “accessories” 


and “attachments” to be items which are associated with other items but “are not neces-


                                                 
4 Revised Proposed Definition at 36,419 


 
5
 Revised Proposed Definition at 36,412. 
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sary for their operation.”6  It is unclear why accessories and attachments, which by the 


definition provided are “not necessary” for the operation of the end item, would be con-


sidered “specially designed” when the objective of export control reform is creation of “a 


system where higher walls are placed around fewer, more critical items.”7 


III. Modifications Should Be Made to the Revised Proposed Definition  


A. Paragraph (a)(1) Standard Should Apply to All Items 


 


 The following should constitute the entirety of the “specially designed” definition: 


 


 An “item” is “specially designed” if, as a result of “development,” it: 


 is an end item having properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or ex-


ceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions in the relevant 


ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML) paragraph , or  


 is an application-specific part, component, accessory or attachment  hav-


ing properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the per-


formance levels, characteristics, or functions of an end item enumerated in 


the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML) paragraph. 


This definition would: 


 


 be reasonably straightforward and easy to administer; 


 


 comport with the normal meaning of “specially designed;” and 


 


 not result in expansion of export controls. 


B. Alternatively, If “Catch-and-Release” Structure Is Retained BIS Should Ad-


just “Catch” and “Release” Provisions 


1. Confirm That Component or Part Not “Specially Designed” If ECCN 


Has Control Performance Levels, Characteristics or Functions and 


(a)(1) Standard Not Met 


 The better interpretation of paragraph (a) of the Revised Proposed Definition is 


that a component or part would not be “specially designed” for an end item if:  1) the 


                                                 
6
 Revised Proposed Definition at 36,419. 


 
7
 Remarks by Secretary Robert Gates before the Business Executives for National Security on April 20, 


2010 
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ECCN for that end item relies on performance levels, characteristics or functions as con-


trol parameters; and 2) the component or part does not satisfy the (a)(1) standard with 


respect to that end item.  SEMI urges BIS to add the following note to the Revised Pro-


posed Definition confirming this interpretation. 


 


 Note to paragraph (a)(2): This paragraph pertains only to parts and 


components that are incorporated into enumerated end items covered by 


ECCNs or USML categories that lack performance levels, characteristics, or 


functions as bases for control.  All other parts and components are subject 


to paragraph (a)(1). 


 


 The alternative to this approach would seem to be a “double jeopardy” policy 


under which a component or part would be deemed “specially designed” if it satisfies 


either (a)(1) or (a)(2).  Such a policy would be incongruous, unnecessary, and contrary to 


the rationale for (a)(2) as articulated by BIS.8  


2. Extend (b)(2) to Minor Components 


 As drafted, the paragraph (b)(2) exclusion covers only parts.  That exclusion 


should also apply to minor, simple assemblies notwithstanding that they might techni-


cally be considered “components.”  The purpose of (b)(2) is presumably to exclude from 


the “specially designed” definition items that obviously cannot be peculiarly responsible 


for achieving or exceeding control parameters.  That rationale applies with equal force 


to minor components such as a cable harness, a simple pipe/fitting assembly or a stud 


assembly.   There is no reason to treat a simple piece of pipe differently from the same 


piece of pipe with a fitting on it.  This modification would go far toward making the Re-


vised Proposed Definition workable and appropriate.   


3. Eliminate “Form and Fit” from (b)(3) 


 The paragraph (b)(3) exclusion would be limited to parts, components, accesso-


ries, and attachments with the “same form, fit and performance capabilities” as parts, 


components, accessories and attachments used in or with a non-enumerated end item.  


The requirement that items have the same performance capabilities is understandable.  


The requirement that items have the same form and fit is not justified since form and fit  


do not determine what the item is capable of achieving, i.e., performance capabilities.  


Two components or accessories that have the same performance capabilities should be 


treated as being materially the same, regardless of form or fit distinctions. 


                                                 
8 SEMI also urges BIS to clarify paragraph (a)(3) to establish that it captures only accessories and attach-


ments that are necessary for achieving end item control parameters. 
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4. Modify Note 1 and (b)(3)(ii)  


 Note 1 and paragraph (b)(3)(ii) could be simplified with no effect on their mean-


ing.   There is no need for the phrase “or is enumerated in an ECCN controlled only for 


Anti-Terrorism (AT) reasons” in paragraph (b)(3)(ii), or for the phrase “except in the con-


text of paragraph (b)(3), where an item in an ECCN controlled only for AT reasons is 


considered enumerated when it is not controlled in a catch all paragraph” in Note 1.  


Both of those phrases should be eliminated.  If that were done, the definition of “enu-


merated” would be unchanged and the meaning of paragraph (b)(3)(ii) would be un-


changed, but both would be clearer. 


5. Replace “Described” with “Enumerated” and “Commodities” with 


“End items” in (b)(4)(i) 


 The Revised Proposed Definition does not define the phrase “described on the 


CCL,” which appears in paragraph (b)(4)(ii).   There are two possibilities:  First, that “de-


scribed” means “enumerated;” or second, that “described” is broader than “enumerat-


ed.”  If “described” is synonymous with “enumerated,” paragraph (b)(4)(ii) discusses two 


mutually exclusive categories of items and fits with the rest of the Revised Proposed 


Definition.  If this is the case, however, there is no reason to use a term other than 


“enumerated,” and doing so creates confusion.  If, on the other hand, products “de-


scribed on the CCL” encompasses all of the products “enumerated on the CCL” and 


some additional products – meaning that a single product could be both “not enumer-


ated on the CCL” and also “described on the CCL” – then paragraph (b)(4)(ii) becomes 


identical in scope to paragraph (b)(4)(i), at least vis-a-vis the CCL.  Under either scenario, 


replacing “described” with “enumerated” would clarify the meaning of the paragraph 


without altering its meaning. 


 In addition, BIS should replace “commodities” with “end items” throughout para-


graph (b)(4) to clarify that parts, components, accessories, and attachments are being 


used in or with end items. 


IV. Grace Period Should Be Established 


 Regardless of the extent to which BIS adopts SEMI’s recommendations, BIS 


should establish that the new “specially designed” definition will not become effective 


earlier than 90 days after publication of the final rule.  Doing so would provide much 


needed time for exporters to fully assess the final rule and adjust their licensing and 


classification practices appropriately. 


*       *       *       *       * 
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SEMI and its member companies are committed to export control reform, and we 


appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments.   


 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 
 


Karen Savala 


President, SEMI Americas 


 


OHSUSA:751002285.9  


 

















































AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS 


                    The Voice of the International Trade Community Since 1921 


 
              


1050 17th Street, N.W; Suite 810; Washington, DC  20036; Telephone 202/857-8009; Fax 202/857-7843; Email hq@aaei.org 


 
August 3, 2012 


 
Via E-Mail: publiccomments@bis.doc.gov 
 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
Room 2099B 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Pennsylvania, NW 
Washington, DC  20230 
 


Re:   Proposed Rule on “Specially Designed” Definition  
 Docket No.: 120403245-1034-01 
 RIN 0694-AF66 


  
Dear Sir or Madame: 
 
On behalf of the American Association of Exporters and Importers (AAEI), we 
respectfully submit these comments concerning the proposed rule on the definition of 
the term “Specially Designed” that was published in the Federal Register on June 19, 
2012 (77 Fed. Reg. 36,409). 
 
AAEI has been a national voice for the international trade community in the United 
States since 1921.  AAEI represents the entire spectrum of the international trade 
community across all industry sectors.  Our members include manufacturers, 
importers, exporters, wholesalers, retailers and service providers to the industry, 
which is comprised of brokers, freight forwarders, trade advisors, insurers, security 
providers, transportation interests and ports.  Many of these enterprises are small 
businesses seeking to export to foreign markets.  AAEI promotes fair and open trade 
policy.  We advocate for companies engaged in international trade, supply chain 
security, export controls, non-tariff barriers, import safety and customs and border 
protection issues.  AAEI is the premier trade organization representing those 
immediately engaged in and directly impacted by developments pertaining to 
international trade.  We are recognized as the technical experts regarding the day-
to-day facilitation of trade.  
 
1. General Comments  


 
AAEI appreciates the opportunity to comment on the definition of “specially 
designed” and the major areas that the Administration is seeking to modernize under 
the President’s Export Control Reform Initiative.  AAEI strongly supports the 
President’s export control reform effort.  AAEI has participated in consultations with 
Administration and Congressional staffs regarding recommendations for export 
control reform of the current statutory and regulatory regime. 
 
We appreciate the enormity of undertaking the task of modernizing the U.S. export 
control system that has developed over 50 years and reforming it in a relatively 
short period of time and therefore commend the Bureau of Industry and Security 
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(BIS) and Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) for its extensive efforts and 
progress made to date.  
 
2. Specific Comments 
 
AAEI strongly supports the goal of a positive list of items that are controlled and the 
removal of common, overused and not well defined terms, such as “specially 
designed.”  Nonetheless, the practical application of the proposed rule on specially 
designed is still confusing in some respects.   
 
Specifically, the proposed rule still appears to reflect an underlying focus on the 
design intent of the item rather than national security interests and military 
functionality of the item.  We believe that manufacturers, exporters and others 
involved in the production and export of export controlled products could more easily 
interpret and comply with the rules if the definition moved further from the concept 
of design intent towards an analysis of the unique characteristics of the item that 
imbue it with the military functionality.   
 
In addition to these unique characteristics, the importance of the item to be 
controlled to national security interests should be taken into consideration.  We 
recognize that steps toward this alternative approach have already been taken, as 
seen in the language of paragraph (a)(1) of the proposed definition of specially 
designed, which positively lists that items with “properties peculiarly responsible” for 
characteristics described in the U.S. Munitions List are controlled.  Because the 
stated goal is to create a positive list that moves items from the control of the ITAR 
to the Export Administration Regulations, where possible, we believe a definition that 
enumerates even more discernible, limiting factors will more likely achieve the 
objective of increasing national security by focusing controls on the most critical 
items. 
 
Beyond this conceptual ambiguity, we would like to present our views on some 
textual confusion and some suggestions for clarifying them.  We offer the following 
suggestions to the proposed rule for inclusion in the final regulation to be issued by 
BIS: 
 


1. We suggest the below wording can be stricken, as the same idea is stated in 
the subsequent sentence: 


 
§772.1 Specially designed. 
When applying this definition, follow this sequential analysis: Begin 
with paragraph (a)(1) of this section and proceed through each 
subsequent paragraph. If a commodity would not be controlled as a 
result of the application of the standards in paragraph (a) of this 
section, then it is not necessary to work through paragraph (b) of this 
section. If a commodity would be controlled as a result of paragraph 
(a), then it is necessary to work through each of the elements of 
paragraph (b). 
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2. We suggest deleting the word “unassembled,” as it does not add clarity to the 
provision.  It is our understanding this paragraph refers to a part that has not 
been assembled into another item, not that the part itself is unassembled:   


 
§ 772.1(b)(2) Is a single unassembled part that is of a type commonly 
used in multiple types of commodities not enumerated. 


 
3. We suggest deleting the following text referencing “production”:     


§ 772.1 (b) (3) Has the same form, fit, and performance capabilities 
as a part, component, accessory, or attachment used in or with a 
commodity that: (i) Is or was in production (i.e., not in development); 
and (ii) Is not enumerated on the U.S. Munitions List. 


 
The likely intent of the text is to distinguish “production” from “development.” 
However, we do not believe that this language adds any clarity. 
 


4. Quality improvements and feature enhancements can change the basic 
performance or capability of an item and therefore could be considered 
“development.” We submit that the emphasis should be on the definition of 
“development” rather distinguishing it from “production.”  Consider the 
suggestion made above and eliminating Note to paragraph (b)(3) in its 
entirely.   
 


5. We also suggest removing the Note to paragraph (b)(5), as it seems 
redundant and renders the provision too wordy, which adds to the confusion. 
 


3. Conclusion 
 


AAEI and its member companies greatly appreciate all the work and effort being 
made by BIS, DDTC and Government to achieve this goal.  AAEI would be pleased to 
discuss these comments in more detail with BIS leadership and staff. 
 


Sincerely, 


 
Marianne Rowden 
President & CEO 


 
 
cc:  Douglas N. Jacobson, Co-Chair, AAEI Export Compliance & Facilitation 


Committee  
Phillip Poland, Co-Chair, AAEI Export Compliance & Facilitation Committee 


 

















Information Systems Technical Advisory Committee 


 


 


 


Regulatory Policy Division 


Room 2099B 


U.S. Department of Commerce 


14
th


 Street and Pennsylvania Ave NW 


Washington, DC 20230 


 


Re: BIS-2012-0021 and BIS-2012-0022 


 


Dear Sir/Madam: 


 


On June 19, 2012, the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) published 


a Proposed Rule entitled “Specially Designed Definition” and an Advanced Notice of Proposed 


Rulemaking entitled “Feasibility of Enumerating ‘Specially Designed’ Components”.  These 


items appeared in 77 FR 36409 and 77 FR 36419, respectively. 


 


The Information Systems Technical Advisory Committee (ISTAC) is chartered by the Bureau of 


Industry and Security under Section 5(h) of the Export Administration Act (the “Act”, 50 USC 


App 2401 et seq.) to advise the Secretary of Commerce, among others, with respect to actions 


designed to carry out the policy set forth in Section 3(2)(A) of the Act. 


 


ISTAC members support the President’s Export Control Reform initiative.  ISTAC members 


also support the adoption of a common definition of the term “specially designed” for use in 


relevant sections of the EAR that may be affected by the proposed transfer of certain items from 


the United States Munitions List of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).  


However, ISTAC members do not support the adoption of a common definition of “specially 


designed” for the balance of the Commerce Control List. 


 


Rather, ISTAC members believe that the preferred approach is to eliminate or replace the term 


“specially designed” where it currently appears in the Commerce Control List.  To this end, 


ISTAC members currently are developing proposals to eliminate or replace the term “specially 


designed” in Categories 3B and Category 5, Part 2.  Other proposals are receiving active 


consideration. 


 


ISTAC members prefer eliminating or replacing the term “specially designed” for the following 


reasons, among others: 


 







1. The definition published in the Proposed Rule is complicated and imprecise; 


 


2. The definition published in the Proposed Rule has not been adopted by participating 


member states of the Wassenaar Arrangement or other multilateral regimes; 


 


3. The approach suggested by the ISTAC goes beyond the immediate issue of parts and 


components, and eliminates or replaces “specially designed” throughout the relevant 


sections of the Commerce Control list. 


 


 


Respectfully submitted, 


 


 


Jonathan Wise 


Chair 


Information Systems Technical Advisory Committee 


 








 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Timothy Mooney 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Room 2099B 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20230 


Date August 3, 2012 
Reference  
Subject “Specially Designed” Definition (Federal Register Notice of June 19, 2012;  


RIN 0694-AF66) 


Dear Mr. Mooney: 
 


ASML US, Inc. (“ASML”) is pleased to submit to the Commerce Department’s Bureau of 
Industry and Security (“BIS”) the following comments on BIS’s proposed revised definition of 
‘specially designed” (“Proposed Definition”).1  As detailed below, ASML urges that BIS further 
improve the Proposed Definition. 
 
Background 


 ASML, headquartered in Tempe Arizona, is an indirect subsidiary of ASML Holding N.V. 
(“ASML NV”).  At its plant in Wilton, Connecticut, ASML manufactures certain components and 
accessories for the semiconductor lithography system produced by ASML Netherlands B.V. (ASML 
NL), another subsidiary of ASML NV.   


 ASML NL assembles all of its semiconductor lithography systems (scanners and steppers) in 
Veldhoven, The Netherlands.  While all of ASML NL’s complete semiconductor lithography 
products are of Dutch origin, ASML NL sources parts, components and accessories for its products 
from a number of countries, including the United States. 


 ASML exports components and accessories to  


(i) ASML NL to be incorporated into ASML NL semiconductor lithography 
systems;  


(ii) ASML NV locations around the world to be held in reserve as spares and 
replacements; and 


(iii) ASML NL customer sites around the world to be used for the immediate 
replacement of defective parts or to upgrade or improve the performance 
of systems.   


                                                      
1 “Specially Designed” Definition, 77 Fed. Reg. 36,409 (June 19, 2012) (“Proposed Definition”). 
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I. While the Proposed Definition of “Specially Designed” Has Improved, It Remains 
Unduly Complex, Flawed and Unnecessary 


A. BIS Has Adopted Several Positive Elements in its New Definition 


 The Proposed Definition contains several improvements over the initial definition of “specially 
designed” advanced by BIS.  Specifically:   


• “Capable of” is explicitly eliminated as a possible meaning of “specially 
designed;” 


• The control status of a component is much more closely tied to the control 
status of the end item(s) into which the component is incorporated, and, 
generally speaking, only components required for the function of controlled 
end items generally are deemed “specially designed” and worthy of 
control; and 


• If a component is incorporated into two ends items of differing control 
status, then the component generally would not be deemed “specifically 
designed.” 


ASML applauds all of these improvements and hopes that they will be retained in the final rule 
implemented by BIS. 


B. Nevertheless, the Proposed Definition Has Several Flaws 


1. A “Catch-and Release” Methodology Is Misguided and Overly 
Complicated 


 BIS’s reliance on a “catch-and-release” methodology for determining which items are 
“specially designed” is unnecessary and significantly complicates the “specially designed” 
definition.  BIS should not determine virtually every component and every accessory to be 
“specially designed” before excluding certain groups of components and accessories from that 
definition.  The plain meaning of the term “specially designed” cannot be squared with the concept 
of capturing all (or virtually all) components and accessories, only to “release” certain of those 
items after further analysis.  


 In paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition, BIS employs a straightforward positive 
definition of “specially designed” that adheres closely to the natural and commonly-understood 
meaning of that term:  a “specially designed” item is one that  


[H]as properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the performance 
levels, characteristics, or functions in the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List 
(USML) paragraph.2 


This definition captures all items that need to be captured without any need to “release” items 
based on exclusions.  The definition is understandable, easy to administer and corresponds to the 
normal meaning of the term “specially designed” when used as control criterion.  There is no 
apparent reason to go beyond this definition, and BIS should not do so. 


 Insofar as the Proposed Definition does not tie the control status of a component or accessory 
to the critical parameters of the end item in which the component is incorporated or with which the 


                                                      
2 Proposed Definition at 36,418. 
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accessory is used it diverges from the plain meaning of “specially designed.”  Such divergence 
should be avoided by limiting the definition of ‘specially designed” to a modified version of 
paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition. 


2. The Proposed Definition Does Not Increase Certainty or Objectivity  


 The portion of the Proposed Definition dealing with components and accessories is not certain 
or objective.  First, the “catch-and-release” nature of the Proposed Definition is far more complex 
than a straightforward positive definition of “specially designed.”  Second, several of the terms 
employed in the Proposed Definition, such as “reasonable expectation,” are undefined and so are 
inherently subjective.  


II. A Positive Definition of “Specially Designed” for all Items Would Be Simpler, Easier 
to Understand, and in Keeping With the Natural Understanding of That Term 


 BIS should implement a positive definition of “specially designed” for all items based on a 
modified version of paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition.  Such a definition would be far 
more objective and more straightforward to administer.  Moreover, such a positive definition would 
be consistent with the principle that only a particular subset of items are “specially designed.” 


 The following revised version of paragraph (a) of the Proposed Definition is all that is required 
and should be implemented by BIS: 


 An “item” is “specially designed” if, as a result of “development,” it: 


(a) is an end item having properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or 
exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions in the 
relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML) paragraph , or  


(b) is an application-specific part, component, accessory or attachment  
having properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the 
performance levels, characteristics, or functions of an end item 
enumerated in the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML) 
paragraph; or  


(c) is an application-specific part, component, accessory or attachment used 
predominantly in or with an enumerated end item for which no 
performance level, characteristic or function is listed on the USML or CCL 


Such a positive definition appropriately would place all items on an equal footing and would obviate 
the need for any exclusions or “release” of items that are obviously not designed specially.   


III. The Proposed Definition of “Specially Designed” Would Be Burdensome and Cause 
Confusion 


A. The Proposed Definition Would Require Export Licensing of Many More 
Components and Accessories Than Would a Positive Definition 


 Because it diverges from the natural meaning and understanding of “specially designed,” the 
Proposed Definition would increase the licensing burdens of exporters far more than would a 
positive definition of “specially designed” akin to the one provided above.  That would be true not 
only because the Proposed Definition likely would deem significantly more parts and components 
to be “specially designed” than would a positive definition based on a “peculiarly responsible” 
standard, but also because the coverage of the Proposed Definition would be far more complex 
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and difficult to decipher than would the coverage of a positive definition based on a “peculiarly 
responsible” standard, and cautious exporters willing to avoid export violations would have to 
expand their licensing beyond what might be necessary in an abundance of caution. 


B. The Proposed Definition Would Impact Firms’ Ability to Use Foreign Suppliers 


 To the extent that the Proposed Definition would yield a larger universe of parts, components 
and accessories either requiring an export license or potentially requiring an export license than 
would a positive definition of “specially designed” akin to the one provided above, the Proposed 
Definition, if implemented, would adversely impact exporters’ ability to use foreign suppliers.  While 
it might be the case that foreign suppliers could be used if licenses were obtained or all of the 
requirements for license exceptions were met, many foreign suppliers are reluctant or unwilling to 
submit themselves to the burden and restrictions associated with license conditions or obtaining 
letters of assurance associated with License Exception TSR.  Accordingly, the actual or potential 
expansion of export controls associated with the implementation of the Proposed Definition, rather 
than a more straightforward, positive “specially designed” definition would dissuade certain foreign 
suppliers from interacting with U.S. exporters and thereby increase the administrative and/or 
production costs of those exporters. 


C. The Proposed Definition Would Negatively Impact Firm’s Ability to Hire and 
Interact With Foreign Nationals 


 To the extent that the Proposed Definition would yield a larger universe of parts, components 
and accessories either requiring an export license or potentially requiring an export license than 
would a positive definition of “specially designed” akin to the one provided above, the Proposed 
Definition, if implemented, would expand the scope of technical information deemed to be 
controlled technical data beyond what should be the case and for that reason would expand the 
need for deemed export licenses beyond what should be the case.  Given the prevalence of foreign 
nationals among employees of high tech firms such as ASML, deemed export licensing 
requirements are of paramount importance to high tech firms actively engaged in development of 
new products.  Any expansion of deemed export license requirements beyond what they should be 
(or would otherwise be) could significantly undercut ASML’s and other high tech firm’s ability to hire 
and retain foreign national employees — and in so doing undercut those firms’ ability to remain at 
the cutting edge of product development. 


D. The Proposed Definition Is Unilateral and Would Lead to Confusion Concerning 
the Proper Classification of Reexports 


 The Proposed Definition was developed on a unilateral basis and may not be consistent with 
the Wassenaar Arrangement.  It remains an open question whether all parts, components and 
accessories deemed “specially designed” for controlled end items under the Proposed Definition 
would be deemed “specially designed” and controlled by other Wassenaar Arrangement countries.  
Given this uncertainty, there would be confusion and lack of clarity as to whether foreign-produced 
components and accessories treated as uncontrolled by the foreign government would be, in effect, 
re-classified as “specially designed” and controlled once imported into the United States and 
prepared for export. 


The lack of clarity as to these matters could cause sizeable administrative and bureaucratic 
problems for companies such as ASML that function as part of a global supply chain.  What’s more, 
that would remain the case even if the Proposed Definition were ultimately adopted by the 
Wassenaar Arrangement unless there were little or no lag between the adoption of the definition by 
the United States and the adoption of the definition by the Wassenaar Arrangement. 
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E. By Negatively Impacting Global Supply Chains, The Proposed Definition Would 
Encourage Exporters to Move Operations Outside of the United States 


 The high technology sector, of which ASML is a part, is global and relies on a global supply 
chain, with production of parts and components, assembly and testing often occurring in different 
countries.  The success and efficiency of a global supply chain depends upon minimizing the 
constraints to international trade in parts, components and finished products — whether they be 
tariffs, non-tariff barriers, import licensing or export licensing.  Generally speaking, firms employing 
a global supply chain will tend to avoid countries with barriers to trade, while gravitating towards 
countries with fewer barriers to trade. 


 To the extent that the Proposed Definition could impose greater export licensing requirements 
on various parts, components and accessories employed in or with high technology products (such 
as those made by ASML and its affiliates) than would a positive definition of “specially designed” 
akin to the one provided in section II above, the Proposed Definition would discourage companies 
employing a global supply chain (such as ASML) from including the United States in their global 
supply chain.  If parts and components that are free of export controls in foreign markets were 
deemed “specially designed” and therefore export licensable under the Proposed Definition, then 
U.S. companies such as ASML would be discouraged from maintaining an inventory of such parts 
and components used both to supply foreign affiliates producing finished products and to supply 
spare parts to their customers — because re-exports of such parts and components would be 
subject to export licensing. 


 ASML prides itself on being the only U.S. company within the semiconductor lithographic 
equipment industry.  However, ASML NV’s business model depends on a global supply chain and 
factors that decrease the efficiency and smooth functioning of that global supply chain of a great 
concern to the ASML NV.  Especially in the current economic environment, the U.S. Government 
should be careful not to implement policies that will discourage global companies from including the 
U.S. in their global supply chain and, potentially, encourage those companies to move their current 
U.S. operations overseas.  ASML recognizes that export controls are required and, more 
specifically, that a definition of “specially designed” is needed to clarify those controls.  However, 
ASML cautions BIS not to implement a definition of “specially designed” that is convoluted and 
expansive and that has the potential, if not the likelihood, of subjecting far more parts, components 
and accessories to export controls than would otherwise be the case. 


IV. If a “Catch-and-Release” Methodology Is Retained, then Modifications Should Be 
Made to the Current Structure 


A. BIS Should Clarify That Paragraph (a)(1) Applies to Components Within ECCNs 
Containing Performance Levels, Characteristics or Functions Within Their 
Descriptions, and that Paragraph (a)(2) Is Complementary to, Not Additive with, 
Paragraph (a)(1) 


 BIS notes that paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition is  


[S]imilar to (a)(1), but . . . must be listed separately because not all 
descriptions of commodities on the . . . CCL include performance levels, 
characteristics, or functions as a basis for control.3 
 


This discussion suggests that paragraph (a)(2) is intended to pertain only to parts and components 
that cannot be covered by paragraph (a)(1) because they exist within ECCNs that do not include 
performance levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control.  ASML recognizes that it 
may not be possible for paragraph (a)(1) as drafted to pertain to items within ECCNs that lack 
                                                      
3 Proposed Definition at 36,412. 
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performance levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control.  However, paragraph (a)(1) 
should pertain to all other parts and components.  Furthermore, paragraph (a)(2) should pertain 
exclusively to parts and components not covered by paragraph (a)(1).  That is, paragraph (a)(2) 
should pertain exclusively to parts and components falling within ECCNs that lack performance 
levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control. 
 
 These elements of the “catch” portion of the Proposed Definition should be clarified in order to 
avoid confusion, increase the objectivity of the definition and move the definition closer to the 
natural meaning of the term “specially designed.”  Accordingly, paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of the 
Proposed Definition should be modified as follows: 
 


(1) Is an end item having Has properties peculiarly responsible for achieving 
or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions in the 
relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML) paragraph, or is a part or 
component incorporated into an enumerated end item and having 
properties peculiarly responsible for the enumerated end item 
achieving or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or 
functions in the relevant ECCN or USML paragraph ;  or 


(2) Is a part or component incorporated into an enumerated end item 
appearing within an ECCN or USML category lacking performance 
levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control and is 
necessary for the an enumerated end item or referenced commodity or 
defense article to function as designed;  


 
Alternatively, if BIS chooses to retain the current form of paragraph (a) of the Proposed Definition, it 
should, at a minimum, include the following new Note to paragraph (a)(2): 
 
 Note to paragraph (a)(2):  This paragraph pertains only to parts and components 


incorporated into enumerated end items within ECCNs or USML categories lacking 
performance levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control.  All other 
parts and components are subject to paragraph (a)(1). 


 
There is no justification provided or available for most parts and components to be excluded from 
the coverage of paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition, and there is no justification provided or 
available for any part or component to be subjected to de facto “double jeopardy” by being included 
within the coverage of both paragraph (a)(1) and paragraph (a)(2).  If paragraph (a)(1) pertains to 
an item and if that item falls outside of the definition provided by that paragraph then the item 
should not be deemed “specially designed”; it would be illogical and unreasonable for the item to 
then have to pass a second “specially designed” test.   


 The modifications provided above would ensure that paragraph (a)(1) — the centerpiece of 
the “specially designed” definition and the component of that definition coming closes to capturing 
the natural meaning of the term — would apply in as many situations as possible and would 
resolve the issue of whether an item is “specially designed” as quickly and simply as possible. 


B. Alternatively, BIS Should Add a Note Clarifying that for ECCN 3B001.f.1 only 
Components Peculiarly Responsible for Achieving the Control Parameters Are 
“Specially Designed” 


 There are only three producers worldwide of equipment falling within ECCN 3B001.f.1 — 
ASML NV, Canon Inc. and Nikon Corporation.  Of those three producers, only ASML NV involves 
the United States in its global supply chain.  Accordingly, any expansion of U.S. export controls 
beyond the level reasonable and necessary is a significant burden to ASML NV’s global 
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competitiveness.  ASML therefore urges BIS to ensure that export controls on parts and 
components incorporated into semiconductor lithographic equipment covered by ECCN 3B001f.1 
are limited to those items that are peculiarly responsible for achieving of exceeding the control 
parameters laid out in that ECCN.  This may be achieved either by implementing the modifications 
to the Proposed Definition discussed in sections II and V.A above, or by adding a new Note to the 
“specially designed” definition stipulating that for parts and components incorporated into the 
equipment covered by ECCN 3B001f.1 only those parts and components that are peculiarly 
responsible for achieving of exceeding the control parameters laid out in that ECCN are “specially 
designed.” 


C. BIS Should Revise Paragraph (b)(3) to Eliminate “Form and Fit” 


 The exclusion contained in paragraph (b)(3) of the Proposed Definition is limited to parts, 
components, accessories and attachments with the “same form, fit and performance capabilities” 
as parts, components, accessories or attachments used in or with an non-enumerated end item.  
While the requirement that items have the same performance capabilities is well-reasoned and 
appropriate, the requirement that items have the same form and fit is baseless and inappropriate.  
Form and fit are inherently superficial and non-substantive characteristics and as such should play 
no role in the control status of a part, component, accessory or attachment.  Two components or 
accessories that have the same performance capabilities should be deemed to be substantively 
identical and therefore worthy of the same (lower) control status, regardless of any differences in 
form and fit between the two items. 


D. These Suggested Modifications to the Proposed Definition Should Pose Little Risk 
to National Security 


 The semiconductor lithography equipment market is very small, both on the supply and 
demand sides.  As noted above, only three companies manufacture high-end scanners and 
steppers controlled under 3B001.f.1, and all three of those companies are located in counties party 
to the Wassenaar Arrangement.  In addition, the primary customers for high-end scanners and 
steppers are well-known integrated circuit manufacturers and foundries such as: Intel Corporation, 
Micron Technology, Inc., GLOBALFOUNDRIES Inc., Freescale Semiconductor, Toshiba 
Corporation, Sony Corporation and Samsung.  These companies tend to be located in a few 
countries.  The products made using ASML’s lithography products are overwhelmingly general 
purpose and civil.  Accordingly, the modifications to the Proposed Definition suggested here should 
have little or no impact on national security — at least vis-à-vis equipment covered by ECCN 
3B001.f.1. 


 The high-end scanners and steppers sold to customers around the world are of either Dutch 
or Japanese origin.  Imposing export controls on U.S.-manufactured components and accessories 
incorporated into ASML NV’s Dutch-made systems is unnecessary, particularly since the U.S-origin 
components and accessories are not of sufficient value to trigger the de minimis threshold.  


V. BIS Should Create a License Exception for Intra-Company Transfers 


 Regardless of the extent to which BIS adopts the suggestions discussed above, the agency 
should create a new license exception for intra-company transfers.  To a certain extent, intra-
company transfers may be covered by license exception Strategic Trade Authorization (“STA”), but 
that license exception does not cover all intra-company transfers and using a License Exception in 
the case of intra-company transfers is unduly burdensome, difficult and should be wholly 
unnecessary given the close interaction between ASML and its affiliates.  ASML generally exports 
parts, components and technical information only to other subsidiaries of ASML NV and only for 
incorporation into or use with equipment made by ASML NV subsidiaries (either into new 
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equipment or as replacement or spare parts to previously-produced equipment).  Third parties are 
rarely involved. 


 ASML and other, similarly-situated companies that operate globally must contend with 
substantial case by-case export licensing requirements for intra-company transfers.  This licensing 
activity covers “deemed exports” of technology to foreign national employees as well as actual 
exports and re-exports of commodities and technologies to foreign subsidiaries.  The intra-
company transfers covered by this activity tend to be repetitive and low risk transactions that 
require an inordinate and burdensome amount of export licensing activity and resources. 


 However defined, the level of risk associated with intra-company transfers is far lower than the 
level of risk associated with inter-company sales.  That fact should be taken into account, and a 
license exception for intra-company transfers should be established. 


 ASML acknowledges that BIS previously considered the creation of an intra-company transfer 
(“ICT”) license exception.4  ASML encourages BIS to make any new license exception ICT less 
burdensome to fulfill. 


*       *       * 


ASML is committed to export control reform, and appreciates the opportunity to provide 
these comments.   


       Sincerely, 


 
       Stephen J. Lita 
       Senior Trade and Customs Specialist 


                                                      
4 Export Administration Regulations: Establishment of License Exception Intra-Company Transfer (ICT), 73 Fed. Reg. 
  57,554 (Oct. 3, 2008).  
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August 3, 2012 
 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security 
Publiccomments@bis.doc.gov 
 
U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls 
DDTCResponseTeam@state.gov 
 
ATTN: Specially Designed Definition 
 
Dear U.S. Department of Commerce and Department of State: 
 
The American Bar Association (“ABA”) Section of International Law (“Section”) appreciates this 
opportunity to comment on the proposed rules published in the Federal Register by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) and the U.S. Department of 
State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (“DDTC”) on July 19, 2012 (77 Fed. Reg. 118, 
36409-36419 and 36428-36433, respectively) regarding the proposed definition for “specially 
designed.”   
 
We present these views exclusively on behalf of the Section.  They have not been approved by the 
House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of the ABA and, accordingly, should not be 
construed as representing the policy of the ABA itself. 
 
The ABA is the largest voluntary professional association in the world.  The Section, with over 
20,000 members, is the ABA leader in the development of policy in the international arena, the 
promotion of the rule of law, and the education of international law practitioners.  Many of its 
members are experienced in the export control laws of the United States and other countries.  
 
We applaud the U.S. Government’s efforts to amend the International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (“ITAR”) and the Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) as part of the 
President’s ongoing Export Control Reform effort.  The proposed definition of “specially 
designed” is a very good improvement over earlier versions.  It is quite apparent from the draft, 
from comments of agency officials, and from the experience of our members that it was an 
enormous challenge to meet all nine of your goals with the definition.  With clarifications via 
interpretation of the new elements, this will be an even better effort. 
 
We believe it is important to publish the redrafted United States Munitions List (“USML”) 
categories and Commerce Control List (“CCL”) entries to reflect positive, objective criteria in the 
control lists and to avoid overlapping or conflicting claims of jurisdiction.  Because the definition 
of the term “specially designed” is a precondition to the publication of the control lists in final 
form, we believe the proposal should be finalized with clarifying interpretations of the type 
suggested below. 
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Our specific comments on key aspects of the proposed definition follow. 
 
Software and Technology and Technical Data (BIS comment only) 
 
We understand BIS intends that software and technology “peculiarly responsible” is captured by 
paragraph (a)(1) by its use of the term “item.”  Officials have indicated that paragraphs (a)(2) and 
(a)(3) do not capture software or technology, and we recommend that BIS confirm this to make the 
regulatory history clear.  
 
Software and Technology and Technical Data (DDTC comment only) 
 
Paragraphs (a)(1), (a)(2), and (a)(3) apply only to “commodities” and do not capture software or 
technology.  We understand from officials that in the Export Control Reform effort, DDTC has not 
used and will not use the term “specially designed” to modify technical data or software in any 
subparagraph of the various categories of the USML to be rewritten.  We urge DDTC to confirm 
this. 
 
Section 120.3 of the ITAR (DDTC comment only) 
 
DDTC indicates that the term “specially designed” will apply exclusively to a defense article  
“enumerated or referenced” in a control paragraph or subparagraph of a USML category.  To 
achieve this important and laudable goal, we understand DDTC will modify Section 120.3 of the 
ITAR to eliminate terms such as “developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military 
application.”  Changes to §120.3 of the ITAR are essential to achieve several of the stated goals of 
the new definition for “specially designed.”   These include clarity of the control lists and avoiding 
overlaps between the control lists. 
 
 “As a Result of ‘Development’” 
 
We understand the Administration intends this phrase—“as a result of ‘development’”— to mean 
that, during the development period, the developer takes an affirmative step with a view to achieving 
or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions in the relevant ECCN or USML 
paragraph.  To the contrary, if the developer does not take such an affirmative step, the item being 
developed does not meet the “as a result of ‘development’” standard.  We urge the Administration 
to clarify this position in an interpretive note.  
 
As proposed, the “specially designed” definition would make significant use of the existing term 
“development.”  However, BIS has indicated in the proposed note to paragraph (b)(3) that some 
changes to an item that is already in “production” would not constitute “development.”  In 
particular, BIS has specified that for items in production, “activities, such as those pertaining to 
quality improvements, cost reductions, or feature enhancements, remain in ‘production’” as long as 
these activities do not change the “basic performance or capability of the commodity” (emphasis 
added).  We suggest that the Administration clarify the use of the term “such as” certain design 
changes that are in the “production” time-frame and are therefore not within the scope of the 
phrase “as a result of ‘development’”.  In other words, are certain minor changes that do not change 
the basic performance capability of a commodity, but change its form or fit, outside the scope of the 
term “as a result of ‘development’”? 
 







 


We believe there may be “low hanging fruit” regarding the types of minor changes to form or fit 
that could help to define the Administration’s regulatory intent and identify items that have no 
military or intelligence capability and do not meet the criteria of paragraph (a) regarding the “as a 
result of ‘development’” standard.  In particular, if BIS and DDTC retain the language in (b)(3) that 
does not appear to release an item if there have been any changes to its form or fit, we would 
suggest that the note to (b)(3) be revised to clarify that other activities that do not change the basic 
performance capabilities of an item would not constitute “development” in the context of the 
“specially designed” definition.  Alternatively, the Administration should clarify whether any of the 
following types of changes to form or fit do fall within the standard for “as a result of 
‘development.”   
 
We believe the following changes in the form or fit of parts, components, attachments, and 
accessories do not meet the standard for “as a result of ‘development’”.    These are examples of 
common types of modifications that have presented jurisdiction issues in the current undefined 
definition of “specifically designed” and the term “modified” under Section 120.3 of the ITAR and 
with the undefined term “specially designed” in the CCL.  The types of modifications described 
below are not likely to qualify for release under paragraphs (b)(2) and (b)(3) of the proposed 
definition of “specially designed.”  In many instances, these common types of modifications may 
also not qualify for the exclusions of (b)(4) or (b)(5) because the changes often must be made for 
each use of a part, component, attachment or accessory.   
 
If the Administration believes the following types of modifications are captured by (a), then we urge 
the Administration to interpret (b)(3) or modify the text of (b)(3) to exclude defined or published 
minor modifications of the following types.  We also believe several of the following examples may 
be excluded from “specially designed” with an interpretation that parts, components, accessories, 
and attachments are within the range of form and fit already in production by the manufacturer even 
though the modification is a change in the form or fit.   
 
We urge the Administration to address the application of the final rule to these examples regarding 
changes in form or fit while the “performance capabilities” of the unenumerated items and the 
modified item remain the same: 
 


1. Changes from British Imperial/SAE sizes to metric sizes; 
2. Moving an input or output from one location on an item to another location; 
3. Increasing or decreasing the size of an item within the range of sizes already in “production” 


for items not listed or enumerated; 
4. Changes to the mounting brackets, fastener locations, and other mounting characteristics of 


an item; 
5. Changes to the number of sub-component units used within the range of numbers already in 


“production” for items not listed or enumerated (for example, changing a rear windshield 
defroster to have eleven defroster wires instead of ten or twelve, or changing the number of 
vents in an air conditioning system); 


6. Changes to data values used by electronic parts within the range of the values already used in 
items in “production” (for example, entering tire size into a speedometer assembly so that it 
can calculate speed, or entering cabin square footage into a climate control system so that it 
can maintain temperature); 


7. Selections from among existing options already in “production” for items not listed or 
enumerated (for example, choosing a particular combination of windshield washer sprayer 
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pumps, fluid tube sizing, and nozzles that has never before been used, where all of the 
individual options are already in “production”). 


 
Without such clarification, paragraphs (a) and its “as a result of ‘development’” standard and 
subparagraph (b)(3) of the proposed definition, when taken together, appear to mean that only 
commercial off the shelf (“COTS”) items with no changes whatsoever in form or fit are released 
from the definition of “specially designed.”  In connection with the above examples, the result is 
that a single modification in form or fit of any type to an unenumerated item for a single use in an 
enumerated item will be captured by the broad scope of paragraph (a) of the definition of “specially 
designed” and will not be released from the definition by paragraph (b) of “specially designed.”  
Also, the result is that only interchangeable parts, components, accessories, and attachments for use 
in both enumerated and unenumerated items will be released by (b)(3).   
 
This standard, while clear, does not appear to be consistent with the statement in the preamble to 
the rule that the new 600 series ECCNs “should not control items that (a) have predominant civil 
applications and performance equivalents to those used for civil applications and (b) do not have 
significant military or intelligence applicability…”  This standard may also be inconsistent with the 
objective of not moving items under a lower control status, such as EAR and ECCN 9A991, to a 
higher status, such as 600 series in an “x” subparagraph.  (77 Fed. Reg. 36,410.)  
 
Market-based Agency Jurisdiction, Accident of First Sale, Predominant Use, and General 
Purpose Design Intent 
 
The phrase “as a result of ‘development’” as applied with the definition of the development period 
will resolve three related historic concerns.  Those historic concerns with the current text of Section 
120.3 regard (a) the shifting of jurisdiction based upon unpredictable market conditions over time 
after release of the product, (b) the accident of first sale after release of a product with general 
purpose design intent or civil-only design intent, and (c) predominant use criteria.   
 
We understand that the proposed definition for “specially designed” will eliminate the 
manufacturer’s obligation, if one ever existed, to monitor spikes in purchases for military use after 
release of the product to the market.  In other words, the proposed definition removes any 
requirement for a manufacturer or reseller to predict future market uses or document historic 
percentages to measure predominant use.  To its credit, for quite some time, DDTC has considered 
the first sale as just one factor among many other.  However, suggestions within the last year or so 
imply an obligation to monitor end use.   
 
The historic concerns of the private sector regarding the measurement and prediction of future sales 
by use are driven by three overlapping factors that make it impossible in many supply chains to 
measure, let alone predict the percentages of commercial versus military end uses.  First, several 
manufacturers of parts and components sell through independent distributors who do not report the 
end uses to the manufacturer.  Second, distributors may know the end use break-down for their own 
sales to some degree, but they have no means to see that information for other distributors.  Third, 
both manufacturers and resellers of parts and components do not know whether a given integrator 
will use its parts for military application or civil application.  Integrators are not always willing to 
share that information with parts and component vendors.  The day has long passed since a given 
buyer of parts and components in the aircraft, vehicle, or electronics market deals exclusively in 
military end use or exclusively civil end use.   
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The accident of first sale to a military user has been most problematic with the release of a product 
for general purpose.  Yet the release of products or components with intent to sell as many parts 
and components as possible is a common market strategy in the aircraft, vehicle, and electronics 
markets.  It simply makes business sense from the perspective of the manufacturer.  From the 
perspective of the military, its procurement of COTS or general purpose products helps keep down 
tax payer costs.  For some years now, DDTC has not considered a first sale to a military buyer as 
dispositive of jurisdiction under Section 120.3. 
 
We commend the Administration for resolving the long-standing problems of market-based agency 
jurisdiction, the accident of first sale, and jurisdiction based upon predominant use rather than 
defined functionality.  But for careful drafting, these problems could have reappeared in the 600 
series of the CCL.  The lessons of the past should apply to both the USML and the CCL.  We ask 
the Administration to confirm our understanding of its intentions to remove any perceived 
obligation to monitor post-release sales, and to ensure a first sale to or predominant use by military 
end users will not confer “specially designed” status and suggest that clarifying language to this 
effect would be a welcome addition to Section 120.3. 
 
Example under the Phrase “As a Result of ‘Development’” 
 
The application of the “as a result of ‘development’” standard in the proposed definition is limited 
by the principle that it will only apply to enumerated items.  For this reason, it is essential for 
Government and the private sector to understand how the “as a result of development” standard 
works when applied to the 600 series in subparagraph “y.”  As suggested by BIS and DDTC, we 
give an example and seek confirmation from the Administration on whether the “specially designed” 
standard would apply.  
 
For example, assume a developer is developing an aircraft tire for a new commercial aircraft 
platform that is properly classified under ECCN 9A991.b.  The affirmative steps of this developer 
with a view to making an “aircraft tire” for a commercial aircraft would not fall within proposed 
ECCN 9A610.y.a.1.  This is so because in the view of the developer the aircraft tire is not:  
 


[F]or a commodity subject to control in this ECCN or a defense article in USML Category 
VIII and not elsewhere specified in the USML or the CCL, and other aircraft commodities 
"specially designed" for a military use.   


 
However, we are concerned that regulators or enforcement personnel in the future would interpret 
the penultimate paragraph of ECCN 9A610.y to mean that an aircraft tire made with a view during 
development to use the tire “for” a specific civil aircraft classified under ECCN 9A991.b of the CCL 
is a “specially designed” component and is therefore captured by ECCN 9A610.y.1.  Such an 
interpretation would cause a roll back of the type that would cover virtually all aircraft tires, and we 
do not believe the Administration intends such an interpretation or consequence.  The aircraft tire is 
currently excluded from tight controls under the footnote to Category VIII(h) and would likely be 
classified under ECCN 9A991.b under the current rules without the burdens of the proposed 600y 
series.  The language of concern is “elsewhere specified in the . . .CCL. . .”  Our concern in this 
paragraph is not with regard to end items specified in proposed ECCN 9A610 but rather ECCN 
9A991.a.  To be explicit, we do not believe that the tire referenced above is “as a result of 
‘development’” specially designed for a commercial aircraft under ECCN 9A991 even though the 
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developer has a specific aircraft in mind and knows the aircraft is classified under ECCN 9A991.b.  
We urge the Administration to clarify the rule-making record when it finalizes the rules. 
 
ECCN 9A991.b for civil aircraft is subject to AT controls only.  In this example, we understand BIS 
may respond that (b)(3) under the release portion of the definition of “specially designed” will apply.  
Such a response by BIS would imply that the “as a result of ‘development’” standard has no 
meaning or limitation on the application of “specially designed”; and, as a result, the aircraft tire is 
caught under the catch provisions of (a)(2) but released under (b)(3).  Therefore the tire is classified 
as ECCN 9A991 as a part for civil aircraft.  If that is the intention of BIS, we urge clarification of 
the rule-making record when the rule is finalized.  
 
Aircraft Tires and Other Conflicts between Proposed Category VIII(h)(1) and Proposed 
ECCN 9A610.y. Partially Resolved by Interpretation of “As a Result of ‘Development’” 
 
Aircraft tires are not enumerated in DDTC’s proposed Category VIII in a separate, unique 
subparagraph.  76 Fed. Reg. 68694, 68697 (November 7, 2011) (hereafter Category VIII).  All 
“specially designed” parts and components are “enumerated” in a fairly broad catch-all for selected 
aircraft platforms identified at Category VIII(h)(1): 
 


 (h) Aircraft components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated equipment as follows: 
 


1.  Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and equipment “specially designed” for 
the following U.S.-origin aircraft: B–1B, B–2, F–15SE, F/A18E/F/ G, F–22, F–35 (and 
variants thereof), F–117, or United States Government technology demonstrators.  
 


This is a broad catch-all that is limited solely by the specified military platforms.  For the enumerated 
platforms, “specially designed” tires may be captured under Category VIII(h)(1); however, as noted 
below, aircraft tires are also enumerated in the proposed BIS rule at ECCN  9A610.y.1. 
 
Tires are not enumerated under Category VIII subparagraphs (h)(2) through (19).  For this reason, 
“specially designed” tires may be captured by proposed Category VIII(h)(1) but in no other 
subparagraph of Category VIII(h). 
 
The BIS counterpart to Category VIII is proposed at 76 Fed. Reg. 68675, 68688 (November 7, 
2011) (BIS Proposal).   At ECCN 9A610.y.1. of the BIS Proposal, “aircraft tires” are captured if the 
aircraft tires are “specially designed.” 
 


[F]or a commodity subject to control in this ECCN or a defense article in USML Category 
VIII and not elsewhere specified in the USML or the CCL, and other aircraft commodities 
“specially designed” for a military use, as follows: 
 


1.  Aircraft tires. 
 
The BIS Proposal seems to capture aircraft tires “specially designed” for the aircraft platforms 
enumerated at Category VIII(h)(1).  The BIS Proposal also seems to capture aircraft tires and other 
items enumerated in “y” when for “aircraft commodities” “specially designed” for a military use. 
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We note that under the current ITAR, Category VIII(h) apparently excludes tires from parts and 
components controls, and for that reason it is not clear why aircraft tires should be subject either to 
the 600 series or proposed Category VIII(h).  The current ITAR text provides: 
 
(h) Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated equipment (including ground 
support equipment) specifically designed or modified for the articles in paragraphs (a) through (d) of 
this category, excluding aircraft tires and propellers used with reciprocating engines.  (emphasis added). 
 
For this reason, it is not clear to us that aircraft tires should be subject either to proposed Category 
VIII(h)(1) or the 600 series of the proposed CCL.  We urge the Administration not to expand 
controls over aircraft tires not now controlled. 
 
There appears to be a conflict between Category VIII(h)(1) and ECCN 9A610.y.1.  Moreover, the 
conflict also seems to apply to every other subparagraph of ECCN 9A610.y and Category VIII(h)(1).  
We urge the Administration to clarify the proper classification of “specially designed” parts and 
components enumerated in ECCN 9A610.y for aircraft designated at Category VIII(h)(1). 
 
Definition of the “Development” Period 
 
As defined in the proposal, the period of development ends with the start of “production.”  While 
the “as a result of” standard reintroduces a type of design intent, it is limited in that it comes to an 
end with the beginning of production and, most importantly, it is not a general criterion to be used 
under Section 120.3 of the ITAR or under the EAR to reach beyond expressly enumerated items 
under entries or commodities under ITAR category subparagraphs that call out “specially designed” 
items.  Under the “as a result of ‘development’” standard, a manufacturer will not be required to 
monitor market-based developments after the start of production.  As noted above, agency 
jurisdiction and classification under the 600 series will not shift from time-to-time as purchasing 
patterns change between commercial and military buyers.  We recommend that the Administration 
confirm this for the rule-making record when it issues the final rule.   
 
“Necessary” in (a)(2)  
 
In (a)(2), we recommend a note to explain the meaning of “necessary.”  It is not a term historically 
used in the EAR or ITAR in this context.  We recommend that BIS and DDTC interpret or 
explicitly modify “necessary” to mean  “peculiarly responsible” for achieving defined control criteria 
or functionality of the end product in which the part or component is used, as established in (a)(1).  
This would better meet the stated objectives.  However, we understand from the Administration 
that it does not believe the “peculiarly responsible” or “required” standards currently used in the 
Wassenaar Arrangement for other purposes are sufficiently broad to capture appropriate parts and 
components.  If the Administration intends that the term “necessary” capture a broader scope of 
parts and components, we recommend a note of clarification to make the rule-making history clear.  
 
Enumerated in an Entry of the CCL or in a Category on the USML modified by “Specially 
Designed” 
 
Under (a)(2), can you please confirm “an enumerated or referenced” commodity or defense article 
means solely a commodity or defense article included in a control paragraph modified by “specially 
designed” in the text of the USML category or CCL paragraph?  Such an interpretation is consistent 
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with the fourth objective described in the preamble and the clear statements in the preamble to the 
proposed definition. 
 
“Function as Designed” in (a)(2) 
 
Under (a)(2), does “function as designed” mean the function as advertised or held out to the public 
by the direct and indirect buyers of a manufacturer’s part or component?  Such an interpretation is 
consistent with objective two, to use “objective, knowable” criteria for the definition of specially 
designed.  A fact is not “objective or knowable” if one manufacturer must ask another manufacturer 
about its product “as designed.”   Does the phrase “function as designed” provide any other limit on 
what the manufacturer must determine its part or component is “for” or is “necessary for” in its 
customer base or in the market place?  As noted elsewhere in these comments, we trust the 
Administration will interpret the definition of “specially designed” to limit decisions by the 
developer to the development period without market-based jurisdiction and classification and the 
shifting conditions of the marketplace. 
 
“Necessary” to “Function as Designed” in (a)(2) 
 
We urge the agencies to give advice under (a)(2) on the application of the standard for items 
“necessary” for enumerated or referenced parts and components to “function as designed.”  
Officials of the agencies had indicated that (a)(2) is broad.  The proposed rule also indicates that 
“specially designed” does not include items merely because they could be used in an enumerated or 
referenced item.  This leaves some uncertainty as to where the line may be redrawn.   
 
We urge the agencies to consider the following examples.  Assume the following parts are not 
enumerated in the proposed rule issued by DDTC at Category VII(g).   Assume further that each 
of the parts or components were developed with a view to use in a vehicle enumerated in 
Category VII(a), (b), and (c) of the proposed rewrite of the UMSL.  Also assume these 
components are not interchangeable with any component used in an unenumerated end item on 
the USML or CCL and that these components are not classified components.  Under these 
assumptions, which of the following are captured by proposed ECCN 606.x, 606.y, or EAR99? 


 
1.  Air conditioner. 
2.  Internal door handle assembly. 
3.  Windshield wiper assemblies. 
4.  Airbag systems that utilize a different supply voltage than a commercial equivalent. 
5.  Radiator with slightly larger or smaller intake or outflow holes to fit the coolant system 
hoses on a military vehicle when compared with an unenumerated vehicle. 
6.  Axle bearing. 
7.  Gear for the drive chain. 
 


Could the agencies please also clarify whether an air conditioning system for an enumerated vessel in 
proposed Category VI is “necessary to function as designed” under (a)(2) of the proposed definition 
of specially designed? 


 
Specially Designed for an Enumerated End Item AND Enumerated in 6XXy 


 
It will be necessary to resolve overlaps for parts and components specially designed for 
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enumerated end items on both the USML and the CCL versus parts and components also 
enumerated in a 600 series ECCN at subparagraph “y.”  We understand that in such a case 
because subparagraph “y” is more specific and more objective, it prevails and the item is not also 
within the scope of subparagraph “x.”  We hope the Administration will confirm and clarify this 
position. 
 
Request for Guidance Regarding the Scope of (a)(3) 
 
The “catch” portion of the proposed definition of specially designed would capture an accessory or 
attachment “used with an enumerated or referenced commodity or defense article to enhance its 
usefulness or effectiveness.”  Assume each of the following is advertised for use with an enumerated 
or referenced commodity or defense article after the USML and the CCL are rewritten.  Do any of 
the following meet the standard regarding enhancement of “usefulness or effectiveness”? 
 


1.  A sling for an M16. 
2.  A cleaning kit for an M16. 
3.  An airtight and waterproof case for use with night vision goggles. 
 


We urge the agencies to clarify the “enhancement of usefulness or effectiveness” standard by 
indicating whether these examples and others meet the standard and do so with the final 
implementation of the rules.  After promulgation of the rules, we urge the agencies to regularly post 
advisories that include additional examples of accessories and attachments that meet and do not 
meet the standard of (a)(3).  
 
Form, Fit, “and” Function and Release under (b)(3) 
 
Under (b)(3), an item under the EAR and a commodity under the ITAR modified by “specially 
designed” text is released from the scope of “specially designed” if it has the same “form, fit, and 
function” as a commodity unenumerated on the USML and an item not enumerated on the CCL.  
In addition, an item controlled under the EAR solely for AT reasons is outside the scope of 
“specially designed.”  Historically, minor dimensional changes in shifting from imperial to metric 
dimensions for precision parts and components have presented jurisdictional issues.  In recent years, 
DDTC has not taken jurisdiction over some parts and components with such minor modifications 
to “fit” or “form” when the functionality remained the same and variations were all consistent with 
civil or commercial standards, including but not limited to FAA standards.  Many of these decisions 
were made in the context of a Commodity Jurisdiction determination by DDTC.  Moreover, the 
footnote to Category VIII(h) excludes a part or component that can be used in both a military 
aircraft and in an aircraft with an FAA type certificate.  We understand  the Administration 
interprets (b)(3) to: (a) require precisely the same “form, fit, and performance” with no minor 
changes, such as imperial versus metric dimensions, and (b) the scope of the exception under the 
current Category VIII(h) footnote will not be lost or narrowed given the scope of the (b)(3) release.  
We urge the Administration confirm these interpretations when it issues the final rule to make the 
regulatory intent clear.    
 
Developed with Reasonable Expectation of Use in or with both Enumerated and 
Unenumerated Items or Commodities 
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Release pursuant to (b)(4) is determined by a developer’s reasonable expectation of use as 
documented during development.  The qualifying expectation is of a use in an unenumerated item 
on either the CCL or USML or such a use in addition to a reasonable expectation of a use in or 
with an enumerated item or commodity.  Administration officials have indicated that a 
manufacturer need not revisit those expectations after release of the item or commodity to the 
market.  We urge the Administration to confirm this interpretation with inclusion of clarifying 
language in the final rule. 
 
Further, provision (b)(4)(i) of the BIS proposed definition “releases” from control under “specially 
designed” a part or component that is developed with a reasonable expectation of “use in or with 
commodities described on the CCL” (emphasis added).  We suggest “described” should be changed 
to “enumerated” to make the definition parallel in construction to the DDTC proposed definition 
covering items with a reasonable expectation of use in or with defense articles enumerated and not 
on the USML.     
 
“Particular Application” and Release under (b)(5) 
 
In (b)(5), the release is based upon the “reasonable expectation” of the manufacturer or developer 
that the unit is not for use for a “particular application.”  Every development is for one or more 
“particular” applications even if the item is developed for a general purpose.  It is commonplace for 
manufacturers of parts and components to do market research in aerospace, vehicles, and 
electronics to determine whether use in a given function or performance level may have a market.  
However, that research often will not disclose whether the buyers will use that function for military 
or civil applications or both.  We do not anticipate the Administration intends (b)(5) to be an empty 
box and release no items or commodities.  We urge the Administration to interpret (b)(5) and 
explain whether market research precludes a release under (b)(5) if the research or other knowledge 
indicates a potential market for an unenumerated mechanical function or electronic function but 
does not indicate whether the future buyers will use the function for a civil application, a military 
application, or both.   
 
“Reasonable Expectation” and Release under (b)(5) 
 
Does “reasonable expectation” have the same definition of “knowledge,” including “high 
probability,” as defined in Part 772 of the EAR?  We believe the “high probability” standard is 
appropriate and achieves the Administration’s national security goals.  If this is the standard, we 
trust the Administration will confirm that.  However, Administration officials have indicated the 
“reasonable expectation” standard is established and interpreted in federal law in other areas outside 
of export controls and sanctions.  If so, it would be useful for the Administration to provide a 
clarifying note and, especially for the export control bar, to indicate which body or bodies of law 
have interpreted the standard.   
 
Ongoing Publication or Posting on Guidance  
 
Throughout this letter, we have asked the agencies to give examples that clarify the application of 
the criteria under the various provisions of the proposed definition of specially designed.  After 
promulgation of the proposed rule in final form, we also urge the agencies to continue to post 
advisories that include additional examples regarding end items, parts, components, accessories, and 
attachments that meet and do not meet the various standards within the definition of “specially 
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designed.”  We urge the agencies to publish new examples periodically until the published 
interpretations provide a full and robust interpretation of each standard sufficient to permit the 
private sector to self-classify specially designed items on the CCL and commodities on the USML.  
The addition of examples should be more than a one-time exercise.  Rather, it should be an ongoing 
process of publishing interpretations. 
 
Classification Disputes and Agency Jurisdiction 
 
The goals of the Export Control Reform Initiative as it relates to the creation of positive control 
lists are to create lists that complement each other, avoid overlaps, and avoid control gaps between 
the USML and the CCL.  We recognize the rewriting of the lists is a major improvement in national 
security and that with the rewriting of the lists, the number of conflicting claims of authority 
between DDTC and BIS will be dramatically reduced.  We recommend processes that will reinforce 
and institutionalize these goals over the long term. 
 
First, for the fewer remaining jurisdictional conflicts, we recommend that the Administration 
establish a single decision-maker to resolve such disputes.  For example, the National Security 
Advisor would be a good candidate for this role. 
 
Second, BIS should consider repealing Section 734.3(b)(1)(i) of the EAR.  Each control list should 
be considered on an equal footing without any regulatory presumptions.  Rather, objective 
classification processes and standards should apply. 
 
Third, DDTC should consider modifying Section 120.3 of the ITAR to eliminate terms such as 
“developed, configured, adapted, or modified for a military application.”  It is essential to eliminate 
these terms in order to avoid overlapping agency jurisdiction.  Similarly, the UMSL should be 
considered on an equal footing with the single-decision maker without a regulatory preference. 
Without these procedural changes, a major flaw of the current system will remain.  A well-managed 
corporate export control program may seek a classification or CCATs request from BIS and be left 
with the potential that a prosecutor or future managers of DDTC will disregard the BIS decision.  It 
is the senior officials in the Administration who should assure internal coordination of classification 
decisions of the two agencies.  This is not a burden that should remain on well-intended and 
compliance-minded exporters.  This is so, no matter how few disputes there may be in the future.  
More importantly, the procedures we recommend will avoid the temptations of future classification 
officials and managers in the agencies to forget the current lessons well-recognized by Defense, 
State, and Commerce in the Export Control Reform Initiative.  These procedures will avoid the 
temptation to return to a long-forgotten time when the rules were intentionally opaque decisions 
were based on a rule providing unlimited discretion without changes in the list to reflect decisions, 
and jurisdiction decisions were enforced retroactively.  
 
Reference to Lachman and Other Circuit Court Decisions   
 
The preamble to the BIS proposed definition refers to the Lachman decision.  We see no particular 
value in this reference and it provides some potential for confusion.  The decision in Lachman does 
not address the clearer and more objective standard in the proposed rule to define “specially 
designed.”  We underscore that Commerce and State may by regulation define the scope of license 
requirements and violations by regulation to be a narrower scope of required licensing and 
prescribed conduct than the much broader potential scope of the International Economic 
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Emergencies Powers Act or the Arms Export Control Act.  The Lachman interpretation of the 
undefined term “specially designed” does not limit the authority of Commerce and State now to 
define the term because their organic statutes authorize such.  Of course, all statutes and regulations 
must meet constitutional standards.  Moreover, we believe Lachman relies too heavily on subjective 
intent to serve the goals of Export Control Reform.  We note that the Lachman decision of the First 
Circuit is in conflict with the Seventh Circuit’s decision in Pulungan.  If the preamble in the pending 
proposed rule refers to case law, perhaps it should also refer to the Seventh Circuit’s decision in its 
Pulungan decision, because it raises limits under the Constitution on rules not sufficiently clear that a 
person knows how to avoid conduct that is in violation of the agency’s rules.  That seems more 
relevant to the pending rule- making exercise than Lachman.  The other option for BIS would be to 
make no references to case law.  It is clear the intent of the agencies in this rule-making exercise is to 
improve and clarify the term “specially designed.”  The agencies clearly do not intend to leave the 
term undefined.  The reference to the Lachman decision either adds nothing or at worst creates 
unintended confusion. 
 
Seeking Reduction in the Multilateral Regimes for the Use of “Specially Designed” 
 
We recommend that the Administration move to implement the rewritten control lists as soon as 
possible.  The tremendous challenge of defining “specially designed” illustrates that the United 
States and its regime partners should work to reduce the use of the term “specially designed” and 
replace it with objective control criteria with defined functionality.  While the multilateral efforts will 
require commitment of many years, the gains to the national security will be well-worth the effort, 
and we urge Defense, State, and Commerce to commit to that effort.  
 
Conclusion 
 
We commend Defense, State, Commerce, and the NSC staff for their tremendous effort in defining 
“specially designed” in regulations that will determine agency jurisdiction, classifications, and license 
requirements.  With the additional interpretations we suggest, we urge the agencies to finalize the 
“specially designed” rules and move on to the tasks of reporting to the relevant oversight 
committees and publishing the rewritten control lists. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Michael E. Burke 
Chair, Section of International Law 
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August 3, 2012 
 
 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Office of Exporter Services 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Room 2099B 
Washington, DC 20230 
 
 
RE:  “Specially Designed” Definition (BIS‐2012‐0021; RIN 0694‐AF66) 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Association of University Export Control Officers (AUECO), a group of senior 
export practitioners at twenty‐five accredited institutions of higher learning in the United States.  
AUECO members monitor proposed changes in laws and regulations affecting academic activities and 
advocate for policies and procedures that advance effective university compliance with applicable U.S. 
export controls and trade sanction regulations. 
 
AUECO is specifically interested in contributing to the export reform effort in order to ensure that the 
resulting regulations do not have an adverse impact on academic pursuits.  As a result, AUECO is 
providing the following comments with respect to the U.S. Department of Commerce’s request for 
public comments on its proposed definition for “specially designed”. 
 
The development of positive lists with objective parameters to described controlled items is important 
for the export community.  AUECO applauds the Department’s intent to develop a  list of specific items 
rather than the continued use of the catch‐all “specially designed”; this approach promotes compliance 
with the regulations by removing ambiguity for the export community.   
 
AUECO supports the goal of providing a clear single definition of “specially designed” that would be 
applicable throughout the entire Commerce Control List (CCL).  AUECO also supports the effort to have 
the definition of “specially designed” in the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) be as close as 
possible to that in the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).  We concur with BIS that a clear, 
common, and objective definition of “specially designed” is important to the export reform initiative, 
particularly as items are moved from the USML to the CCL. 
 
AUECO recognizes the necessity of using “specially designed” in some descriptions because of its use in 
the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), the Wassenaar Arrangement (which does not define the 
term), and other multilateral regimes.  However, we note that the proposed EAR definition is much 
more complex and expansive than the MTCR definition.  The MCTR definition requires that equipment 
be regarded as “specially designed” only if it has no other function or use than for the pre‐determined 
purpose that makes it “specially designed”, and consequently catches few items in the definition.  In 
contrast, the catch and release approach proposed for the EAR and the ITAR captures most items as 
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potentially “specially designed”, and then goes through an exercise to determine if an item may be 
released from the designation.   While this may be a reasonable approach for the ITAR, where the set of 
what must be captured is limited to items related to or used with defense articles, its application to all 
items potentially subject to the EAR requires a broad analysis for the release of items through paragraph 
(b).      
 
Recommendations 
 
AUECO strongly urges the Department to restrict its use of “specially designed” to only those instances 
where it is required under a multilateral agreement or in rare cases when no other reasonable option is 
available.  It would also be helpful if BIS were to provide clearer guidance, especially in regard to the 
inclusion or exclusion of items controlled only for AT reasons. 
 
We suggest that paragraph (a)(2) be modified to focus only on those parts and components responsible 
for creating or generating the performance characteristic or attribute which is the specific reason for 
control.  As proposed, paragraph (a)(2) brings in all part[s] or component[s] necessary for an 
enumerated or referenced commodity or defense article (hereinafter, item) “to function as designed”.  
This wording would include design attributes having nothing to do with the reason for control of the 
item, we recommend rephrasing paragraph (a)(2) as follows:  “Is a part or component necessary for 
creating or generating the specific attribute(s) which are the basis of control for an enumerated or 
referenced commodity or defense article”.  Alternatively, this issue could be addressed in the release 
paragraph (b). 
 
We suggest a change to paragraph (a)(3) for the sake of readability.  Paragraph (a)(3) is written as “an 
accessory or attachment used with an enumerated or referenced commodity or defense article to 
enhance its usefulness or effectiveness”.  The proposed definitions for “accessories” and “attachments” 
include the enhancement of usefulness or effectiveness of the end item as an element of the definition.  
The qualifying phrase “to enhance its usefulness or effectiveness” in (a)(3) is thus repetitive.  We suggest 
changing to (a)(3) to read as follows:  Is an accessory or attachment used with an enumerated or 
referenced commodity or defense article. 
 
Paragraph (b) of the proposed definition clarifies which items swept into the realm of potentially 
“specially designed” in paragraph (a) may be released from the designation.  Subsections (b)(4) and 
(b)(5) focus on design intent as criteria for release from the “specially designed” designation.  We find 
the note to paragraph (b)(4) and (b)(5) useful for interpreting how to evaluate design intent.  We believe 
that additional guidance on suggested practices for record‐keeping as well as a clear statement of any 
record‐keeping requirements associated with exclusion of items as “specially designed” based on design 
intent would be useful to the export community.  In particular, we are concerned that absent such 
guidance, the definition may fail to meet the objective of being easily understood and applied by 
exporters, prosecutors, juries and the U.S. Government.    
 
Paragraph (b)(5) is designed to address potential overreach of the “specially designed” designation to 
parts, components, accessories or attachments originally developed for a general purpose not specific to 
the related enumerated item.  The proposed language is “Was or is being developed with no reasonable 
expectation of use in a particular application”.  This language could also describe many basic research 
activities, but in the university environment, such activities typically fall under the definition of 
fundamental research, and would thus be outside the scope of the EAR.  We find the proposed language 
confusing with respect to applied research, as it is hard to imagine an item being developed without 
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consideration of potential applications.  We suggest that the wording of (b)(5) be changed to “Was or is 
being developed with no reasonable expectation that its predominant use would be in an application 
which would cause it to be “specially designed” in (a)”.  This change would clarify that the consideration 
is limited to the particular reference causing the evaluation of the part, component, accessory or 
attachment. 
 
AUECO is concerned that the focus on design intent will result in an increased compliance burden for 
universities.  Often universities are involved in research related exports of items that were not created 
at the university.  In such cases, the university would be unable to divine design intent for the item to be 
exported and would not be able to determine if the items could be excluded under (b)(4) or (b)(5)).  
Absent the provision of information from the original manufacturer, this will result in increased requests 
for commodity classifications and increased license applications from the university community, which 
already bears a large compliance burden given the broad range of activities and items on our campuses 
that are impacted by the U.S. export control regulations.   
 
Closing 
 
AUECO supports the goals of the export reform initiative, particularly the effort to create positive lists 
and “bright lines” for controlled items.  We believe that such positive lists promote export compliance, 
and that every effort should be made to limit the use of catch‐all descriptions of items controlled on the 
CCL.  We understand that complete elimination of the “specially designed” catch‐all is not possible at 
this time and appreciate the adoption of a clear definition of the term.  We thank the Department of 
Commerce for the opportunity to comment on the proposed definition.  
 
Sincerely, 


 
Kelly Hochstetler 
Chair 
 


auecogroup@gmail.com 
http://aueco.org/ 
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August 3, 2012 
 
 


Timothy Mooney 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Bureau of Industry and Security 
Department of Commerce 
Washington, DC  20230 
 
Re: “Specially Designed” Definition (RIN 0694-AF66) 
 
Via email: publiccomments@bis.doc.gov 
 
Dear Mr. Mooney: 
 


The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) welcomes the opportunity to comment 
on revisions to Export Administration Regulations (EAR) that would provide a new definition for 
the widely used term “specially designed.”  


 
The NAM is the nation’s largest industrial trade association, representing small and large 


manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50 states. Our members play a critical role in 
protecting the security of the United States. The NAM has long been a staunch advocate of 
rational export control policies that address evolving national security concerns and modern 
business practices. Manufacturers’ ability to remain ahead of global competition is significantly 
undermined by the outdated and ineffective U.S. export control system. In a recent study, the 
Milken Institute estimated that U.S. high tech exports could increase by $60 billion, resulting in 
350,000 new jobs, if the export control system is comprehensively modernized. 


 
We applaud many of the changes in this proposal that would clarify and simplify its 


previously published proposed definition of “specially designed.” We encourage the Department, 
though, to consider a few additional changes that would further clarify the definition. We very 
much appreciate the Department’s continued engagement with industry stakeholders on export 
control reform, particularly as the proposals move forward to implementation.   


 
Broadly, the NAM believes components that provide essential performance capabilities 


should have their control status determined by the end item into which they are incorporated. An 
integrated circuit, for example, is only useful in conjunction with an end item. No component that 
is not “specially designed” for a controlled, enumerated end item should be subject to EAR 
controls. In paragraph (b)(5) of the proposal, the Department has stipulated that non-
application-specific components are not “specially designed.” Furthering the above example, 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) would therefore have a different control level than 
general purpose integrated circuits. We appreciate this distinction.  


 
 
More specifically, we would like to provide the following comments and 


recommendations.  
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 Proposed paragraph (b)(2) may be unduly restrictive. In practice, it fails to 
release many simple multi-use items that should not be construed as subject to 
multilateral Wassenaar controls. In addition to parts, there are many simple 
components “of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities.” Limiting 
this release mechanism to single, unassembled parts may result in over-
controlling items and driving additional licensing volumes to the Department. We 
urge the Department to consider expanding paragraph (b)(2) to include 
components “of a type commonly used in multiple types of commodities.” This 
expansion would particularly impact small and medium manufacturers, who 
would be relieved of an unnecessary analytical and liability burden. 
 


 The term “single unassembled” already appears in the definition for “part” 
proposed in RIN 0694–AF17. Repeating this in paragraph (b)(2) is redundant and 
results in uncertain interpretation. A nut plate, cited as an example in paragraph 
(b)(2), is normally a two-element assembly. It is a “part” because it would 
normally be destroyed by disassembly, but it would not be universally construed 
as a single unassembled “part”. By including nut plates in the illustrative list, BIS  
has implied an intent is to “release” multi-use “parts” by paragraph (b)(2). 
Eliminating the self-referential language would provide useful clarity. 


 


 We recommend using a Supplement or similar structure for enumerating a 
broader illustrative list of simple multi-use commodity types that are “released” 
under paragraph (b)(2).  


 


 Proposed paragraph (b)(3) may also be unduly restrictive, since requiring 
identical form and fit will result in capturing items that are insignificant and have 
performance characteristics that are equivalent to items not controlled on the 
CCL. Performance capability, or function, should be the salient criteria for control. 
The Department should consider language that would allow a part or component 
to fall within the (b)(3) release if differences are limited to dimensional variations 
(e.g. an adjustment to internal diameters for a bearings assembly to account for 
different measurement systems). 


 


 Proposed paragraph (b)(3) should also include a new sub-item (iii) to allow for 
commodities that have been determined by DDTC as Commerce Control List 
(CCL) items in a commodity jurisdiction (CJ) determination, so those items do not 
accidentally revert back to the USML. Additionally, paragraph (b)(3)(iii) could also 
require CJ documentation recordkeeping as proposed in (b)(4)-(5). 


 


 The Note to paragraph (a)(1) is helpful in illustrating how the concept of 
“peculiarly responsible” applies in the “specially designed” definition. 


 


 The term “reasonable expectation” in paragraph (b)(5) of the proposed definition 
would benefit from clarification. We suggest using the same definition of 
“knowledge,” including the high probability standard, as defined in EAR Part 772. 
If another “reasonable expectation” standard is adopted, we encourage the 
Administration to provide a clarifying Note to indicate which bodies of law have 
interpreted the “reasonable expectation” standard.    
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 We recommend providing further explanation on the difference between “feature 
enhancements,” allowing a commodity to remain in production, versus a “change 
[to] the basic performance or capability,” placing a commodity back into 
development. We encourage the Department to clarify and provide a definition or 
examples. 


 


 The terms “part,” “component,” and “system” are used throughout the proposed 
definition of “specially designed.” Unfortunately, no definition is provided for those 
terms within EAR Part 772 or within the definition of “specially designed.” We 
strongly encourage the Department to include definitions of those terms, which 
are currently defined in the ITAR Section 121.8. 


 


 The definition of “end item” should be modified. End items should be able to 
operate by themselves and perform functions independent of other items. As 
currently drafted, the definition of “end item” could capture items that are more 
accurately “components.”   


 


 The NAM also recommends the Department harmonize the terms “development” 
and “production” to Defense Department acquisition milestones 
(https://dap.dau.mil/aphome/das/Pages/Default.aspx) to improve clarity for 
defense exporters. 


 
Additionally, we are concerned about how the definition of “specially designed” will be 


applied to parts and components that have previously been subject to a CJ determination as 
part of an end item. If a part or component was covered in a CJ that resulted in a Commerce 
jurisdiction determination, the “specially designed” definition should not be applied in a way that 
could result in parts reverting back to the ITAR. This would cause confusion and could disrupt 
existing commercial programs. We urge the Department to clarify how the definitions and 
transition rules apply in these situations. Manufacturers have also expressed concern that some 
EAR 99 items could transition to .y classification. We recommend the Department maintain 
existing EAR 99 classifications under the new system.  


 
 We encourage the Department, along with its partner agencies in the U.S. government, 
to actively reach out to exporters and foreign customers to educate and train them on U.S. 
Munitions List (USML) and CCL revisions. This outreach will be particularly important for small 
and medium manufacturers. We recommend the Administration publish or post publically, on an 
ongoing basis, additional examples regarding end items, parts, and components that meet or do 
not meet the various standards within the definition for “specially designed.” We also urge the 
Administration to publish a list of approved parties for Strategic Trade Authorizations (STA) and 
integrate that list into the Automated Export System (AES) so that exporters may take full 
advantage of that license exception.   
 


In addition to the work that the Administration is doing within the U.S. export control 
system, the NAM strongly encourages the United States and its multilateral regime partners to 
continue to work to reduce the use of “specially designed” in the multilateral regimes.  
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The NAM appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rule 
regarding the definition for “specially designed.” Please feel free to contact us if you have any 
questions about these comments. 


. 
 


Thank you,  
       


 
 
 
Lauren Airey 
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[Docket No. 120403245–1034–01] 


RIN 0694–AF66 


‘‘Specially Designed’’ Definition 


AGENCY: Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Commerce. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 


SUMMARY: As part of the President’s 
Export Control Reform (ECR) Initiative, 
this proposed rule, and a separate 
proposed rule from the Department of 
State, Directorate of Defense Trade 
Controls, being published in 
conjunction with this document, sets 
forth, as much as possible, a common 
definition of the term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ for use in the Export 
Administration Regulations (EAR) and 
the International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR). The term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ is used widely in the 
Commerce Control List (CCL) and 
would play an important role in the 
‘‘600 series’’ that the Bureau of Industry 
and Security (BIS) has proposed to 
create to control less sensitive defense 
articles transferred from the United 
States Munitions List (USML) to the 
Commerce Control List (CCL). The 
revisions in this rule are part of 
Commerce’s retrospective plan under 
EO 13563 completed in August 2011. 
Commerce’s full plan can be accessed 
at: http://open.commerce.gov/news/ 
2011/08/23/commerce-plan- 
retrospective-analysis-existing-rules. 
DATES: Comments must be received by 
BIS no later than August 3, 2012. 
ADDRESSES: Comments on this rule may 
be submitted to the Federal rulemaking 
portal (www.regulations.gov). The 
regulations.gov ID for this rule is: BIS– 
2012–0021. Comments may also be 
submitted via email to 
publiccomments@bis.doc.gov or on 
paper to Regulatory Policy Division, 
Bureau of Industry and Security, Room 


2099B, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
14th St. and Pennsylvania Ave. NW., 
Washington, DC 20230. Please refer to 
RIN 0694–AF66 in all comments and in 
the subject line of email comments. All 
comments must be in writing. All 
comments (including any personal 
identifiable information) will be 
available for public inspection and 
copying. Those wishing to comment 
anonymously may do so by submitting 
their comment via regulations.gov and 
leaving the fields for identifying 
information blank. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Timothy Mooney, Regulatory Policy 
Division, Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce, 
Phone: (202) 482–2440, Fax: (202) 482– 
3355, Email: 
timothy.mooney@bis.doc.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
revisions in this proposed rule are part 
of Commerce’s retrospective plan under 
EO 13563 completed in August 2011. 


Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, BIS publishes an advanced 
notice of proposed rulemaking, 
Feasibility of Enumerating ‘‘Specially 
Designed’’ Components, requesting 
comments on the feasibility of 
positively identifying ‘‘specially 
designed’’ components on the CCL. That 
proposal is a part of a longer term 
project the U.S. Government intends to 
undertake with the multilateral export 
control regimes. 


Background 
On July 15, 2011, BIS proposed a 


single definition of the term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ as it would be used in the 
proposed ‘‘600 series’’ and the rest of 
the Commerce Control List (CCL) (the 
‘‘July 15 proposed rule’’) (76 FR 41958). 
This action would revise that proposed 
definition. Additionally, the State 
Department is concurrently publishing a 
proposed rule to create, to the extent 
possible, a common definition of 
‘‘specially designed’’ in the 
International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (ITAR). After reviewing 
comments received in response to both 
proposed rules, the Departments of 
Commerce and State plan to publish 
final rules amending the Export 
Administration Regulations (EAR) and 
ITAR so that they have, to the extent 
possible, common definitions of the 
term. The revisions in this rule are part 
of Commerce’s retrospective plan under 


EO 13563 completed in August 2011. 
Commerce’s full plan can be accessed 
at: http://open.commerce.gov/news/ 
2011/08/23/commerce-plan- 
retrospective-analysis-existing-rules. 


All references to the United States 
Munitions List (USML) in this rule are 
to the list of defense articles that are 
controlled for purposes of export 
pursuant to the ITAR, 22 CFR Parts 120 
et seq., and not to the list of defense 
articles on the United States Munitions 
Import List (USMIL) controlled by the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives (ATF) for purposes of 
import, under its regulations at 27 CFR 
Part 447. Pursuant to section 38(a)(1) of 
the Arms Export Control Act (AECA), all 
defense articles controlled for export or 
import are part of the USML under the 
AECA, but, for the sake of clarity, the 
list of defense articles controlled by 
ATF for purposes of import are on the 
USMIL. The transfer of defense articles 
from the ITAR’s USML to the EAR’s 
CCL for purposes of export controls 
does not affect the list of defense articles 
controlled on the USMIL under the 
AECA for purposes of import controls. 


A common definition of the term 
‘‘specially designed’’ that is as clear and 
objective as possible is vital to the 
Administration’s ECR Initiative. Many 
of the controls in the CCL use the term. 
Most of the new ‘‘600 series’’ ECCNs 
that have been proposed to control 
items the President determines no 
longer warrant control under the ITAR 
pursuant to AECA section 38(f) use the 
term. Several of the USML categories 
the State Department proposes to revise 
use the term as well. 


The State Department has decided to 
revise the USML to make it more 
‘‘positive.’’ A ‘‘positive’’ list uses more 
objective parameters to describe the 
items controlled. As described in the 
ANPR referenced in the summary of this 
rule, BIS plans to continue the process 
of revising the CCL so that it is more 
‘‘positive’’ as well. 


BIS cannot, however, immediately 
remove all references to the term in the 
CCL and replace them with lists of 
specific items that warrant control 
because the lists of items controlled by 
the multilateral export control regimes 
rely on the term extensively. Most of the 
CCL is based on and implements these 
regime lists. Moreover, BIS has not 
developed lists of which specific items 
would be ‘‘specially designed.’’ Such an 
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effort would take many years to 
complete and would require BIS to 
prepare and submit proposals to the 
regimes and then receive approval of 
those proposals to change the relevant 
control text. 


In addition, the new ‘‘600 series’’ 
ECCNs that have been proposed to 
control items that the President 
determines no longer warrant control on 
the USML must use a catch-all 
‘‘specially designed’’ term to avoid 
inadvertently de-controlling items other 
than common, single unassembled parts 
that are now ITAR-controlled as 
‘‘specifically designed, modified or 
configured’’ for a military application. 
As the State Department has described 
in its previous ANPR and proposed 
rules, much of the ITAR now relies 
upon catch-all controls. For example, 
the control for military electronic 
components, parts, components, 
accessories, and associated equipment is 
in USML Category XI(c), which controls 
‘‘[c]omponents, parts, accessories, 
attachments, and associated equipment 
specifically designed or modified for 
use with equipment in paragraphs (a) 
and (b) of this category, except for such 
items as are in normal commercial use.’’ 
No other detail is provided. USML (22 
CFR Part 121) Category XI(a) similarly 
uses a broad catch-all control phrase to 
control ‘‘[e]lectronic equipment not 
included in Category XII of the [USML] 
which is specifically designed, modified 
or configured for military applications.’’ 
The examples provided in the rule are 
not an exhaustive list of controlled 
items. USML Category VIII(h) similarly 
controls all ‘‘[c]omponents, parts, 
accessories, attachments and associated 
equipment (including ground support 
equipment) specifically designed or 
modified for the articles in paragraphs 
(a) through (d) of [Category VIII], 
excluding aircraft tires and propellers 
used with reciprocating engines,’’ other 
than the parts and components that are 
standard equipment in civil aircraft as 
described in the ‘‘Note’’ to USML 
Category VIII. Similarly, USML Category 
XII(e) controls ‘‘[c]omponents, parts, 
accessories, attachments and associated 
equipment specifically designed or 
modified for the [fire control, range 
finding, optical, night vision and other 
articles enumerated in] paragraphs (a) 
through (d) of this category, except for 
such items as are in normal commercial 
use.’’ 


The ‘‘specially designed’’ definition 
proposed here would capture the items 
currently captured under the ITAR 
‘‘specifically designed, modified or 
configured’’ for a military application 
catch-all. BIS understands that the 
issues associated with catch-all control 


text would largely be transferred from 
one set of regulations to another. 
However, the Administration believes 
that industry and government would 
benefit from adopting this new 
definition because doing so would 
confine the term’s use to a single set of 
regulations for a large volume of parts, 
components, and other items that do not 
warrant the worldwide and collateral 
controls of the ITAR. Moreover, this 
action would objectively define the 
catch-all term ‘‘specially designed’’ for 
such items, consistently apply the 
‘‘normal commercial use’’ carve-outs 
described above, and also implement 
the statement of policy in ITAR section 
120.3, consistent with the AECA. Under 
that policy, the ITAR, and by 
implication, the new ‘‘600 series’’ 
ECCNs, should not control items that (a) 
have predominant civil applications and 
performance equivalents to those used 
for civil applications and (b) do not 
have significant military or intelligence 
applicability such that control under the 
ITAR (or a new ‘‘600 series’’ ECCN) is 
warranted. 


This proposed definition would also 
provide the public with an as objective 
as possible basis for determining 
whether any other item on the CCL is 
‘‘specially designed,’’ thus responding 
to a common industry suggestion for 
improving the CCL. In addition, the 
proposed definition responds to a 
common industry request to clarify that 
‘‘specially designed’’ does not mean 
merely ‘‘capable of use in’’ or ‘‘capable 
of use for’’ another item. For example, 
non-application specific general 
purpose integrated circuits that are not 
designed for a particular application 
would not be ‘‘specially designed’’ 
items, even if they are used in 
controlled end items. Rather, the extent 
of the controls on such circuits would 
be described by the technical and other 
parameters in Category 3 of the CCL. 


Although BIS does not propose to 
remove references to ‘‘specially 
designed’’ that are part of multilateral 
control texts, it does have the discretion 
to define the term so long as the 
definition is not inconsistent with how 
the regimes define the term. The Missile 
Technology Control Regime (MTCR) is 
the only one of the four multilateral 
export control regimes to define the 
term. BIS believes that the proposed 
definition is not inconsistent with the 
MTCR definition, which is in EAR 
§ 772.1. BIS asks the public to comment 
in particular on whether this proposed 
definition would result in specific items 
that are not now controlled for Missile 
Technology (MT) reasons on the CCL to 
become controlled for MT reasons. We 
also ask for public comments on 


whether this definition would remove 
from control items that are now 
controlled for MT reasons on the CCL as 
a result of the application of the MTCR 
definition. Additionally, as in the July 
15 proposed rule, BIS asks the public to 
test this proposed definition to 
determine its ease of use, whether it 
meets the nine objectives identified for 
the term, and how it corresponds to 
what the public considers ‘‘specially 
designed’’ items. 


Objectives for the ‘‘Specially Designed’’ 
Definition 


The July 15 proposed rule included 
nine objectives for the revised 
‘‘specially designed’’ definition. These 
objectives have not changed. The U.S. 
Government is committed to adopting a 
‘‘specially designed’’ definition under 
the EAR and ITAR that would achieve 
these objectives. The nine objectives are 
to: 


(i) Preclude multiple or overlapping 
controls of similar items within and 
across the two control lists; 


(ii) Be easily understood and applied 
by exporters, prosecutors, juries, and the 
U.S. Government—e.g., by using 
objective, knowable, and clear 
requirements that do not rely upon a 
need to investigate and divine the 
intentions of the original designer of a 
part or the predominant market 
applications for such items; 


(iii) Be consistent with definitions 
used by the multilateral export control 
regimes; 


(iv) Not include any item specifically 
enumerated on either the USML or the 
CCL and, in order to avoid a definitional 
loop, do not use ‘‘specially designed’’ as 
a control criterion; 


(v) Be capable of excluding from 
control simple or multi-use parts such 
as springs, bolts, and rivets, and other 
types of items the U.S. Government 
determines do not warrant significant 
export controls; 


(vi) Apply to both descriptions of end 
items that are ‘‘specially designed’’ to 
have particular characteristics and to 
parts and components that were 
‘‘specially designed’’ for particular end 
items; 


(vii) Apply to materials and software 
because they are ‘‘specially designed’’ to 
have a particular characteristic or for a 
particular type of end item; 


(viii) Not increase the current control 
level to ‘‘600 series’’ control or other 
higher end controls of items (i.e., not 
move items currently subject to a lower 
control status to a higher level control 
status), particularly current EAR99 
items, which are now controlled at 
lower levels; and 
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(ix) Not, merely as a result of the 
definition, cause historically EAR- 
controlled items to become ITAR 
controlled. 


BIS believes that this proposed 
definition, and its counterpart 
published by the State Department, 
achieves these nine objectives. 
However, we invite public comments 
and ideas for how to define the term to 
meet or exceed all these objectives, and 
to provide additional objectives for such 
a term. 


BIS received many responses to the 
proposed ‘‘specially designed’’ 
definition in the July 15 proposed rule. 
The comments, along with the 
additional review of this issue the U.S. 
Government conducted in conjunction 
with BIS’s Technical Advisory 
Committees (TACs) and State’s Defense 
Trade Advisory Group (DTAG), 
identified additional changes necessary 
to achieve the nine objectives for 
‘‘specially designed.’’ This rule 
proposes a revised definition of 
‘‘specially designed’’ to allow this term 
to play the key role envisioned for it 
under the ECR Initiative. 


Similar to the July 15 proposed 
definition, this proposed definition 
adopts a ‘‘catch and release’’ approach. 
Paragraph (a) of the definition contains 
broad bases for items to be ‘‘specially 
designed’’—the ‘‘catch’’—and paragraph 
(b) contains various exceptions to an 
item’s being ‘‘specially designed’’—the 
‘‘release.’’ BIS believes that this 
structure creates an objective and 
common definition for both the EAR 
and ITAR, which nonetheless can be 
tailored and refined over time as 
necessary. This definition also 
simultaneously meets the nine 
objectives defined above while, with 
respect to the ‘‘600 series’’ items, also 
remains consistent with the policy 
standards set out in ITAR section 120.3 
and the carve-outs in various USML 
categories that do not control items ‘‘in 
normal commercial use.’’ BIS believes 
that this approach more readily lends 
itself to analysis in a decision tree 
format, i.e., with a series of ‘‘yes’’ and 
‘‘no’’ questions leading to a conclusion 
about whether an item is ‘‘specially 
designed.’’ BIS further believes that this 
format will contribute to a more orderly 
and efficient determination about 
whether an item is ‘‘specially 
designed.’’ This change would, then, 
eventually facilitate enhanced public 
understanding of the definition of the 
term. 


Summary of Public Comments on 
‘‘Specially Designed’’ 


Generally, public comments on the 
July 15 proposed rule supported the 


overall ECR Initiative and the proposed 
rule. In particular, commenters 
supported creating the ‘‘600 series,’’ 
which most commenters characterized 
as a sensible approach to addressing a 
fairly complicated problem. However, 
most commenters expressed concerns 
about the proposed ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition, along with 
transition-related concerns that are 
being addressed in a separate proposed 
rule to be published in the Federal 
Register. For example, commenters felt 
that the new definition was difficult to 
understand and would capture items 
that should not be considered ‘‘specially 
designed.’’ The comments are discussed 
in greater detail below in regards to the 
specific concerns with the July 15 
proposed rule. The comments can be 
reviewed at: http://efoia.bis.doc.gov/ 
pubcomm/records-of-comments/ 
record_of_comments_usml.pdf. 


BIS took into account the comments 
from the July 15 proposed rule when 
developing the revised definition of 
‘‘specially designed’’ proposed here. BIS 
intends this revised definition to be 
evaluated on its own merits, and the 
public need not review the July 15 
proposed rule to understand this action. 
Once the public comments on this rule 
are reviewed and responded to, BIS 
intends to publish a final ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition. 


However, a general summary of the 
July 15 definition and the responses to 
it provides context for this proposed 
definition. In the July 15 proposed rule, 
BIS suggested defining ‘‘specially 
designed’’ in four paragraphs. Paragraph 
(a) would have identified what items 
would be ‘‘specially designed’’ except 
for ‘‘parts’’ and ‘‘components.’’ 
Paragraph (b) would have identified 
which ‘‘parts’’ and ‘‘components’’ 
would be ‘‘specially designed.’’ The 
paragraph (c) and (d) exclusion 
paragraphs would have identified 
certain items that would not be 
‘‘specially designed.’’ Most commenters 
supported paragraph (a) of the proposed 
definition. The majority of commenters 
suggested also adopting paragraph (a) 
for ‘‘parts’’ and ‘‘components.’’ 
Additionally, the majority of comments 
received indicated the public could 
understand and apply the paragraph (a) 
criteria, so BIS decided to include the 
same type of criteria as part of the 
proposed paragraph (a)(1) criteria 
included in this rule’s proposed 
definition of ‘‘specially designed.’’ 
However, a small number of 
commenters indicated that the proposed 
paragraph (a) could result in confusion 
over whether an item was ‘‘specially 
designed,’’ because the definition still 
relied on design intent. This proposed 


‘‘specially designed’’ definition 
addresses that concern by adopting a 
single paragraph (a) for determining 
what items are ‘‘specially designed.’’ 
Under the proposed structure, an item 
meeting one of the three listed criteria 
would be considered ‘‘specially 
designed.’’ 


Most of the concerns with the 
definition related to paragraphs (b), (c), 
and (d), which defined non-specific 
‘‘parts’’ or ‘‘components’’ could be 
considered ‘‘specially designed.’’ Of the 
commenters criticizing these 
paragraphs, most believed the 
exclusions in paragraphs (c) and (d) 
were difficult to understand and, once 
understood, would have resulted in 
items that they had not historically 
considered to be ‘‘specially designed’’ to 
become controlled as a result of the 
definition. In particular, the definition 
would have caused non-specific ‘‘parts’’ 
and ‘‘components’’ designed for 
controlled and uncontrolled 
applications or no particular application 
to become ‘‘specially designed,’’ and 
therefore subject to control. Thus, the 
definition would have resulted in some 
items’ control status being undefined 
until the items first were used in a 
controlled, or uncontrolled item. BIS 
believes the paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) 
proposed here address those concerns. 


I. Proposed Adoption of a Revised 
‘‘Specially Designed’’ Definition 


A. Discussion of Each Element of the 
Proposed Definition and Its Notes 


The definition begins with 
introductory text to provide guidance on 
the proper steps for analyzing the 
definiton. This brief introductory text 
would assist the public in 
understanding that they must follow the 
sequential analysis set forth below. 
Specifically, the public is to begin with 
paragraph (a)(1) and proceed through 
each subsequent paragraph. This 
introductory text would also specify 
that commodities subject to the EAR 
described in any paragraph (b) 
subparagraph are not ‘‘specially 
designed’’ under this definition. 


1. Paragraph (a) Identifies ‘‘Specially 
Designed’’ Items 


Paragraph (a) begins with the phrase 
‘‘Except for items described in (b), an 
‘item’ is ‘specially designed’ if, as a 
result of ‘development,’ it [is within the 
scope of any one of three subparagraphs 
discussed below].’’ It is the beginning of 
the ‘‘catch’’ in the ‘‘catch and release’’ 
structure of the definition. With respect 
to ECCNs containing the term ‘‘specially 
designed,’’ an item is ‘‘caught’’ as 
‘‘specially designed’’ if any of the three 
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elements of paragraph (a) apply and 
none of the elements of paragraph (b) 
apply. The word ‘‘items’’ refers to how 
the term is defined in the EAR, i.e., any 
‘‘commodity,’’ ‘‘software,’’ or 
‘‘technology.’’ 


Paragraph (a) is limited by the phrase 
‘‘if, as a result of ‘development.’’’ The 
EAR defines ‘‘development’’ as ‘‘related 
to all stages prior to serial production, 
such as: design, design research, design 
analyses, design concepts, assembly and 
testing of prototypes, pilot production 
schemes, design data, process of 
transforming design data into a product, 
configuration design, integration design, 
layouts.’’ Determining whether an item 
is ‘‘a result of development’’ is a 
threshold question for whether an item 
is ‘‘specially designed;’’ an item is 
considered to be ‘‘specially designed’’ 
under this paragraph only if someone 
engaged in any of these ‘‘development’’ 
activities with respect to that item. 


Thus, there are three questions an 
exporter, reexporter or transferor must 
ask to determine if an item is within the 
scope of paragraph (a): 


1. Does the item, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ have properties 
‘‘peculiarly responsible for’’ achieving 
or exceeding the performance levels, 
characteristics, or functions described in 
the relevant ECCN or USML paragraph? 


2. If the item is a part or component, 
is it, as a result of ‘‘development,’’ 
necessary for an enumerated or 
referenced commodity or defense article 
to function as designed? 


3. If the item is an accessory or 
attachment, is it, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ used with an 
enumerated or referenced commodity or 
defense article to enhance its usefulness 
or effectiveness? 


If the answer to all three questions is 
‘‘no,’’ then the item is not ‘‘specially 
designed’’ and no further analysis of 
paragraph (b) is necessary. If the answer 
to any one of the questions is ‘‘yes,’’ 
then the exporter, reexporter or 
transferor must determine whether any 
one of the five paragraph (b) exclusions 
applies. If any one of the five paragraph 
(b) exclusions apply, then the item is 
not ‘‘specially designed.’’ If none do, 
then the item is ‘‘specially designed.’’ 


Paragraph (a)(1). Paragraph (a)(1) 
would capture an item if, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ it ‘‘has properties 
peculiarly responsible for achieving or 
exceeding the performance levels, 
characteristics, or functions described in 
the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions 
List (USML) paragraph.’’ This criterion 
is essentially the same as the one that 
was proposed in the July 15 rule. Based 
on the comments, the public found this 
part of the definition clear. The positive 


response was, perhaps, due to the fact 
that it is taken from the EAR’s current 
definition of ‘‘required’’ at § 772.1. 
Although that definition, by its terms, 
applies only to technology and software, 
BIS believes that the principle of that 
definition—which is that items are not 
controlled merely because they are 
somehow capable of use with a 
controlled item—equally applies to 
commodities for purposes of the 
proposed definition. Therefore, even if 
something is capable of being used with 
a controlled item, it is not captured by 
this part of paragraph (a) unless 
someone did something during the 
item’s development so that it would 
achieve or exceed the performance 
levels, characteristics, or functions 
described in a referenced ECCN or 
USML paragraph. 


Example for paragraph (a)(1): ECCN 1A007 
controls equipment and devices specially 
designed to initiate charges and devices 
containing energetic materials, by electrical 
means. If a piece of equipment or device, as 
a result of ‘‘development,’’ has properties 
peculiarly responsible for initiating energetic 
materials by electrical means, such 
equipment or device would be ‘‘specially 
designed’’ under paragraph (a)(1) of the 
proposed definition. For example, if the 
equipment was designed to communicate 
electronically with devices containing 
energetic materials, such as sending a 
detonation signal and having safety features 
to ensure other electronic equipment could 
not detonate the device containing the 
energetic material, such equipment or device 
would be ‘‘specially designed’’ under this 
proposal. 


Note to paragraph (a)(1). This rule would 
add a note to paragraph (a)(1) to provide an 
example of an item that would, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ meet the paragraph (a)(1) 
criterion. This note would also include an 
example of an item that would not, as a result 
of ‘‘development,’’ meeting the paragraph 
(a)(1) criterion. In addition to providing two 
concrete examples under ECCN 2B007, this 
note would also specify that similar to the 
definition of ‘‘required’’ the peculiarly 
responsible for criterion in paragraph (a)(1) 
would not be limited to exclusive use. 


Paragraph (a)(2). Paragraph (a) would 
capture a part or component if, as a 
result of ‘‘development,’’ it ‘‘is 
necessary for an enumerated or 
referenced commodity or defense article 
to function as designed.’’ This element 
is similar to (a)(1), but it must be listed 
separately because not all descriptions 
of commodities on the USML and the 
CCL include performance levels, 
characteristics, or functions as a basis 
for control. Paragraph (a)(2) would 
capture parts and components that are 
necessary for another item on the CCL 
or the USML to function ‘‘as designed.’’ 
If an item would function ‘‘as designed’’ 
without the part or component at issue, 


then that part or component is not 
captured by paragraph (a)(2). 


BIS has deliberately separated the 
terms ‘enumerated’ and ‘referenced’ in 
paragraph (a)(2), which are unique to 
the EAR’s definition of the term. As 
described below, an ‘enumerated’ item 
is one that is controlled on the USML 
or the CCL (except for AT-only items) 
for reasons other than being ‘‘specially 
designed.’’ The CCL, however, contains 
notes that exclude from control parts 
and components ‘‘specially designed’’ 
for uncontrolled items. Such 
uncontrolled items are merely 
‘referenced’ but not ‘enumerated.’ Note 
2 to ECCN 1A002 provides an example 
of items excluded from control based on 
being ‘‘specially designed’’ for a 
referenced item. Under Note 2 to 1A002, 
if the semi-finished item was ‘‘specially 
designed’’ for a referenced sporting 
goods item, such as a golf club 
designated as EAR99, such a semi- 
finished item is excluded from 1A002. 


Example for paragraph (a)(2): ECCN 
7A001.b controls angular or rotational 
accelerometers specified to function at linear 
acceleration levels exceeding 100 g and, 
according to the heading, specially designed 
components therefor. The heading of 7A001 
is an example of a catch-all control for 
‘‘specially designed’’ components for the 
accelerometers subject to control in 7A001.b. 
In this case, if a component, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ is necessary for an 
accelerometer enumerated in 7A001.b to 
function as designed, such component would 
be considered ‘‘specially designed’’ as a 
result of paragraph (a)(2), unless the 
component was excluded from ‘‘specially 
designed’’ on the basis of paragraph (b) of the 
proposed definition. 


Paragraph (a)(3). Paragraph (a)(3) 
would capture an accessory or 
attachment if, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ it ‘‘is used with an 
enumerated or referenced commodity or 
defense article to enhance its usefulness 
or effectiveness.’’ BIS takes this phrase 
from the ITAR’s current and the EAR’s 
proposed definition of ‘‘accessory’’ and 
‘‘attachment.’’ 


Example for paragraph (a)(3): ECCN 3B001 
controls specific types of equipment for 
manufacturing semiconductor devices or 
materials, and specially designed 
components and accessories therefor. ECCN 
3B001.i controls imprint lithography 
templates designed for integrated circuits by 
3A001. If, as a result of ‘‘development,’’ an 
accessory is used with equipment 
enumerated in 3B001.i to enhance its 
usefulness or effectiveness, such an accessory 
would be ‘‘specially designed’’ under the 
catch-all control for ‘‘specially designed’’ 
accessory included in the heading of 3B001, 
unless the accessory was excluded from 
‘‘specially designed’’ on the basis of 
paragraph (b) of the proposed definition. 
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2. Paragraph (b) Identifies Exclusions 
From ‘‘Specially Designed’’ 


BIS proposes adopting a simplified, 
single paragraph structure for excluding 
certain parts, components, accessories 
and attachments from the ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition. Under this 
proposal, any ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ 
‘‘accessory,’’ or ‘‘attachment’’ described 
in an exclusion paragraph under (b)(1), 
(b)(2), (b)(3), (b)(4) or (b)(5), would not 
be controlled by a ‘catch-all’ provision 
of an ECCN. 


The five exclusions under paragraph 
(b) would refine the set of ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ that would be subject to 
the ‘catch-all’ controls on the CCL. In 
this way, paragraph (a) and (b) are 
inextricably linked and together identify 
the ‘‘parts,’’ ‘‘components,’’ 
‘‘accessories,’’ and ‘‘attachments’’ that 
are ‘‘specially designed’’ for purposes of 
the ‘catch-all’ controls on the CCL. 


Paragraph (a), described above, would 
create objective tests for what ‘‘items,’’ 
as a result of ‘‘development,’’ would be 
‘‘specially designed’’ based on the 
criteria identified in (a)(1), (a)(2) or 
(a)(3). Paragraph (b) would create 
objective tests for what ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ are excluded from 
‘‘specially designed’’ under the 
exclusion criteria identified in (b)(1), 
(b)(2), (b)(3), (b)(4) or (b)(5). Together, 
the objective criteria identified in 
paragraph (a) and the objective 
exclusion criteria identified in 
paragraph (b) allow the proposed 
‘‘specially designed’’ definition to 
achieve the nine objectives identified 
above for the definition. 


Paragraph (b) codifies the principle in 
ITAR section 120.3 that, in general, a 
commodity should not be ITAR 
controlled if it has a predominant civil 
application or has performance 
equivalent (defined by form, fit, and 
function) to articles used for civil 
applications. If such an article 
nonetheless warrants control under the 
ITAR because it provides the U.S. with 
a critical military or intelligence 
advantage or for another reason, then it 
is or should be enumerated on the 
USML, as described in the ‘‘bright line,’’ 
‘‘positive list’’ objectives listed in the 
Department of State’s December 10, 
2010 Federal Register notice, Revisions 
to the United States Munitions List (75 
FR 76935). 


Another purpose of paragraph (b) is to 
apply the ITAR concept of ‘‘in normal 
commercial use’’ equally and 
consistently to all non-specific, catch-all 
controls with respect to the ‘‘600 
series.’’ Under the current USML, this 


concept of exclusions for certain items 
‘‘in normal commercial use’’ is 
variously worded in multiple catch-all 
paragraphs in the current USML. For 
example, Category XI(c), by its terms, 
does not control electronic components, 
parts, accessories, attachments or 
associated equipment specifically 
designed or modified for military 
electronics if they are ‘‘in normal 
commercial use.’’ Similarly, Category 
XII(e) does not control components, 
parts, accessories, attachments or 
associated equipment specifically 
designed or modified for fire control 
systems, military lasers, ITAR- 
controlled night vision equipment, 
military inertial navigation equipment, 
and other items controlled by Category 
XII(a) through (d) that are ‘‘in normal 
commercial use.’’ Categories XVI(b) and 
XIV(n)(2) have similar carve-outs for 
items in normal commercial use. In 
addition, Category VIII(h), by virtue of a 
note, does not control parts, 
components, accessories, or attachments 
specifically designed or modified for 
military aircraft or engines if they are, 
among other things, standard equipment 
in certain civil aircraft. 


These five exclusions under 
paragraph (b) play an important role in 
the proposed ‘‘specially designed’’ 
definition and are described below in 
greater detail. The description below 
includes examples of parts, 
components, accessories and 
attachments that would be excluded 
from ‘‘specially designed’’ under each of 
the respective paragraph (b) exclusions. 


Exclusion paragraph (b)(1). Paragraph 
(b)(1) would exclude any ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ from a ‘catch-all’ 
provision of an ECCN if the ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ is enumerated in a USML 
paragraph. This exclusion also 
addresses an important concept 
regarding how the USML and CCL relate 
to each other, and the correct order in 
which the public should review the two 
control lists. When determining an 
item’s proper jurisdiction and 
classification, before reviewing the CCL, 
a person must examine the ITAR to 
determine that the item is not subject to 
the ITAR, or to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of any of the other 
departments or agencies of the U.S. 
Government identified in § 734.3(b)(1)(i) 
of the EAR. 


Paragraph (b)(1) would clarify that 
any ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ 
or ‘‘attachment’’ enumerated on the 
USML, is excluded from the definition 
of ‘‘specially designed,’’ because it 
would remain subject to the ITAR and 
would not be controlled under a catch- 


all provision of an ECCN. Under the 
current USML, most of its categories 
end with a broad catch-all control on 
‘‘parts,’’ ‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ 
and ‘‘attachments’’ that were 
specifically designed or modified for the 
particular USML category. Under the 
USML categories being proposed under 
the USML-to-CCL process, in most cases 
these broad catch-all controls would no 
longer be used. Instead, these items 
would be enumerated on the revised 
USML’s ‘‘positive’’ control list. This 
change will make the paragraph (b)(1) 
exclusion more useful by more clearly 
defining the line between control under 
the USML and CCL. The items in former 
‘catch-all’ controls found at the end of 
most of the USML categories would be 
added to the CCL under the ‘‘600 series’’ 
.x paragraphs that are being created 
under the USML-to-CCL process and 
would include ‘‘specially designed’’ 
criteria. 


Example of a ‘‘component’’ excluded 
under paragraph (b)(1): On December 6, 
2011, the Department of State proposed a 
rule, Amendment to the International Traffic 
in Arms Regulations: Revision of U.S. 
Munitions List Category VII (76 FR 76100) 
that, among other things, would control 
ground vehicle components, parts, 
accessories, attachments, and associated 
equipment identified in paragraphs (g)(1)– 
(14) of the rule. Under proposed paragraph 
(g)(5), reactive armor parts and components 
would be controlled under USML Category 
VII. If a company uses reactive armor 
components enumerated on the USML in 
producing the EAR item, such a component 
would not be captured under a ‘catch-all’ 
control on the CCL, because the reactive 
armor components would be enumerated on 
the USML and would therefore be subject to 
the ITAR, not the EAR. Paragraph (b)(1) of 
this proposed rule would make this existing 
policy explicit by excluding such USML 
enumerated ‘‘parts,’’ ‘‘components,’’ 
‘‘accessories,’’ or ‘‘attachments’’ from the 
definition of ‘‘specially designed.’’ 


Exclusion paragraph (b)(2). Paragraph 
(b)(2) would exclude any single 
unassembled ‘‘part’’ that is of a type 
commonly used in multiple types of 
commodities not enumerated on the 
USML or the CCL. The paragraph (b)(2) 
exclusion would include an illustrative 
list of the types of ‘‘parts’’ excluded 
under this paragraph. These ‘‘parts’’ 
include threaded fasteners (e.g., screws, 
bolts, nuts, nut plates, studs, inserts), 
other fasteners (e.g., clips, rivets, pins), 
basic hardware (e.g., washers, spacers, 
insulators, grommets, bushings, 
springs), wire, and solder. 


In preparing this proposed rule, BIS 
evaluated the merits of expanding the 
scope of this exclusion to cover minor 
components, but ultimately determined 
that the expansion would not be 
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warranted, particularly in light of the 
other exclusions and the proposed 
criterion in paragraph (a)(2). However, 
BIS determined it should clarify the 
illustrative list of single unassembled 
‘‘parts’’ that would be excluded from the 
definition of ‘‘specially designed’’ on 
the basis of the exclusion paragraph 
(b)(2). 


Paragraph (b)(2) would adopt the 
phrase ‘‘used in multiple types of 
commodities not enumerated on the 
CCL or the USML’’ instead of the phrase 
‘‘used in multiple types of civil items.’’ 
BIS believes the former phrase is more 
specific than the latter, and would 
clarify this exclusion. BIS also proposes 
to change the illustrative list of single 
unassembled ‘‘parts’’ that may be 
excluded from ‘‘specially designed’’ on 
the basis of paragraph (b)(2). BIS further 
proposes using the term ‘‘basic 
hardware’’ instead of the term ‘‘common 
hardware,’’ and to include the term 
‘‘springs’’ in the parenthetical examples 
of basic hardware. Finally, BIS proposes 
to add the term ‘‘solder’’ as another type 
of ‘‘part’’ that would be within the scope 
of this exclusion paragraph (b)(2). 


Example of a ‘‘part’’ excluded under 
paragraph (b)(2): ECCN 8A992 controls 
vessels, marine systems or equipment, not 
controlled by 8A001, 8A002 or 8A018, and 
specially designed parts therefor. A company 
developing a new vessel that would be 
controlled under 8A992 needs to modify nut 
plates for use in it. The modified nut plate 
is an example of a single unassembled ‘‘part’’ 
that meets the necessary criteria in paragraph 
(a)(2). However, if the modified nut plate is 
of a type commonly used in multiple types 
of commodities not enumerated on the USML 
or the CCL, it would not be ‘‘specially 
designed’’ on the basis of paragraph (b)(2). 
Although, as a result of ‘‘development’’ the 
‘‘part’’ may have some unique characteristic, 
such as being a cut-to-length nut plate, 
substantively the ‘‘part’’ is common to 
multiple types of commodities not 
enumerated on the USML or the CCL. For 
example, a similar type of nut plate may also 
be used for assembling self-assembled 
furniture designated as EAR99. 


Exclusion paragraph (b)(3). Under 
paragraph (b)(3), a ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ that would otherwise be 
controlled by a ‘catch-all’ provision of 
an ECCN would not be controlled if it 
has the same performance capabilities 
as a ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ 
or ‘‘attachment’’ used in or with a 
commodity that (i) is or was in 
‘‘production’’ (i.e., not in 
‘‘development’’) and (ii) is either not 
enumerated on the CCL or USML, or is 
enumerated in an ECCN controlled only 
for Anti-Terrorism (AT) reasons. In the 
context of paragraph (b)(3), an item in 
an ECCN controlled only for AT reasons 


is considered enumerated provided it is 
not controlled in a ‘catch-all’ paragraph. 


Proposed paragraph (b)(3) would use 
the phrase ‘‘performance capabilities’’ 
instead of the term ‘‘function,’’ which 
was in the July 15 proposal. Several 
comments to the July 15 proposed rule 
suggested using this alternative term 
because performance capabilities is a 
well understood concept under the 
EAR, and is easier to understand than 
function. BIS agrees. 


In addition, paragraph (b)(3)(i) would 
simplify the exclusion by removing the 
term ‘‘serial production,’’ and 
substituting the EAR-defined term 
‘‘production,’’ along with a 
parenthetical explanation that if an item 
is in ‘‘production’’ it is no longer in 
‘‘development.’’ Some of the comments 
in response to the July 15 proposed rule 
did not see a sufficient distinction 
between serial production and 
‘‘production’’ to warrant adding a new 
EAR definition and creating another 
concept the public would need to 
understand to apply the ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition. After further 
consideration, BIS agrees that this 
suggested change would clarify the 
intent of exclusion paragraph (b)(3) and 
further simplify the definition. 


Paragraph (b)(3)(ii) would expand the 
scope of what was included in the July 
15 proposed rule with the second 
criterion extending to ECCNs controlled 
only for Anti-Terrorism (AT) reasons. 
The July 15 exclusion was limited to 
EAR99 items. BIS made this change 
because such a ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ 
accessory’’ or ‘‘attachment’’ crosses over 
into broader commercial applicability 
and thus does not warrant being treated 
as ‘‘specially designed.’’ This crossing 
over into broader commercial 
applicability occurs when a ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ has the same form, fit and 
performance capabilities as a ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ used in or with an item 
that is either not enumerated on the CCL 
or USML or is only controlled for AT 
reasons. If such an item nonetheless 
warranted control because of certain 
capabilities or potential uses of concern 
for national security, foreign policy, or 
other reasons, then the item would be 
enumerated on either the USML or the 
CCL. 


Note to paragraph (b)(3). This proposed 
rule would add a note to clarify the 
applicability of paragraph (b)(3). This note 
would specify that commodities in 
‘‘production’’ that are subsequently subject to 
‘‘development’’ activities, such as those 
pertaining to quality improvements, cost 
reductions, or feature enhancements, remain 
in ‘‘production.’’ However, any new models 


or versions of such commodities developed 
from such efforts that change the basic 
performance or capability of the commodity 
are in ‘‘development’’ until and unless they 
enter into ‘‘production.’’ This proposed rule 
would use the term ‘‘production’’ instead of 
‘‘serial production’’ to conform to the use of 
‘‘production’’ in paragraph (b)(3). 


This Note to paragraph (b)(3) further 
clarifies the relationship between 
‘‘production’’ and ‘‘development’’ in the 
context of this exclusion. When an item 
enters ‘‘production,’’ there may still be 
some peripheral ‘‘development’’ 
activities for the next generation of the 
item in which the ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ 
‘‘accessory,’’ or ‘‘attachment’’ is used. 
This note would provide guidance on 
when the exclusion would no longer 
apply and when a separate 
determination would need to be made 
regarding whether a particular ‘‘part,’’ 
‘‘component,’’ ‘‘accessory,’’ or 
‘‘attachment’’ would no longer be 
excluded. 


Example of excluded component under 
paragraph (b)(3): A company manufactures a 
fire truck designated as EAR99. The 
manufacturer uses a radiator originally 
designed in the 1980s for use in large 
military transport vehicles. The cost of the 
original 1980s radiator has now dropped 
significantly, so the company incorporates 
that same radiator into a fire truck that went 
into ‘‘production’’ in 2010. Under this 
example, although the radiator is not a 
‘‘specially designed’’ ‘‘component’’ because it 
is necessary for large military transport 
vehicles to function as designed, it might 
nonetheless be caught by the criteria in 
paragraph (a)(2). However, because the 
‘‘component’’ with the same form, fit and 
performance capabilities is used in the 
‘‘production’’ of an EAR99 fire truck, it 
would be excluded from the ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition by paragraph (b)(3). If, 
for some reason, such radiators warranted 
control for national security, foreign policy, 
or other reasons, then it would be 
enumerated on either the USML or the CCL. 
It would thus be controlled regardless of its 
use in a civil or military end item. 


Exclusion paragraph (b)(4) and (b)(5). 
This proposed rule would add 
paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) to address 
aspects of unintended overreaching 
identified in the definition of ‘‘specially 
designed’’ in the July 15 proposed rule. 
The comments identified one 
unintended result of eliminating design 
intent from the criteria used to identify 
a ‘‘specially designed’’ ‘‘component’’ or 
‘‘part’’ is that the first use of a part or 
component could result in a part or 
component being considered ‘‘specially 
designed’’ under the rule. This result 
could occur even if the ‘‘part’’ or 
‘‘component’’ had been originally 
developed for a general purpose that 
was not specific to the ‘enumerated’ 
item for which the ‘‘part’’ or 
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‘‘component’’ would have been 
‘‘specially designed’’ under the July 15 
definition. 


To address this unintended overreach, 
BIS decided that some element of design 
intent should be included in the 
proposed ‘‘specially designed’’ 
definition. Through paragraph (b)(4), 
this rule proposes excluding ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ if they were or are being 
developed with a reasonable 
expectation of (i) use in or with 
commodities described on the CCL and 
commodities not enumerated on the 
CCL or the USML, or (ii) use in or with 
commodities not enumerated on the 
CCL or the USML. As discussed below, 
through paragraph (b)(5), this rule 
proposes excluding ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ if they were or are being 
developed for no particular application. 


Although these exclusion concepts 
under paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) are 
new to the proposed definition of 
‘‘specially designed,’’ they are little 
more than a restatement of BIS’s 
application of the term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ now. BIS had not included 
these two exclusions in the July 15 
proposed rule in an effort to avoid 
overtly design-intent based aspects of 
the definition. The public comments, 
however, as noted above made it clear 
that without such carve-outs proposed 
in this rule under (b)(4) and (b)(5), the 
EAR would likely over-control items 
based on their first uses. Thus, the 
proposed paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) 
are intended to allow people who know 
or who can determine the design intent 
of their ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ 
‘‘accessory,’’ or ‘‘attachment’’ to exclude 
it from the definition of ‘‘specially 
designed’’ when it was or is being 
developed for the items identified in 
(b)(4)(i), or (ii), or (b)(5). These 
exclusion paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) 
would not create a burden to know the 
original design intent, but they would 
allow those who know the original 
design intent to exclude those ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ or 
‘‘attachments’’ from being controlled as 
‘‘specially designed.’’ This change is not 
a departure from the current BIS 
position on the subject. It is, however, 
a specific, precise written articulation of 
the practice that would become part of 
the EAR. 


Example of a ‘‘component’’ excluded 
under paragraph (b)(4)(i): An example of a 
component that would not be ‘‘specially 
designed’’ and excluded under (b)(4)(i) is one 
that was or is being developed to be 
interchangeable between a military vehicle 
enumerated in ECCN 0A606.a and also a 
vehicle that is not described on the USML or 


the CCL, such as an EAR99 civilian vehicle. 
One example would be a component that a 
company designs that is used in both military 
vehicles as well as in firetrucks. Another 
example of a component that would not be 
‘‘specially designed’’ as a result of (b)(4)(i) is 
one that was or is being developed to be 
interchangeable between a military aircraft 
enumerated in ECCN 9A610.a and also a 
civilian aircraft that is controlled for AT-only 
reasons in ECCN 9A991.b, such as an aircraft 
actuator developed for use in military aircraft 
in ECCN 9A610.a and civil transport aircraft 
in 9A991.b. 


Even though a component may be 
used interchangeably and meet the 
paragraph (b)(4) exclusion and thus not 
be ‘‘specially designed,’’ it does not 
necessarily mean that the component is 
exempt from export controls. The 
component may, for example, be 
positively identified on the USML and 
ITAR controlled, regardless of whether 
it is common to a vehicle or aircraft not 
enumerated on the CCL. The 
jurisdictional and classification status of 
any particular component must be 
determined by reviewing the full scope 
of the control lists to determine the 
appropriate jurisdiction and 
classification. Paragraph (b)(4)(i) merely 
states that such a component would not 
be within the scope of a ‘catch-all’ 
paragraph of an ECCN (i.e., would not 
be ‘‘specially designed)’’ based on its 
commonality with components not 
identified on the CCL or controlled for 
AT-only reasons. 


Example of a ‘‘part’’ excluded under 
paragraph (b)(4)(ii): An example of a ‘‘part’’ 
that would not be ‘‘specially designed’’ as a 
result of (b)(4)(ii) is one that was or is being 
developed for use in or with commodities not 
enumerated on the CCL or the USML, such 
as a ‘‘part’’ being developed for use in a 
mining truck designated as EAR99. Again, 
the application of (b)(4)(ii) does not 
necessarily mean that such a part is 
uncontrolled. As a result of its characteristics 
or capabilities it may be positively listed on 
the USML or CCL and, as such, controlled by 
the applicable provisions. The jurisdictional 
and classification status of any particular 
component must be determined by reviewing 
the full scope of the control lists to determine 
the appropriate jurisdiction and 
classification. Paragraph (b)(4)(ii) merely 
states that such a part would not be within 
the scope of a ‘catch-all’ paragraph of an 
ECCN (i.e., would not be ‘‘specially 
designed)’’ based on its development for use 
in or with commodities not enumerated on 
the CCL or the USML. 


Exclusion paragraph (b)(5). As noted 
above, this rule would also add a 
paragraph (b)(5) to address another 
aspect of the unintended overreach 
identified in the definition of ‘‘specially 
designed’’ in the July 15 proposed rule. 
This paragraph (b)(5) exclusion is 
intended to address potential overreach 


that could occur even if the ‘‘part’’ or 
‘‘component’’ had been originally 
developed for a general purpose that 
was not specific to the ‘enumerated’ 
item for which the ‘‘part’’ or 
‘‘component’’ would have been 
‘‘specially designed’’ under the July 15 
definition. BIS would address this by 
excluding from ‘‘specially designed’’ on 
the basis of paragraph (b)(5) ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ if they were or are being 
developed with no reasonable 
expectation of use for a particular 
application. 


Example of a ‘‘component’’ excluded 
under paragraph (b)(5): An example of a 
component that would not be ‘‘specially 
designed’’ as a result of (b)(5) is one that was 
developed for general or multi-purpose 
applications. For example, many catalog 
electronic components are designed as basic 
building blocks for other equipment, 
regardless of whether the equipment is 
military or civilian, controlled or 
uncontrolled. Again, application of (b)(5) 
does not necessarily mean that such a 
component is uncontrolled, and as result of 
its characteristics or capabilities it may be 
positively listed on the USML or CCL and, 
as such, controlled by the applicable 
provisions. The jurisdictional and 
classification status of any particular 
component must be determined by reviewing 
the full scope of the control lists to determine 
the appropriate jurisdiction and 
classification. Paragraph (b)(5) merely states 
that such a component would not be within 
the scope of a ‘catch-all’ paragraph of an 
ECCN (i.e., would not be ‘‘specially 
designed)’’ based on its not having been 
designed for a particular application. 


Note to paragraph (b)(4) and (b)(5): This 
proposed rule would also add a note to 
paragraph (b)(4) and (b)(5) to specify for a 
commodity not to be ‘‘specially designed’’ on 
the basis of paragraph (b)(4) or (b)(5), 
documents contemporaneous with its 
‘‘development,’’ in their totality, must 
establish the elements of paragraph (b)(4) or 
(b)(5). The proposed note would also provide 
an illustrative list of documents that may be 
pointed to to demonstrate the applicability of 
the exclusions under (b)(4) or (b)(5). Such 
documents may include concept design 
information, marketing plans, declarations in 
patent applications, or contracts. Lastly, the 
note would specify that absent such 
documents, the ‘‘commodity’’ may not be 
determined to be excluded from the 
definition of ‘‘specially design’’ by virtue of 
paragraphs (b)(4) or (b)(5). 


Proposed paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) 
would create an incentive for parties 
responsible for making jurisdictional 
and classification determinations to 
maintain such documents for the life of 
the product in order to be able to 
demonstrate without ambiguity that it 
was or was not ‘‘specially designed’’ for 
a controlled item or application. The 
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creation of such incentives would help 
national security by emphasizing the 
need for those responsible for making 
jurisdictional and classification self- 
determinations to do so in a reliable, 
consistent, documented way that is 
consistent with the relevant export 
control regulations. The creation of such 
incentives would also help make U.S. 
exporters more reliable and predictable 
because they would be able to make and 
demonstrate with more certainty 
determinations regarding whether a 
commodity is or is not controlled by 
virtue of a ‘‘specially designed’’ catch- 
all in the regulations. 


Note to paragraph (b)(5): This rule would 
also add another note to paragraph (b)(5) to 
specify that if one has ‘‘knowledge’’ that the 
commodity was or is being developed for a 
particular application, one cannot rely on 
paragraph (b)(5) to determine that a 
commodity was not ‘‘specially designed.’’ 
BIS would use the EAR defined term 
‘‘knowledge’’ in this note to paragraph (b)(5) 
to establish a clear standard for when the 
commodity would not be eligible for being 
excluded from ‘‘specially designed’’ on the 
basis of paragraph (b)(5). 


Note 1: This proposed rule would also add 
a new Note 1 to define ‘enumerated’ for 
purposes of the proposed ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition. This note would read: 
‘Enumerated’ means any item (i) on either the 
USML or CCL not controlled in a ‘catch-all’ 
paragraph and (ii) when on the CCL, 
controlled for more than AT-only reasons, 
except in the context of paragraph (b)(3), 
where an item in an ECCN controlled only 
for AT reasons is considered enumerated 
when it is not controlled in a ‘catch-all’ 
paragraph. 


Examples of enumerated items: The law 
enforcement end items controlled in the 
heading of ECCN 0A978 are examples of 
enumerated commodities on the CCL. ECCN 
0A978 specifies that it controls law 
enforcement striking weapons and includes 
six examples for the types of law 
enforcement striking weapons that are 
subject to control under 0A978. The fiber 
optic hull penetrators and connectors 
controlled in ECCN 8A002.c are additional 
examples of enumerated commodities on the 
CCL. The ECCN specifies the hull penetrators 
controlled are limited to fiber optic hull 
penetrators or connectors. 


Note 2: This proposed rule would also add 
a Note 2 to define ‘catch-all’ for purposes of 
the proposed ‘‘specially designed’’ definition. 
This note would read as follows: A ‘catch-all’ 
paragraph is one that does not refer to 
specific types of parts, components, 
accessories, or attachments but rather 
controls non-specific ‘‘parts,’’ ‘‘components,’’ 
‘‘accessories,’’ or ‘‘attachments’’ because they 
were ‘‘specially designed’’ for an enumerated 
item. BIS is aware that the term ‘catch-all’ 
has also been used informally by the public 
to refer to the part 744 end-use and end-user 
controls that impose a license requirement on 
all items subject to the EAR. In preparing this 


proposed rule, BIS considered adding a new 
part 772 definition to clarify the two different 
contexts under which the term ‘catch-all’ 
would be used, but decided simply noting 
this in the preamble of this proposed rule 
would be sufficient. 


Examples of catch-all controls: The phrase 
‘‘and specially designed components 
therefor’’ in the heading of ECCN 1A005 is 
an example of a catch-all control on the CCL; 
it reaches all components that have been 
‘‘specially designed’’ for the body armor 
enumerated in 1A005. The phrase ‘‘and 
specially designed components therefor’’ 
used in ECCN 3A001.c is another example of 
a catch-all control on the CCL. That catch-all 
control reaches all components that have 
been ‘‘specially designed’’ for the acoustic 
wave devices enumerated in 3A001.c. 


3. Guidance for ‘‘Specially Designed’’ in 
the Context of De-Control Notes 


Some ECCNs, such as 1A002, state 
that an item is not controlled if it is 
‘‘specially designed’’ for a particular 
type of item, purpose, or application. As 
indicated by the introduction to 
paragraph (b) explained above, an item 
that would be ‘‘specially designed’’ 
under paragraph (a) and would not be 
controlled as a result of such a de- 
control provision in an ECCN 
nonetheless remains ‘‘specially 
designed’’ and, thus, uncontrolled 
regardless of whether any aspect of 
paragraph (b) would apply to it. The 
basis for this conclusion is that 
paragraph (b) states that it only applies 
to items that ‘‘would be controlled by a 
catch-all provision of an ECCN.’’ 


II. Other Definition To Assist Public’s 
Review of the ‘‘Specially Designed’’ 
definition 


This rule proposes to revise the 
definition of ‘‘end item’’ included in the 
July 15 proposed rule by proposing a 
definition that would more closely 
correspond with the ITAR definition of 
end item, although be EAR specific. BIS 
made this change because several 
commenters indicated that the July 15 
definition, with the inclusion of the 
term ‘stand-alone,’ would cause 
confusion over whether an item was an 
‘‘end item’’ or a ‘‘component.’’ BIS 
determined the best and simplest 
approach would be to revise the 
definition to more closely correspond to 
the ‘‘end item’’ definition used in the 
ITAR. This rule proposes defining ‘‘end 
item’’ as follows: 


End item. This is an assembled 
commodity ready for its intended use. 
Only ammunition, fuel or other energy 
source is required to place it in an 
operating state. Examples of end items 
include ships, aircraft, firearms, and 
milling machines. 


This rule also proposes splitting the 
proposed definition of ‘‘accessories and 


attachments’’ included in the July 15 
proposed rule into separate but identical 
definitions for the terms ‘‘accessories’’ 
and ‘‘attachments.’’ As there will be 
locations in the EAR where either 
‘‘accessories’’ or ‘‘attachments’’ but not 
both will be used, this change would 
avoid any potential confusion as to 
whether the definition applies to the 
terms when used separately. While 
‘‘accessories’’ and ‘‘attachments’’ would 
have the same definitions, both would 
include a note at the end of each 
definition to indicate that the definition 
of ‘‘accessories’’ and ‘‘attachments’’ are 
the same. This rule proposes defining 
‘‘accessories’’ and ‘‘attachments’’ as 
follows: 


Accessories. These are associated 
items for any ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘end item,’’ 
or ‘‘system,’’ and which are not 
necessary for their operation, but which 
enhance their usefulness or 
effectiveness. For example, for a riding 
lawnmower, accessories and 
attachments will include the bag to 
capture the cut grass, and a canopy to 
protect the operator from the sun and 
rain. For purposes of this definition, 
accessories and attachments are the 
same. 


Attachments. These are associated 
items for any ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘end item,’’ 
or ‘‘system,’’ and which are not 
necessary for their operation, but which 
enhance their usefulness or 
effectiveness. For example, for a riding 
lawnmower, accessories and 
attachments will include the bag to 
capture the cut grass, and a canopy to 
protect the operator from the sun and 
rain. For purposes of this definition, 
attachments and accessories are the 
same. 


As with the proposed ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition, BIS requests 
comments on the proposed definitions 
of ‘‘end item,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ and 
‘‘attachments.’’ Any comments received 
on these three proposed definitions will 
be considered and addressed in the final 
rule adding these three definitions to 
the EAR. 


BIS does not propose here to re-define 
the terms ‘‘part,’’ and ‘‘component,’’ that 
were included in the July 15 proposed 
rule. 


Although the Export Administration 
Act expired on August 20, 2001, the 
President, through Executive Order 
13222 of August 17, 2001, 3 CFR, 2001 
Comp., p. 783 (2002), as extended by the 
Notice of August 12, 2011, 76 FR 50661 
(August 16, 2011), has continued the 
Export Administration Regulations in 
effect under the International 
Emergency Economic Powers Act. BIS 
continues to carry out the provisions of 
the Export Administration Act, as 
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appropriate and to the extent permitted 
by law, pursuant to Executive Order 
13222. 


Rulemaking Requirements 
1. Executive Orders 13563 and 12866 


direct agencies to assess all costs and 
benefits of available regulatory 
alternatives and, if regulation is 
necessary, to select regulatory 
approaches that maximize net benefits 
(including potential economic, 
environmental, public health and safety 
effects, distribute impacts, and equity). 
Executive Order 13563 emphasizes the 
importance of quantifying both costs 
and benefits, of reducing costs, of 
harmonizing rules, and of promoting 
flexibility. This rule has been 
designated a ‘‘significant regulatory 
action,’’ but not economically 
significant, under section 3(f) of 
Executive Order 12866. Accordingly, 
the rule has been reviewed by the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB). 


2. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, no person is required 
to respond to, nor is subject to a penalty 
for failure to comply with, a collection 
of information, subject to the 
requirements of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 
et seq.) (PRA), unless that collection of 
information displays a currently valid 
OMB control number. This proposed 
rule would affect two approved 
collections: Simplified Network 
Application Processing + System 
(control number 0694–0088), which 
includes, among other things, license 
applications, and License Exceptions 
and Exclusions (0694–0137). Total 
burden hours associated with the PRA 
and OMB control numbers 0694–0088 
and 0694–0137 are not expected to 
increase as a result of this rule. As part 
of the President’s Export Control Reform 
(ECR) Initiative, this proposed rule, and 
a separate proposed rule from the 
Department of State, Directorate of 
Defense Trade Controls being published 
in conjunction with this rule, sets forth, 
as much as possible, a common 
definition of ‘‘specially designed’’ for 
use in the EAR and the ITAR. This 
proposed rule would not move any 
items from the USML to the CCL, 
although the revised definition included 
here would play an important role in 
the ‘‘600 series’’ that would be used to 
control items transitioned from the 
USML to the CCL. 


As stated in the July 15 proposed rule 
(76 FR 41958), BIS believed that the 
combined effect of all rules to be 
published adding items to the EAR that 
would be removed from the ITAR as 
part of the administration’s Export 
Control Reform Initiative would 


increase the number of license 
applications submitted by 
approximately 16,000 annually. As the 
review of the USML has progressed, the 
interagency group has gained more 
specific information about the number 
of items that would come under BIS 
jurisdiction whether those items would 
be eligible for export under license 
exception. As of June 19, 2012, BIS 
believes the increase in license 
applications may be 30,000 annually, 
resulting in an increase in burden hours 
of 8,500 (30,000 transactions at 17 
minutes each) under control number 
0694–0088. 


3. This rule does not contain policies 
with Federalism implications as that 
term is defined under E.O. 13132. 


4. The Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(RFA), as amended by the Small 
Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA), 5 U.S.C. 
601 et seq., generally requires an agency 
to prepare a regulatory flexibility 
analysis of any rule subject to the notice 
and comment rulemaking requirements 
under the Administrative Procedure Act 
(5 U.S.C. 553) or any other statute, 
unless the agency certifies that the rule 
will not have a significant economic 
impact on a substantial number of small 
entities. Under section 605(b) of the 
RFA, however, if the head of an agency 
certifies that a rule will not have a 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities, the statute 
does not require the agency to prepare 
a regulatory flexibility analysis. 
Pursuant to section 605(b), the Chief 
Counsel for Regulations, Department of 
Commerce, submitted a memorandum 
to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy, 
Small Business Administration, 
certifying that proposed rule published 
on July 15, 2011, will not have a 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. 


This proposed rule re-proposes, with 
certain changes, the definitions of 
‘‘specially designed,’’ of ‘‘end item,’’ 
and of ‘‘accessories and attachments’’ 
that BIS originally proposed in the July 
15 proposed rule. The changes proposed 
here do not impact the original 
certification. Consequently, BIS has not 
prepared a regulatory flexibility 
analysis. A summary of the factual basis 
for the certification is provided below. 


Number of Small Entities 
The Bureau of Industry and Security 


(BIS) does not collect data on the size 
of entities that apply for and are issued 
export licenses. Although BIS is unable 
to estimate the exact number of small 
entities that would be affected by this 
rule, it acknowledges that this rule 
would affect some unknown number. 


Economic Impact 


This rule will not have a significant 
impact on a small number of entities, 
and in fact will reduce the burden on 
small entities by facilitating enhanced 
public understanding of a key term used 
extensively on the Commerce Control 
List (CCL). This rule proposes a single 
definition for the term ‘‘special 
designed’’ and slightly revised 
definitions for the terms ‘‘end item,’’ 
‘‘accessories,’’ and ‘‘attachments’’ BIS 
proposed in the July 15 proposed rule. 


The proposed definition of ‘‘specially 
designed’’ would provide clear guidance 
to small entities, and all other entities, 
on the meaning of this term wherever it 
is used on the CCL. The term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ is used extensively 
throughout the CCL, but up to this point 
the only definition included in the EAR 
has been under the Missile Technology 
Control Regime (MTCR) context. 
Outside of the MTCR context, the First 
Circuit’s ruling in United States v. 
Lachman, 387 F.3d 42, 52–53 (2004) 
provides a definition of the term 
‘‘specially designed,’’ but for small 
entities, and all other entities, this 
requires reviewing the Lachman 
decision to understand the court- 
provided definition outside the MTCR 
context. 


BIS is aware that some small entities, 
and other entities, instead of relying on 
the Lachman definition for the term 
‘‘specially designed’’ outside the MTCR 
context have simply decided to submit 
classification requests to BIS for ECCNs 
where the term ‘‘specially designed’’ is 
used. Others have made subjective 
determinations of which types of items 
are ‘‘special’’ to or for a controlled end 
item. The CCL is intended to allow 
exporters to self-classify their items. If 
the status quo, where the term is not 
defined in the regulations, creates an 
incentive for the public to submit 
additional classification requests or 
make self-determinations that expose 
exporters to compliance risks, then the 
rule places a burden on all entities, large 
and small. All entities should be able to 
confidently self-classify their items on 
the CCL. BIS believes it should take 
steps to alleviate any concerns the 
public may have with self-classifying 
their items, including providing 
definitions for key terms used on the 
CCL, which is being done in this 
proposed rule and not making small 
entities and other entities to consult 
outside legal decisions in order to 
determine the meaning of a key term 
used under the EAR. 


This proposed rule would reduce 
burdens on small entities and all other 
entities by proposing a single definition 
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of the term ‘‘specially designed’’ to part 
772 that would apply wherever the term 
is used. In the past, small entities, and 
other entities, have urged BIS to add a 
single definition of the term ‘‘specially 
designed’’ to the EAR. This proposed 
definition is consistent with the scope 
of the other two definitions of the term 
‘‘specially designed’’ that are currently 
in use. Specifically, this rule’s proposed 
definition is consistent with the 
‘‘specially designed’’ MTCR definition 
defined at § 772.1 of the EAR, and with 
the Lachman decision. BIS believes this 
rule’s proposed ‘‘specially designed’’ 
definition comes closest to 
encompassing the scope and intent of 
both the Lachman and the MTCR 
definitions, while also allowing this 
term to play the key role envisioned for 
it under the larger Export Control 
Reform (ECR) Initiative. This proposed 
rule identifies nine objectives for the 
term ‘‘specially designed’’ and 
encourages the public to submit 
comments on whether they agree with 
BIS that this proposed definition best 
achieves the nine objectives and 
whether the public may have any 
alternative that would better achieve the 
nine stated objectives. 


The ECR Initiative is making 
fundamental changes to the U.S. export 
control system. These fundamental 
changes will protect and enhance U.S. 
national security interests, while at the 
same time also easing the burdens on 
small entities and all other entities. One 
of the key objectives of the ECR 
Initiative is to draw a bright-line 
between the USML and the CCL, 
including transitioning items that no 
longer warrant ITAR control to the CCL. 


A bright-line between the two control 
lists will be a key benefit to small 
entities and all other entities. When 
small entities, and other entities, have 
difficulty in determining the 
jurisdiction and/or classification of their 
item, it creates a burden on such 
entities. The proposed definition of 
‘‘specially designed’’ included in this 
rule is a key term being used to develop 
the bright-line between the USML and 
the CCL. Using this proposed ‘‘specially 
designed’’ definition in the ‘‘600 series’’ 
.x and .y paragraphs is a key structural 
element that will create a more 
‘‘positive’’ USML and ensure that 
munitions items transitioned from the 
USML to the CCL are appropriately 
controlled in the applicable ‘‘600 series’’ 
ECCNs. 


This rule is based on a simple catch- 
and-release concept. The proposed 
definition would allow for small 
entities, and all other entities, to use a 
simple set of ‘‘yes/no’’ questions to 
make determinations whether an item is 


or is not ‘‘specially designed.’’ The 
‘‘release’’ portion of the proposed 
definition will also allow for items that 
no longer warrant being considered 
‘‘specially designed’’ to be removed 
from ‘‘specially designed’’ once they 
have crossed over into broader 
commercial applicability. The five 
proposed paragraph (b) exclusions 
included in the proposed rule would 
allow the public to objectively know 
when an item would no longer be 
‘‘specially designed.’’ 


Conclusion 


BIS is unable to determine the precise 
number of small entities that would be 
affected by this rule. Based on the facts 
and conclusions set forth above, BIS 
believes that any burdens imposed by 
this rule would be offset by the benefits 
that will occur with the fundamental 
changes being made to the U.S. export 
control system under the Export Control 
Reform Initiative and the USML-to-CCL 
process, which the definition of 
‘‘specially designed’’ will be an 
important role. In addition, any burdens 
would be offset by the benefits of 
defining this key term used extensively 
on the CCL. For these reasons, the Chief 
Counsel for Regulations of the 
Department of Commerce certified to 
the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the 
Small Business Administration that this 
rule, if adopted in final form, would not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities. 


List of Subjects 


15 CFR Part 772 


Exports. 


15 CFR Part 774 


Exports, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 


Accordingly, parts 772 and 774 of the 
Export Administration Regulations (15 
CFR parts 730–774) are proposed to be 
amended as follows: 


PART 772—[AMENDED] 


1. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
part 772 continues to read as follows: 


Authority: 50 U.S.C. app. 2401 et seq.; 50 
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.; E.O. 13222, 66 FR 44025, 
3 CFR, 2001 Comp., p. 783; Notice of August 
12, 2011, 76 FR 50661 (August 16, 2011). 


2. Section 772.1 is amended: 
a. By revising the definition of 


‘‘specially designed;’’ and 
b. By adding definitions for the terms 


‘‘accessories,’’ ‘‘attachments,’’ and ‘‘end 
item’’. 


The revision and additions read as 
follows: 


§ 772.1 Definitions of terms as used in the 
Export Administration Regulations (EAR). 


* * * * * 
Accessories. These are associated 


items for any ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘end item,’’ 
or ‘‘system,’’ and which are not 
necessary for their operation, but which 
enhance their usefulness or 
effectiveness. For example, for a riding 
lawnmower, accessories and 
attachments will include the bag to 
capture the cut grass, and a canopy to 
protect the operator from the sun and 
rain. For purposes of this definition, 
accessories and attachments are the 
same. 
* * * * * 


Attachments. These are associated 
items for any ‘‘component,’’ ‘‘end item,’’ 
or ‘‘system,’’ and which are not 
necessary for their operation, but which 
enhance their usefulness or 
effectiveness. For example, for a riding 
lawnmower, accessories and 
attachments will include the bag to 
capture the cut grass, and a canopy to 
protect the operator from the sun and 
rain. For purposes of this definition, 
attachments and accessories are the 
same. 
* * * * * 


End item. This is an assembled 
commodity ready for its intended use. 
Only ammunition, fuel or other energy 
source is required to place it in an 
operating state. Examples of end items 
include ships, aircraft, firearms, and 
milling machines. 
* * * * * 


Specially designed. When applying 
this definition, follow this sequential 
analysis: Begin with paragraph (a)(1) of 
this definition and proceed through 
each subsequent paragraph. If an item 
would not be controlled as a result of 
the application of the standards in 
paragraph (a) of this definition, then it 
is not necessary to work through 
paragraph (b) of this definition. If an 
item would be controlled as a result of 
paragraph (a), then it is necessary to 
work through each of the elements of 
paragraph (b). Items subject to the EAR 
described in any of paragraphs (b)(1) 
through (5) of this definition are not 
‘‘specially designed’’ items subject to 
the EAR. 


(a) Except for items described in (b) of 
this definition, an ‘‘item’’ is ‘‘specially 
designed’’ if, as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ it: 


(1) Has properties peculiarly 
responsible for achieving or exceeding 
the performance levels, characteristics, 
or functions in the relevant ECCN or 
U.S. Munitions List (USML) paragraph; 


(2) Is a part or component necessary 
for an enumerated or referenced 
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commodity or defense article to 
function as designed; or 


(3) Is an accessory or attachment used 
with an enumerated or referenced 
commodity or defense article to enhance 
its usefulness or effectiveness. 


(b) A ‘‘part,’’ ‘‘component,’’ 
‘‘accessory,’’ or ‘‘attachment’’ that 
would be controlled by paragraph (a) of 
this paragraph is not ‘‘specially 
designed’’ if it: 


(1) Is enumerated in a USML 
paragraph; 


(2) Is a single unassembled ‘‘part’’ that 
is of a type commonly used in multiple 
types of commodities not enumerated 
on the CCL or the USML, such as 
threaded fasteners (e.g., screws, bolts, 
nuts, nut plates, studs, inserts), other 
fasteners (e.g., clips, rivets, pins), basic 
hardware (e.g., washers, spacers, 
insulators, grommets, bushings, 
springs), wire, and solder; 


(3) Has the same form, fit, and 
performance capabilities as a part, 
component, accessory, or attachment 
used in or with a commodity that: 


(i) Is or was in ‘‘production’’ (i.e., not 
in ‘‘development’’); and 


(ii) Is either not enumerated on the 
CCL or USML, or is enumerated in an 
ECCN controlled only for Anti- 
Terrorism (AT) reasons; 


(4) Was or is being developed with a 
reasonable expectation of: 


(i) Use in or with commodities 
described on the CCL and commodities 
not enumerated on the CCL or the 
USML; or 


(ii) Use in or with commodities not 
enumerated on the CCL or the USML; or 


(5) Was or is being developed with no 
reasonable expectation of use for a 
particular application. 


Note 1: ‘Enumerated’ means any item (i) on 
either the USML or CCL not controlled in a 
‘catch-all’ paragraph and (ii) when on the 
CCL, controlled by an ECCN for more than 
AT-only reasons, except in the context of 
paragraph (b)(3), where an item in an ECCN 
controlled only for AT reasons is considered 
enumerated when it is not controlled in a 
‘catch-all’ paragraph. An example of an 
‘enumerated’ ECCN is 2A226, which controls 
valves with the following three 
characteristics: a ‘‘nominal size’’ of 5 mm or 
greater; having a bellows seal; and wholly 
made of or lined with aluminum, aluminum 
alloy, nickel, or nickel alloy containing more 
than 60% nickel by weight. The CCL also 
contains notes excluding from control parts 
and components ‘‘specially designed’’ for 
uncontrolled items. Such uncontrolled items 
are merely ‘referenced’ and are not 
‘enumerated.’ Note 2 to ECCN 1A002 is an 
example of items excluded from control 
based on being ‘‘specially designed’’ for a 
referenced item. 


Note 2: A ‘catch-all’ paragraph is one that 
does not refer to specific types of parts, 


components, accessories, or attachments but 
rather controls non-specific ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ or 
‘‘attachments’’ because they were ‘‘specially 
designed’’ for an enumerated item. For 
example, ECCN paragraph 9A610.x is a 
catch-all, because it controls ‘‘parts,’’ 
‘‘components,’’ ‘‘accessories,’’ and 
‘‘attachments’’ ‘‘specially designed’’ for 
military aircraft, but does not identify 
specific types of parts, components, 
accessories, or attachments within its control. 
Another example of a ‘catch-all’ is the 
heading of 7A102, which controls ‘‘specially 
designed’’ components for the gyros 
enumerated in 7A102, but does not identify 
the specific types of components within its 
control. 


Note to paragraph (a)(1): Items that as a 
result of ‘‘development’’ have properties 
peculiarly responsible for achieving or 
exceeding the performance levels, functions 
or characteristics in a relevant ECCN 
paragraph may have properties shared by 
different products. For example, ECCN 
2B007.a controls ‘‘robots’’ capable in real 
time of full three-dimensional image 
processing or full-three dimensional ‘scene 
analysis’ to generate or modify ‘‘programs’’ or 
to generate or modify numerical program 
data [and specially designed controllers and 
‘‘end effectors’’ therefor]. An example of a 
component not meeting the peculiarly 
responsible standard under paragraph (a)(1) 
is a component that as a result of 
‘‘development’’ has properties that allow the 
component to conduct 2D image processing 
for use in a ‘‘robot.’’ This component is not 
‘‘specially designed’’ for purposes of 2B007.a 
because the component even if used in a 
‘‘robot’’ does not have properties peculiarly 
responsible for a ‘‘robot’’ achieving or 
exceeding the performance levels, functions 
or characteristics in 2B207.a. Conversely, 
another component that as a result of 
‘‘development,’’ has properties that allow the 
component to perform in real time of full 
three-dimensional image processing for use 
in a ‘‘robot,’’ is an example of a component 
that is peculiarly responsible because as a 
result of ‘‘development’’ the component has 
a direct and proximate causal relationship in 
the ‘‘robot’’ that is central or special for 
achieving or exceeding the performance 
levels, functions or characteristics identified 
in 2B207.a. 


Note to paragraph (b)(3): Commodities in 
‘‘production’’ that are subsequently subject to 
‘‘development’’ activities, such as those 
pertaining to quality improvements, cost 
reductions, or feature enhancements, remain 
in ‘‘production.’’ However, any new models 
or versions of such commodities developed 
from such efforts that change the basic 
performance or capability of the commodity 
are in ‘‘development’’ until and unless they 
enter into ‘‘production.’’ 


Note to paragraph (b)(4) and (b)(5): For a 
commodity not to be ‘‘specially designed’’ on 
the basis of paragraphs (b)(4) or (b)(5), 
documents contemporaneous with its 
‘‘development,’’ in their totality, must 
establish the elements of paragraphs (b)(4) or 
(b)(5). Such documents may include concept 


design information, marketing plans, 
declarations in patent applications, or 
contracts. Absent such documents, the 
‘‘commodity’’ may not be excluded from 
being ‘‘specially designed’’ by either 
paragraph (b)(4) or (b)(5). 


Note to paragraph (b)(5): If you have 
‘‘knowledge’’ that the commodity was or is 
being developed for a particular application, 
you may not rely on paragraph (b)(5) to 
conclude that the commodity was or is not 
‘‘specially designed.’’ 


* * * * * 


PART 774—[AMENDED] 


3. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
part 774 continues to read as follows: 


Authority: 50 U.S.C. app. 2401 et seq.; 50 
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.; 10 U.S.C. 7420; 10 U.S.C. 
7430(e); 22 U.S.C. 287c, 22 U.S.C. 3201 et 
seq., 22 U.S.C. 6004; 30 U.S.C. 185(s), 185(u); 
42 U.S.C. 2139a; 42 U.S.C. 6212; 43 U.S.C. 
1354; 15 U.S.C. 1824a; 50 U.S.C. app. 5; 22 
U.S.C. 7201 et seq.; 22 U.S.C. 7210; E.O. 
13026, 61 FR 58767, 3 CFR, 1996 Comp., p. 
228; E.O. 13222, 66 FR 44025, 3 CFR, 2001 
Comp., p. 783; Notice of August 12, 2011, 76 
FR 50661 (August 16, 2011). 


Supplement No. 1 to Part 774 
[Amended] 


4. In Supplement No. 1 to part 774 
(the Commerce Control List) wherever 
the term ‘‘specially designed’’ occurs, 
add quotation marks around the term 
‘‘specially designed.’’ 


Dated: June 6, 2012. 
Kevin J. Wolf, 
Assistant Secretary for Export 
Administration. 
[FR Doc. 2012–14475 Filed 6–15–12; 11:15 am] 


BILLING CODE 3510–33–P 


DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 


Bureau of Industry and Security 


15 CFR Part 774 


[Docket No. 120426028–1028–01] 


RIN 0694–AF68 


Feasibility of Enumerating ‘‘Specially 
Designed’’ Components 


AGENCY: Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Commerce. 
ACTION: Advanced notice of proposed 
rulemaking (ANPRM). 


SUMMARY: As part of the President’s 
Export Control Reform (ECR) Initiative, 
this ANPRM requests comments on the 
feasibility of positively identifying 
‘‘specially designed’’ ‘‘components’’ on 
the Commerce Control List (CCL) so as 
to decrease the use of the term, which 
appears extensively throughout the CCL, 
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To:  Regulatory Policy Division 


 Bureau of Industry and Security 


 Room 2099B 


 U.S. Department of Commerce 


 14
th
 Street and Pennsylvania Ave. NW. 


 Washington, D.C. 20230 


 


Subject: Specially Designed Definition 


 


Comments on Proposed Rule: EAR 772 Specially Designed [RIN 0694-AF66] [08-03-12 R2] 


 


772.1 (b)(3) provision discussion 


 


772.1 (b)(3) as currently proposed under the rule:  


 


(b)(3) Has the same form, fit, and performance capabilities as a part, component, accessory, or 


attachment used in or with a commodity that: (i) Is or was in production (i.e., not in development); 


and (ii) Is either not enumerated on the CCL or USML, or is enumerated in an ECCN controlled only 


for Anti-Terrorism reasons; 


 


Within enumerated or referenced commodities and defense articles, many parts and minor assembled 


components of electrical and mechanical nature may be combined to form other minor or major 


components of an end item. In such cases, the aggregate of a set of components together (e.g. a completed 


circuit card) are actually responsible for the commodity or defense article achieving “controlled 


performance levels, characteristics, or functions” for the defense article versus the particular contribution 


of a single part or minor component in isolation, which alone may possess no particular military 


significance, and presents no national security risk through transfer or dissemination of related technology 


or technical data. 


 


While minor components under consideration for release as not “specially designed” through (b)(3) may 


not have commercially available equivalents which conform identically in the criteria of “form” and “fit”, 


and therefore are by a design process (“development”) tailored to particular configuration for their 


purpose within a commodity or defense article application, they frequently are identical, closely 


conforming, or typical in terms of their functional performance capability within the spectrum of widely 


available, non-USML components. 


 


For example, a particular commodity or defense article application might require a resistor with a value of 


0.00017 ohms, whereas standard commercially available values may be acquired in increments of 


0.00015, 0.00018 and 0.00020 ohms respectively. In all other respects of environmental capability, 


mechanical shock resistance, etc., the standard commercially available resistors are compatible with the 
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intended application. In such a circumstance, because the required resistor of 0.00017 ohms falls within 


the overall performance capability range of commercially available, non-defense article performance 


parameters, such an item should appropriately not be subjected to capture as “specially designed”. 


 


In another example, a requested alteration for a manufacturer to trim the standard lead length of a 


commercially available, non-defense article integrated circuit socket by .3mm to make it suitable for fit 


within a defense article application triggers the capture of the article as “specially designed” under the 


120.41 (a)(2) provisions due to the necessary preceding “development” involving a minor design input for 


such alteration. However, in this example, the alteration in “form” and “fit” has no impact on the relevant 


electrical performance characteristics (“performance capabilities”) of the subject article under 


consideration. Therefore, here also we would propose the article should not be captured as “specially 


designed” within the CCL. 


 


Our proposed revision focuses the release criteria on the performance capabilities of the article and 


whether such capability exceeds that of identical or similar types of articles. In fact, limiting the release 


criteria to articles which have the same (identical) form, fit and performance capabilities as under the 


current proposed rule would have the unintended effect of designating articles with the same form and fit 


but with lower or inferior performance capabilities as “specially designed”. This logical outcome points 


toward the criticality of refining the release criteria to address the relevant performance capability 


parameters for articles of the same type or class under consideration. 


 


In conclusion, we believe the release criteria of (b)(3) as currently proposed is unnecessarily limited. We 


believe our proposed revision to (b)(3) is consistent with the objectives of the statement of policy in ITAR 


Section 120.3, i.e., that the new “600 Series” ECCN should not control items that have performance 


equivalents to those used for civil applications and which otherwise do not have significant military or 


intelligence applicability such that control under the ITAR or the “600 Series” is warranted. Accordingly, 


we suggest revising (b)(3) as follows: 


 


Proposed revision:  


 


(b)(3) Has performance capabilities not exceeding those of a part, component, accessory, or 


attachment used in or with a commodity that: (i) Is or was in production (i.e., not in 


development); and (ii) Is either not enumerated on the CCL or USML, or is enumerated in an 


ECCN controlled only for Anti-Terrorism (AT) reasons; 
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August 3, 2012


Mr. Timothy Mooney
Regulatory Policy Division
Room 2099B
Bureau of Industry and Security
U.S. Department of Commerce
14th Street & Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20230


Re: “Specially Designed” Definition (Federal Register Notice of
June 19, 2012; RIN 0694-AF66)


Dear Mr. Mooney:


The Semiconductor Industry Association (“SIA”) is the premier trade association
representing the U.S. semiconductor industry. Founded in 1977 by five microelectronics
pioneers, SIA unites over 60 companies that account for nearly 90 percent of the
semiconductor production of this country. The semiconductor industry accounts for a
sizeable portion of U.S. exports.


SIA is pleased to submit the following public comments in response to the request
for public comments issued by the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and
Security (“BIS”) on a revised proposed definition of “specially designed” (“Proposed
Definition”).1


I. Executive Summary


The commercial semiconductor industry is at the leading edge of technological
developments within the United States and while the vast majority of integrated circuits
(“ICs”) are deployed in civilian applications, many commercial technologies developed by
the U.S. semiconductor industry are subsequently adopted by the defense industry.
Furthermore, the health of the commercial semiconductor industry is dependent on
exports and a global supply chain. Maintaining a vibrant semiconductor industry that is
not encumbered by unnecessary export restrictions, therefore, is of great importance to
both the health of the U.S. economy and, ultimately, the national security of the United
States. Implementing a straightforward and principled definition of “specially designed” is
critical for U.S. economic and security interests, as “specially designed” is central to the
export control of integrated circuits.


1 “Specially Designed” Definition, 77 Fed. Reg. 36,409 (June 19, 2012) (“Proposed Definition”).
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SIA applauds BIS for significantly improving the “specially designed” definition from
its original proposal. In particular, SIA believes the following are especially valuable
improvements:


 Emphasizing that a “particular application” is an essential element of
“specially designed” as it pertains to components. For ICs, application-
specific integrated circuits (“ASICs”), a term that is well defined within
the semiconductor industry, most effectively captures this element;


 Recognizing that in certain circumstances a component is not “specially
designed” if it has equivalent functionality to a component that is
contained or reasonably expected to be contained in a “non-controlled”
end item; and


 Renouncing unequivocally that “capable of” is an appropriate
interpretation of “specially designed.”


Properly applied and as a practical matter, these improvements can bring the definition of
“specially designed” quite close to where it should be.


Despite these improvements, however, the Proposed Definition has serious
shortcomings. The Proposed Definition is unnecessarily complex and convoluted, leaves
too much room for overreach and distortion and does not ensure that the appropriate
industry definition of ASICs will apply.


SIA maintains that a simple, common-sense approach to the definition would (i) be
much easier to understand and apply, (ii) provide a clear distinction between ASICs that
would qualify as “specially designed” and other ICs that would not, and (iii) limit the
control of components to those having a direct responsibility for the parameters or
character that trigger control of the related end item.


In short, SIA recommends the Proposed Definition of “specially designed” be
modified to treat end items and components in a similar fashion under the proposed
subsection (a) and include a Note to set forth an appropriate definition of ASICs.


If BIS is unwilling to proceed with such a straight-forward definition of “specially
designed” rather than its “catch-and-release,” decision-tree approach, SIA recommends the
following changes to the Proposed Definition:


 Include in subsection (a)(1) application specific components of end items
for which the control parameters or character can be ascertained from its
listing.
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 Replace the “necessary to function as designed” standard for components
set forth in subsection (a)(2) with “required to function as a defense article
under the U.S. Munitions List or a national security-controlled end item
under the Commerce Control List.” This standard would be limited to
components for which no controlled parameters of the related end item are
listed.


 Eliminate the enumeration of components as defense articles or end items
on the U.S. Munitions List (“USML”) or Commerce Control List (“CCL”)
so as to make subsection (b)(2) superfluous.


 Eliminate the reference in subsection (b)(3) to “form and fit” for
components of equivalent performance.


 Narrow the scope in paragraph (b)(5) of “particular application” and create
a note that provides an appropriate industry definition of ASICs.


These changes, along with other definitional changes, would properly reduce
the scope of the “catch” in the Proposed Definition. They would also sharpen the
exceptions in a more systematic way that is consistent with the derivative nature of
components and reliant on widespread industry practice and understanding.


II. Introduction


In addressing export controls applicable to ICs, the Department should keep mind
that the underlying technology associated with such devices and the most advanced
applications to which ICs are put are now driven overwhelmingly by consumer products.
While utilizing semiconductor technology, the defense sector accounts for only a small
fraction of U.S. semiconductor output, and military items rarely utilize the most advanced
semiconductor technology.


A healthy and vibrant consumer led semiconductor industry generates exports,
productivity and highly skilled jobs, all ingredients of a strong economy that can support national
security. By being able to maintain a global leadership position, the U.S. semiconductor industry
helps to assure that the United States will not fall behind other nations in information technology
that supports national security. ICs have been among the largest exports of the United Sates over
the past five years, so lowering unnecessary barriers to the export of such devices is very much
in the national interest. When national defense requires a truly specialized, specifically designed
IC, it is the groundwork established in a healthy civilian industry that will allow defense
development in a timely manner.


SIA’s comments naturally concentrate on the appropriate treatment of components, and,
more specifically, ICs, on the CCL and the USML. The adoption of common principles for the
classification and treatment of semiconductor components is essential to a positive listing of ICs
based on objective criteria.
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As it implements a new, unified definition of “specially designed,” BIS must recognize
that for the Proposed Definition to be successful, it is imperative that no part or component be
subject to increased control merely as a result of those revisions. Any implementation of the
Proposed Revisions that results in re-control or new control would constitute a step backwards.


III. SIA Has Long Advocated Principles That Should Apply To The Control Status Of
ICs


SIA understands the difficulty of developing a unified “specially designed” definition
and appreciates the U.S. government’s efforts to do so. Indeed, past practice has generated
problems in the application of “specially designed” to ICs. There has been a misplaced
emphasis on the mere use of a component in a controlled end item as a definitive indicator
of the original design intent, when any such use is just one of many elements that define a
design. Even more troublingly, the meaning of “specially designed” has in the past been
mistakenly made equivalent to “capable of.”


Nevertheless, the Proposed Definition, while certainly an improvement over the
previous definition put forward by BIS,2 continues to complicate and burden what should
be a straightforward and easily-understood definition. The term “specially designed” as
used within the semiconductor industry is well defined by its natural meaning and industry
practice and hence is well understood in its application.


“Specially designed” is used as a control criterion throughout the CCL and USML.3


The definition given that term should take account of that fact. Therefore, in the context of
the CCL and the USML “specially designed” means designed and/or developed in a peculiar
and particular manner for a specific end use or end item and contributing directly and
significantly to that end use or end item. And because “specially designed” has been used
to differentiate what is controlled from what is not controlled in a particular category of the
CCL or USML, the direct and significant contribution to an end use or end item should be
particularly responsible for the controlled feature of that end use or end item.


A. Components Such as ICs Should Have Their Control Status Determined By The
End Items Into Which They Are Incorporated


BIS has defined “component” to be, among other things, “an item that is useful only
when used in conjunction with an “end item.”4 Every IC fits squarely within this definition.


2 Proposed Revisions to the Export Administration Regulations: Control of Items the President Determined No
Longer Warrant Control Under the United States Munitions List, 76 Fed. Reg. 41,958 (July 15, 2011) (“July 2011
Proposal”).
3 BIS states that an objective of the Proposed Definition is to not use “specially designed” as a control criterion.
Proposed Definition at 36,410. However, that objective is not achieved. “Specially designed” is used as a control
criterion in every instance where it appears in a catch-all provision of the CCL or USML.
4 July 2011 Proposal at 41,980.
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Indeed, ICs are quintessential components. ICs have no utility or impact standing alone and are
purposeful only when incorporated into an end item.


Components such as ICs are inherently distinct from end items and their capabilities are
achieved only when incorporated into end items. Accordingly, components’ derivative nature
means that they should not be set forth on a control list as enumerated or controlled end items
themselves. Instead, the export control status of all components — and particularly of ICs not
already enumerated as components in Category 3 of the CCL — should be determined entirely
by the control status of the end items into which the components are incorporated. That is, all
ICs that are not already enumerated as components in Category 3 of the CCL should be placed in
catch-all categories on the CCL and USML, such that the export control status of such items is
determined exclusively by the uses to which the components are put. Insofar as a component, by
definition, is useless until it is employed in conjunction with an end item, it is only logical and
appropriate that the control status of components that are not already enumerated as components
in Category 3 of the CCL be determined in a derivative fashion.


No component should be positively listed on the USML or CCL as an end item, and no
component that is not “specially designed” for a controlled end item or is not already enumerated
as a component in Category 3 of the CCL should be subject to export controls beyond EAR99.


B. The Proposed Definition As Applied to ICs Should Be Limited To ASICs That
Are Peculiarly Responsible For the Specific Controlled Parameters of the End
Items Into Which They Are Incorporated


The only components worthy of export control as specially designed components are
those that are application-specific. Components that are employed for a variety of purposes
and/or in multiple end products should not be controlled as specially designed components. In
the case of ICs, this means that only application-specific ICs — or ASICs5 — should be subject
to export controls beyond EAR99. An ASIC or custom IC by definition has a customized,
special and compelling connection to the end item into which it is incorporated.


In contrast, general purpose ICs have no customized, special or compelling connection to
the end items into which they are incorporated or to the applications of the controlled end item.
General purpose ICs should not be controlled, for the simple reason that they are not specifically
designed (in any natural sense of that term) for a controlled end item. BIS has recognized this,
stating that “specially designed” does not mean merely “capable of use in” or “capable of use


5 ASIC is a well understood and clearly defined term within the semiconductor industry. The longstanding
definition of the JEDEC Solid State Technology Association for an ASIC is relevant and appropriate: “An
integrated circuit developed and produced for a specific application or function and for a single customer.” This
definition captures a custom IC designed particularly to conform to a single customer’s unique requirements. A
prime example of ASICs is the ICs designed and developed by Intersil Corporation exclusively for the Trident
missile system. Those ICs were unambiguously application-specific and end item-specific and so were
quintessential ASICs. Many other ICs designed and developed by Intersil Corporation and other SIA member
companies are not customized for a specific use in a specific end item and so do not qualify as ASICs. By utilizing
existing industry terminology, exporters will have a clear basis upon which to classify an IC.
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with,” and that, in particular, non-ASIC, general purpose ICs “that are not designed for a
particular application would not be “specially designed” items, even if they are used in
controlled items.”6


In addition, “specially designed” should apply only to ASICs (and other application-
specific components) that are peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the controlled
parameters of end items into which they are incorporated. An IC is worthy of control as being
specially designed only if it contributes significantly to the achievement of military advantage or
national security sensitivity of an end item as described in and through the objective criteria of a
control list. ASICs that provide benign functions that are separate from or contribute only
indirectly to the national security features of an end item, such as routine communications or
memory capabilities, should not be captured as specially designed controlled components.


IV. The Proposed Definition Constitutes A Major Improvement From The Previous
Proposal And Is Much Closer To The SIA Principles, But Nonetheless Requires
Further Improvement


A. BIS Has Adopted Several Positive Elements Into Its New Proposed Definition


SIA commends BIS for significantly improving the “specially designed” definition
and moving that definition much closer to where it needs to be.


First, in paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(4) of the Proposed Definition BIS has correctly
stipulated that if a components is employed in several different end items with differing
control status, then the component is not “specially designed.” These exclusions should
appropriately remove from control those devices that are general purpose or multi-
purpose.


Second, in paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition BIS has correctly stipulated
that non-application specific components — in the case of ICs, non-ASICs — are not
“specially designed.” This appropriate exclusion should remove from control those
components that are not inextricably tied to the controlled parameters of an enumerated
end item. As BIS itself notes, non-ASIC, general purpose ICs “that are not designed for a
particular application would not be “specially designed” items, even if they are used in
controlled items.”7


Finally, in its discussion of the Proposed Definition BIS has explicitly rejected
“capable of” as a possible meaning of “specially designed.” This is a long-overdue and
extremely important clarification. Moreover, the BIS discussion of this point in conjunction
with explaining paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition is worth highlighting:


6 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
7 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
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even if something is capable of being used with a controlled item, it is
not captured by this part of paragraph (a) unless someone did something
during the item’s development so that it would achieve or exceed the
performance levels, characteristics, or functions described in a referenced
ECCN or USML paragraph.8


This stipulation is in harmony with the export control principles laid out in the previous
section and SIA strongly supports BIS in this regard.9


B. Notwithstanding These Improvements, The Proposed Definition Has Several
Short-Comings and Requires Further Improvement


1. A “Catch-and-Release” Methodology Is Unorthodox, Unnecessary and
Unduly Complex


BIS’s reliance on a “catch-and-release” methodology for determining which items are
“specially designed” is unnecessary and significantly complicates the “specially designed”
definition. This is particularly true for ICs. Paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition captures
almost all components, as almost all components are “necessary” for the functioning of the end
items into which they are incorporated. It is counterintuitive and convoluted to determine that
virtually every IC is “specially designed” before excluding certain types of ICs from that
definition.


The plain meaning of the term “specially designed” is limiting and narrow in its scope.
That natural meaning cannot be squared with the concept of capturing all (or virtually all)
components and accessories, only to “release” certain of those items after further analysis.
Given the central role that “specially designed” plays in determining the control status of
components, the meaning given that term should be clear and intuitive, not complex and
uncommon.


For end items (i.e., all items other than parts, components, accessories and attachments
that can operate independently), BIS employs a straightforward positive definition of “specially
designed” that adheres closely to the natural and commonly-understood meaning of that term: a
“specially designed” end item is one that


has properties peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the performance
levels, characteristics, or functions in the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List
(USML) paragraph.10


8 Proposed Definition at 36,412.
9 However, BIS has inexplicably and wrongly limited this principle only to end items, excluding components and
accessories. It should not do so, but, as explained in the following subsection, instead should apply this principle to
all items, including components.
10 Proposed Definition at 36,418.
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This definition captures all end items that should qualify for “specially designed” without any
need to “release” items based on exclusions. It is easy to understand, straightforward to
administer and in conformance with the natural meaning or the term “specially designed.” There
is no apparent reason why this same definition could not be applied to all items — components,
accessories, attachments and end items alike.


2. The Proposed Definition Does Not Increase Certainty or Objectivity


Setting aside its needless complexity, the Proposed Definition does not increase certainty
or objectivity — at least vis-à-vis components and accessories. First, certainty is not increased
with complexity, and the “catch-and-release” nature of the Proposed Definition is necessarily
more complex than a straightforward positive definition of “specially designed” (such as
paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition). Second, as discussed in further detail in the next
section, several of the terms employed in the Proposed Definition are undefined and so are
inherently subjective. In particular, the term “reasonable expectation” contains a subjective
element just as does the term “specially designed” itself.


3. The Proposed Definition Renders The Term “Specially Designed”
Meaningless When Employed Outside of a Catch-All Category


Paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition makes the term “specially designed” entirely
devoid of meaning when employed outside of a catch-all category. It is awkward in the extreme
to have a term at once with and without a meaning in the CCL or USML. It is especially
problematic to have such an important term — explicitly used to differentiate items subject to
control from those not subject to control — meaningless in several instances within the CCL and
USML. As discussed in more detail below, paragraph (b)(1) should either be eliminated or
modified such that “specially designed” has a discernible meaning when applied to components
throughout the CCL and USML, not just when used in catch-all categories.


C. A Positive Definition of “Specially Designed” For All Items Would Be Simpler,
Easier to Understand, and in Keeping With Normal Statutory and Regulatory
Interpretation


As it has done with respect to end items, BIS should implement a positive definition of
“specially designed” for components, accessories and attachments. Such a definition — a
modified version of paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition — would be far simpler, easier
to understand and in keeping with normal statutory and regulatory interpretation. Moreover,
such a positive definition would comport with the natural meaning of the term “specially
designed,” and would implement the principle that only a particular subset of items are
“specially designed.”


There is no credible reason why paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition should not
apply to parts and components. As BIS notes, an item should not be deemed “specially
designed” simply because it is capable of being used with a controlled item; instead, an item
should not be deemed “specially designed”
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unless someone did something during the item’s development so that it would
achieve or exceed the performance levels, characteristics, or functions described
in a referenced ECCN or USML paragraph.11


That logic applies with equal force to parts, components and end items. Indeed, it is noteworthy
that among the examples discussed by BIS in its Note to paragraph (a)(1) is a component for a
robot covered by ECCN 2B007.a.12 That discussion clearly evidences the applicability of this
paragraph to components. BIS should explicitly codify the applicability of paragraph (a)(1) to
components in the manner indicated below.


It is true that in certain instances “specially designed” components of end items appear
within ECCNs or USML paragraphs that do not contain any specified performance levels,
characteristics or functions; however, as noted above, those limited instances should not be
permitted to control the treatment of all components, especially given the derivative nature of
components and their proper inclusion only within catch-all provisions of the USML and CCL.


Even for items with no stated performance levels, characteristics or functions, it is surely
possible to distinguish what features make the item inherently military or sensitive to national
security. For example, tanks covered by USML Category VII(b) are inherently military items
and are controlled due to their ability on a mobile basis to both withstand attack from most
firearms and inflict damage via the firing of ordinance. These military capabilities of a tank can
be readily distinguished from such capabilities as its air conditioning system. Similarly, an ASIC
used in a targeting system in a jet fighter would be “particularly responsible for achieving the
control parameters” of the jet fighter, while an ASIC used in a weather navigation system in the
same jet fighter would not be “particularly responsible for achieving the control parameters” of
the jet fighter.


There is no reason why a “catch-and-release” methodology is required, and such an
approach should be replaced with a single-stage, positive definition that only “catches” or
“captures” items worthy of control. The following revised version of paragraph (a) of the
Proposed Definition is all that is required and should be implemented by BIS:


An “item” is “specially designed” if, as a result of “development,” it:


(a) is an end item having properties peculiarly responsible for
achieving or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or
functions in the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions List (USML)
paragraph , or


(b) is an application-specific part, component, accessory or
attachment having properties peculiarly responsible for achieving
or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions


11 Proposed Definition at 36,412.
12 Proposed Definition at 36,419.
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of an end item enumerated in the relevant ECCN or U.S. Munitions
List (USML) paragraph.


Note to definition: In the case of integrated circuits, only ASICs are captured by
this definition, where “ASIC” means an integrated circuit developed and
produced for a specific application or function and for a single customer.


Such a single-stage, positive definition appropriately would place all items on an equal footing
and would obviate the need for any exclusions or “release” of items that are obviously not
designed specially. The various exclusions contained in paragraph (b) of the Proposed
Definition would no longer be necessary because only parts, components, accessories and
attachments developed in a special and particular manner for the end items into which they are
incorporated or with which they are used would be deemed “specially designed” in the first
instance — just as is the case for end items under the Proposed Definition.


This straightforward and streamlined “specially designed” definition would comport with
the natural meaning of the term and would greatly simplify the analysis required by exporters.
Accordingly, SIA urges BIS to implement this definition.


V. At Least With Respect To Components, The Proposed Definition Of “Specially
Designed” Fails To Achieve Several Of The Objectives Set Forth By BIS


A. As Applied to Components, The Proposed Definition Does Not Correspond to
The Natural Meaning of The Term “Specially Designed” and Is Not Easily
Understood or Easy to Apply


The “catch-and release” methodology employed in the Proposed Definition vis-à-vis
components is inherently complicated and requires special expertise generally not held by many
exporters. Contrary to BIS’ claim,13 paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition do
to a significant extent depend on a determination of the predominant market application for a
component in order to determine whether the component is “specially designed.” More
importantly, there are several terms and phrases used in the Proposed Definition that are
undefined and are therefore subjective and unclear:


 First, while the term “enumerated” is defined in Note 1 to the Proposed
Definition, the distinctions between an “enumerated commodity,” a
“referenced commodity,” a “commodity described on the CCL,” and a
“commodity” are unclear. Without an understanding of the differences
between these various items and a definition of each of the items, it is
difficult, if not impossible, to decipher the Proposed Definition.


 Second, the meaning of “application” (as employed in paragraph (b)(5) of
the Proposed Definition) is unclear. This term can be subject to widely


13 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
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divergent interpretations, some of which are so broad as to render the
exclusion provided by paragraph (b)(5) essentially useless.


B. The Proposed Definition Is Not Necessarily Consistent With Definitions Used by
the Multilateral Export Control Regimes


The only definition provided for “specially designed” within the Wassenaar
Arrangement is the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) definition that, at least
explicitly, applies only to items covered by the MTCR. What’s more, at least vis-à-vis
components, the Proposed Definition is far more complicated and apparently far broader in
scope than is the MTCR definition of “specially designed.” The MTCR definition requires
exclusive use in a particular end item; the Proposed Definition does not go nearly so far.
The Proposed Definition is likely to capture items that are not encompassed in the MTCR
definition of “specially designed,” as exclusive use is narrower than “reasonable
expectation of use.”


Whether the Proposed Definition is consistent with the Wassenaar Arrangement as
a whole is unclear and a matter for conjecture, as there is no generally applicable definition
of “specially designed” within the Wassenaar Arrangement. However, it is clear that the
Proposed Definition, at least vis-à-vis components and accessories, is not consistent with
the natural meaning of that term and is convoluted — attributes that are not consistent
with the Wassenaar Arrangement.


C. By Trying to Avoid an Ostensible “Definitional Loop,” The Proposed Definition
Creates New Definitional Problems


As an initial matter, BIS states it intends for the Proposed Definition to avoid using
“specially designed” as a control criterion.14 This is a curious statement, as it is undoubtedly the
case that “specially designed” is used as a control criterion in every instance in which it appears
in a catch-all provision throughout the CCL and USML.15 If BIS intended to state that among its
objectives for the Proposed Definition is to avoid using “specially designed” as a control criteria
within non-catch-all provisions of the CCL and USML, then it should have stated as much.


Beyond that, BIS notes that paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition exists in order to
avoid a “definitional loop.”16 Regardless of the validity of that justification, paragraph (b)(1)
generates definitional problems of its own by creating situations in which “specially designed”
has no meaning whatsoever. If “specially designed” plays no definitional role in the control of a
USML enumerated item (i.e., an item not within a non-catch-all provision of the USML), then
“specially designed” should be eliminated from the description of that enumerated item.


14 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
15 Indeed, the definition of a catch-all paragraph provided by the State Department explicitly notes that “specially
designed” is the control criterion used in such paragraphs. Amendment to the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations: Definition for “Specially Designed,” 77 Fed. Reg. 36,428, 36,432 (June 19, 2012).
16 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
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Alternatively, if “specially designed” does play a substantive role in the control of an enumerated
item, then the term should be given a clear meaning — and it should be the same one used
throughout the USML and CCL.


The solution to the “definitional loop” problem referenced by BIS is not to create a term
with no meaning, but rather to eliminate all situations in which a “definitional loop” might arise
by removing “specially designed” from all places in the regulations where it is not needed.
Having “specially designed” mean different things in different instances or, even worse,
providing no meaning whatsoever to “specially designed” in certain instances is in complete
opposition to BIS’ stated goal — supported by SIA — of developing a single, cohesive and
unified definition of this important and often-used term.


D. The Proposed Definition Covers Both End Items and Components, But Applies
Quite Differently to End Items and Components


While it is true that the Proposed Definition nominally covers all items, it is not a
positive, unified definition that applies equally to all items. For no apparent reason and without
any convincing justification, the Proposed Definition applies a straightforward positive definition
to end items, but applies a convoluted “catch-and-release” definition to parts, components,
accessories and attachments. This dichotomy is unwarranted and should be eliminated.


The same positive definition consistent with the natural meaning of the term “specially
designed” should apply to all items. Moreover, the Proposed Definition does not apply to
“components that were “specially designed” for particular end items” if the components are
enumerated on the USML. As noted in the previous section, that definitional vacuum should be
eliminated.


VI. Several Of The Rationales Provided By BIS In Support Of The Proposed Definition
Are Unconvincing And Warrant Scrutiny


A. It Is Not Apparent That The Proposed Definition Applies the “Normal
Commercial Use” Carve Outs


BIS claims that the Proposed Definition would “consistently apply the normal
commercial use carve outs.”17 However, the term “normal commercial use” is never defined.
Accordingly, it is unclear whether the Proposed Definition actually would “consistently apply
the “normal commercial use” carve outs.” “Normal commercial use” should include having a
reasonable expectation of use within a civil, commercial application, such that if the developer of
a component has a reasonable expectation that the component will be incorporated into civil,
commercial end items, then the component should be in “normal commercial use” — regardless
of the extent to which the component is incorporated into defense articles. The regulation should
define “in normal commercial use” to encompass a reasonable expectation that the component


17 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
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will be incorporated into a civil, commercial end item or utilized in a civil, commercial
application.


B. The Directorate for Defense Trade Controls Should Not Have the Discretion to
Override the Plain Meaning of “Specially Designed”


In discussing the Proposed Definition, BIS notes that


the ITAR and the new “600 series” ECCNs should not control items that (a) have
predetermined civil applications and performance equivalents to those used for
civil applications and (b) do not have significant military or intelligence
applicability such that control under the new ITAR (or new “600 series” ECCN)
is warranted.18


This statement implies that both requirements must be met in order for controls not to be
warranted, which in turn implies that if the Directorate for Defense Trade Controls (“DDTC”)
and/or BIS determines that an item has “significant military or intelligence applicability” it may
control that item even if the item clearly falls outside of the definition of “specially defined.” If
an item falls outside of control as a result of being not “specially designed,” then that should be
the end of the matter. Neither DDTC nor BIS should have the discretion to impose controls on
such an item by denying the actual character of the item simply based on a belief that the item
has “significant military or intelligence applicability.”


At a minimum such a policy would render the entire classification process opaque and
indeterminate — contrary to the express goal of BIS. More importantly, it would significantly
undercut the usefulness of a “specially designed” definition, given that such a definition could be
overridden at any time based on a finding of “significant military or intelligence applicability.”
The policy of the U.S. government should be that any item, and any IC in particular, having civil
applications and performance equivalents to those used for civil applications or a reasonable
expectation of such civil applications and performance equivalents, i.e., in normal commercial
use — will be deemed not “specially designed” for munitions items of applications. Any
different policy would undercut the usefulness and efficacy of a “specially designed” definition,
especially as applied to ICs.


As BIS itself notes in its discussion of paragraph (b) of the Proposed Definition:


[I]n general, a commodity should not be ITAR controlled if it has predominant
civil application or has performance equivalent . . . to articles used for civil
applications. If such an article nonetheless warrants control under the ITAR
because it provides the U.S. with a critical military or intelligence advantage or
for another reason, then it is or should be enumerated on the USML . . . .19


18 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
19 Proposed Definition at 36,413.
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C. The Example for Paragraph (a)(1) Evidences The Applicability of That Paragraph
to Components


The example used by BIS to illuminate paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition
contrasts a component having properties that allow a robot to conduct 2D image processing (and
therefore is not peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the robot’s controlled
characteristics) with a component having properties that allow a robot to perform in real time full
three-dimensional image processing (and therefore is peculiarly responsible for achieving or
exceeding the robot’s controlled characteristics).20 That example conclusively demonstrates that,
as is the case for end items, it is quite feasible to differentiate components that are peculiarly
responsible for achieving the controlled parameters of an end item from components that are not.
Nothing about the example provided differentiates end items (or equipment) from components.
That the example could easily apply to a component underscores the appropriateness of
including components in paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition.


The explanation of and justification for paragraph (a)(1) — an item is not “specially
designed” unless “someone did something during the item’s development so that it would
achieve or exceed the performance levels, characteristics, or functions described in a referenced
ECCN or USML paragraph”21 — does and should apply with equal force to components as it
does to end items. There is no reason provided, and no compelling reason available, why such
should not be the case, especially with respect to ICs.


D. Paragraph (a)(1) and (a)(2) Are Quite Dissimilar in Their Scope and The Sole
Justification Offered for Paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition Is Inadequate
to Support The Need for That Paragraph


As an initial matter, BIS claims that paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition “is
similar to (a)(1).”22 That claim appears to be a gross overstatement. The scope of paragraph
(a)(2) is far broader than the scope of paragraph (a)(1). While paragraph (a)(1) captures only
items that are “peculiarly responsible” for the performance levels, characteristics or functions
listed in the relevant CCL or USML category, paragraph (a)(2) captures all parts and components
that are merely necessary for an enumerated item to function as designed. In doing so, paragraph
(a)(2) appears to capture virtually all components, as almost all components may be said to be
“necessary” for the proper functioning of the end items into which they are incorporated. These
provisions do not appear “similar” in their scope.


In addition, BIS maintains that paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition is necessary
“because not all descriptions of commodities on the USML and the CCL include performance
levels, characteristics, or functions as a basis for control.”23 That justification is insufficient.
Many components covered by the USML and CCL appear in provisions that do contain


20 Proposed Definition at 36,419.
21 Proposed Definition at 36,412.
22 Proposed Definition at 36,412.
23 Proposed Definition at 36,412.
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descriptions with performance levels, characteristics or functions as a basis for control. In those
frequent instances, there is no need for paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition.


It is inappropriate and counterproductive to force an overreaching definition on all
components when only a subset of components warrants such treatment. Moreover, and perhaps
more importantly, even in those instances where an end item’s control criterion does not contain
any performance level, characteristic or function, it is usually possible to distinguish what
features make the item inherently military or sensitive to national security. Accordingly, even in
those instances, it is appropriate to limit the “specially designed” definition to only those
components that are peculiarly responsible for the controlled attributes of the end items into
which the components are incorporated.


E. The Example Of A “Component” Excluded Under Paragraph (b)(1) and the
Discussion of Positively Listed Components Evidences a Fundamental Flaw in
The Treatment of Components


In its discussion of the Proposed Definition, BIS provides an example of a component
that would be excluded under paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition.24 BIS also notes at
least twice that a component may be subject to export controls even if it is not “specially
designed” for a controlled end item if the component is positively listed on the USML or CCL.25


Those examples evidence a fundamental discontinuity in the structure of the USML and the
CCL. No component should be enumerated on either the USML or the CCL as an end item.
Because a component, by definition, is useless unless and until it is incorporated into an end
item, all controls on components, with the exception of those components already enumerated as
such in Category 3 of the CCL, should be derivative, i.e., determined entirely by the end item(s)
into which the component is incorporated. If a component is “specially designed” for a
controlled end item, then the component should be controlled; if a component is not “specially
designed” for any controlled end item, then the component should not be controlled as an end
item itself and should be subject only to controls beyond those applicable to EAR99 items if it
already is an enumerated component in Category 3 of the CCL. Any other practice violates the
definition and inherent characteristic of components.


Furthermore, it undermines the overriding theory behind the “specially designed”
definition to say that a component incorporated into USML and CCL end items should be
controlled under the USML — as the BIS example does. Such a component is inherently dual
use and hence not “specially designed” for the USML item into which it is incorporated.
Controls imposed on such a component should be under the CCL, not the USML. Indeed, if
BIS’ claim that the Proposed Definition would “consistently apply the “normal commercial use”
carve outs”26 is to be at all credible, it should be the case that a component incorporated into both
USML and CCL end items is employed in “normal commercial use” and accordingly should not
be “specially designed” for purposes of the USML. “Normal commercial use” should describe


24 Proposed Definition at 36,413.
25 Proposed Definition at 36,415.
26 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
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any actual or reasonably expected use in a civil, commercial end item or within a civil,
commercial application.


F. BIS’ Discussion of General Purpose ICs Evidences The Illogic Underlying
Treatment of ICs As End Items


In discussing the Proposed Definition, BIS notes that


[n]on-application specific general purpose integrated circuits that are not designed
for a particular application would not be “specially designed” items, even if they
are used in controlled end items. 27


SIA endorses this clarification and urges BIS to implement it. At the same time, this clarification
evidences the illogic underlying USML Category XV(d). USML Category XV(d) captures all
ICs that meet certain technical parameters regardless of whether the ICs are ASICs. As SIA has
repeatedly pointed out, and evidenced in the BIS discussion quoted above, such a practice of
controlling an IC as an end item is misguided, inappropriate and counter-productive.


VII. If A “Catch-And-Release” Methodology Is Retained, Then Modifications Should Be
Made To The Current Structure


A. The Definition of “End Item” Should Be Modified


The definition of “end item” put forward by BIS is flawed and needs modification. End
items must be able to operate by themselves and perform functions independent of other items.
As currently drafted, the definition of “end item” could capture items that squarely fall within the
definition of “component.” For example, an IC, which clearly meets the definition of a
“component,” also meets the definition of an “end item,” as it is “an assembled commodity ready
for its intended use” and requires only energy “to place it in an operating state.” Yet an IC
cannot perform any meaningful operation by itself; instead, it must be connected to something
else.


If wholesale confusion is to be avoided, there should not be any overlap between the
definition of an “end item” and the definition of a “component.”28 In order to avoid such a
result, BIS should modify its definition of “end item” as follows:


27 Proposed Definition at 36,410.
28 Properly defined, a “component” should have three distinguishing characteristics: (1) it is an assembled item;
(2) it is used in another item; and (3) it has no functionality or performance capability on a stand-alone basis, but
only when incorporated into another item. The definition of “component” put forward by BIS captures the first two
distinguishing characteristics, but fails to capture the third distinguishing characteristic. This problem may be
resolved by distinguishing “components” from “assemblies,” with an “assembly” defined as an item sharing the first
two distinguishing characteristics of a “component,” but, unlike a “component,” having functionality or performance
capability on a stand-alone basis.
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End item. This is an assembled commodity ready for its intended use, capable of
operating by itself and performing functions independent of any other item.
Only ammunition, fuel or other energy source is required to place it an operating
state. Examples of end items include ships, aircraft, computers, firearms, and
milling machines.


It is noteworthy that BIS itself included the requirement of “stand-alone use” in its original “end
item” definition.29 BIS erred in removing that requirement and should now re-insert it into the
“end item” definition as indicated above. This definition should apply with equal force to both
the CCL and the USML. Consistent with this definition, the universe of “defense articles”
should consist entirely of end items, that is, items that need only an energy source to operate on a
stand-alone basis and in accordance with their intended use.


B. If Paragraph (a)(1) of The Proposed Definition is Not Modified, Then Paragraph
(a)(2) Should Be Modified to Distinguish Between Parts and Components Used
With or In Enumerated End Items With Specified Performance Levels,
Characteristics, or Functions and Parts and Components Used in Other End Items


Paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition should be modified to distinguish between
parts and components used with or in enumerated end items with specified performance levels,
characteristics, or functions in the relevant ECCN or USML paragraph and parts and components
that are used with or in other types of end items. As noted above, the logic supporting the
treatment of end items in paragraph (a)(1) applies with equal force to parts and components, and
the only compelling reason not to apply the “peculiarly responsible” standard to certain parts and
components is that in some unusual instances it may be difficult to do so.


Accordingly, paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition should be modified as follows:


(2) (i) In the case of a part or component for an enumerated end item having
stated performance levels, characteristics or functions, is an application-
specific part or component having properties peculiarly responsible for
achieving or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or functions
of the enumerated end item; or (ii) In the case of a part or component not
meeting the requirements of (i), is an application-specific a part or component
required necessary for an enumerated or referenced commodity end item on the
CCL to function as a national security-controlled end item or defense article
to function as designed or for an enumerated defense article on the USML to
function as a defense article.30


29 July 2011 Proposal at 41,980.
30 As discussed above, even for items with no stated performance levels, characteristics or functions, it is surely
possible to distinguish what features make the item inherently military or sensitive to national security.
Accordingly, an ASIC used in a targeting system in a jet fighter would be “particularly responsible for achieving the
control parameters” of the jet fighter, while an ASIC used in a navigation system or for general avionics purposes in
the same jet fighter would not be “particularly responsible for achieving the control parameters” of the jet fighter.


(continued on next page . . .)
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And the following additional Note should be added to the definition:


Note to paragraphs (a)(2): In the case of integrated circuits, only ASICs are
captured by this definition, where “ASIC” means an integrated circuit developed
and produced for a specific application or function and for a single customer.


The replacement of “necessary . . . to function as designed” with “required . . . to
function as a national security-controlled end item . . . or as a defense article” in
paragraph (a)(2) is needed in order to narrow the scope of that “catch” provision and
target it more specifically to parts and components that are tied to the controlled attributes
of an end item or defense article. As currently drafted, paragraph (a)(2) may capture
virtually all parts and components. Such an all-encompassing “catch” is inappropriate.
Instead, only parts and components contributing significantly to the controlled attributes
of an end item or defense article should be deemed “specially designed.”


C. Paragraph (a)(3) of The Proposed Definition Should Be Narrowed To Capture
Only Accessories and Attachments Necessary to the Functioning of an End Item


As currently drafted, paragraph (a)(3) of the Proposed Definition captures all accessories
and attachments used with enumerated or referenced end items. Given that the definition of
“accessories and attachments” includes all items that enhance the usefulness or effectiveness of
an end item,31 virtually every “accessory” and “attachment” by definition will meet the
requirement of paragraph (a)(3) of the Proposed Definition.


It is inappropriate and illogical for BIS to capture all accessories and attachments within
the “specially designed” definition. Accordingly and consistent with the recommended treatment
of components, BIS should revise paragraph (a)(3) of the Proposed Definition to capture only
those accessories and attachments that are peculiarly responsible for the controlled
characteristics of the end items with which they are used.


D. Paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition Should Be Eliminated, Rather Than
Imposing a Convoluted Solution to a Self-Created Problem


Paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition stipulates that a part, component, accessory
or attachment will not be “specially designed” if it is enumerated in a USML paragraph. For
purposes of the USML, this provision essentially limits the applicability of the “specially
designed” definition to parts and components that are within “catch-all” provisions of the USML,


(continued from previous page . . .)


Similarly, components developed for a Helicopter Crew Safety System (HCSS) should not be considered “peculiarly
responsible” for the controlled characteristics of a military helicopter, even if those components are developed to
meet certain military specifications and requirements.


31 Proposed Revisions to the Export Administration Regulations (EAR): Control of Items the President Determines
No Longer Warrant Control Under the United States Munitions List (USML), 76 Fed. Reg.41,958, 41,980 (July 15,
2011).
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notwithstanding that “specially designed” may be employed with respect to parts and
components listed outside of “catch-all” provisions of the USML. Accordingly, this paragraph
would render the term “specially designed” meaningless whenever that term applies to parts and
components outside of a catch-all provision of the USML.


It is untenable for a term to be devoid of any meaning in certain circumstances, and
creating such a scenario is not a solution to any perceived problem of a “definitional loop.” The
appropriate (and obvious) solution to the perceived “definitional loop” problem is for DDTC to
ensure that parts and components appear only in catch-all provisions of the USML.32 As noted
above, parts and components serve no purpose on their own and derive their usefulness only
when used in or with end items. Any controls imposed on parts and components should be
derivative in nature (i.e., derived entirely from the end items into which the parts and
components are incorporated), and, accordingly, parts and components, with the exception of
those components already enumerated as such in Category 3 of the CCL, should appear only
within catch-all provisions of the USML and the CCL.


If parts and components were removed from non-catch-all provisions of the USML, then
there would be no need for paragraph (b)(1) of the Proposed Definition and that paragraph could
be eliminated without effect.


E. “Commodity” Should be Replaced With “End Item” in Paragraphs (b)(3) and
(b)(4) of the Proposed Definition


The term “commodity” used in paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(4) of the Proposed Definition is
defined by BIS as “any article, material, or supply except technology and software.”33 The term
therefore includes parts, components, accessories, attachments and end items. Yet, paragraphs
(b)(3) and (b)(4) of the Proposed Definition pertain only to parts, components, accessories and
attachments that are used in or with end items. Accordingly, “commodity” should be replaced
with “end item” throughout paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(4).


F. The Phrase “Same Form and Fit” Should Be Eliminated From Paragraph (b)(3) of
the Proposed Definition


The exclusion contained in paragraph (b)(3) of the Proposed Definition is limited to parts,
components, accessories and attachments with the “same form, fit and performance capabilities”
as parts, components, accessories or attachments used in or with an non-enumerated end item.
While the requirement that items have the same performance capabilities is well-reasoned and
appropriate, the requirement that items have the same form and fit is baseless and inappropriate.
Form and fit are inherently superficial and non-substantive characteristics and as such should
play no role in the control status of a part, component, accessory or attachment. Two
components that have equivalent performance capabilities should be deemed to be substantively


32 In particular, USML category XV(d) of the USML should be eliminated and all components currently captured
by that provision should instead by captured by the catch-all provisions of the USML.
33 15 C.F.R. §772.1.
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identical and therefore worthy of the same control status, regardless of any differences in form
and fit between the two components.


Accordingly, BIS should revise the first section of paragraph (b)(3) of the Proposed
Definition as follows:


(3) Has the same form, fit, and basic performance capabilities, or substantively
equivalent performance capabilities, as a part, component, accessory, or
attachment used in or with an end item commodity that:


G. “Described” Should Be Replaced with “Enumerated” Within Paragraph (b)(4)


The term “described on the CCL” used in paragraph (b)(4) has no defined meaning. In
order to clarify that paragraph and provide the appropriate parallelism, “described on the CCL”
should be replaced with “enumerated on the CCL.”


There are two possibilities if such a revision is made: (1) the meaning of the paragraph
remains the same, but is clarified, or (2) the meaning of the paragraph changes. If (1) is the case,
then there is every reason to make the change. If (2) is the case, then BIS must intend that the set
of items “described on the CCL” is different from (and presumably broader than) the set of items
“enumerated on the CCL.” However, if that is the case, then it would be possible for
“commodities not enumerated on the CCL” to also be “commodities described on the CCL,” and,
accordingly, the word “and” in paragraph (b)(4)(i) would be rendered superfluous and moot — at
least in certain circumstances. Thus, under any circumstance, BIS should replace “described”
with “enumerated” in paragraph (b)(4).


H. The Term “Particular Application” in Paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition
Is Ambiguous and Should Be Modified with “Of A Particular End Item”


Paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition excluded from the definition of “specially
designed” those parts, components, accessories or attachments that were or are being developed
with no reasonable expectation of use for a “particular application.” SIA endorses this exclusion
and expects that it means that, in the case of ICs, only certain ASICs may be “specially
designed.” However, it is not entirely clear that such will in fact be the meaning of this
exclusion, as the term “application” can be subject to wide-ranging interpretations.


If “application” is interpreted very broadly and given a meaning that would encompass,
for example, an activity as broad as computing, communications, data processing, signal
processing or data conversion, then very few items would ever be excluded from the “specially
designed” definition under paragraph (b)(5) — rendering the paragraph largely, if not entirely,
irrelevant. Instead, this paragraph should be given particular scope and meaning by ascribing a
relatively narrow definition to “application.”
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This may be achieved by an appropriate regulatory history and by making the following
modification to paragraph (b)(5):


(5) Was or is being developed with no reasonable expectation of use only for a
customized or specific particular application and in a particular end item.


This modification would tie “application” to a specific end item and so would narrow the scope
of that term, thereby infusing the exclusion provided by this paragraph with meaning and
usefulness.


In addition, the following example of a component excluded under paragraph (b)(5)
provided by BIS should be included in the regulations in a Note to paragraph (b)(5):


Note to paragraph (b)(5): A component that would not be “specially designed”
as a result of paragraph (b)(5) is one that was developed for general or multi-
purpose or non-customized applications. For example, many catalog electronic
components are designed as basic building blocks for other equipment, regardless
of whether the equipment is military or civilian, controlled or uncontrolled. At
the same time, a component would not be “specially designed” if it is developed
for a particular class or category of end items that have general or multi-purposes
applications (e.g., general purpose computers or communications equipment). In
contrast, a component that would not be excluded from the “specially designed”
definition under paragraph (b)(5) would be one that is customized and/or
specifically adapted for a particular use in a specific end item.


Inclusion of this new note in the regulations will clarify the intended scope of the exclusion
contained in paragraph (b)(5).


VIII. Conclusion


SIA urges BIS to simplify and clarify the “specially designed” definition such that the
definition captures the natural meaning of that term in a positive fashion without any need for
overreaching and exclusions or exceptions. SIA also maintains that it is both logical and feasible
to tie the control of a “specially designed” component to the related end item, but only to the
extent that the “specially designed” component is peculiarly responsible for the controlled
parameters or the controlled character as a whole of the end item.


If BIS for whatever reason chooses not to implement SIA’s recommendations for all
components, then, at a minimum, BIS should implement targeted modifications or additions to
the Proposed Definition (e.g., through a targeted Note to the definition) such that SIA’s
recommendations are implemented with respect to ICs.
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* * * * *


SIA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed “specially designed”
definition and looks forward to continuing its cooperation with the U.S. Government on this
subject. Please feel free to contact the undersigned or SIA’s counsel, Clark McFadden of
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, if you have questions regarding these comments.


Cynthia Johnson David Rose
Co-Chair, SIA Trade Compliance Committee Co-Chair, SIA Trade Compliance Committee
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The June 19, 2012 proposed definition of  “specially designed” would defeat the objective of 


the Export Control Reform to reduce incentives for foreign manufacturers to design out 


U.S.-origin content.  It would vastly increase the scope of controls on specially designed 


components currently on the CCL. This would constitute an incentive for foreign 


manufacturers to design out EAR as well as ITAR components. This result could be avoided 


by not using “specially designed” in the “600 series.” The term would then not have to be 


defined as part of the Export Control Reform and there would be no adverse impact on 


components in the existing CCL. 


 


The Commerce June 19 “specially designed” definition proposed rule states at the bottom of 


page 36409 and the top of page 36410 that all references to “specially designed” cannot 


immediately be removed from the CCL for two reasons: 


1. Replacing the term with specific items that warrant control would take many years; and 


2. The new “600 series” must use a catch-all “specially designed” term to avoid 


decontrolling items now ITAR-controlled. 


 


With respect to the first reason, while replacing “specially designed” with specific technically 


defined items is the optimal solution, that is not the only means to remove that term from control 


lists. It took only a few weeks to prepare the attached line-out line-in revisions to the existing 


CCL and so-far published proposals for “600 series” and USML Categories V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, 


X, XIII, XIX, and XX. These indicate how “specially designed,” and many other similarly 


ambiguous phrases, could be completely eliminated from both the CCL and the USML without 


making any technical changes. 


 


With respect to the second reason, construing “specially designed” to be catch-all is inconsistent 


with the only export control purpose of “specially designed.” That is to distinguish between what 


is controlled and what is not controlled.  Catch-all means there is nothing modified by “specially 


designed” which would not be controlled.  Therefore, the catch-all interpretation removes 


“specially designed” from relevance to the problem of how to avoid decontrolling items now 


ITAR-controlled. 


 


Before adopting the June 19 definition, or any alternative, something like the attached detail 


must be set forth in another proposed rule to show exactly what the effects would be. Most of the 


suggestions in the attached detail, including hundreds of deletions, would be non-controversial. 


 







 


 


Before adopting any increase in National Security controls beyond Wassenaar agreements, such 


as numerous existing CCL component controls, a proposal to that effect would have to be at least 


submitted to Wassenaar to comply with EAA Section 5(c)(6). Preferably, U.S. adoption should 


await successful completion of negotiations in Wassenaar. 


 


Delays associated with Wassenaar proposals or negotiations could be avoided by simply 


removing “specially designed” from “600 series” descriptions.  But construing everything 


transferred as catch-all is inconsistent with the end-item portion of the proposed “specially 


designed” definition and with the carve-outs in the components portion. 


 


It is suggested that the proposed (a)(1) definition of “specially designed” for end-items be 


revised by using “required” rather than “specially designed” and revising the definition of 


“required” to include commodities as well as technology. The EAR definition of “required” 


already differs from the Wassenaar definition by including software. So adding commodities to 


the EAR definition would simply expand the U.S. unilateral element. At this time, the 


commodities element would be applied only to “600 series” end-items.  It is also suggested that 


“, as a result of development,” be removed from proposed (a) introductory wording. The word 


“design” appears several times in the definition of  “development.”  Therefore, as a result of 


development would bring into play designer intent. The Administration has made clear that it 


wishes to avoid a designer intent criterion. Moreover, the development limitation would exclude 


end-items as well as components with specified characteristics as a result of “production.”  Such 


an exclusion is broader than the (b)(3)(ii) portion of the carve-out for components in 


“production” (i.e., not in “development”). It is probably also broader than intended for end-items. 


 


The carve-outs could be transformed into “600 series” Technical Notes. Such Notes should not 


use the words “specially designed.” This is because the carve-outs are not dependent upon the 


special intentions of the designer. This approach would leave for another day whether, and if so 


how, to define “specially designed” as those words are used in the existing CCL. This would 


avoid expanding controls on components now on the CCL. 


 


Attachments: 


1.  Analysis of nine objectives of the proposed definition of “specially designed.” 


2. “Specially designed” history 


3. Criteria for deciding whether to delete “specially designed” or to replace it with other 


non-technical wording 


4. Statistical Summary of 2,112 line-out line-in changes in existing CCL and so-far 


published “600 series” and USML revisions 


5. Line-out line-in changes in each of the ten CCL categories (including so-far published 


proposed “600 series”) and in so-far published proposed USML revisions (in separate 


documents) 
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        Attachment 1 


 


 Analysis of Nine Objectives for a Definition of “Specially Designed”   
 


1. Preclude multiple or overlapping controls of similar items within and across the two 


control lists 
 


The distinction between end-items and components in the June 19 proposed definition of 


“specially designed”  makes it impossible to achieve this objective. There are many examples of 


controlled items which are both end-items and components. A major example is aero gas turbine 


engines. They are components of aircraft but also end-items with respect to their own 


components.  They thus constitute “overlapping controls of similar items within and across the 


two control lists.” It may, in theory, be possible to have two sets of “specially designed” controls 


for aero gas turbine engines, one for end-items and one for components. However, this would be 


confusing and would still not achieve objective #1. 


 


In addition, proposed 9A619.a military gas turbine engines specially designed for a military use 


not controlled by XIX.a, b, or d overlaps proposed XIX.c engines specially designed for military 


UAVs.  Proposed XIX.a, b, and .c cover various types of engines whether in development, 


production or inventory. Part (a) of the new proposed definition of “specially designed” is 


limited to “as a result of development,” thus excluding “production” or inventory.  Therefore, in 


these instances, the definition of “specially designed” appears to have caused the overlap, rather 


than precluding it. 


 


To overcome the XIX.a, b, c overlap problem, it would be necessary to delete “as a result of 


development” from the introductory paragraph in part (a) of the definition of “specially 


designed.” Also see comment re objective #2 for other reasons to delete “as a result of 


development.” 


 


2. Be easily understood and applied by exporters, prosecutors, juries, and the U.S. 


Government, e.g., by using objective, knowable, and clear requirements that do not 


rely upon a need to investigate and divine the intentions of the original designer of a 


part or the predominant market applications for such items. 
 


The introduction to part (a) of the proposed definition of “specially designed” includes:  


 as a result of “development.” 


The definition of “development” includes the word “design” eight times. To determine whether 


the characteristics in a.1, a.2, or a.3 are a result of “development,” an exporter would have to 


“investigate and divine the intentions of the original designer” in these many respects.  


 


The remedy for this problem would be to delete as a result of “development” from part (a).  


 


This would also close an unintended loophole.  The “as a result of development” limitation in (a) 


means that all USML and all CCL items having a.1, a.2, or a.3 characteristics as a result of 
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production, rather than as a result of development, are uncontrolled. The clear intent of the b.3 


carve-out is to remove from control for this reason only components of EAR99 and AT-only 


items which might also be used in other controlled items.     


 


Based on dictionary definitions, the prosecutors, the main witness for the prosecution, the jury, 


and the Appeals Court in the FMI case interpreted “specially designed” to mean designer intent.  


The State Department repeatedly does so in proposed rules. The one dated June 19, 2012, states: 


Although one of the goals of the ECR initiative is to describe USML controls without 


using design intent criteria, a few of the controls in the proposed revision nonetheless use 


the term “specially designed.” 


A more logical conclusion would be to determine that it is necessary to delete “specially 


designed” and, where applicable, replace it either with a list of specific items or with another 


general term not susceptible to a designer intent interpretation. 


 


The Commerce June 19 “specially designed” definition proposed rule states at the bottom of 


page 36409 and the top of page 36410 that all references to “specially designed” cannot 


immediately be removed from the CCL for two reasons: 


1. Replacing the term with specific items that warrant control would take many years; and 


2. The new “600 series” must use a catch-all “specially designed” term to avoid 


decontrolling items now ITAR-controlled. 


 


With respect to the first reason, the Commerce June 19 Advanced Notice of Proposed Rule 


Making on the Feasibility of Enumerating “Specially Designed” Components makes a 


commendable start in doing precisely this. Moreover, for some end items, there may be no 


components warranting control. For items requiring years of deliberation to determine which 


components warrant control, “required” could replace “specially designed.” 


 


With respect to the second reason, interpretations that ITAR controls on components 


“specifically designed or modified” for end-items described in that Category are “catch all” 


mean that the ITAR equivalent of “specially designed” when describing controlled components 


has no meaning whatever. The only export control purpose of “specially designed” is to 


distinguish between what is controlled and what is not controlled.  Catch-all means there are no 


components not controlled.  Therefore, “specially designed” is in no way related to the problem 


of how to avoid inadvertent decontrol of components moved from the USML to the CCL. 


 


It might be argued that State Department concurrence in the June 19 proposed definition of 


“specially designed” indicates that it does not, now, interpret the ITAR equivalent of “specially 


designed” components to be a catch-all because of the part (b) carve-outs. However, parts a.2 


and a.3 literally catch-all; b.1 and b.3 carve-outs exclude what is enumerated on the USML; the 


b.2 carve-out addresses parts and not components; and documentary and other limitations on b.4 


and b.5 carve-outs might effectively remove their applicability to the USML. 


 


There are at least three means of avoiding decontrolling components now ITAR-controlled 


without using the irrelevant term “specially designed”: 
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1. Simply remove “specially designed” from ECCNs YA6zz.x;   


2. Same as 1 plus the carve-outs in Technical Notes rather than in a “specially designed” 


definition; or 


3. Substitute “required” in those ECCNs for applicability to individual components but 


impose a new control on all components when accompanied by technology to assemble 


them into the controlled USML or “600 series” end-item. 


At a recent TransTAC meeting, State and Commerce representatives agreed that existing ITAR 


Category VIII(b) covers all gas turbine engines used in aircraft controlled by VIII(a). This catch-


all interpretation makes the words “specifically designed or modified” in VIII(b) meaningless. 


However, part a.1 of the “specially designed” definition is not a catch-all formulation. Therefore, 


if these engines are construed to be end-items, as in proposed new Category XIX, the June 19 


definition of “specially designed” would not accomplish the second Commerce reason for not 


removing “specially designed” from the CCL, namely: 


The new “600 series” must use a catch-all “specially designed” term to avoid 


decontrolling items now ITAR-controlled. 


The December 6, 2011, proposed 9A619.a reads: 


“Military gas turbine engines” “specially designed” for a military use that are not 


controlled in USML Category XIX, paragraphs (a), (b), or (d). 


The Note to 9A619.a defines “military gas turbine engines” to be “specially designed” for “end-


items” enumerated elsewhere. Therefore, the a.2 catch-all is incorporated in that expression. 


However, “specially designed” in “specially designed for a military use” limits 9A619.a 


coverage to the a.1 portion of the definition, which is not a catch-all. 


 


The aircraft engine portion of the remedy for this failure for the 600 series to control items now 


ITAR-controlled would be to change “specially designed for a military use” to “for aircraft 


controlled by Category VIII.a or ECCN 9A610.a.”  This would require changing “Aero-engines 


specially designed or modified for military use” in Wassenaar Munitions List 10.d to “, not 


certified by the civil aviation authority in a Wassenaar member country, used in aircraft 


controlled by 10.a.” 


 


Both the State and Commerce proposed rules include: 


Paragraph (b) codifies the principle in ITAR 120.3 that, in general, a commodity should 


not be ITAR controlled if it has a predominant civil application ... 


It is not apparent how paragraph (b) would do this.  But this interpretation of paragraph (b) is 


inconsistent with objective #2. 


 


The catch-all plus carve-outs construct of the definition is not “easily understood and applied.” 


In the 1960s, Commerce controlled all industrial equipment and all chemicals with listed carve-


out exceptions. It proved impossible to include all equipment and chemicals on these negative 


lists for which there was no basis for control.  


 


3. Be consistent with definitions used by the multilateral export control regimes. 


 


The MTCR definition and the similar unique interpretation of “specially designed” which the 
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United States Delegate formally presented to COCOM in 1975 are much narrower than all parts 


of the June 19 proposed definition. Objective #3 cannot be achieved without successfully 


completing negotiations in multilateral regimes, including MTCR as well as Wassenaar, NSG, 


and Australia Group.  This would be more difficult to accomplish if a more restrictive definition 


became effective in U.S. regulations prior to commencement of multilateral negotiations. 


 


The exclusion of MT items from the ANPRM request for feasibility of enumerating “specially 


designed” components implies a stark deviation from the overall goal of a common definition of 


“specially designed” for use in the EAR and ITAR. 


 


4. Not include any item specifically enumerated on either the USML or the CCL and, 


in order to avoid a definitional loop, do not use “specially designed” as a control 


criterion. 
 


Using “specially designed” as a catch-all control criterion is the ultimate of a definitional loop. 


The sole purpose of “specially designed” as a means to distinguish what is controlled from what 


is not controlled is antithetical to any catch-all concept. 


 


5. Be capable of excluding from control simple or multi-use parts such as springs, 


bolts, and rivets, and other types of items the U.S. Government determines do not 


warrant significant export controls 
 


Proposed rules so far published have not excluded from control items which the U.S. 


Government determines do not warrant significant export controls.  


 


6. Apply to both descriptions of end items that are “specially designed” to have 


particular characteristics and to parts and components that were “specially 


designed” for particular end items. 
 


The proposed definition does not apply to “both” such end-items and such parts and components. 


On the contrary the application to end-items differs markedly from the application to parts and 


components.  


 


7. Apply to materials and software because they are “specially designed” to have a 


particular characteristic or for a particular type of end item 
 


Generally, controlled materials may be adequately defined technically, without using “specially 


designed” or any similar modifier.  When a material is fabricated to the extent of being identified 


as a component, it should be controlled as a component rather than as a material. 


 


The words “specially designed” are seldom used to describe software .  Instead, the USML uses 


“directly related” and the CCL and Wassenaar use “specially designed or modified.” These are 


among the expressions similar to “specially designed” which should be deleted and, where 


applicable, be replaced with “required.” 
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8. Not increase the current control level to “600 series” control or other higher end 


controls of items (i.e., not move items currently subject to a lower control status to a 


higher level control status) particularly current EAR99 items, which are now 


controlled at lower levels  
 


Replacing 60 years of the unique interpretation of “specially designed” for CCL components 


with  


catch-all less modest carve-outs would move countless thousands of current EAR99 items to a 


higher level control status. 


 


9. Not, merely as a result of the definition, cause historically EAR-controlled items to 


become ITAR controlled 
 


Some aero gas turbine engines and components thereof incorporating 9E003.a, h, or i 


technologies, which are now literally controlled by 9A001 or 9A003, would be controlled by 


Category XIX. The clearest example is XIX.f.2 hot section components “specially designed” for 


gas turbine engines controlled by this category. The catch-all feature of the June 19 “specially 


designed” definition for components is a major contributor to this movement of “historically 


EAR-controlled items to become ITAR controlled.” 


 


CCL ECCNs 1A101, 1C001, 1C101, 6B008, and 6B108 now cover all MTCR Item 17 


equipment and materials and 1D103, 1E001, 1E101, 6E001, 6E002, and 6E101 now cover all 


MTCR Item 17 software and technology items.  Proposed USML XIII.g and XIII.i, using 


different parameters, including multiple uses of “specially designed,” are marked “MT” to 


indicate that they cover MTCR Item 17. 
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       Attachment 2 


 


 Specially Designed History 
 


1951 Administrative Principle 4 (AP4): COCOM agreement not to defeat the purpose of the 


embargo of end-items by permitting uncontrolled export of specialized components.  Shortly 


thereafter, “specialized” was changed to “specially designed” 


 


1950-1965 EAR “unique” definition of “specially fabricated”   


1965 EAR substitution of “specially designed” for “specially fabricated” in a rule stating that 


the changed terminology makes no substantive change. 


 


1975 US Delegate to COCOM records in a COCOM document a “unique” interpretation of 


“specially designed”.  


 


1979 EAA amended to restrict unilateral National Security controls 


 


1981 COCOM adopts definition of “required” for controlled technology on a finding that the 


“unique” interpretation of “specially designed” is insufficiently restrictive 


COCOM adopts International Munitions List control on technology for assembly of 


components into production installations for items on Munitions List even if the 


components of such production installations are not controlled. See WML22.b.1. 


Shortly thereafter UK Government survives a no-confidence motion by one vote in 


connection with Matrix Churchill case involving export of a munitions production plant 


to Iraq without a license because none of the components required a license. 


 


c. 1990 MTCR adopts “unique” definition of “specially designed” 


 


1995 FMI and Lachman were found guilty in District Court based on jury instructions that 


“specially designed” meant designer intent plus capable of.  


 


1999 UK Wassenaar proposal: “Specially designed” originally developed exclusively for the 


purpose specified in the relevant entry regardless of other uses found subsequently. If 


original purpose not known, current use exclusively or predominantly for that 


purpose.“Specially designed for military use” originally developed exclusively for 


military use, regardless of any subsequent non-military use or intended use after export. 


Lengthy special rules for non-lethal goods, products from a commercial production line 


to meet military standards, or incorporating items specially designed for military use. 


 


2000 Commerce (Tanya Mottley) formally requests industry views on meaning of “specially 


designed.”  Unanimous industry response was “unique.” MPETAC determined that, in 


many instances, “specially designed” could simply be deleted.  


 


2001 Russian proposal: as a result of development, suitable exclusively or predominantly for 
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achieving definite purpose specified in the relevant entry.  Not have any other function or 


application, or the achievement of this purpose is its predominant function or use. 


 


2003 District Court judge reverses FMI/Lachman guilty verdict, because “specially designed” 


was void for vagueness. 


2005 Appeals Court reimposes guilty verdict in FMI/Lachman case.  


Commerce issues a ten year denial order, even though Commerce had still not determined 


that a license was required. 


       Attachment 3 


 


Criteria re What, if Any, Words to Replace “Specially Designed” and Related Expressions  
 


Commodities 


 


 End-items:  


 


“Specially designed” may simply be deleted (or, optionally, be replaced by “rated”) if the end-


item is otherwise adequately technically described. If not, “required” should be used, consistent 


with paragraph (a)(1) of the June 19, 2012 proposed definition of “specially designed.”  If the 


end-item is limited only by “specially designed for military use,” substitution of “required” for 


“specially designed” does not solve the problem.  Almost anything may be used by or for the 


military.  In those cases, DDTC should try again to come up with better definitions.   


 


Information security commodities and software as described in USML XIII(b) are now covered 


by ECCNs 5A002 and 5D002. 


 


 Parts  


 


What follows assumes that the June 19 (b)(2) carve-out removes all “parts” from control. The 


proposed rule includes an example of a part which would be excluded from control even though 


modified for a controlled item. No example of a controlled part is given. 


 


 Components 


 


Simple deletion of “specially designed” when modifying USML or “600 series” CCL ECCNs 


components (or other expressions equivalent to components) assumes a continued control of all 


such components. 


  


However, components on the current CCL would be limited by “required.”  The stated reasons 


for not eliminating “specially designed” are: 


1. Replacing the term with specific items that warrant control would take many years; and 


2. The new “600 series” must use a catch-all “specially designed” term to avoid 


decontrolling items now ITAR-controlled. 


Neither of these reasons apply to substituting “required” for “specially designed” for components 
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on the current CCL.  The definition of “required” tracks closely the COCOM Administrative 


Principle 4 basis for the first use of “specially designed” in control lists.  AP4 provided that only 


those components should be controlled which would defeat the purpose of the embargo of the 


equipment containing them. 


 


 Accessories and Attachments 


 


The 121.8.c definition of “accessories and attachments” includes “not necessary for (end-item or 


system) operation” and gives examples which are separately controlled (riflescopes and special 


paints). Therefore, the following deletes from the USML “accessories and attachments” not 


further identified; but includes in “600 series” ECCNs accessories and attachments not controlled 


by the USML, with no “specially designed” or other qualifier. 


 


However, the “enhance their ... effectiveness” portion of the definition of “accessories and 


attachments” makes the AP4 reason for using the modifier “required” applicable for current CCL 


ECCNs. 


 


Technical Data, Technology, and Software 
 


Each USML Category controls technical data directly related to the defense articles enumerated 


in that Category.  “Technical data” is defined to include software as well as technology. 


“Directly related to” is not defined.  


 


What follows assumes that: 


1. Directly related in the USML should be replaced with “required.”  


 This is for consistency with the Wassenaar use of “required” for 


technology, the EAR inclusion of software in its definition of “required”, and part 


(a)(1) of the June 19, 2012, definition of “specially designed.”  Part (a)(1) uses 


terminology from the definition of “required.”  Software and technology must fall 


under (a)(1), because they are not (a)(2) or (a)(3) (not being parts, components, 


accessories, or attachments). 


2. For current CCL software ECCNs, “specially designed or modified,” or similar 


expressions, should be replaced with “required.” 


 This is for consistency with the EAR inclusion of software in its definition 


of “required”, and part (a)(1) of the June 19, 2012, definition of “specially 


designed.”  Part (a)(1) uses terminology from the definition of “required.”  


Software must fall under (a)(1), because it is not (a)(2) or (a)(3) (not being parts, 


components, accessories, or attachments) 


3. Jurisdiction for development and production software and technology accompanies 


jurisdiction for equipment for development or production of USML-controlled items. 


 With the puzzling exception of Category XX, in the proposed rules so far 


published,  such equipment is Commerce jurisdiction in ECCNs YB6zz. 


4. Software and technology for operation, installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or 


refurbishing of USML-controlled items should be on the USML.  
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5. Wassenaar Munitions List technology item 22.b.1 re production installations with no 


controlled components should be included in each ECCN YE6zz. 


6. WML 22.b.2  technology to produce reproductions of antique small arms should be 


included in ECCN 0E601. 


7. Jurisdiction for WML 22.b.3 and 4 technology for development, production, or use of 


WML 7 controlled items would be covered by points 2 and 3 above. Jurisdiction for 


WML 22.b.5 technology for incorporation of biocatalysts into military carrier substances 


should be the same agency which controls the biocatalysts.  Hopefully that will be 


clarified when the Category XIV proposed rule is published. 


8. WML 21.b.1,2,3 software for simulating weapon systems, simulating military operational 


scenarios, or determining the effects of weapons should be controlled in USML Category 


XIII. 


9. WML 21.b.4 software for C
3
I military use should be controlled in 5D611. 


10. WML 21.c software to enable uncontrolled equipment to perform the functions of WML-


controlled equipment should be in ECCNs YD6zz.for functions of USML or “600 series” 


equipment.    


     


Classified  Regulations controlling classified information are more restrictive and more effective 


than export controls can be. 


 


DOD Contract DOD contractual terms, which may be more or less restrictive than export 


controls, should govern 


.  


 `        Attachment 4 


 


       July 18, 2012 


 


 Recapitulation of Recommended Specially Designed Revisions for All CCL ECCNs 
 


The most significant recommendation in these comments is to delete all use of “specially 


designed” in both the EAR/CCL and ITAR/USML. This is because the substantially catch-all 


proposed definition for components cannot reasonably apply to components on the existing CCL. 


The hundreds of thousands of new CCL controlled components would expand the “ITAR free” 


mentality of foreign manufacturers to an “ITAR + EAR free” mentality.  


 


There are 702 uses of “specially designed” in the existing CCL plus “600 series” ECCNs and 


USML revisions so far publicly proposed.  Each one of these (plus more in “600 series” and 


USML proposals not yet published) must be analyzed to determine what, if anything, should 


replace “specially designed.”  There are also 1,410 similar expressions raising similar issues. 


 


The attached documents line-out each of the 2,112  uses of “specially designed” and similar 


expressions and substitute the meaningful discriminating term of “required” for only 741 (35% 


of the total). Of the remainder, 483 recommend the optional catch-all term “rated,” 244 


recommend “other” non-definitive expressions, such as “as defined in the USML,” and 644 
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recommend simple deletion. These deletions would apply to current catch-all usage in the 


USML. Deletions also include CCL items with sufficient technical descriptions which appear to 


permit omission of inherently ambiguous nexus terminology, such as “specially designed” or 


“required.” Of the 702 uses of “specially designed,” only half (358) would be replaced with 


“required.” Ideally, uses of “required” would eventually disappear as adequate technical 


descriptions were developed. However, that would take many years to accomplish.  By contrast, 


the recommendations in these documents would not be unduly time-consuming. “Required” is 


already an accepted term for technology. It would be much easier to negotiate in multilateral 


regimes than the component portion of the June 19 proposed definition of “specially designed.” 


 


This would involve revising the definition of “required” in the EAR, as follows: 


“Required” (General Technology Note) (Cat 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) As applied to 


“technology” or “software” or commodity, refers to only that portion of “technology” or 


“software” or commodity which is peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the 


controlled performance levels, characteristics, or functions. ... 


The 24 recommended “required” substitutions on the USML are for proposed items not yet 


adequately defined technically, such as “specially designed” for military use. Hopefully, these 


proposals will be further revised technically to permit no use of “required” on the USML.  


 


There follows a statistical summary categorizing the 2,112 recommended changes. The + sign 


refers to instances where “specially designed” is coupled with another term, such as  “specially 


designed or modified” or “specially designed or prepared.” “Other components” means items not 


referred to as “components” but which are stated to be contained in other items. 
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 Statistical Summary of Suggested Line-Out Line-In Changes 
 


    Specially Specially     Other                Totals            


    Designed Designed + 


    CCL ML  CCL ML CCL ML CCL  ML Grand 


Controlled Item 


 Changed to “required”235 1   87     210 13    532   24    556 


 Changed to rated   24    15     333   9    372     9    381 


 Changed to other   15    49     143   3    207     3    210 


 Deleted  132   7   14     196 11    342   18    360 


“Components”  


 Changed to “required”  97    10       26     133     133 


 Changed to rated            2         2         2 


 Changed to other       4         7       11       11 


 Deleted    60 26     1       16   1       77   27    104 


Other components 


 Changed to “required”  12         33       45       45 


 Changed to rated            6         6         6 


 Changed to other     4      4         7       15       15 


 Deleted      5 20     2       65 46      72   66    138 


Decontrolled items 


 Changed to “required”    3           4         7         7 


 Changed to rated   45      2       47       94       94 


 Changed to other            8         8         8 


 Deleted      6      2       34       42       42 


Totals 


 Changed to “required”347 11   97     273 13    717   24    741 


 Changed to rated   69    17     388   9    474     9    483 


 Changed to other   19    57     165   3    241     3    244 


 Deleted  203 53   19     311 58    533 111    644 


 


Grand Total   638 64 190  1,137 83 1,965 147 2,112 


 







 


 


       July 14, 2012 


 


 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 0 
 


These revisions assume that the EAR definition of “required” is expanded to cover commodities. 


 


0A001   


... components specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for ... 


  


0A002  .. equipment specially designed as defined in the USML 


 


0A606.a  


Ground vehicles, whether manned or unmanned, “specially designed” for a military use and not 


enumerated in USML Category VII , as follows: 


a Note: For purposes of paragraph .a, “ground vehicles” include  


 (i) Tanks and armored vehicles manufactured prior to 1956 that do not contain a 


functional weapon or a weapon capable of becoming functional through repair;  


 (ii)  Armored military railway trains except those that are armed or are “specially 


designed” to that launch missiles;  


 (iii)  unarmored, unarmed military recovery and other support vehicles; (iv) 


unarmored, unarmed vehicles with mounts or hard points for firearms of .50 


caliber or less; and  


 (iv)  trailers “specially designed” “required” for use with other ground vehicles 


enumerated in USML Category VII or ECCN 0A606.a, and not separately 


enumerated in USML Category VII. 


b.1 Note 2: ECCN 0A606.b.1 does not control civilian vehicles “specially designed” for 


transporting money or valuables. 


Note 3: “Unarmed” means not having installed weapons, installed mountings for 


weapons, or special reinforcements for mounts for weapons. 


e Deep water fording kits “specially designed” “required” for ground vehicles controlled 


by ECCN 0A606.a or USML Category VII. 


f Self-launching bridge components not enumerated in USML Category VII(g) “specially 


designed” “required” for deployment by ground vehicles enumerated in USML Category 


VII or this ECCN. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in this ECCN 


(other than 0A606.b,c,d,e,f) or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category VII 


and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in this ECCN 


(other than 0A606.b,c,d,e,f) or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category VII 


except (b-3,4,5 carve-outs) and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 







 


 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity enumerated in 


ECCN 0A606 (other than 0A606.b,c,d,e,f) or for a defense article enumerated in USML 


Category VII and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” 


“components,” “accessories,” or “attachments” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 


0A606 (other than 0A606.b,c,d,e,f) or for a defense article enumerated in USML 


Category VII accompanied by technology to assemble them into such a commodity or 


such an article 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed”  


for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (other than 0A606.b) or  a defense article in 


USML Category VII and commodities not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL, as 


follows: 


 


 


0A614  


a “Equipment” “specially designed” for military training that is not enumerated in USML 


Category IX , Category VIII.a.3, or ECCNs 0A617.d, 9A610.a, or 9A991.a.2, as follows:  


Note: This entry includes operational flight trainers, radar target trainers, flight simulators 


for aircraft classified under ECCN 9A610.a, human-rated centrifuges, radar trainers for 


radars classified under ECCN3A611, instrumented flight trainers for military aircraft 


navigation trainers for military items, target equipment, armament trainers, military 


pilotless aircraft trainers, mobile training units and training equipment for ground military 


operations. 


Note: This entry does not apply to “equipment” “specially designed” for training in the 


use of hunting or sporting weapons. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by this entry or 


an article enumerated in USML Category IX and not elsewhere specified on the USML 


or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by this entry or 


an article enumerated in USML Category IX except (b-3,4,5 carve-outs) and not 


elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity controlled by 


this entry or an article enumerated in USML Category IX and not elsewhere specified on 


the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” or “attachments” for 


a commodity controlled by this entry or an article enumerated in USML Category IX 


accompanied by technology to assemble them into such a commodity or such an article 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 
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for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN and not elsewhere specified in the 


USML or CCL, as follows: 


 


0A617   


Related Controls: ... (5) “Libraries,” i.e., parametric technical databases, “specially designed” for 


military use with equipment controlled by USML or a “600 series” ECCN are controlled by the 


technical data and technology controls pertaining to such items. (6) For controls on nuclear 


power generating equipment or propulsion equipment, including “nuclear reactors,” “specially 


designed” for military use, and parts and components “specially designed” therefor, see USML 


Categories VI, XIII, XV, and XX VI.e and XX.b and ECCN 2A290. (7) Simulators “specially 


designed” for military “nuclear reactors” are controlled by USML Category IX(b) ECCN 


2A291.b.  (8) Laser protection equipment ... “specially designed” for military use are is subject 


to the controls of USML Category X(a)(7) or Category XIII.j.1. (9) “Fuel cells” “specially 


designed” for a defense article not on the USML or a commodity controlled by a “600 series” 


ECCN are controlled according to the corresponding “600 series” ECCN for such end-items. 


(10) See are controlled by USML Category XV and ECCNs 9A515, 3A001.e.1, and 8A002.j.3 


for controls on fuel cells specially designed for satellite or spacecraft. 


a Construction equipment “specially designed” “required” for military use, including such 


equipment “specially designed” “required” for transport in aircraft controlled by 


USML VIII.a or ECCN 9A610,a; and “parts,” “components” and “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor, including crew protection 


kits used as protective cabs.   


b Concealment and deception equipment “specially designed” “required” for military 


application, including special paints, decoys, smoke or obscuration equipment and 


simulators, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially 


designed” therefor, not controlled by USML Category XIII, 1C001 or 1C101. 


c Ferries, bridges (other than those described in ECCN 0A606 or USML Category VI), and 


pontoons “specially designed” “required” for military use. 


d Test models, not controlled by USML Category IX, “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development” of defense articles controlled by the USML or commodities controlled 


by a “600 series” ECCN. 


e Photointerpretation, stereoscopic plotting and photogrammetry equipment “specially 


designed” “required” for military use and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” therefor 


y.1 Containers “specially designed” “required” for defense articles or items controlled by a 


“600 series” ECCN. 


y,2 Field generators “specially designed” “required” for military use. 


y.3 Power controlled searchlights and control units therefor, “specially designed” “required” 


for military use, and “equipment” mounting such units; and “parts,” “components” and 


“accessories and attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor. 


 


0A979   


... and parts n.e.s. components “required” therefor 
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0A981   


Equipment designed for the execution of human beings, as follows 


c Air tight vaults designed for the execution of human beings ...  


 


0A982  


... parts and accessories n.e.s. components “required” therefor 


 


0A983   


Specially designed implements of “required” for  torture ...parts and accessories n.e.s. 


components “required” therefor 


 


0A984   


... except equipment used exclusively rated to treat ... and except arms designed solely rated for 


signal ... 


(Neither the exporter nor the Government can know that an item is used exclusively or 


designed solely for a stated purpose. The manufacturer’s rating should be adequate 


evidence of meeting criteria for exceptions from control.) 


 


0A985    


... except equipment used exclusively rated to treat ... and except arms designed solely  rated 


for signal ... 


 


0A986   


Shotgun shells ... and parts components “required” therefor 


 


0A987   


Optical sighting devices for firearms ... and parts components “required” therefor  


f Laser pointing devices designed for use on firearms 


 


0A999   


Specific processing equipment, as follows 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


0B001  


Plant ... and specially designed or prepared equipment and components as defined by NRC 


a  Plant specially designed as defined by NRC for ... 


b  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


c  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


d  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


e  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


f  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


g Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


h Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 
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i  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


j  Equipment and components, specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


 


0B002   


Specially designed or prepared auxiliary systems, equipment and components as defined by NRC 


e  ...systems specially designed   as defined by NRC 


f  ... mass spectrometers/ion sources specially designed or prepared  as defined by NRC... 


 


0B003   


Plant... and equipment specially designed or prepared  as defined by NRC ... 


 


0B004   


Plant ... and specially designed or prepared equipment and components  as defined by NRC 


 


0B005   


Plant specially designed for fabrication ... and specially designed equipment  as defined by NRC 


 


0B006   


Plant for ... and specially designed or prepared equipment and components  as defined by NRC 


b  ... specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC ... are capable of withstanding 


withstand ... ... 


c  ... specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


d  ... specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


e  ... specially designed as defined by NRC 


 


0B606   


Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” and related commodities components, not 


enumerated on the USML, “specially designed” for the “development “ or “production” of 


commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 or USML Category VII (See List of Items Controlled) 


as follows: 


a Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development “ or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (except 


for 0A606.y) or in USML Category VII, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor. 


b Environmental test facilities “specially designed” “required” for the certification, 


qualification, or testing of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (except for 


0A606.b,c,d,e,f or 0A606.y) or in USML Category VII, and “equipment” “specially 


designed” “required” therefor 


y Specific test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development “ or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (except 


for 0A606.y) or in USML Category VII, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor, as follows: 


 


0B614   
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Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” for military training “equipment” and 


“specially designed” “parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments”therefor, as follows 


(see List of Items Controlled). 


a Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development “ or “production” of commodities controlled by ECCN 0A614 or 


enumerated in USML Category IX. 


b [Reserved] Environmental test facilities “required” for the certification, qualification, or 


testing of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A614 (except for 0A614.y) or in USML 


Category IX, and “equipment” “required” therefor 


x “Parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” that are “specially designed” 


“required” for a commodity controlled by ECCN 0B614. 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” 


“required” for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN and not elsewhere specified 


in the CCL, as follows: 


 


0B617   


Test, inspection, and other production “equipment and related commodities components 


“specially designed” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities controlled by 


ECCN 0A617.a or USML Category XIII, as follows 


a Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” not controlled by USML Category 


XIII(k)  “specially designed” “required” for the “development” or “production” of 


commodities controlled by ECCN 0A617 or in USML Category XIII, and “parts,” 


“components,” “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor. 


b [Reserved] Environmental test facilities “required” for the certification, qualification, or 


testing of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A617 or in USML Category XIII, and 


“equipment” “required” therefor 


Note to 0B617:  


Field engineer equipment “specially designed” “required” for use in a combat zone, identified in 


WAML Category 17.d and mobile repair shops “specially designed” or modified “required” to 


service military equipment, identified in WAML Category 17.j are controlled by 0B617 to the 


extent that the items are not included in USML Category XIII.k. 


 


0B986   


Equipment specially designed “required” for 


 


0B999   


Specific processing equipment, as follows 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


0C201   


Specially prepared compounds or powders, as defined by the NRC, ... 
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0C606   


Materials “specially designed” for commodities controlled by ECCN 0A606 military ground 


vehicles not elsewhere specified in the USML or the CCL, as follows (see List of Items 


Controlled) 


Related Controls: (1) Materials specifically designed, modified, adapted, or configured for 


military vehicles and related articles controlled in USML Category VII are controlled in USML 


paragraph XIII(f). 


(The only materials covered in the May 18, 2012 proposal for Category XIII(f) are 


classified. Classification regulations are more effective than export controls to restrict 


classified materials.) 


a. Materials “specially designed” “required” for the “development” or “production” of 


commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (other than 0A606.b or 0A606.y) or USML 


Category VII, not elsewhere specified in the USML or the CCL 


Note 2: Materials “specially designed” for both ground vehicles enumerated in 


USMLCategory VII and ground vehicles enumerated in ECCN 0A606 are subject to the 


controls of this ECCN unless identified in USML CategoryVII(g) as being subject to the 


controls of that paragraph. 


  (No part of the December 6, 2011, proposed Category VII covers any materials.) 


y Specific materials “specially designed” “required” for the “production” or “development” 


of commodities enumerated in ECCN 0A606 (except for 0A606.y) or USML Category 


VII, as follows: 


 


0C617   
Miscellaneous materials “specially designed” for military use, not controlled by 1C001 or 


1C101, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Unit End items in number; parts, component, accessories and attachments in $ value 


Related Controls: For controls on other signature suppression materials, see USML Category 


XIII and ECCNs 1C001 and 1C101. N/A 


 (The only materials in the May 18, 2012 proposal for Category XIII are classified.) 


a Materials, coatings and treatments “required” for signature suppression, “specially 


designed” for military use and that are not controlled by USML Category XIII or ECCNs 


1C001 or 1C101 


 


0C999   


Specific processing equipment, as follows 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


0D001   


... specially designed or modified as defined by NRC or as defined in the USML 
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0D606   


”Software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation or maintenance 


of ground vehicles and related commodities controlled by 0A606, 0B606, or 0C606, as follows, 


Related Controls: Software directly related to “required” for installation, operation, maintenance, 


repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category VII are is subject to 


the controls of USML paragraph VII(h) 


a ”Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, 


overhaul, or refurbishing or 


maintenance of commodities 


or software controlled by 


0A606 (except for 


0A606.b,c,d,e,f or 0A606.y), 


0B606 (except 0B606.y), or 


0D606 (except 0D606.y)  or 


“software” “required” for the 


“development” or 


“production” of USML 


Category VII  


b [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 0D606.a, “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 0A606 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category VII  


y Specific ”software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation 


or maintenance of commodities enumerated in 0A606 , as follows: 


y.1 Specific “software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or 


refurbishing or maintenance of commodities or software 


enumerated in 9A610.y,, 9B610.y, or 9C610.y 0A606.y, 0B606.y, 


or 0D606.y  


 


0D614 


Related Controls: Software directly related to “required” for installation, operation, maintenance, 


repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category IX are is subject to 


the controls of USML paragraph IX(e) 


a ”Software” (other than “software” controlled in paragraph .y of this entry) “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing or maintenance of commodities or 


software controlled by 0A614 (except 0A614.y), or 0B614 (except 0B614.y), or 0D614 


(except 0D614.y) or “software” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category IX  


b [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 0D614.a, “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 0A614 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category IX 
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y Specific ”software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation 


or maintenance of commodities controlled by 0A614.y, or 0B614.y, as follows: 


y.1 Specific “software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, 


installation, 


maintenance, 


repair, 


overhaul, or 


refurbishing or 


maintenance 


of 


commodities 


or software 


enumerated in 


0A614.y, or 


0B614.y, or 


0D614.y  


 


0D617   


”Software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities controlled by 0A617, “equipment” 


controlled by 0B617, or materials controlled by 0C617, as follows 


Related Controls: Software directly related to “required” for installation, operation, maintenance, 


repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category XIII is subject to the 


controls of USML paragraph XIII(l) 


a ”Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing or maintenance of 


commodities or software controlled by 0A617 (except 0A617.y), 0B617 (except 


0B617.y), or 0C617 (except 0C617.y) , or 0D617 (except 0D617.y) or “software” for the 


“development” or “production” of USML Category XIII, not controlled by XIII.l.2 


b [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 0D617.a, “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 0A617 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category XIII  


y Specific ”software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation 


or maintenance of commodities controlled by 0A617, 0B617, or 0C617, as follows: 


y.1 Specific “software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing or 


maintenance of commodities or materials or software controlled by 


0A617.y, 0B617.y, or 0C617.y, or 0D617.y  


 


0D999   


Specific software, as follows Software “required” for the following: 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 
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RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


0E001   


“Technology” according to the Nuclear Technology Note as defined by NRC or as defined in the 


USML 


 


0E606   


“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production.” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, or overhaul of ground vehicles and related commodities in 0A606, 0B606, 


0C606, or 0D606 , as follows: 


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category VII are is subject to the controls of USML paragraph VII(h) 


a “Technology” (other than “technology” controlled by paragraph .y of this entry) 


“required” for the “development,” “production.” operation, installation, maintenance, 


repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or “software” enumerated in 


controlled by ECCN 0A606 (except for ECCNs 0A606,b,c,d,e,f or 0A606.y), 0B606 


(except 0B606.y), or 0D606 (except 0D606.y) or “required” for the “development” or 


“production” of USML Category VII 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category VII or for ECCNs 0A606, 0B606, or 0D606, even if the components of such 


production installations are not controlled. 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end=items 


controlled by USML Category VII or ECCNs 0A606, 0B606, or 0D606, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or 


overhaul, of commodities enumerated in 


ECCN 0A606.y, 0B606.y, or 0C606.y, as 


follows   


y.1 Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or 


“software” enumerated in ECCN 9A610.y, 9B610.y, 9C610.y, or 9D610.y ECCNs 


0A606.y, 0B606.y, or 0D606.y 


 


0E614   


“Technology” , as follows (See List of Items controlled): 


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category IX are is subject to the controls of USML paragraph IX(e) 


a “Technology” (other than “technology” controlled by paragraph .y of this entry) 


“required” for the “development,” “production.” operation, installation, maintenance, 
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repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or “software” controlled by ECCNs 


0A614 (except 0A614.y), 0B614 (except 0B614,y), or 0D614 (except 0D614.y) or 


“required” for the “development” or “production” of USML Category IX 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category IX even if the components of such production installations are not controlled. 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end=items 


controlled by USML Category IX or ECCNs 0A606, 0B606, or 0D606, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or 


overhaul, of commodities enumerated in 


ECCN 0A606.y, 0B606.y, or 0C606.y, as 


follows   


y.1 Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or 


“software” enumerated in ECCN 9A610.y, 9B610.y, 9C610.y, or 9D610.y ECCNs 


0A606.y, 0B606.y, or 0D606.y 


 


0E617   


“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production.” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, or overhaul of ground vehicles and related commodities in 0A606, 0B606, 


0C606, or 0D606 , as follows: 


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category XIII are is subject to the controls of USML paragraph XIII(l) 


a “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production.” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or “software” 


enumerated in controlled by ECCN 0A606 (except for ECCNs 0A606,b,c,d,e,f or 


0A606.y), 0B606, or 0D606 or “required” for the “development” or “production” of 


USML Category XIII, not controlled by XIII.l.2 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category XIII, even if the components of such production installations are not controlled. 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end-items 


controlled by USML Category XIII or ECCNs 0A617, 0B617, or 0D617, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or 


overhaul, of commodities enumerated in 


ECCN 0A617.y, 0B617.y, or 0C617.y, as 


follows   


y.1 Specific “technology” “required” for the “production,” “development,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or 
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“software” enumerated in ECCN 9A610.y, 9B610.y, 9C610.y, or 9D610.y ECCNs 


0A617.y, 0B617.y, or 0D617.y 


 


0E982   


“Technology” exclusively “required” for ... 


 


0E984   


“Technology” “required” for ... 
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 Rcapitulation for Category 0 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


 Change specially designed to “required” 


  End-item 0A617.a, 0A983, 0B606.a,b,y, 0B614.a,b,y, 


0B617.a,b,y, Note to 0B617, 0B986, 0C606.a,y, 0C617.a, 0D606.a, y.1, 


0D614.a, y.1, 0D617.a, y.1 


 Change specially designed to as defined in the USML 0A002 


  Change specially designed to as defined by NRC 0B001.a, 0B002.e, 0B006.e 


  Delete specially designed: 


   other parameters adequate 0A606.a,e,f,  0A614.a 


  not needed in headings 0A606.y, 0A614.y, 0B606, 0B614, 


0B617, 0C606, 0C606.a Note 2, 0C617, 0D606, 0D614, 0D617, 0D606.y, 


0D614,y, 0D617.y.  


   not needed in cross references 0A617 Related Controls 


   not reasonable in decontrol Note 0A606.b Note 2 


 Delete specifically designed, modified, adapted, or configured 0C606 


Related Controls (1) 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


 Change specially designed to “required” 


   components now on CCL 0B606.a,b,y, 0B614.a,b,x,y, 0B617.a,b,y, 


 Option III for individual components but not for all components:  


    0A606.x, 0A614.x 


  Delete specially designed  


   to cover all components Options I and II 0A606.x, 0A614.x, 0A617.e, y.1 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Change specially designed to as defined by NRC (equipment for plant) 0B005 


 


B. Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


  Change specially designed or modified to “required” 


   New EAR control re WML 21.c: 0D606.b, 0D614.b, 0D617.b 


   Change specially designed or modified to as defined by NRC or as defined in the 


USML 0D001  


 


C. Specially designed or prepared 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


Change specially designed or prepared to as defined by NRC 


0B001.b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j, 0B002, 0B002.f, 0B003, 0B006.b,c,d   


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Change specially designed or prepared to as defined by NRC 


0A001, 0B001, 0B004, 0B006 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 
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Change specially designed or prepared to as defined by NRC (equipment for 


plant) 0A001, 0B001, 0B004, 0B006 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


 Delete capable 0B006.b 


 


F Designed 
4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change designed solely to rated 0A984, 0A985 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


  Change specific to “required” 0D999 


  Change exclusively to “required” 0E982 


  Change specially prepared to as defined by NRC 0C201 


Change according to Nuclear Technical Note to as defined by NRC or as defined 


in the USML. 0E001 


  Change specified to controlled EAR99 


 Change directly related to required Related Controls for 0D606, 0D614, 


0D617, 0E606, 0E614, 0E617 


  Delete special 0A606.b Note 3 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change used exclusively to rated 0A984, 0A985 


 


H Add or delete required 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


  Add “required” 0E984 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Change parts n.e.s. to components “required” therefor 0A979 


  Change parts and accessories to components “required” therefor 0A982, 0A983 


  Add “required” 0A982 


  


I. New EAR controls using “required” 
 Conform with WML 22.b.1 re assembly of uncontrolled components of 


installations for production of ML items: 0E606.b, 0E614.b, 0E617.b 


 Expand WML 22.b.1 to apply to assembly of all uncontrolled components 


of ML end-items 0E606.c, 0E614.c, 0E617.e 







 


 


         July 14, 2012 


 


 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 1 
 


1A001   
Related Controls: (1) Items specially designed or modified as defined on the USML for missiles 


or for items on the U.S. Munitions List are subject to the export licensing authority of the 


Department of State, ... 


a. ... specially designed “required” 


c.2. Specially designed “Required” for “aircraft,” aerospace or missile use.  


 


1A002   
“Composite” structures or laminates having rated for any of the following .. 


Related Controls: ....(3) ... structures “specially designed” for missile applications (including 


specially designed subsystems and components) are controlled by 9A110 


(4) “Composite” structures or laminates specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by 


NRC for separating uranium isotopes are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear 


Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


Note 2: 1A002 does not control semi-finished items specially designed rated for ... 


Note 3: 1A002.b.1 does not apply to ... specially designed rated for ... 


Note 4: 1A002 does not apply to finished items specially designed rated for ... 


 


1A004   
Protective and detection equipment and components, not specially designed for military use 


defined in the USML,  as follows: 


Related Controls: (1) ... (2) See ECCN 1D003 for “software”specially designed or modified to 


enable for equipment to perform the functions of equipment controlled under section 1A004.c ... 


(3) See ECCN 1E002.g for control libraries (parametric technical data bases) specially designed 


or modified to enable for equipment to perform the functions of equipment controlled under 


section 1A004.c  


 (1D003 and 1E002.g, determine texts for those ECCNs.) 


(4) Chemical and biological protective and detection equipment specifically designed , 


developed, modified, configured, or adapted for military applications as defined in the USML  is 


subject to the export licensing jurisdiction of the Department of State ... category XIV(f) ... as is 


commercial equipment that incorporates components or parts controlled under that Category 


unless those components or parts are: ... and (3) incapable of not rated for replacement without 


compromising the effectiveness of the device, in which case the equipment is subject to the 


export licensing jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce under ECCN 1A004. 


a. ... designed or modified “required” ...  and specially designed components “required” 


therefor: ... 


Note: 1A004.a includes ... PAPR that are designed or modified “required” for ... 


b. ... specially designed or modified “required” ... 


c. ... specially designed or modified “required” ... and specially designed components 


“required” therefor 







 


 


d. ... designed “required” ... 


 


1A005.a  


Soft body armor not manufactured to military standards ... and specially designed components 


“required” therefor. 


Notes to ECC1A005: 


2.  This entry does not control body armor designed rated to provide frontal protection only 


... 


3. This entry does not apply to body armor designed rated to provide protection only from 


knife, spike, needle or blunt trauma 


 


1A006   
Equipment, specially designed or modified “required”  for the disposal of improvised explosive 


devices, as follows ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor: 


Related Controls: Equipment specially designed for military use as defined in the USML for the 


disposal of improvised explosive devices is subject to the export licensing jurisdiction of the 


Department of State ... 


Related Definitions: ‘Disruptors’ - Devices specially designed for the purpose of preventing the 


operation of an explosive device by projecting a liquid, solid or frangible projectile. 


 (The technical description of ‘disruptors’ appears to be adequate.) 


 


1A007   
Equipment and devices, specially designed ”required”, to initiate charges and devices containing 


energetic materials, by electrical means, as follows 


Related Controls: High explosives and related equipment specially designed for military use as 


defined in the USML is subject to the export licensing jurisdiction of the Department of State ... 


 


1A008   
Related Controls: (1) All of the following, as defined in the USML. are subject to the export 


licensing jurisdiction of the Department of State  


a. High explosives and related equipment specially designed for military use. 


b Explosive devices or charges in this entry that utilize USML controlled energetic 


materials ... if thy have been specifically designed, developed, configured, adapted or 


modified for a military application. 


 Items 


b. Linear shaped cutting charges having all of the following and specially designed 


components “required” therefor 


  


1A102   
... designed “required” ...capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 


km. 


 


1A202   
Related Controls: ... (3) “composite” structures specially designed or prepared for use in as 
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defined by NRC for separating isotopes ... 


 


1A225   
Platinized catalysts specially designed or prepared “required” for ... the production of heavy 


water. 


Related Controls: ... (2) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for ... 


 


1A226   
Specialized packings which may be used in “required” for separating heavy water from ordinary 


water ... 


Related Controls: ... (2) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for ... 


 


1A227   


Related Controls: ... (2) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for ... 


 


1A613   


Related Controls: ... and technical data (including software) directly related thereto as defined in 


the USML, are subject to the ITAR. ...  


a Armored plate “specially designed” manufactured to comply with a military standard or 


specification or suitable for military use and not controlled by the USML. 


b Shelters “specially designed” “required” to: 


b.1. Provide ballistic protection for military systems; or 


b.2. Protect against nuclear, biological, or chemical contamination. 


d.1.a Soft body armor and protective garments ...    


d.1.b Other protective garments, not controlled by USML Category X.a.2, manufactured to 


military standards or specifications that provide ballistic protection equal to or more than 


NIJ level III (NIJ 0101.06, July 2008); 


Note: See ECCN 1A005 for controls on soft body armor and protective garments ... 


e Other personal protective “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for military 


applications not controlled by the USML or elsewhere in the CCL. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by ECCN 1A613 


or by USML Category X and not controlled in Category X(d) or elsewhere in the USML 


or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by ECCN 1A613 


or by USML Category X and not controlled in Category X(d) or elsewhere in the USML 


or the CCL, except (b-3,4,5 carve-outs) 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity controlled by 


ECCN 1A613 or by USML Category X and not controlled in Category X(d) or elsewhere 
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in the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” or “attachments” 


for a commodity controlled by ECCN 1A613 or USML Category X accompanied by 


technology to assemble them into such a commodity 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 


for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN commodities not elsewhere specified on 


the USML or the CCL, as follows: 


 


1A995   
Protective and detection equipment and components not specially designed for military use 


defined in the USML and 


b. Equipment limited by function or design rated to protect against hazards specific to in 


civil industries, such as ... 


 


1A999   
Specific processing equipment ... 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


1B001   
... as follows ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor  


a. ... specially designed “required” ...  


b. ... specially designed “required” ... 


c ... specially designed or modified “required” ... 


d ... specially designed or adapted “required” ... 


d.1 ... including special equipment to strain the fiber ... 


f. Non-destructive test equip,ent specially designed “required” for “composite” materials, 


as follows  


g. Tow placement machines ... specially designed “required” for the manufacture of 


“composite” airframe or missile structures. 


 


1B002   
... specially designed “required” to avoid contamination and specially designed “required” for 


use in one of the processes specified in 1C002.c.2 


 


1B003   
... specially designed “required” for the manufacture ... 


Related Controls: For specially designed production equipment of systems, sub-systems and 


components controlled by 9A005 to 9A009, 9A011, 9A101, 9A105 to 9A109, 9A111, and 


9A116 to 9A120 usable in “missiles”, see 9B115.  


 (9B115 should be defined in that ECCN rather than in 1B003.) 


c. Specially designed components “required” for ... 


 


1B101   
Equipment, ... usable rated for ... capable of achieving rated for a “range” ... and their 
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subsystems, as follows  ... ; and specially designed components and accessories “required” 


therefor 


a. ... designed rated to fabricate ... 


b. ... designed rated for the manufacture ... 


c Equipment designed or modified “required" for the “production” of ... 


d. Equipment designed or modified “required" for special fiber surface treatment or for 


producing prepregs and preforms controlled by 9A110, as follows: 


 


1B102 a.  


... usable rated for ... 


b Specially designed components “required” for “production equipment” specified in 


controlled by 1B002 or 1B102.a  


 Note 1B102 includes: 


 a. Plasma generators (high frequency arc-jet) usable rated for ... 


 b  Electroburst equipment usable rated for ... 


 c.  Equipment usable rated for ... 


  


1B115   
... specially designed components “required” therefor 


 


1B116   
Specially designed nozzles “required” for ... 


 


1B117   
.... with temperature control capability of the temperature-controlled mixing chamber ...specially 


designed components “required” therefor 


 


1B118 
... with temperature control capability of the temperature-controlled mixing chamber... specially 


designed components “required” therefor 


 


1B119   
... specially designed components “required” therefor 


 


1B201  
a.2 Specially designed “required” to fabricate ... 


a.3 Capable of Rated for winding ... 


 


1B226    
Electromagnetic isotope separators designed for, or equipped with, rated for single or multiple 


ion sources capable of rated for providing ...... 


Related Controls: (1) Electromagnetic isotope separators specially designed or prepared as 


defined by NRC for use in separating uranium isotopes ... 


ECCN Controls: This entry includes separators capable of enriching stable isotopes ... 
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1B227   
Related Controls: (1) Equipment  specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for the 


production of heavy water is subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1B228   
Related Controls: (1) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for the 


production of heavy water is subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


a. Designed Rated to operate ... 


b. Designed Rated to operate ... 


 


1B229   
Related Controls: (1) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for the 


production of heavy water is subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1B230   
Pumps capable of rated for ... 


Related Controls: (1) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for the 


production of heavy water is subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1B231 b.1  


Hydrogen or helium refrigeration units capable of rated for cooling ... 


 


1B232   
Related Controls: (1) Equipment specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for the 


production of heavy water is subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


a. Designed Rated for operation with ... 


b. Designed Rated for a throughput of hydrogen gas ... 


 


1B233   
Related Controls: ... (3) Facilities or plants specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for 


the separation of lithium isotopes are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear 


Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


(The above assumes that the 1C233 text for Related Controls is moved to 1B233. NRC 


clearly controls 1B233.a and may also control 1B233.b.) 


b.1 ... columns specially designed “required” for lithium amalgams 


1B608   


Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” and related commodities components, 


“specially designed” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities enumerated in 
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ECCN 1C608 or USML Category V as follows (See List of Items Controlled): 


a “Equipment” not elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML “specially designed” 


“required” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities controlled by ECCN 


1C608 or USML Category V, and “components” “required” therefor. 


b Complete installations not elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML “specially 


designed” for the “production” of items controlled by ECCN 1C608 or USML Category 


V  


  (Deleted for consistency with WAML 18 and 22.b.1.)  


c. Environmental test facilities “specially designed” “required” for the certification, 


qualification, or testing of commodities controlled by ECCN 1A608 or USML Category 


V, and “equipment” “required” therefor 


x “Parts,” “components,” ... 


 Note 1. Forgings ... 


y Specific test, inspection, and other production “equipment” “specially designed” 


“required” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities controlled by this 


ECCN 1B608 or a defense article in USML Category V, and “parts,” “components,” 


“accessories and attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor, as follows: 


 


1B613   


Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” and related commodities components, 


“specially designed” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities enumerated in 


ECCN 1A613 or USML Category X as follows (See List of Items Controlled): 


a Test, inspection, and other production “equipment” not controlled by USML Category 


X(c) that is “specially designed” “required” for the “development “ or “production” of 


commodities controlled by ECCN 1A613 or USML Category X, and “components” 


“required” therefor. 


b Plasma pressure compaction (P2C) equipment “specially designed” “required” for the 


production of ceramic or composite body armor plates controlled by ECCN 1A613 or 


USML Category X  


c [Reserved] Environmental test facilities “required” for the certification, qualification, or 


testing of commodities controlled by ECCN 1A613 or USML Category X, and 


“equipment” “required” therefor 


y Specific test, inspection, and other “production” “equipment” “specially designed” 


“required” for the “development “ or “production” of commodities controlled by ECCN 


1B613 or USML Category X, and “components” “required” therefor, as follows: 


 


1B999   


 Specific processing equipment, n.e.s., as follows 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 c. Industrial process control hardware/systems designed for power industries, n.e.s.; 


 d. ... cooling systems capable of rated for continuous cooling ... 
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1C001    
Materials specially designed “required” for use as absorbers of ... 


c.1.a ... not capable of rated for withstanding temperatures exceeding   


c.1.b ... not capable of rated for withstanding temperatures exceeding   


 


1C002   
Related Controls: ...(3) Aluminum alloys and titanium alloys in physical forms and finished 


products specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for use in  separating uranium 


isotopes are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 


10 CFR part 110). 


 


1C006.d  
Note:1C006.d does not apply to materials specified rated and packaged as medical products. 


  


1C101   
Materials for reduced observables ... for applications usable in “required” for rockets ... ... 


capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 km, and their subsystems 


“required” therefor 


Related Controls: (1) Materials controlled by this entry include structural materials and coatings 


(including paints), specially designed “required” for reduced or tailored reflectivity or emissivity 


.. (2) This entry does not control coatings (including paints) when specially used rated for the 


thermal control of satellites. 


 


1C102   
Resaturated pyrolized carbon-carbon materials designed “required” for ... 


 


1C107 b  


... graphites, usable “required” for rocket nozzles and reentry vehicle nose tips. 


c ... materials ... “required” for use in radomes useable in “required” for rockets ... capable 


of achieving rated for a “range” ... 


d Silicon-carbide materials usable in “required” for rockets ... capable of achieving rated 


for a “range” ...  


d.1 ... useable “required” ... 


d.2 ... usable “required” ... 


 


1C111.b.2  


Hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene not controlled by USML Category V.e.7  


a.3.e Inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA) 


  Technical Note: Mixed Oxides of Nitrogen are solutions of ... that can be used in rated 


for missile systems 


 


1C116   
Maraging steels (iron alloys generally characterized by with ...), ... 
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Related Contrtols:  ... . (3) Maraging steel, in physical forms and finished products and specially 


designed or prepared as defined by NRC for use in separating uranium isotopes, is subject to the 


export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1C117   
Materials for the fabrication of missile components for rockets or missiles capable of achieving 


rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 km, as follows 


c.2 Able Rated to be machined to any of the following products ... 


 


1C118   
... having rated for all of the following characteristics ... 


a. Having ... 


a.1 Containing ... 


a.2 Having .... 


b Having ... 


 


1C202   
Related Controls: ... (3) Aluminum alloys and titanium alloys, in physical forms and finished 


products and specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for use in separating uranium 


isotopes, are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 


10 CFR part 110). 


Related Definition: The phrase “capable of” ‘rated for’ in 1C202.a.1 and b.1 refers to aluminum 


alloys and or titanium alloys either before or after heat treatment.  


a.1 “Capable of” ‘Rated for’... 


b.1 “Capable of” ‘Rated for’... 


 


1C216    
Maraging steel ... “capable of” rated for ... 


Related Controls: ... (3) Maraging steel, in physical form and finished products specially 


designed or prepared as defined by NRC for use in separating uranium isotopes, is subject to the 


export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part110). 


Related Definition: The phrase “capable of” ‘rated for’ in the ECCN heading refers to maraging 


steel either before or after heat treatment.  


 


1C226    


ECCN Controls: This entry does not control manufactures specially designed as rated for 


weights or gamma-ray collimators.: 


 


1C230   


 ECCN Controls:This entry does not control the following: 


 b.  Oxide shapes in fabricated or semi-fabricated forms specially designed rated for 


electronic components parts or as substrates for electronic circuits. 


 


1C233   
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Related Controls:  ... (2) Facilities or plants specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC  


for the separation of lithium isotopes are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear 


Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 (This statement of NRC jurisdiction belongs in 1B233, not 1C233.) 


 


1C234   


Related Controls: ... (2) Zirconoium metal and alloys in the form of tubes or assemblies of tubes, 


specially designed or prepared for as defined by NRC use in a reactor, are subject to the export 


licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1C240   


Related Controls:  ... (2) Nickel powder and porous nickel metal, specially designed or prepared 


as defined by NRC for use in separating uranium isotopes, are subject to the export licensing 


authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


 


1C355   


CW applies to entire entry. The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine 


licensing requirements for items controlled for CW reasons.  


1C395   


CW applies to entire entry. The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine 


licensing requirements for items controlled for CW reasons.  


Related Definitions: ... pre-packaged materials of defined composition that are specifically 


developed, packaged and marketed for medical, ... purposes.  


 


1C608 


Unit: End-items in number; parts, components, accessories, and attachments in $ value kilograms  


j Pyrotechnic devices “specially designed” for commercial purposes ... containing 


greater than 3.0 kg, but not more than 5.0 kg of controlled materials 


k Other commercial explosive devices or charges “specially designed” for commercial 


applications ... containing greater than 1.0 kg, but not more than 5.0 kg of controlled 


materials  


m Note 1 to 1C111 1C608.m 


Note 2 to 1C111 1C608.m 


Note 3 to 1C111 1C608.m 


Note 1 to 1C111 1C608.l and m 


n Any explosive, propellants, oxidizers, pyrotechnics, fuels, binders, or additives “specially 


designed” for military application not listed elsewhere in USML Category V or the CCL. 


 


1C980   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 


requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C981   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 
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requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C982   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 


requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C983   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 


requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C984   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 


requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C988   


Control(s); ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine licensing 


requirements for items controlled for SS reasons.  


 


1C991   


Related Definitions: ... “medical products” are (1) Pharmaceutical formulations designed for 


testing and human administration ... :diagnostic and food testing kits” are specifically developed, 


...  “Vaccine”  ... that is intended to stimulate stimulates ...  


 


1C992 a Shaped charges specially designed “required” for ...: 


 b Shaped charges specially designed “required” for ...: 


 k Pyrotechnic devices when designed exclusively rated for ...: 


 


1C995   


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


Related Definitions: ... “medical ... kits” are prepackaged materials of defined composition that 


are specifically developed ... for medical purposes.  


 


1C997   


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 


 


1C999   


Specific materials, n.e.s., as follows 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


RS applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine RS license 


requirements for this entry. 
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1D001   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” ... 


 


1D002   
“Software” “required” for the “development” of organic “matrix”, metal “matrix”, or carbon 


“matrix” laminates or “composites” 


 


1D003   
“Software” specially designed or modified to enable  “required” for  equipment to perform the 


functions of equipment controlled under 1A004.c or 1A004.d  


 


1D101   
“Software”  specially designed or modified “required” ... 


 


1D103   
... specially designed “required” for ... and acoustic signatures, for applications usable in  


“required” for “missiles” or their for subsystems “required” therefor 


Related Controls: (1) This entry includes “software” specially designed for analysis of signature 


reduction.  


 


1D201   
... specially designed or modified “required” 


 


1D390   
“Software” “required” for process control that is specifically configured to control or initiate 


“production” of chemicals controlled by 1C350. ... 


 


1D608   
“Software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or maintenance 


of commodities controlled by 1B608 or 1C608, as follows 


Related Controls: “Software” directly related to “required” for installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Categories III, 


IV, or V are is subject to the controls of those USML Categories, respectively. 


a ”Software” (other than “software” controlled in paragraph .y of this entry) “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing or maintenance of commodities or 


software controlled by 1B608 (except 1B608.y), or 1C608 (except 1C608.y), or 1D608 


(except 1D608.y) or “software” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category V 


b [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 1D608.a, “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 1A608 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category V  


y Specific ”software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation 
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or maintenance of commodities controlled by 1B608.y, as follows: 


y.1 [Reserved] “Software” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, 


repair, overhaul, or 


refurbishing of commodities, 


materials, or software 


controlled by 1B608.y, 


1C608.y, or 1D608.y  


 


1D613   
“Software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of commodities controlled by 1A613 or 1B613, as 


follows 


Related Controls: “Software” directly related to “required” for installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles controlled by USML Category X is 


subject to the control of USML paragraph X(e) 


a ”Software” (other than “software” controlled by paragraph .y of this entry) “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing or maintenance of commodities or 


software controlled by 1A613 (except 1A613.y), or 1B613 (except 1B613.y), or 1D613 


(except 1D613.y) or “software” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category X 


b [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 1D613.a, “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 1A613 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category X  


y Specific ”software” “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation 


or maintenance of commodities controlled by 1A613 or 1B613, as follows: 


y.1 “Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, 


installation, 


maintenance, 


repair, 


overhaul, or 


refurbishing or 


maintenance 


of 


commodities 


or software 


controlled by 


1A613.y, or 


1B613.y, or 


1D613.y  


 


1D993   
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“Software” specially designed “required” for 


 


1D999   
Specific software, ... 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT license 


requirements for this entry. 


a. ... specially designed “required” 


b ... specially designed “required” 


 


1E001   
Related Controls:  ... (2) See 1E002.g for control libraries (parametric technical data bases) 


specially designed or modified to enable equipment to perform the funcitions of equipment 


controlled under 1A004.c (Nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) detection systems). 


 (1E001.g should describe its contents.) 


 


1E002 a.  


“Technology” “required” for ... 


b. “Technology” “required” for ... 


c “Technology” “required” for ... 


d “Technology” “required” for ... 


e “Technology” “required” for ... 


f “Technology” “required” for ... 


g Libraries (parametric technical databases) specially designed or modified to enable 


“required” for equipment to perform the functions of equipment controlled under 


1A004.c or 1A004.d 


 


1E102   
Related Controls: (1) This entry includes databases specially designed “required” for analysis of 


signature reduction. 


 


1E103   
“Technical data” ...when used “required” for the “production” of “composites” or partially 


processed “composites” , usable for equipment or materials specified in ...... 


 


1E104   
“Technology” “required” for  


 


1E350   
 ... facilities designed or intended to produce producing chemicals controlled by 1C350 


 


1E355   
“Technology” “required” for  


 


1E608   
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“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation. Installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of equipment controlled in 1B608 or materials 


controlled by 1C608, as follows  


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Categories III. IV, or V are is subject to the controls of those USML Categories respectively. 


a “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation. Installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of material equipment controlled in 1B608 


(except 1B608.y), or materials controlled by 1C608, or “software” controlled by 1D608 


(except 1D608.y) or “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category V 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category V or for ECCNs 1B608, 1C608, or 1D608, even if the components of such 


production installations are not controlled. 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end=items 


controlled by USML Category V or ECCNs 1B608, 1C608, or 1D608, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for ... 1B608.y ... or ... 1D608.y, as follows 


y.1 [Reserved] Specific “technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, installation, repair, maintenance, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities 


controlled by 1B608.y or “software” controlled by 1D608.y 


1E613   
“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation. Installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of commodities controlled in 1A613 or 1B613 or 


software controlled by 1D613, as follows  


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category X is subject to the control of USML paragraph X(e) of the ITAR. 


a “Technology” (other than “technology” controlled by paragraph .y of this entry) 


“required” for the “development,” “production,” operation. Installation, maintenance, 


repair, overhaul or refurbishing of commodities or “software” controlled by ECCNs 


1A613 (except 1A613.y), 1B613 (except 1B613.y), or 1D613 (except 1D613.y) or 


“required” for the “development” or “production” of USML Category X 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category X or for ECCNs 1A613, 1B613, or 1D613, even if the components of such 


production installations are not controlled. 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end=items 


controlled by USML Category X or ECCNs 1A613, 1B613, or 1D608, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for ... 1B613.y ... or ... 1D613.y, as follows 


y.1 Specific “technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, 


installation, repair, maintenance, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities or 
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“software” controlled by 1A613.y, 1B613.y, or 1D613.y 


 


1E994   


“Technology” “required” for ... 


 


1E998   
“Technology” “required” for ... 
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 Recapitulation for Category 1  
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


   Change specially designed to “required” 1A001a, c.2, 1A004.a, 1A007, 1A008.b, 


1B001.a,b,f,g, 1B002 2x, 1B003, 1B115, 1B116, 1B117, 1B201.a.2, 1B233.b.1, 


1B608.a,c,y, 1B613.a,b,y, 1C101 Related Controls (1), 1C992.a, b, 1D103, 


1D608.a, 1D613.a, y.1, 1D993, 1D999.a, b, 1E102  


  Change specially designed or adapted to “required” 1B001.d 


  Change specially designed for use in to “required” 1B002, 1C001 


  Change specially designed to rated 1C226 ECCN Controls, 1C230 


  Change specially designed as to rated for 1C226 


Change specially designed to manufactured to comply with military standards or 


specifications or suitable for military use 1A613.a 


Change specially designed for military use to as defined in the USML 1A004, 


1A006 Related Controls, 1A007 Related Controls, 1A008 Related 


Controls (1)a, 1A995, 1D103 Related Controls 


   Delete specially designed 1A002 Related Controls (3) 2x, 1A006 Related  


  Definition, 1A613.b.e,.y, 1B003 Related Controls, 1B608, 


1B608.b, 1B613, 1C608.j.k.n, 1D608, 1D608.y. 1D613, 1D613.y,  


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


 Change specially designed to “required” 1A004.a, c, 1A005.a, 1A006, 


1A613.x Option III, 1B001, 1B003.c, 1B018.a.4, b, 1B101, 1B102.b, 1B118, 


1B119, 1B608.a,y, 1B613.a 


  Delete specially designed 1A613.x options 1,II, 1B608.a,c,x 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change specially designed to rated 1A002 Notes 2, 3, 4 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters 


    Change specially designed or modified to “required” 1A004.b, c, 


1A006,1D001, 1D018, 1D101, 1D201 


Change specially designed or modified to enable to “required” for 1D003, 


1E002.g 


   Change specially designed or modified to as defined on the USML 1A001 Related 


Controls   


Delete specially designed or modified to enable 1A004 Related Controls (2), (3), 


1E001 Related Controls (2) 


 


C. Specially designed or prepared 


1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


  Change specially designed or prepared to “required” 1A225 


 Delete specially designed or prepared for use in to as defined by NRC 


1A002, 1A202 Related Controls 
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Change specially designed or prepared to as define by NRC 1A225, 1A226, 


1A227, 1B226, 1B227, 1B228, 1B229, 1B230, 1B232, 1B233, 1C116, 


1C202, 1C233, 1C240 Related Controls 


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters 


  Change designed or modified to “required” 1A004.a Note, 1B101.c, d 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


 Change which may be used in to “required” for 1A226  


  Change usable in to “required” for 1C101, 1C107.c, d 


  Change usable to “required” 1C107.b, d.1, d.2, 1E103 


  Change use in to “required” 1C107.c 


  Change when used to “required” 1E103 


  Change for applications usable in to “required” for 1D103 


  Change incapable of to not rated for 1A004 Related Controls (4) 


Change capable of achieving to rated for 1A102, 1B101, 1C101, 1C107.c, d, 


1C117 


Change capable of to rated for 1B018.b, 1B201.a.3, 1B230, 1B231.b.1, 


1B232.a,b, 1B999.d, 1C202 Related Definition, 1C202.a.1, b.1, 1C216 


heading, 1C216 Related Definition 


  Change usable to rated 1B101, 1B102.a, 1B102 Note a, b, c 


    Change when specially used to rated 1C101 Related Controls 


  Change able to rated 1C117.c.2 


 Delete capable of 1B003 Related Controls 


  Delete usable for 1E103  


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change when specially used to rated 1C101 Related Controls (2), 1C202 


Related Controls 


 


F. Designed 


1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


  Change designed to “required” 1A004.d, 1A102, 1C102 


 Change designed or intended to “required” 1E350 


 Change limited by function or design to rated 1A995.b 


 . Change designed to rated 1A005 Notes 2 and 3, 1B101.a, b, 1B228.a, b 


    Change designed for or equipped with to rated for 1B226 


    Change when designed exclusively to rated 1C992.c 


  Change designed or intended to produce to producing 1E350 


 Delete designed in Country Chart does not apply 1A999, 1B999, 1C395, 


1C980, 1C981, 1C982, 1C983, 1C984, 1C988, 1C991, 1C995, 1C997, 1C999, 


1D999 


4 Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change designed to rated 1A005 Note 2 
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G Miscellaneous expressions 


1.  Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


 Change specifically configured to “required” 1D390 


 Change directly related to required Related Controls for 1D608, 1D613, 


1E608, 1E613 


 Change having to rated for 1A002, 1C118 


  Change specified to rated 1C006.d Note 


    Change specifically designed, developed, modified, configured, or adapted for 


military applications to as defined in the USML 1A004 Related Controls (4), 


1A008 Related Controls(1)b  


  Change directly related to to as defined in the USML 1A613 Related Controls 


  Change generally characterized by to with 1C116 


  Delete specific 1A995.b, 1A999, 1B999. 1C999, 1D999 


  Delete specifically configured 1D390 


  Delete specifically in Related Definitions 1C991, 1C995  


 Delete special 1B001.d.1, 1B101.d 


  Delete having 1C118.a, a.2, b 


  Delete containing 1C118.a.1 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


 Delete accessories 1B001, 1B101 


  Delete end-items, parts, components, accessories and attachments 1C608 Unit 


 


H Add or delete required 
1.  Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


 Add “required” 1B613.c, 1D002, 1D390, 1D608.b, y.1, 1D613.b, 


1E002.a,b,c,d,e,f, 1E104, 1E355, 1E608,a,y.1, 1E613.a, 1E994, 1E998 


  Delete “required” 1E608, 1E608.y, 1E613, 1E613.y 


2 Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Add “required” 1B608.a, 1B613.y  


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


 Add “required” (subsystems for “missiles”) 1C101, 1D103 


 


I. New EAR controls using “required” 
 Conform with WML 22.b.1 re assembly of uncontrolled components of 


installations for production of ML items: 1E608.b, 1E613.b 


 Expand WML 22.b.1 to apply to assembly of all uncontrolled components 


of ML end-items 1E618.c, 1E613.c 
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 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 2 
 


2A226  
Related Controls:  .... (3) Valves specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for ... 


 


2A290   
Generators and other equipment specially designed, prepared, or intended for use with “required” 


for nuclear plants 


Related Controls: ... (4) Certain nuclear equipment specially designed or prepared for use in as 


defined by NRC for nuclear plants ... 


a.  Generators ... designed or intended for use in “required” for a nuclear reactor; 


b. Process control systems intended for use with “required” for ... 


 


2A291   
Equipment, ... related to “required” for nuclear material handling and processing ... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories components in $ valuer 


Related Controls: ...(4) Certain equipment specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by 


NRC for a nuclear reactor ... (5) Nuclear radiation detection and measurement devices specially 


designed or modified for military purposes as defined in the USML ... 


a. Process control systems intended for use with “required” for nuclear reactors 


b Simulators specially designed “required” for “nuclear reactors’.  


c Casks that are specially designed “required” for transportation of ... 


d Commodities, parts and accessories specially designed or prepared for use with 


“required” for nuclear plants (e.g., ...) 


e Radiation detectors and monitors specially designed “required” for ... 


 


2A292   
Piping, fittings and valves, not controlled by NRC item 8(a), ... 


Unit: ... parts and accessories in $ value 


Related Controls: ...(4) Piping, fittings, and valves specially designed or prepared as defined by 


NRC for certain nuclear uses ... 


a. Pressure tube, pipe, and fittings ... suitable rated for operation at ... 


 


2A293   
Pumps designed rated to move molten metals by electromagnetic forces.  


 


2A983   
Explosives or detonator detection equipment ... and parts and components, n.e.s. “required” 


therefor 


Related Controls: (1) For the purpose of this entry, automated decision making is the ability of 


the equipment to detect explosives or detonators at the design or operator-selected level of 


sensitivity and provide an automated alarm ... 


 







 


 


2A984   
Concealed object detection equipment ... and parts and components, “required” therefor  


 


2A991 a.1  


Manufactured for use at Rated for ... 


a.2 ... , according to the manufacturer’s specifications, are specially designed to enable the 


bearings are rated to operate ...  


b1 ... , according to the manufacturer’s specifications, are specially designed to enable the 


bearings are rated to operate ...  


c ... manufactured for use at rated for ... 


e ... manufactured for use at rated for ... 


 


2A994   
Portable electric generators and specially designed parts components “required” therefor 


 


2A999   
Specific processing equipment ... 


AT applies ...The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT licensing 


requirements for this entry. 


 


B.   


Test, Inspection and Production Equipment 


Technical Notes 


2.b Parallel rotary axes designed for mounting of separate workpieces 


2.c Co-linear rotary axes designed for manipulating the same workpiece by holding it in a 


chuck from different ends. 


 


2B001   
Machine tools ..., which, according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can be 


equipped with rated for electronic devices for “numerical control”; and specially designed 


components as follows 


NP applies ... EXCEPT: (1) Turning machines under 2B001.a with a capacity no not greater than 


35 mm diameter; (2) bar machines (Swissturn), limited to machining only bar feed through, if 


maximum turning bar diameter is equal to or less than 42 mm and there is no capability of not 


mounting chucks. (Machines may have drilling and/or milling capabilities for machine parts with 


diameters less than 42 mm)  


Unit: ... components in $ value 


Note 1: 2B001 does not control special purpose machine tools limited to rated for the 


manufacture of gears. ... 


Note 2: 2B001 does not control special purpose machine tools limited to rated for the 


manufacture of ... 


Note 3: A machine tool having rated for at least two of the following three turning, milling or 


grinding capabilities (e.g., a turning machine with milling capability rated for milling as well as 


turning) ... 
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a.2 Two or more axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring 


control” 


Note: 2B001.a does not control turning machines specially designed rated for producing 


contact lenses, having rated for all of the following: 


 a Machine controller limited to using with ophthalmic based software ...   


 a.1 Limited to Rated for cylindrical grinding; and 


 a.2  Limited to Rated for a maximum workpiece capacity ... 


 b.2 Five or more axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for 


“contouring control” 


c.1.b Five or more axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring 


control” 


c.2 Five or more axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring 


control” 


 Notes: 2B001.c does not control grinding machines, as follows: ... 


 b Machines designed specifically as rated for iig grinders that ... 


Note: 2B001.c does not control grinding machines, as follows: ... 


 b. Machines designed specifically rated as jig grinders that do not have ...  


 d ... two or more rotary axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for 


“contouring control” 


e.2.a Can Rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring control” 


f Deep-hole-drilling machines  ...  having rated for a depth of bore capability exceeding 5m 


and specially designed components therefor  


 


2B002 


c Four or more axes which can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring 


control” 


 


2B003   
“Numerically controlled” or manual machine tools, and specially designed components,  controls 


and accessories ”required” therefor for ... gears ... 


 


2B004   
Hot “isostatic presses” ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor 


Related Controls: ... (3) For specially designed dies, molds and tooling, see ECCNs 1B003, 


1B101.d, 2B018, 2B104, 2B204, 9B004, and 9B009.  (4) For additional controls on dies, molds 


and tooling, see ECCNs 1B101.d, 2B104 and 2B204. 


 


2B005   
Equipment specially designed “required” for the disposition ... and specially designed automated 


handling, positioning, manipulation and control components “required” therefor. 


Related Controls: (1) This entry does not control chemical vapor deposition, cathodic arc, sputter 


deposition, ion plating or ion implantation equipment, specially designed rated for cutting or 


machining tools. (2)  ... (3) Chemical Vapor Deposition furnaces designed or modified for 


densification of carbon-carbon composites are controlled by 2B105. 
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e. Sputter deposition production equipment capable of rated for current densities ... 


g ... capable of rated for ... 


 


2B006  
b.1.c.2.b. Capable of Rated for achieving ... 


b.1.d “Electronic assemblies” specially designed “required” to provide feedback capability ...  


Note: 2B006.b.1 does not control measuring interferometer systems, with an automatic 


control system that is designed to use with no feedback techniques, .. 


Note: Machine tools, which can be used are rated also as measuring machines, are 


controlled if ... 


 


2B007   
“Robots” ... and specially designed controllers and “end-effectors “required” therefor 


a. Capable Rated in real time of for full three-dimensional image processing ... 


b Specially designed “Required” to comply ... 


Note: 2B007.b does not apply to “robots” specially designed rated for paint-spraying 


booths. 


c Specially designed or rated as radiation-hardened ... 


d Specially designed Rated to operate ... 


 


2B008   
Assemblies of units, specially designed “required” for machine tools ... 


a,b Note: 2B008.a and 2B008.b apply to units, which are designed to determine the 


positioning information for feedback control ... 


c “Compound rotary tables” and “tilting spindles”, capable of rated for upgrading, 


according to the manufacturer’s specifications, machine tools to or above the levels 


controlled by 2B001 to 2B009 


 


2B009   
Spin-forming machines and flow-forming machines, which, according to the manufacturer’s 


technical specification, can rated to be equipped with“numerical control” units or a computer 


control ... 


NP applies ... spin -forming machines capable of rated for flow forming function  


a. Two or more controlled axes of which at least two can are rated to be coordinated 


simultaneously for “contouring control”  


 


2B104  
b Designed to achieve and maintain a controlled thermal environment ... 


c Possessing a chamber cavity with an inside diameter of 254 mm or greater. 


 


2B105   
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) furnaces, ... designed or modified “required” for the 


densification of carbon-carbon composites.  ... 
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2B109   
Flow-forming machines ... and specially designed components “required” therefor 


a.1 According to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can be equipped with Rated for 


“numerical control” units ... ... 


b Specially designed components “required”  for ... 


Technical Note 2. 2B109 does not control machines that are not usable in “required” for 


the “production” of propulsion components and equipment (e.g., motor cases) for systems 


in 9A005, 9A007.a, or 9A105.a.  


 


2B116   
Vibration test systems and equipment usable “required” for rockets, missiles, or unmanned aerial 


vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 km,  and their 


subsystems, and components therefor, as follows 


(Note that comma would be moved so that “required” would modify subsystems as well 


as components.) 


a. ... capable of rated for ... 


b Digital controllers, combined with specially designed vibration test “software” “required” 


therefor, ... and designed for use with “required” for vibration test equipment described in 


2B116.a 


c Vibration thrusters ... capable of rated for imparting a force equal to or greater than 50 kN 


... and usable in “required” for vibration test systems described in 2B116.a  


d Test piece support structures ... designed “required” to combine multiple shaker units ... 


capable of providing rated to provide an effective combined force ... and usable in 


“required” for vibration test systems described in 2B116,a 


 


2B117   
Equipment and process controls... designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


2B119   
Balancing machines 


a.1 Not capable of rated for ... 


a.2 Capable of Rated for 


a.3 Capable of Rated for 


a.4 Capable of Rated for 


Note: 2B119.a. does not control balancing machines designed or modified rated for ... 


b Indicator heads designed or modified for use with rated for 


 


2B120   
Motion simulators ... capable of rated for ... 


b Designed or modified Rated to ... 


c.1.a  Capable of Rated for rates of rotation ... 


 Note: 2B120 does not control rotary tables designed or modified rated for ... 


 


2B121   
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Positioning tables (equipment capable of rated for precise rotary position in any axis) ... 


Note: 2B121 does not control rotary tables designed or modified rated for ... 


 


2B122   
Centrifuges capable of rated for imparting accelerations above 100 g and designed or modified 


sliprings or integrated non-contact devices “required” for such centrifuges and capable of rated 


for transferring electric power, signal information, or both 


 


2B201   
Machine tools, ... which, according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can rated to ... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a Machine tools for turning, that have rated:for  


Note: Item 2B201.a does not control bar machines (Swissturn), limited to rated for 


machining only ... and there is no capability of mounting not rated to mount chucks 


 Note: 2B201.c does not control the following grinding machines: ... 


 c Tool or cutter grinding machines with “software” specially designed rated for the 


production of tools or cutters; ... 


 


2B204  
b. Dies, molds, and controls, specially designed “required” for “isostatic presses” controlled 


by 2B204.a. 


 


2B206   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


ECCN Controls: (1) Machine tools that can be used as rated for measuring machines 


  


2B207   
ECCN Controls: This entry does not control “robots” specially designed rated for ... 


a. “Robots” or “end-effectors” specially designed rated to comply .... 


b Control units specially designed “required” for ... 


 


2B209   
Flow-forming machines, spin-forming machines capable of rated for flow forming ... 


Unit: Equipment and mandrels in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a.2 According to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can Rated to ... 


b. Rotor-forming mandrels designed “required” to ... 


 


2B225   
Remote manipulators  that can be used “required” ...  


Related Controls: ...(3) Remote manipulators specially designed or prepared for use in as defined 


by NRC for fuel reprocessing ... 


a. A capability of “Required” for penetrating ... 


b. A capability of “Required” for bridging ... 
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2B226   
ECCN Controls. 2B226.a does not control furnaces designed rated for the processing of 


semiconductor wafers.  


a.1 Capable of Rated for operation above ... 


a.3 Designed Rated for power inputs ... 


b Power supplies, with a specified rated power output of 5 kW or more, specially designed 


“required” for furnaces controlled by 2B226.a. 


 


2B227 a.1  


Consumable electrode capabilities between ... 


a.2 Capable of Rated for operating with ... 


b.2 Capable of Rated for operating ... 


c. Computer control and monitoring systems specially configured “required” for ... 


 


2B229 a  


Centrifugal balancing machines designed rated for ... and 


a.2 Mass capability of from 0.9 to 23 kg; and 


a.3 Capable of balancing speed ... 


b Centrifugal balancing machines designed rated for ... and ... 


b.2 Mass capability of from 0.9 to 23 kg; 


b.3 Capable of balancing to a residual imbalance ...  


 


2B230   
“Pressure transducers” capable of rated for measuring ... 


 


2B231   
Related Controls: ... (2) Vacuum pumps specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for 


c Capable of Rated for producing an ultimate vacuum ....  


 


2B232   
Multistage light gas guns ... capable of rated for accelerating projectiles ... 


 


2B290   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a. Turning machines ... capable of rated for machining diameters ... 


 


2B350   
License Requirement Note: This ECCN does not control equipment that is both: (1) Specially 


designed for use in rated for civil applications... and (2) inappropriate, by the nature of its design, 


not “required” for storing, processing ... precursors controlled by 1C350 


b Agitators for use in “required” for reaction vessels or reactors described in 2B350.a,  ... 


and impellers, blades or shafts designed “required” for such agitators ... 


d. Heat exchangers or condensers ... and tubes, plates, coils or blocks (cores) designed  


“required” for such heat 
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exchangers or condensers ...  


e Distillation or absorption columns ...and liquid distributors, vapor distributors or liquid 


collectors designed “required” for such distillation or absorption columns, ...  


g Valves ... and casings (valve bodies) or preformed casing liners designed “required” for 


such valves ... 


i Multiple-seal and seal-less pumps with manufacturer’s specified rated maximum flow-


rate ... or vacuum pumps with 


manufacturer’s specified rated maximum 


flow-rate ...and casings (pump bodies), 


preformed casing liners, impellers, rotors or 


jet pump nozzles designed “required” for 


such pumps ...  


j Incinerators designed “required” to destroy “chemical warfare agents”, chemical weapons 


precursors controlled by 1C350, or chemical munitions having specially designed waste 


supply systems, “required” for chemical munitions  or special handling facilities 


“required” therefor, and rated for an average combustion chamber temperature ... 


 


2B351   
Toxic gas monitoring systems, and their dedicated detecting components “required” therefor 


Related Controls: ... Also see ECCN 1A004, which controls chemical detection systems and 


specially designed components  that are specially designed or modified for detection or 


identification of chemical warfare agents, but not specially designed for military use  


 (1A004, rather than 2B351, should determine 1A004 wording.) 


Related Definitions: ... (2) ... “continuous operation” describes the capability of the equipment to 


operate operating on line without human intervention. The intent of this entry is to control toxic 


gas monitor systems capable of collection and detection of which collect and detect samples ... 


a Designed Rated for continuous operation and usable for the detection of chemical warfare 


agents or chemicals controlled by 1C350 at concentrations of less than 0.3mg/m
3
 


b Designed Rated for the detection of cholinesterase-inhibiting activity. 


 


2B352   
Equipment capable of use in “required” for handling biological materials, as follows: 


Related Controls: ... “UAV” systems designed or modified to dispense an aerosol and capable of 


carrying elements of a payload ... 


b. ... capable of rated for ... 


c. ... capable of rated for ... 


d.1. ... capable of rated for ... 


d.2 Cross ... flow filtration components ... designed for use in  cross ... flow filtration 


equipment 


Technical Note: ..through the use of either physical ... or chemical agents. ... through the 


use of chemical agents 


f.1 Technical Note: This entry does not control suits designed to be worn with self-contained 


breathing apparatus 


g. Chambers designed “required” for aerosol challenge testing... 
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h.1 ... specially designed or modified “required” ... 


h.2 ... specially designed or modified “required” ... capable of delivering rated to deliver 


h.3 Aerosol generating units specially designed for fitting to  “required” for the systems... 


Technical Notes:  


 1.  “Aerosol generating units” are devices specially designed or modified “required” 


for fitting to aircraft 


 2. This entry does not control spraying or fogging systems and components, as 


specified described in 2B352 that are demonstrated not to be capable of not 


“required” for delivering biological agents in the form of infectious aerosols  .... 


 3. Droplet size for spray equipment or nozzles specially designed for use on 


“required” for aircraft or “UAVs” ... 


 


2B991  
a.1 ... axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring control” 


a.2 ... axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring control” 


a.3 ... axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously for “contouring control” 


b ... specially designed “required” ... 


b,2  Capable of Rated for 


b.3  Capable of Rated for 


c. ... , according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can be equipped with rated 


for ... 


c.1 Two or more axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously ... 


d. ... , according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, can be equipped with rated 


for ... 


d.1 ... having two or more axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously ... 


d.2 ... have five or more axes that can rated to be coordinated simultaneously ... 


  


2B992   
... specially designed components “required” therefor  


 


2B993   
... machinery ... capable of rated for 


 


2B997   
“Robots”... capable of rated for 


  


2B998   


Assemblies, units or inserts specially designed “required” for machine tools 


c Specially designed printed circuit boards with mounted components capable of 


“required” for upgrading according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications, 


“numerical control” units, machine tools, or feedback devices ... 


 


2B999   
AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed to does not determine AT licensing 
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requirements for this entry.  


h.1 ... capable of rated for drilling holes greater than two feet in diameter 


i Electroplating equipment designed “required” for ... 


j Pumps designed for industrial services and for use with an electrical motor of 5 HP or 


greater 


k Vacuum valves, piping, flanges, gaskets and related equipment specially designed for use 


in “required” for high-vacuum service, n.e.s. 


 


2D001   
“Software”... specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


NP applies to specially designed or modified “software” for ... and to specially designed 


“software” for ... 


(Since both “specially designed or modified” and “specially designed” are proposed to be 


equated with “required,” there would be no need to distinguish between NP software for 


2B001 and NP software for 2B004, 2B007, or 2B009.) 


STA: ... may not be used to ship or transmit “software” ... specially designed “required” for the 


development or production of equipment as follows: ...  


 


2D002   
“Software” for electronic devices, even when residing in an electronic device or system, enabling 


such devices or systems to function as a “required” for “numerical control” unit, capable of rated 


for coordinating simultaneously more than 4 axes for “contouring control” 


Note 1: 2D002 does not control “software” specially designed or modified for the operation of 


machine tools not controlled by Category 2 


2D101   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


NP applies to “software” specially designed for the “use” of ... 


 


2D201   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


ECCN Controls: Software specially designed “required” for systems controlled by 2B206 


includes ... 


 


2D202   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


2D290   
“Software”specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


2D351   
Dedicated “software” “required” for toxic gas monitoring systems and their dedicated detecting 


components “required” therefor controlled by ECCN 2B351 


Related Definitions: (1) For the purpose of this entry, the term “dedicated” means committed 


entirely to a single purpose or device. (2) 
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2D983   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


2D984   
“Software” “required” for ... 


 


2D991   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


2D992  


a. “Software”“required” to provide  


a.2 Capable of Rated for generating or modifying ... ... 


Note: 2D992,a does not control “software” which only provides rated only for 


rescheduling ... 


 


2D994   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


AT applies ... The Commerce Country Chart is not designed does not determine ... 


 


2E001   


Note: ECCN 2E001 includes ... integration of probe systems into ... machines specified 


controlled by 2B006.a. 


 


2E003   
Related Controls: See 2E001, 2E002, and 2E101 for ... technology for equipment that are 


designed or modified for densification ... 


 (2E003 should not determine wording for other ECCNs.) 


a. “Technology” “required” for ... 


b.1 “Technology” for the design “development” of tools, dies or fixtures specially designed 


“required” for any of the following processes: 


c. “Technology” “required” for ... 


d. “Technology” “required” for ... 


e. “Technology” “required” for ... 


f. “Technology” “required” for ... 


 Notes to Table on Deposition Techniques ... 


 17. “Technology” specially designed rated ... is not controlled ... 


 


2E983   


“Technology” specially designed or modified “required” ... 


 


2E991   


“Technology” “required” for the “use” of ... 
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2E994   
“Technology” “required” for ... 


 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


   Change specially designed to “required” 2A291.b,c,e. 2B005, 2B006.b.1.d, 


2B007.  2B007.b, 2B109, 2B116.b, 2B207a,.b, 2B226.b, 2B350.j, 2B352.h.3, 


2B352 Technical Note 3, 2B991.b, 2B999.k, 2D001 STA, 2D201, 2D991, 2D994. 


2E003.b.1  


    Change according to the manufacturer’s specifications are specially 


designed to enable to rated 2A991.a.2, b.1 


   Delete specially designed 2A291.e, 2B007.c  


  Delete specially designed for military use 2B351 Related Controls 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to “required” 2B001, 2B003, 2B004, 2B005, 2B109.b, 


2B992 


  Change specially designed parts to components “required” therefor 2A994 


Delete specially designed components 2B001, 2B001.f,  2B109.b, 2B351 Related 


Controls  


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word component 


Change specially designed to “required” 2B008, 2B352.h.3, 2B352.h.3 Technical 


Notes 1 and 3 


4 Limit what is excepted from control 


Change specially designed to rated (except clause) 2B001.a Note, 2B005 Related 


Controls, 2B007.b Note, 2B201.c Note c, 2B207 ECCN Controls, 2B350 


License Requirement Note (1), 2E003 Note 17 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters 


    Change specially designed or modified to “required” 2B122, 2B352.h.1,2, 


2D001, 2D101, 2D202, 2D290, 2D983, 2E983 


    Change specially designed or modified for military purposes to as defined 


in the USML 2A291 Related Controls (5) 


 Delete specially designed or modified 2B351 Related Controls, 2D001 NP 


applies 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Delete specially designed or modified 2D002 Note 1 


 


C. Specially designed or prepared 


1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


Change specially designed or prepared to as defined by NRC 2A291 Related 


Controls (4), 2A292 Related Controls, 2B225 Related Controls, 2B231 


Related Controls 


Change specially designed, prepared, or intended for use with to as defined by 


NRC 2A290 
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Change specially designed or prepared for use with to as defined by NRC for 


2A291.d  


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters 


 Change designed or modified to “required” 2B105, 2B117 


 Change designed or modified for use with to rated for 2B119.b 


  Change designed or modified to rated 2B120.b 


Delete designed or modified 2B005 Related Controls (3), 2B352 Related 


Controls, 2E003 Related Controls 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change designed or modified to rated 2B119.a Note, 2B120 Note, 2B121 


Note 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


  Change capable of to “required” 2B352.h.3 Technical Note 2 


  Change intended for use with to “required” for  2A290.b, 2A291.a 


  Change usable to “required” 2B109 Technical Note 2, 2B116 


  Change can be used to “required” 2B225 


  Change a capability of to “required” 2B225.a,b 


  Change  for use in to “required” for 2B350.b 


  Change capable of use to “required” 2B352 


 Change capable of to rated for 2B005.e,g, 2B006.b.1.c.2.b, 2B007.a, 


2B009 NP applies, 2B116.a,c,d, 2B119.a.2, a.3, a.4, 2B120, 2B120.c.1.a, 


2B121, 2B122 2x. 2B209, 2B226.a.1, 2B227.a.2, b.2, 2B231.c, 2B232, 


2B290.a, 2B352.b,c, d.1, g, h.2, 2B991.b.2,3, 2B993, 2B997, 2B991.h.1, 


2D002, 2D992.a.2 


Change capable of upgrading, according to the manufacturer’s specifications to 


rated 2B008.c 


  Change capable of achieving to rated for 2B116, 2B230 


  Change capability to rated 2B001 Note 3, 2B201.a Note 


Change can to rated 2B001.a.2, b.2, c.1.b, c.2, c.2.a, 2B002.c , 2B006 Note, 


2B009.a, 2B206 ECCN Controls, 2B991.a.1, a.2, a.3,c.1, d.1, d.2 


  Change suitable to rated 2A292.a 


  Change manufactured for use at to rated for 2A991.a.1 


  Change that have to rated for 2B201.a 


  Change having and limited to using to rated 2B001.a Note 


Delete capable of 2B229.a.3, b.3, 2B351 Related Definitions, 2B352 Related 


Controls, 2D002 


Delete capability 2B001 NP applies (2), 2B006.b.1.d, 2B229.a.2, 2B229.b.2, 


2B351 Related Definitions 


  Delete capabilities 2B001 Note 3 


  Delete capacity 2B002 NP applies (1) 
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 Delete can  2B991.c.1, d.1,2 


  Delete usable 2B351.a 


  Delete use 2B352.d.2 Technical Note (2x), 2D001 NP applies 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change capable of to “required” 2B352.h.3 Technical Note 2 


Change capable of and according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications to 


“required” (printed circuit boards for “numerical control” units, machine 


tools, or feedback devices) 2B998.c 


  Change usable to required 2B116.c,d,  


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change capable of to rated for 2B119.a.1 


 


F. Designed 


1. Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


Change designed to “required” 2B116.b,d, 2B209.b, 2B350.j, 2B352.d,2, 


2B352.g, 2B999.i, 


 Change designed or intended for use in to “required” for  2A290.a  


Change designed to rated 2A293, 2B007.d, 2B226, 2B226.a.3, 2B229.a, 2B229.b, 


2B351.a,b 


Delete designed 2A999 AT applies, B Technical Notes 2.b, 2.c, 2B006.b.1, 


2B104.b, 2B991 AT applies, 2B999.j 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


 Change designed to “required” (impellers, blades, or shafts for agitators) 


2B350.b 


  Change designed to “required” (tubes, plates, coils or blocks 


(cores) for heat exchangers or condensers) 2B350.d 


  Change designed to “required” (liquid distributors, vapor 


distributors or liquid collectors for distillation or absorption columns) 


2B350.e 


  Change designed to “required” (casings (valve bodies) or 


preformed casing liners for valves 2B350.g 


  Change designed to “required” (casings (pump bodies), preformed 


casing liners, impellers, rotors or jet pump nozzles for multiple-seal and 


seal-less pumps) 2B350.i 


4 Limit what is excepted from control 


Change inappropriate, by the nature of its design to not “required” 2B350 License 


Requirement Note (2) 


 Change designed specifically as to rated for 2B001.a Note b  


  Change designed to use to rated for 2B006.b.1 Note   


  Delete designed 2B352.f.1 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 


1.  Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


  Change related to to “required” for 2A291 
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 Change specially configured to “required” 2B227.c 


  Change dedicated to “required: 2D351 


  Change according to the manufacturer’s technical specifications 


can to rated for  2B001, 2B009, 2B109.a.1,, 2B201, 2B209.a.2, 2B991.c,d 


  Change manufacturer’s specified to rated 2B350.i 2x 


  Change manufactured for use at to rated for 2A991.b.2, c, e 


  Change design to development 2E003.b.1 


  Change specified to controlled 2E001 Note, EAR99 


  Delete design 2A987 Related Controls,  


 Delete specific 2A999 


  Delete possessing 2B104.c 


  Delete dedicated 2D351 Related Controls 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


 Change dedicated to “required” (components) 2B351, 2D351 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Change special to “required” (handling facilities for incinerators or waste supply 


systems) 2B350.j 


  Delete parts 2A292 Unit, 2A983, 2A984 


  Delete accessories 2A292 Unit 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change limited to to rated for 2B001.a Note a, a.1, a.2, 2B201.a Note 


 Change special purpose limited to to rated for 2B001 Notes 1, 2 


  Change which only provides to rated to provide 2D992.a Note 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 


1.  Limit controlled item to the controlled parameters 


 Add “required” 2A226 Related Controls, 2A293 Related Controls, 2A999 


Related  Controls, 2B228 Related Controls, 2B229 Related 


Controls, 2B999 Related Controls, 2D002, 2D984, 2D992.a, 2D101 NP 


applies, 2E003.a, b.1, c,d,e, 2E991 


 Add rated 2B350.j 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


 Add “required” 2A983, 2A984, 2A994, 2B116 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


 Add “required” (for subsystems) 2B116 
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 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 3 


 


A.  


Note 1: The control status of equipment and components described in 3A001 or 3A002 other 


than ... which are specially designed for or whieh have the same functional characteristics as 


other equipment is determined by the control status of the other equipment. 


Note 2: The control status of integrated circuits described in 3A001 ... that are unalterably 


programmed or designed for a specific function for other equipment is deetermined by the 


control status of the other equipment. 


 


3A001  


Electronic components and specially designed components therefor, as follows ... 


MT applies to 3A001.a.1.a when usable in “required “ for “missiles”; and to 3A001.a.5.a when 


“designed or modified” for military use, hermetically sealed and rated for operations in the 


temperature range from below -54
o
C to above + 125


o
C also described in 3A101.a. 


Related Controls: ... (2) The following commodities are also under the export licensing authority 


of the Department of State ...(c) All specifically designed or modified systems or subsystems, 


components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated equipment items controlled by 


Category XV(e) of the USML..... 


a.1 Integrated circuits designed or rated as radiation hardened ... 


a.2 ... designed rated for “signal processing”  


a.5.a.5 Technical Note 8: ‘Multiple channel ADCs’ ... designed so that each ADC has having a 


separate analog input.  


a.6 ... designed rated for “signal processing” 


b.1 Note 1 3A001.b.1 does not control tubes designed or rated for operation ... 


 Note 2 3A001.b.1 does not control ... 


 (b) Designed or rated ... 


 b.1.c Impregnated cathodes designed rated for ... 


b.2 Note 3. ... 3A001.b.2 does not control MMICs if they are specially designed rated for ...  


b.7 Converters and harmonic mixers, designed rated to ...  


b.8 Note: 3A001.b.8 does not control equipment designed or rated for ... 


b.10 Oscillators or oscillator assemblies, specified rated to ... 


c Acoustic wave devices as follws and specially designed components “required” therefor 


Note: 3A001.c does not control acoustic wave devices that are limited to rated for ... 


d Electronic devices and circuits containing components, manufactured from 


“superconductive” materials specially designed rated for ... 


Technical Note 3. ... a ‘primary cell’ is a ‘cell’ that is not designed rated to be charged by 


any other source. 


Technical Note 4. ... a ‘secondary cell’ is a ‘cell’ that is designed rated to be charged by 


an external electrical source. 


e.3 “Superconductive” electromagnets and solenoids specially designed rated to ... 


Note: 3A001.e.3 does not control “superconductive” electromagnets or solenoids 







 


 


specially designed rated for ... 


g Note 2: 3A001.g does not control ... equipment designed rated for ... 


h Note 3: 3A001.h does not apply to ... equipment designed rated for ... 


 


3A002  


General purpose electronic equipment and accessories, therefor ... 


CIV (3) They are not designed rated for underwater use. 


a ... and specially designed test tape “required” therefor 


a.1 Note: Analog magnetic tape recorders specially designed rated for civilian video 


purposes are not considered to be instrumentation tape recorders. 


a.2 Note: 3A002.a.2 does not control ... recorders specially designed rated for ...  


a.4 ... designed rated to convert ... 


d Technical Note 1 ... normally specified rated by sample rate 


f.2 Being capable of Rated for ... 


 


3A003  


... systems ... using specially designed with spray nozzles that are designed rated to ... and 


specially designed components “required” therefor 


 


3A101  


a. Analog-to-digital converters, usable in “required” for ...”missiles”, designed to meet 


military specifications rated for ... 


b Accelerators capable of rated for ... 


Note: 3A101.b does not include control equipment specially designed rated for ... 


 


3A201  


Related Controls: ... (3) ... specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for 


b.1 Capable of Rated for ... 


Note: 3A201.b does not control magnets specially designed rated for ... 


c Note: 3A201.c does not control accelerators that are component parts components of 


devices designed rated for ... nor those designed rated for medical purposes. 


 


3A225  


Related Controls: ... (2) ... specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by NRC for ... 


a. A multiphase output capable of rated for providing power ... 


b Capable of Rated for operating ... 


 


3A226  


Related Controls: ... (3) ... specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by NRC for 


...  a Capable of Rated for ... 


 


3A227  


Related Controls: ... (3) ... specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by NRC for ...  


a Capable of Rated for ... 
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3A229  
a Explosive detonator firing sets designed rated to ... 


b.1 Designed Rated for ... 


b.3 Capable of Rated for ... 


b.8 Specified for use Rated to operate ... or specified as suitable rated for ... 


 


3A231  
Unit: Number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a Designed Rated for operation ... 


 


3A232  


Related Controls: ... (3) High explosives and related equipment for military use controlled by 


USML Category V(a) are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State ... 


b Arrangements using single or multiple detonators designed “required” to ... 


 


3A233  


Mass spectrometers ... capable of rated for ... and ion sources “required” therefor. ... 


Related Controls: ... (2) Mass spectrometers specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC 


for 


f Mass spectrometers equipped with a microfluorination ion source designed rated for ... 


 


3A292  


... and speciaally designed components “required” therefor ... 


d ... capable of rated for storing ... 


Note: Specially designed components controlled by this item are the following, when 


“required” for ... 


 


3A980  
Voice print identification and analysis equipment and parts, n.e.s. components “required” 


therefor 


 


3A981  


Polygraphs ...  and  specially designed parts and accessories, n.e.s. components “required” 


therefor 


 


3A991  


k “Superconductive” electromagnets or solenoids specially designed rated to ...be fully 


charged or discharged in less than one minute ... 


l Circuits or systems for electromagnetic energy storage, containing components 


manufactured from “superconductive” materials specially designed rated for operation at 


temperatures ...  
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3A992  


c Equipment, ..., designed rated to convert digital video magnetic tape recorders for use as 


to digital instrumentation data recorders 


 


3A999  


Related Controls:... frequency changes capable of changers rated for operating ... 


a Frequency changers capable of rated for operating ...  


c All flash x-ray machines, and components of pulsed power systems designed thereof 


rated therefor, ... 


 


3B001   
... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor. 


a Equipment designed rated for epitaxial growth, as follows;  


a.1 Equipment capable of rated for ... 


a.2 ... reactors specially designed “required” for  


b Equipment designed “required” for ion implantation ... 


b.2 Being specially designed and optimized “Required” to operate at a beam energy ... 


b.3 Direct write capability 


c.1.a Designed or optimized Rated to produce critical dimensions ... 


c.1.b Designed Rated for generating less than ... 


c.2 Equipment specially designed “required” for equipment controlled by 3B001.a ... 


c.2.a Designed or optimized Rated to produce critical dimensions ... 


c.2.b Designed Rated for generating less than ... 


d.1 Equipment ... and designed accorrding to the manufacturer’s specifications or optimized 


for use in rated for the production of ... 


d.2 Equipment specially designed “required” for equipment controlled by 3B001.e ... 


e.2 Designed Rated to form ... 


Note: 3B001.e does not control automatic robotic wafer handling systems not designed 


rated to operate in a vacuum environment. 


f.1.b Capable of Rated for producing a pattern ... 


f.3 Equipment specially designed “required” for mask making ... 


f.3.b.2 Being capable of Rated for producing a pattern ... 


g Masks and reticles, designed rated for integrated circuits controlled by 3A001. 


h Note: 3B001.h does not control multi-layer masks with a phase shift layer designed rated 


for the fabrication of memory devices ... 


i Imprint lithography templates designed rated for integrated circuits controlled by 3A001 


 


3B002  


Test equipment specially designed “required” for testing finished or unfinished semiconductor 


devices as follows ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor 


 


3B991  


... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor 


Unit:  ... and accessories ... 
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a. Equipment specially designed “required” for the manufacture of electron tubes, optical 


elements and specially designed components therefor controlled by 3A001 or 3A991  


b Equipment specially designed “required” for the manufacture of semiconductor devices 


... 


Note: 3B991.b also controls equipment used or modified for use in “required“ for ... 


b.1 Note: 3B991 does not control ... boats (except specially designed “required” caged boats), 


bubblers, cassettes, or crucibles specially designed for the processing equipment 


controlled by 3B991,b,1. 


b.1.b Equipment specially designed “required” for purifying or processing ... 


b.1.c.1 ... capable of rated for processing wafers at a rate ... 


b.1.c.2.b Capable of Rated for operation at ... 


b.1.c.2.c Capable of Rated for pulling crystals ... 


b.1.d.1 Capable of Rated for producing a silicon wafer ... 


b.1.d.2 Capable of Rated for producing a layer of  ... 


b.1.f ... “sputtering equipment with specially designed integral load locks capable of 


“required” for transferring wafers ... 


b.1.g Equipment specially designed  “required” for ion implantation ... 


b.1.g.1 Patterning capability  


b.1.g.3 Optimized Rated to operate  


b.1.g.4 Capable of Rated for high energy oxygen implant 


Notes  


 1.  “Batch types” refers to machines not specially designed rated for production 


processing of single wafers. 


 2.  “Single wafer types” refers to machines specially designed rated for production 


processing of single wafers. 


b.1.i ... capabilities characteristics ... 


b.1.j ... specially designed or modified “required” ... 


b.1.k.1 Specially designed equipment “required” for backside processing ... 


b.1.k.2 Specially designed equipment “required” for achieving ... 


b.1.l specially designed “required” to permit ... 


b.2.a.2.a Their design is based on Rated for geometries .. 


b.2.a.2.b The design does not include special features to alter the intended use by Not rated 


to alter the means of production equipment or “software” 


b.2.b.2 “Substrates” specially designed “required” for X-ray masks; 


b.2.c ... specially designed “required” for computer aided design ... 


b.2.d.1 ... capable of rated for producing a single exposure ... 


b.2.d.2 ... capable of rated for producing ... 


b.2.e Note: 3B991.b.2.e does not control general purpose scanning electron microscopes 


except when specially designed “required” and instrumented for automatic pattern 


inspection ... 


b.2.f ... capable of rated for ... 


b.2.g ... capable of rated for ... 


b.2.h ... capable of rated for ... 


b.3.a.1 Specially designed “required” for “hybrid integrated circuits” 
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b.3.c ... specially designed “required” for ceramic microcircuit packages .. 


b.4 ... capable of rated for ... 


 


3B992  


Equipment specially designed “required” for the inspection or testing ... and specially designed 


components and accessories “required” therefor  


a Equipment specially designed “required” for the inspection ... and specially designed 


components therefor controlled by 3A001 or 3A991 


 (Components controlled in other ECCNs do not needed to be controlled by 


3B992.) 


b Equipment specially designed “required” for the inspection ... 


Note: 3B991.b ...controls equipment used or modified for use in “required“ for ... . 


b.1 Note: 3B992.b.1 does not control general purpose scanning electron microscopes, except 


when specially designed “required” and instrumented for automatic pattern inspection. 


b.2 Specially designed “stored program controlled” measuring and analysis equipment, as 


follows “required” for the following: 


b.2.a Specially designed for the measurement of oxygen or carbon content ... 


  (“Required” in b.2 does not need to be repeated in b.2.a.) 


b.2.c Specially designed for flatness measurement ... 


  (“Required” in b.2 does not need to be repeated in b.2.c.) 


b.3.b Capable of Rated for testing devices having ... ... 


b.3.c Capable of Rated for testing at ... 


b.4.a ... equipment specially designed “required” ...and ... dice, capable of rated for ... 


b.4.b ... equipment specially designed “required” ... and “electronic assemblies” thereof, 


capable of rated for ... 


b.4.b.2 ... capable of rated for testing packages... 


Note: 3B992.b does not control test equipment specially designed rated for ...: 


b.4.c Equipment specially designed “required” ... 


b.4.c.2 Designed Rated for measuring ... 


b.4.c.3 Designed Rated for evaluating ... 


b.5 Electron beam test systems designed rated for ... 


b.5.a Stroboscopic capability with ... 


Note: 3B992.b.5 does not control scanning electron microscopes, except when specially 


designed “required” and instrumented for  


b.6 ... ion beam systems specially designed “required” for ... 


b.7 Particle measuring systems employing “lasers” designed rated for ... 


b.7.a  Capable of Rated for measuring ... 


b.7.b  Capable of Rated for characterizing ... 


 


3C002   
GBS: Yes for positive resists not optimized for photolithography at a wavelength of less than 


365 nm, provided that they are not controlled by 3C002.b through .e. 


CIV: Yes for positive resists not optimized for photolithography at a wavelength of less than 365 


nm, provided that they are not controlled by 3C002.b through .e. 
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a Positive resists designed “required” for semiconductor lithography specially adjusted 


(optimized) for use at wavelengths below 245 nm. 


b ... resists designed for use with “required” for electron beams or ion beams, with  


c ... resists designed for use with “required” for X-rays, with ... 


d ... resists optimized “required” for surface imaging ... 


e ... resists designed or optimized for use with “required” for imprint lithography 


 


3C992  


Positive resists designed “required” for semiconductor lithography specially adjusted (optimized) 


for use at wavelengths between 370 and 245 nm. 


 


3D001  
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


TSR: ... specially designed “required” ... 


STA: ... specially designed “required” ... 


Related Controls:“Software”specially designed also described in the USML ... 


 


3D002  
“Software” specially designed “required” ... 


 


3D003  
‘Physics-based’ simulation “software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3D004 
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3D101  
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


3D980  
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3D982  
“Software:  specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3D991  
“Software” specially designed “required” for the “development”, “preoduction”, or “use” of ... or 


“software” specially designed “required” for the “use” of ... 


 


3E001  


TSR: Yes except N/A for ... “technology” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3E002  
CIV: ... License Exception CIV does not apply to ECCN 3E002 technology also required 
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“required” for ... 


a. A ‘vector processor unit’ designed rated to perform ... 


b Designed Rated to perform 


c Designed Rated to perform ... 


 


3E003  
Other “technology” “required” for ... 


3E980  
“Technology” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


3E991  
“Technology”“required” for ... 


 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 3A001.c, 3B001.a.2, c.2, f.3, 3B002, 


3B991.a, b, b Note, b.1.b, b.1.g, b.1.k.1, b.1.k.2, b.1.l, b.2.b.2, b.2.c, b.2.c 


Note, b.3.a.1, b.3.c, 3B992, 3B992.a, b, b.1 Note, b.2, b.4.a, b.4.b, b.4.c, 


b.5 Note, b.6, 3D001, 3D001 TSR, 3D001 STA, 3D002, 3D003, 3D004, 


3D980, 3D982, 3D991 2x, 3E001 TSR, 3E980.  


  Change being specially designed and optimized to “required” 3B001.b.2 


  Change specially designed and capable of to “required” 3B991.b.1.f 


   Change specially designed to rated 3A001.d, e.3., 3A991.k, l,  


   3B991.b.1.h.1 Note 1, b.1.h.2 Note 2 


 Delete specially designed 3B992.b.2.a, b.2.c, 3D001 Related Controls 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to “required” 3A001.c, 3A003, 3A292, 3A292 Note, 


3A981, 3B001, 3B002, 3B991, 3B992  


 Delete specially designed 3A001, 3B991.a, 3B992.a 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


 Change specially designed to “required” (test tape for recorders) 3A002.a  


 Delete specially designed (nozzles of cooling systems) 3A003  


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change specially designed to rated 3A001.b.2 Note 3, e.3 Note, 3A002.a.1 Note, 


a.2 Note,.3A101.b Note, 3A201.b Note, 3B992.b Note 


   Delete specially designed 3A Note 1, 3B991.b.1 Note 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change specially designed or modified to “required” 3B991.b.1.j, 3D101 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Delete specifically designed or modified 3A001 Related Controls 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Delete specifically designed or modified 3A001 Related Controls 


 


C. Specially designed or prepared 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or prepared to “required” 3A201 Related Controls, 


3A233 Related Controls 


Change specially designed or prepared for use in to  “required” for 3A225


 Related Controls, 3A226 Related Controls, 3A227 Related 


Controls 


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 
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 Delete “designed or modified” for military use 3A001 MT applies 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change when usable in to “required” for 3A001 MT applies   


  Change used or modified for use in to “required” 3B991.b.1 Note, 3B992.b Note 


Change capable of to rated for 3A002.f.2, 3A101.b, 3A201.b.1, 3A225.a, b, 


3A226.a, 3A227.a, 3A229.b.3. 3A233, 3A233.e.1, 3A292.d, 3A999 


Related Controls, 3A999.a, 3B001.a.1, f.1.b, f.3.b.2, 3B991.b.1.c.1, 


b.1.c.2.b, b.1.c.2.c, b.1.d.1, b.1.d.2, b.1.g.4, b.2.d.1, b.2.d.2, b.2.f, b.2.g, 


b.2.h, b.4, 3B992.b.3.b, b.3.c, b.4.a, b.4.b, b.4.b.2, b.7.a, b.7.b   


  Change specified for use to rated to operate 3A229.b.8 


  Change capabilities to characteristics 3B991.b.1.i 


  Change used or modified for use in to “required” 3B991.b.1 Note 


 Delete for military use 3A232 Related Controls 


  Delete arrangements using 3A232.b 


  Delete for use as 3A992.c 


  Delete capability 3B001.b.3, 3B991.b.1.g.1, 3B992.b.5.a 


  Delete specially adjusted (optimized) for use 3C002.a, 3C992 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Change usable in to “required” for (analog-to-digital converters in “missiles”) 


3A101.a 


 


F. Designed 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change designed to “required” 3A002 CIV, 3A232,b,3B001.b, 3C002.a, 


3C992 


  Change designed for use with to “required” for 3C002.b, c 


  Change designed or optimized for use with to “required” 3C002.e 


Change designed to rated 3A001.a.2, a.6, b.1.c, b.7, e.1.a Technical Note 3, e.1.b 


Technical Note 4, 3A002.a.4, 3A003, 3A229.a, b.1, 3A231.a , 3A233.f, 


3A992.c, 3B001.a, c.1.b, c.2.b, e.2, g, k, 3B992.b.4.c.2, b.4.c.3, b.5, b.7, 


3E002.a, b, c 


  Change designed to meet military specifications to rated 3A101.a 


  Change designed or optimized to rated 3B001.c.1.a, c.2.a 


  Change their design is based on to rated 3B991.b.2.a.2.a 


  Change design does not to not rated 3B991.b.2.a.2.b 


Delete designed 3A001.a.1, 3A001.a.5.a.5 Technical Note 8.  


Delete designed to be 3B001.e.2 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change designed thereof to rated therefor 3A999.c 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change designed to rated 3A001.g Note 2, h Note 3, 3A201.c Note 2x, 3B001.e 


Note, 3B001.h Note  
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 Delete designed 3A Note 2  3A001.b.1 Note 1, b.1 Note 2(b), b.4 Note 1, 


b.8 Note 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change optimized to “required” 3C002.d 


  Change required to “required” 3E002 CIV 


 Change optimized to rated 3B991.b.1.g.3 


  Change specified to rated 3A001.b.10, 3A002 Technical Note 1 


  Change specified to controlled EAR99 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change  parts and accessories, n.e.s. to components therefor 


3A981 


  Change parts, n.e.s. to components 3A980 


 Change component parts to components (accelerators in medical devices) 


3A201.c Note 


  Delete accessories 3A002, 3B001, 3B002, 3B991, 3B991 Unit, 3B992 


  Delete parts and accessories 3A231 Unit 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change limited to to rated for 3A001.c Note 


  Change specified as suitable to rated 3A229.b.8 


  Delete general purpose 3B991.b.2.e Note, 3B992.b.1 Note 


  Delete optimized 3C002 GBS, 3C002 CIV 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Add “required” 3E003, 3E991 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Add “required” (ion sources for mass spectrometers) 3A233, 3A980 
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 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 4 


 


4  
Note 2 N.B. For the control status of “software” specially designed for packet switching see 


ECCN 5D001 


 


4A001   


Electronic computers and related equipment components “required” therefor , having any of the 


following (see List of Items Controlled).and “electronic assemblies” and specially designed 


components therefor. 


Unit: Computers and related equipment in number; “electronic assemblies” and components in $ 


value 


Related Controls .... See Category 5 Part 2 for electronic computers and related equipment 


components performing “information security” as the primary function. Equipment designed or 


rated “required” for transient ionizing radiation is subject to the export licensing authority of the 


U.S, Department of State ... 


a. Specially designed Rated to have any of the following: 


a.1 Rated for operation at an ambient temperature ... 


Note: 4A001.a.1 does not apply to computers or components specially designed rated for 


civil automobile or civil railway train or rated or certified for “civil aircraft” 


applications... 


a.2 Note: 4A001.a.2 does not apply to computers or components specially designed rated or 


certified for “civil aircraft” applications. 


 


4A003   
“Digital computers”, and “electronic assemblies”, and related equipment, and components 


therefor, as follows (see List of Items Controlled), and specially designed components therefor 


CC applies to “digital computers” for computerized fingerprint equipment      CC Column 1 


Related Controls: ... “electronic assemblies” described in 4A003.c that are not capable of 


exceeding do not exceed  ... 


GBS: ... specially designed components “required” therefor, ...  


Note 2 N.B.1 The control status of “signal processing” or “image enhancement” equipment 


specially designed for other equipment with functions limited to those required for the other 


equipment described in an ECCN numbered xx0xx is determined by the control status of the 


other equipment even if it exceeds the “principal element” criterion. 


(This Wassenaar N.B. refers to other equipment controlled by Wassenaar. It is irrelevant 


whether controlled equipment also has functions for non-controlled equipment.) 


c “Electron assemblies” specially designed or modified to be capable of enhancing 


performance by aggregation of processors so that the “APP” of the aggregation exceeds 


the limit in 4A003.b; 


Note 1. 4A003.c ... does not apply to “electronic assemblies” inherently limited by nature 


of their design for use as “required” for related equipment controlled by 4A003.e  


Note 2: 4A003.c does not control “electronic assemblies” specially designed rated for a 


product or family of products whose maximum configuration does not exceed the limit of 


4A003.b.  







g Equipment specially designed “required” for aggregating the performance of “digital 


computers” by providing external interconnections which allow ... 


 


4A004    


Computers, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) and specially designed related equipment, 


“electronic assemblies”, and components therefor 


Unit: Computers and related equipment in number; “electronic assemblies” and components in $ 


value. 


4A101   
... designed or modified for use in “required” for “missiles”... 


b Designed Rated as ruggedized or ‘radiation hardened’. 


Note: ‘Radiation hardened’ means that the component or equipment is designed or rated 


to withstand withstanding radiation levels which meet or exceed ...  


 


4A102   
“Hybrid computers” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


4A980   


Computers “required” for fingerprint equipment, n.e.s. 


Note: 4A980 does not control equipment limited to one finger and designed rated for user 


authentication or access control 


 


4A994   
Computers, “electronic assemblies”, and related equipment, not controlled by 4A001 or 4A003 


and specially designed other components therefor n.e.s., as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Unit: Equipment Computers and related equipment in number; parts and accessories 


“electronic assemblies and other components in $ value. 


Note 1: The control status of “digital computers”, and related equipment, and components 


described in 4A994 is determined by the control status of other equipment or systems controlled 


by an ECCN numbered xx0xx provided: 


a. The “digital computers”,  or related equipment , or components are essential “required” 


for the operation of the other equipment or systems;  


b. The “digital computers”, or related equipment , or components are not a “principal 


element” of the other equipment or systems; and 


N.B. 1: The control status of “signal processing” or “image enhancement” equipment 


specially designed for other equipment with functions limited to those required 


“required” for the other equipment is determined by the control status of the other 


equipment even if it exceeds the “principal element” criterion. 


N.B. 2: For the control status of “digital computers”, or related equipment , or 


components for telecommunicaitions equipment see Category 5, Part 1 


(Telecommunications). 


 c. The “technology” for the “digital computers” and related equipment is determined by 4E.  


Items: 


a Electronic computers and related equipment, and “electronic assemblies” and specially 


designed components “required” therefor, rated for operation at an ambient temperature 


above 343 K (70
o
C) 







c “Electronic assemblies” specially designed or modified rated to enhance performance by 


aggregation of processors, as follows:...  


c.1 Designed to be capable of Rated for aggregation ... 


Note 2: 4A994.c does not control any “electronic assembly” specially designed rated for 


a product or family of products whose maximum configuration does not exceed the limits 


of 4A994.b  


j Equipment specially designed “required” to provide ... 


k “Hybrid computers” and “electronic assemblies” and specially designed components 


“required” therefor ... 


 


4D001   
STA: ... may not be used to ship or transmit “software” specially designed “required” for ... 


equipment specified controlled by ECCN 4A001.a.2 for ... 


a “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


b “Software” .... specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


b.2 “Electronic assemblies” specially designed or modified “required” for: 


 


4D002   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” to support “technology” ... 


TSR: Yes, except N/A for “software” specifically designed or modified “required” to support 


“technology” for computers requiring a license. 


 


4D980   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ...   


 


4D993   
... that are specially designed “required” for real time processing equipment ... 


a ... and designed or modified “required” for ... 


c Operating system “software” specially designed “required” for ...  


 


4D994   
“Software” ... specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


4E001  


b “Technology” ... specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


b.2 “Electronic assemblies” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


4E980  


“Technology” “required” for ... 4A980 


 


4E992  


“Technology” ... “required” for ... 


 


4E993  


“Technology”“required” for the “development” or “production” of equipment designed 


“required” for “multi-data-stream processing” 







. 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 


 


Technical Note on APP  
Note 6 “APP” values must be calculated for (1) processor combinations containing processors 


specially designed to enhance enhancing performance by aggregation, operating simultaneously 


and sharing memory; or (2) multiple memory/processor combinations operating simultaneously 


utilizing specially designed hardware.   







 Recapitulation 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 4A003 GBS, 4A003.g, 4A102, 


4A994.j,k, 4D001 STA, 4D980, 4D993, 4D993.c 


 Change specially designed to rated 4A001.a, 4A003.c Note 2 


  Change specially designed to rated or certified 4A001.a.2 


Delete specially designed 4 Note 2 N.B.,  4A001.a.1, 4A003, 4A004, 4A994, 


4A994 Note 1.b N.B.1, APP Technical Note: Note 6 (2x) 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Change specially designed to “required” 4A001, 4A003, 4A994.a 


  Delete specially designed 4A004 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change specially designed to required 4A994 Note 1.b. N.B.1, 4D001 STA 


Change specially designed to rated 4A001.a.1 Note, 4A003.c Note 2, 4A994.c 


Note  


  Change specially designed to rated or certified 4A001.a.1 Note, 4A001.a.2 Note 


  Delete specially designed 4A003 Note 2 N.B.1 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 4D001.a, b, b.2, 4D002, 


4D002 TSR, 4D994, 4E001.b, b.2 


  Change specially designed or modified to rated 4A994.c 


 Delete specially designed or modified to be capable of 4A003.c 


 


D Designed or modified 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change designed or modified to “required” 4D993.a 


 Change designed or modified for use in to “required” 4A101  


 Delete designed or modified 4A003.b 


 


E. Capable of 
4 Limit what is excepted from control 


  Delete capable of 4A003 Note 1 


 


F. Designed 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change designed to “required” 4E993 


Change inherently limited by nature of their design for use as to “required” for 


4A003.c Note 1 


 Change designed to rated 4A101.b 


  Change designed to be capable of to rated 4A994.c.1 


  Delete designed or rated 4A101.b Note 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change designed to rated 4A980 Note   







 


G Miscellaneous expressions 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change required to “required” 4A994 Note 1.b  NB 1 


  Change essential to “required” 4A994 Note 1.a 


  Change specified to controlled EAR99 


  Delete related 4A001, 4A001 Unit, 4A001 Related Controls 


  Delete required 4A003 Note 2 N.B.1 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Change parts and accessories to “electronic assemblies” and components 4A994 


Unit 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Add “required” 4A980, 4E992, 4E993 
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 Specially Designed Issues: CCL Category 5 


 


Category 5 - “Telecommunications” and “Information Security” 


Part 1  “Telecommunications” 


Note 1: ... specially designed “required” for ... 


N.B. For “lasers” specially designed “required” for ... 


Note 2: ... when essential “required” for ... specially designed “required” components ... 


 


5A001   
... and accessories 


Unit: ... and accessories ... 


a.1 Specially designed “Required” to withstand ... 


a.2 Specially hardened “Required” to withstand ... 


a.3 Specially designed Rated to operate outside the temperature range ...  


Note: 5A001.a.2 and 5A001.a.3 do not apply to equipment designed or modified rated for 


use on board satellites. 


b Telecommunications systems and equipment, and specially designed components and 


accessories “required” therefor, having ... 


b.2.b ... having a capability rated to ... 


b.3.b Note: 5A001.b.3.b does not control radio equipment specially designed rated for use with 


civil cellular radio-communications systems 


b.5 Note: 5A001.b.5 does not control radio equipment specially designed rated for use with 


civil cellular radio-communications systems. 


c Optical fibers ... specified by the manufacturer as being capable of withstanding 


“required” to withstand ... 


e. ... and specially designed components “required” therefor 


f Jamming equipment specially designed or modified “required” to ...: and specially 


designed components therefore “required” therefor 


g ... specially designed “required” for ... 


h Electronic equipment designed or modified “required” to ... 


i Systems or equipment specially designed or modified “required” to intercept and process 


the air interface of ‘mobile telecommunications’, and specially designed components 


“required” therefor 


Note: 5A001.i does not apply to equipment designed rated for ... network operators 


  


5A101   
... designed or modified “required” for ... capable of rated for 


Note: 5A101 does not control: 


1. Telecontrol equipment specially designed rated to be used for 


2. Equipment designed or modified rated for. 


3. Ground-based equipment designed or modified rated for 


4. Equipment designed rated for 







 


 


Note: Item 5A101 does not include items  not designed or modified “required” for unmanned 


aerial vehicles or rocket systems ... capable of rated for a maximum “range” equal to or greater 


than 300 km (e.g., telemetry circuit cards limited by design to rated for reception only and 


designed for use in rated for personal computers).  


 


5A980   
Devices primarily useful “required” for the surreptitious interception of wire, oral, or electronic 


communications; and parts and accessories components “required” therefor 


Related Controls: ... specially designed or modified to intercept ... specially designed 


components 


 


5A991   
Related Definitions ...(5) ... beyond the basic capabilities of a basic virtual call 


a ... specially designed rated to operate outside the temperature range ... 


b ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor, ... 


 Note: ... b. Designed for use in single or multi-channel communication ...  


b.1 ... designed rated to operate at ... 


Note: 5A991.b.1 does not control equipment specially designed rated to be integrated and 


operated in any satellite system for civil use. 


 (It is unclear whether this is a decontrol Note or a jurisdictional Note. The 


phrase “for civil use” 


suggests the former. 


However, “in any 


satellite system” 


suggests the latter 


(see existing Related 


Controls text). If the 


latter, then “required”, 


rather than rated, and 


deletion of for civil 


use is suggested.)  


b.7 Note 1: 5A991.b.7 does not control equipment specially designed rated to be integrated 


and operated in any satellite system for civil use. 


  (See comment above on Note re 5A991.b.1.) 


c ... and specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor, ... 


c.1 ... designed rated for “packet mode operation” ... and assemblies and components 


“required” therefor ...  


c.3 Note: The restrictions in 5A991.c.3 do not apply to networks restricted to using only 


rated for “network access controllers” or to “network access controllers” themselves. 


c.6 Designed Rated for automatic hand-off ... 


d Optical fibers ... designed rated for single mode operation 


f ... designed rated to permit electronic control of beam shaping ... 


g ... assemblies and components “required” therefor; or 


h ... designed rated for use at frequencies ... and assemblies and components “required” 
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therefor 


 


5B001   
Telecommunication test, inspection and production equipment, components and  accessories, as 


follows (See List of Items Controlled).    


STA:... equipment and specially designed components or accessories therefor, specially designed 


for... 


Unit:  ... and accessories 


a Equipment and specially designed components or accessories therefor, specially designed 


“required” for ... 


b Equipment and specially designed components or accessories therefor, specially designed 


“required” for ... 


b.2 Note: 5B001.b.2.d does not include control equipment specially designed rated for the 


“development” of commercial TV systems. 


 


5C991   
... optimized “required” for the manufacture of optical fibers controlled by 5A991 


 


5D001   
CIV: ..  controlled by 5D001.a and specially designed for ...  


TSR: ... controlled by 5D001.a and specially designed for ...  


STA: ..  5D001.a  “software” specially designed for ... 5B001.b for “software” specially designed 


or modified to support technology  


a “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


b “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


c “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


d “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


d.1 Equipment employing digital techniques, including designed rated to ... 


d.2 Note: 5D001.d.2.b does not control “software” specially designed or modified rated for 


the “development” of commercial TV systems 


 


5D101   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


5D980  


a. “Software” primarily useful “required” for the surreptitious interception of ...  


b. “Software” primarily useful “required” for the “development” ...  


 


5D991   
“Software”specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


a.  “Software”... specially designed “required” for “dynamic adaptive routing”. 


 


5E001   
TSR: ... (2) ... 5D001.a that is specially designed for ...  
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b.1 ... telecommunications equipment specially designed to be used on board “required” for 


satellites 


b.2 “Technology” “required” for the “development” or “use” of “laser” communication 


techniques with the capability of rated for automatically ... 


b.3 “Technology” “required” for the “development” of digital cellular radio base station 


receiving equipment whose reception capabilities that allow rated for multi-band, multi-


channel, multi-mode, multi-coding algorithm or multi-protocol operation can be modified 


by changes in “software” reception;   


b.4 “Technology” “required” for ... 


c.1 ... designed to operate operating ... 


c.2.c Note: 5E001.c.2.c applies to “technology” specially designed for ... 


c.4.b Note: 5E001.c.4.b does not control “technology” for the “development” or “production” 


of equipment designed or modified rated for operation in any frequency band which is 


“allocated by the ITU” ... 


d ... power amplifiers specially designed “required” for telecommunications and ... 


e ... electronic devices and circuits , specially designed “required” for telecommunications 


and containing components manufactured from “superconductive” materials, specially 


designed rated for operation at temperatures ... 


 e1 ... circuits using “superconductive” gates 


e.2 ... using resonant circuits ... 


 


5E980   
“Technology” primarily useful “required” for 


 


5E991  


a.1  “Technology” “required” for the processing and application of coatings to optical fiber 


specially designed to make it suitable for underwater use; 


a.2 “Technology” “required” for ... 


 


Part 2 - “Information Security” 
 


Note 3.b The cryptographic functionality cannot be is not easily changed by the user 


Note 3.c Designed for installation by the user .. 


Note 4.a.2  ... parts and components ... 


Note 4.b The cryptographic functionality is limited to supporting their primary function ... 


5A002   
Note: 5A002 does not control any of the following ... 


(a)(1)  A smart card ... that meets any all of the following: 


(a)(1)a  The cryptographic capability is restricted for use in equipment or systems 


excluded from 5A002 by Note 4 in Category 5 Part 2 or entries (b) to (i) of this 


Note and cannot be reprogrammed for any other use; or 


(a)(1)b Having all of the following: 


(a)(1)b.1 It is specially designed and limited rated to allow protection ...  


(a)(1)b.2 Has been, or can only be, It is personalized ... 
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(a)(1)3   Where the cryptographic capability cryptography is not user-accessible; 


(a)(2)  ‘Readers/writers’ specially designed or modified, and limited, rated for items 


specified by described in (a)(1) of this Note.  


(b) . N.B. .. specified described in  


(d)  Cryptographic equipment specially designed and limited rated for banking use or 


‘money transactions’;...  


(e)  Portable or mobile radiotelephones for civil use (e.g., for use with commercial 


civil cellular radio communication systems) that are not capable of rated for ...  


(f)  Cordless telephone equipment not capable of rated for ... according to the 


manufacturer’s specifications; 


(g)  ... devices for civil use, that implement only published ... customized for a specific 


civil industry application ... 


(h)   N.B.... specified described in  


(i)  ... capability is limited to function is rated for ... according to the manufacturer’s 


specifications.. 


(j)  ... no functionality specified controlled by 5A002.a.2, 4, 7, or 8, where all 


cryptographic capability functionality specified controlled by 5A002.a.1, 5, 6, or 


9  meets any of the following:  


  1.  It cannot be is not used; or  


  2. It can only be made is usable by means of “cryptographic activation”.  


Items  


a Systems, equipment, application specific “electronic assemblies”, modules and integrated 


circuits “required” for “information security”, as follows,  and components “required” 


therefor specially designed for “information security”. 


a.1 Designed or modified to use “cryptography” ... and having rated for any of the following: 


Note: 5A002.a.1 includes equipment designed or modified to use “cryptography” 


employing analog principles when implemented with digital techniques. 


a.2 Designed or modified Rated to ... 


a.4 Specially designed or modified Rated to ... 


a.5 Designed or modified Rated to ... 


a.6 Designed or modified Rated to ...   and having rated to have any of the following 


a.8 Communications cable systems designed or modified using rated for ...  


a.9 Designed or modified Rated to ... 


b ... designed or modified “required” ... 


 


5A992 b . 


.. and components “required” therefor. 


 


5B002 


a. Equipment specially designed “required” for ... 


b. Measuring equipment specially designed “required” to .. 


 


5D002   
Related Controls: (1) This entry does not control “software” “required” for ... 
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Related Definitions: 5D002.a controls “software” designed or modified to use “required” for ... 


a “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


b “Software” specially designed or modified “required” to ... 


d “Software” designed or modified “required” to enable an item to achieve or exceed the 


controlled performance levels for functionality specified by 5A002.a that would not 


otherwise be enabled.... 


 


5D992   
Related Controls: This entry does not control “software” designed or modified rated to ...  


a. “Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


5E002   
Related Controls: ... This entry does not control “tecnology” “required” for the “use” of 


equipment excluded from control under the Related Controls paragraph or the Technical Notes in 


ECCN 5A002 or “technology” related to equipment excluded from control under ECCN 5A002.  


 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” Category 5 Part 1 Note 1, Note 1 NB, 


5A001.a.1,  g, 5B001.a, b, 5D991.a, 5A002.a  


  Change specially designed to be used on board to “required” for 5E001.b.1 


  Change specially designed to make it suitable to “required” 5E991.a.1 


 Change specially designed to rated  5A001.a.3, 5A991.a, 5E001.e 


Delete specially designed 5B001 STA, 5D001 CIV, TSR, STA, 5E001 TSR (2), 


5E001.c.2.c Note 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to “required” Category 5 Part 1 Note 2, 5A001.b,e,f,i, 


5A991.c, 5B001.a, b, 5E001.e, 5B002.a, b 


  Delete specially designed 5B001 STA,  5A980 Related Controls 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change specially designed to rated 5A001.b.3.b Note, b.5 Note, 5A991.b.1 Note, 


b.7 Note, 5B001.b.2.d Note 


  Change specially designed to be used to rated 5A101 Note 1 


  Change specially designed and limited to rated 5A002 Note (a)(1)1, (d) 


  Delete specially designed and limited 5A002 Note (a)(1)b.1 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 5A001.f,i, 5D001.a, b, c, d, 


5D101, 5D991, 5D002.a, b, 5D992.a 


 Change specially designed or modified to rated 5A002.a.4 


  Delete specially designed or modified 5A980 Related Controls, 5D001 STA 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change specially designed or modified to rated 5D001.d.2.b Note 


  Change specially designed or modified and limited to rated 5A002 Note (a)(2) 


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change designed or modified to use to “required” 5D002 Related 


Definition 


  Change designed or modified to enable an item to achieve or exceed the  


controlled performance levels for functionality specified by to “required” 


for 5D002.d 


 Change designed or modified to rated 5A002.a.2, a.5, a.6, a.9 


  Change designed or modified for use to rated for 5A002.a.1 


  Change designed or modified using to rated for 5A002.a.8 


  Change capabilities and modified to rated 5E001.b.3 


  Delete designed or modified 5A002.a.1 Note 
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4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change designed or modified to “required” 5A001.h, 5A101, 5A101 Note 


Change designed or modified to rated 5A001.a.2 and a.3 Note, 5A101 Note 2, 


Note 3, 5E001.c.4.b 


Note, 5D992 Related 


Controls  


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


 Change specified by the manufacturer as being capable of to “required” 5A001.c  


Change capability to rated 5A001.b.2.b, 5A101 


  Change with the capability of to rated 5E001.b.2 


  Delete capabilities 5A991 Related Definitions (5) 


  Delete using 5E001.e.1, e.2 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change capable of to rated for 5A101 Note 


  Change restricted to using to rated 5A991.c.3 Note 


Change capable of according to the manufacturer’s specifications to rated for 


5A002 Note (f) 


Change capability is limited according to the manufacturer’s specifications to 


rated for 5A002 Note (i) 


  Delete capability 5A002 Note (a)(1)a, (a)(1)b.3 


  Delete civil use 5A002 Note (e), (g) 


  Delete can 5 part 2 Note 3.b, 5A002 Note (a)(1)a, (a)(1)b.1, (j)1, (j)2 


   


F. Designed 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change designed to rated 5A991.b.1, c.1, c.6, d, f, 5D001.d.1 


  Change designed for use at to rated for 5A991.h 


  Delete designed 5E001.c.1 


  Delete designed for use in 5A991.b Note b 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change designed to rated 5A001.i Note, 5A101 Note 4 


  Change limited by design to to rated for 5A101 Note 


  Change designed for use in to rated for 5A101 Note 


Delete designed for 5 Part 2 Note 3.c. 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change essential to “required” 5 Part 1 Note 2 


 Change primarily useful to “required” 5A980, 5D980.a, b, 5E980 


  Change optimized to “required” 5C001 


Change specially to rated to 5A001.a.2 


 Change having to rated to have 5A002.a.6 
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3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Delete accessories 5A001 Unit,.b, c, c.2, 5A991.c, 5B001, 5B001 Unit, a, b 


  Delete parts and accessories 5A980 


  Delete parts Category 5 Part 2 Note 4.a.2 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change specified to described 5A002 Note (a)(2), (b) N.B., (h)N.B. 


  Change specified to controlled 5A002 Note (j), EAR99 


  Delete “required” 5D002 Related Controls, 5E002 Related Controls 


Delete limited to 5 part 2 Note 4.b 


  Delete only 5A991.c.3 Note, 5A002 Note (g), (j)2 


  Delete specific 5A002 Note (g) 


   


H Replace absence of any expression 
2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Add “required” 5A991.c.1, g, h, 5A992.b, 5A002.a 


  Add “required” components 5A980  


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Add “required” (assemblies) 5A991.c.1, h, 5E001.b.2, b.3, b.4, 5E991.a.2 







 


 


July 17, 2012 


 


 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 6 


 


6A001   
LVS: $3,000; N/A for ...a.2.c and specially designed for real-time application with towed 


acoustic hydrophone arrays ... a.2.f and having processing equipment specially designed for real-


time application with bottom or bay cable systems. 


 (These characteristics appear in a.2.c and a.2.f.) 


a. Marine acoustic systems, equipment and specially designed components “required” 


therefor, as follows: 


a.1... and specially designed components “required” therefor, as follows: 


Note: 6A001 does not control: 


 a. ... and limited to rated for measuring ...  


 b.2 Pingers specially designed rated for ... 


a.1.a.1 ... designed rated for  


a.1.a.1.a Designed Rated to 


a.1.a.1.b Designed Rated to 


a.1.a.2 ... designed rated for 


a.1.a.2.a Designed or modified Rated to 


a.1.a.3 ... designed rated for 


a.1.a.3.a  Designed or modified Rated to 


a,1,b Systems or transmitting and receiving arrays designed “required” for ...  


a.1.b.5 Designed Rated to 


a.1.b.6 Designed Rated to 


a.1.c ... operating individually or in a designed combination 


  (A combination is recognizable without the word “designed.”) 


Note 1: The control status of acoustic projectors, including transducers, specially 


designed “required” for other equipment described in an ECCN numbered xx0xx is 


determined by the control status of the other equipment. 


a.1.d Acoustic systems and equipment designed rated to determine... and specially designed 


components “required” therefor 


 Note: 6A001.a.1.d includes: ... 


 b ... Equipment capable of rated for ... 


a.1.e Active individual sonars specially designed or modified “required” to 


N.B.: For diver detection systems specially designed or modified “required” for military 


use, see the U.S. Munitions List ... 


Note: For 6A001.a.1.e, where multiple detection ranges are specified rated for various 


environments ... 


a.2 ... and specially designed components “required” therefor, as follows: 


 Note ... and specially designed components “required” therefor 


a.2.a Note: The control status of hydrophones specially designed “required” for other 


equipment described in an ECCN numbered xx0xx is determined by the control status of 


the other equipment. 







 


 


a.2.a.5 Designed Rated to 


a.2.a.6 Designed Rated for 


a.2.b.2 Designed Rated or ‘able to be modified’ to 


a.2.c Processing equipment, specially designed “:required” for ... 


a.2.d.2 Designed Rated to 


a.2.e.2.a Designed Rated to 


a.2.e.2.b Capable of Rated for being ... 


a.2.f Processing equipment, specially designed :”required” for ... 


 a.2 Note: 6A001.a.2 also applies to receiving equipment, whether or not related rated 


in normal application to separate active equipment, and specially designed  


components “required” therefor 


 b ... designed rated to ... 


b.1.a Designed Rated to 


Note 1: 6A001.b does not apply to depth sounders limited to rated for any of the 


following: 


 Note 2: 6A001.b does not apply to equipment specially designed rated for ... 


 


6A002   
MT applies ... specially designed or modified “required” to protect ...and usable “required” for 


“missiles” 


Related Controls: The following commodities are subject to the export licensing authority of 


U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (22 CFR part 121): (1) “Image 


intensifiers” defined in 6A002.a.3 specially designed or modified, or configured for military use 


and not part of civil equipment as defined in the USML; 


a.2 ... and specially designed components therefor, as follows: 


Note: 6A002.a.2 does not control non-imaging photomultiplier tubes have an electron 


sensing device in the vacuum space limited solely to and having any of the following: 


a.2.a.2.b An electron sensing device with a non-binned pixel pitch of 500 micrometer or 


less, specially designed or modified  “required” to achieve  ‘charge 


multiplication’ other than by a microchannel plate; 


a.2.b.2.b An electron sensing device with a non-binned pixel pitch of 500 micrometer or 


less, specially designed or modified “required” to achieve  ‘charge multiplication’  


other than by a microchannel plate; 


a.2.c Specially designed components, as follows: 


a.2.c.2 An electron sensing device with a non-binned pixel pitch of 500 micrometer or less, 


specially designed or modified “required” to achieve ‘charge multiplication’  other than 


by a microchannel plate; 


a.2.c.3 Note: 6A002.a.2.c.3 does not control compound semiconductor photocathodes designed 


to achieve with a maximum “radiant sensitivity” ... 


a.3 ... Note 2: 6A002.a.3 does not control: ... 


 c “Focal plane arrays” specially designed or modified to achieve ‘charge 


multiplication’ and limited by design to have with a maximum “radiant 


sensitivity” of ... having all the following: 
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c.1 Incorporating a response limiting mechanism designed not to be removed or 


modified; and 


 Technical Note: A response limiting mechanism integral to the detector 


element is designed may not to be removed or modified without rendering the 


detector inoperable 


a.3.a.2.b Specially designed or modified  “required” to achieve  ‘charge multiplication’ and 


having to have a maximum “radiant sensitivity” exceeding ...  


a.3.b.2.b Specially designed or modified  “required” to achieve  ‘charge multiplication’ and 


having to have a maximum “radiant sensitivity” exceeding ...  


a.3.g.2 Specially designed or modified  “required” to achieve  ‘charge multiplication’ and having 


to have a maximum “radiant sensitivity” exceeding ...  


b ... designed rated for 


b.1 Note: 6A002.b.1 does not control ... and only incorporating any of the following ... 


 a. Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) not designed or modified to achieve with ‘charge 


multiplication’; or 


 b. Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) devices not designed or 


modified to achieve with ‘charge multiplication’. 


b.2 Being specified Rated for ... 


b.2.b.2 Designed Rated for 


c Note: 6A002.c does not control .. 


e.  Equipment specially designed rated for ... 


d Special support components “required” for optical sensors, as follows: 


d.3  Optical sensing fibers specially fabricated rated either compositionally or structurally, or 


modified by coating, to 


 Note: 6A002.d.3 does not apply to ... specially designed rated for ... 


 


6A003  
Related Controls:  ....(3) See ECCN 8A002.d and .e for cameras specially designed or modified 


for underwater use. 


a. Instrumentation cameras and specially designed components “required” therefor 


Note: Instrumentation cameras ... should be evaluated by their maximum capability 


speeds ... 


a.1 ... capable of rated for recording at framing rates ... 


Note: 6A003.a.1 does not control cinema recording cameras designed rated for civil 


purposes. 


a.2 ... capable of rated for recording at rates ... 


a.5.a An electronic shutter speed (gating capability) of ... 


a.6.a Specially designed “Required” for ... 


b Note: 6A003.b does not control television or video cameras specially designed rated for 


television broadcasting. 


 


b.2 Note: 6A003.b.2 does not apply scanning cameras ... specially designed rated for... 


 a Industrial or civilian photocopiers; or 


 b  Image scanners specially designed rated for ... close proximity scanning ... 
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b.4.a Note 2.d Equipment specially designed rated for laboratory use 


b.4.b Note 3.b.4.b The camera is designed rated for a single kind of application and designed 


rated not to be user modified  


Note 3.c The camera is specially designed rated for installation into a civilian passenger 


land vehicle ... 


 Note 3.c.1.b A specially designed An authorized maintenance test facility 


b.4.c Note 4.a.1 Where the camera is specially designed rated for installation as an integrated 


component into indoor and wall-plug-operated systems or equipment, limited by design 


rated for a single kind of application, as follows 


Note 4.a.1.b Laboratory equipment specially designed rated for scientific research: 


Note 4.a.2.b A specially designed An authorized maintenance test facility 


Note 4.b The camera is specially designed rated for installation into a civilian passenger 


land vehicle ... 


Note 4.b.1.b A specially designed An authorized maintenance test facility 


 Note 4.c Limited by design to have a maximum “radiant sensitivity” of ... or less 


Note 4.c.1 Incorporating a response limiting mechanism designed not to be removed or 


modified 


 Note 4.c.3 Not specially designed or modified rated for underwater use 


 


6A004   
Related Controls: (1) For optical mirrors or ‘aspheric optical elements’ specially designed for 


lithography equipment, see ECCN 3B001. 


(3B001, rather than 6A004, should define this equipment.) 


a.1 “Deformable mirrors” ... , and specially designed components “required” therefor, 


capable of “required” for dynamically repositioning ... 


c.3 Segments ... of mirrors designed rated to be assembled in space 


c.4 Components manufactured from “composite” materials having ... 


d.1 Equipment specially designed “required” to ... 


d.3.d.1 ... capable of rated for angular accelerations ... 


d.3.d.2 ... capable of with angular accelerations ... 


d.4 Specially designed “Required” to maintain ... 


Technical Note 2. Manufacturers are not required to measure the surface roughness listed 


in 6A004.e.2 unless the optical element was designed or manufactured with the intent 


rated to meet, or exceed, the control parameter. 


e ... having an inner mirror capabilities ... 


 


6A005   
Related Controls:... (4) See ECCN 3B001.f.3 for excimer “lasers” specially designed for 


lithography equipment. (5) “Lasers” specially designed or prepared for use in as defined by NRC 


for  isotope separation are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 20 CFR part 110), (6) Shared aperture optical elements, capable of operating in 


“super-high power laser” applications, and “lasers” specifically designed, modified, or 


configured for military application as defined in the USML are subject to the export licensing 


authority of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (see 22 CFR 
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part 121). 


a.6.b  Note: 6A005.a.6.b does not control ... components required needed ,..  


b.6.b.1.b ... limited by design to rated for a maximum pulse repetition ... 


b.6.b.1.c ... capable of rated for ... 


b.6.b.1.d ... capable of rated for ... 


d.1.e ... ‘stacked arrays’ other than those specified controlled by ... 


d.1.e.1 Specially designed or modified Rated to be combined with other ‘stacked arrays’ 


Note 1: ‘Stacked arrays’, formed by combining semiconductor “laser” ‘stacked arrays’ 


specified controlled by 6A005.d.1.e that are not designed rated to be further combined or 


modified are specified controlled by 6A005.d.1.d. 


Note 2: ‘Stacked arrays’, formed by combining semiconductor “laser” ‘stacked arrays’ 


specified controlled by 6A005.d.1.e that are designed rated to be further combined or 


modified are specified controlled by 6A005.d.1.e. 


Note 3: 6A005.d.1.e does not apply to modular assemblies of single ‘bars’ designed to be 


fabricated into in end-to-end stacked linear arrays. 


e.2 Optical mirrors ... specially designed “required” for use with controlled “lasers” 


f.1 ... capable of rated for ... 


f.2 ... capable of rated for ... 


f.3 Optical equipment and components specially designed “required” for a phased array ... at 


the designed rated wavelength, or 0.1 micrometer, whichever is smaller 


f.4 Projection telescopes specially designed “required” for use with “SHPL” systems. 


 


6A006   
“Magnetometers” ..., and specially designed components “required” therefor, as follows 


LVS: ... defined in controlled by ... 


Related Controls: ... This entry does not control ... specially designed rated for ... 


a.1.a SQUID systems designed “required” for stationary operation, without specially designed 


subsystems designed to reduce in-motion noise, ... 


a.1.b SQUID systems having an in-motion-magnetometer ‘sensitivity’ ... and specially 


designed “required” to reduce in-motion noise. 


e ... specified controlled ... specified controlled ... 


 


6A007 a.  


Gravity meters designed or modified “rated” for ...ground use ... 


b Gravity meters designed rated for mobile platforms ... 


 


6A008   
Radar .. . and specially designed components “required” therefor 


MT applies to items that are designed for airborne applications and that are usable in systems 


controlled for MT reasons the portion of 6A008 also described in 6A103 or 6A108 


(6A008 specifications differ in many respects from those in MTCR items 11.A.1, 12.A.5, 


and 18.A.3, which are described in 6A103 and 6A108.) 


b Technical Note: ... lowest specified rated operating frequencies 


c Capable of Rated for operating ... 
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d Capable of Rated for operating ... 


f Capable of Rated for heightfinding ... 


g Specially designed “required” for ... 


i Note: 6A008.i does not control: ... 


 b Ground radar equipment specially designed rated for ... 


 b.2 Configured so that radar target data can rated to be transmitted only one way from 


the radar site to one or more civil ATC centers. 


j.3  Designed Rated for ... 


Note 1: LIDAR equipment specially designed for surveying is only specified controlled 


by 6A008.j.3 


Note 2. 6A008.j does not apply to LIDAR equipment specially designed rated for 


meteorological observation. 


l.4 Note: 6A008.l.4 does not control systems, equipment and assemblies designed rated for 


marine traffic control. 


 


6A102   
Radiation hardened detectors ... specially designed or modified “required” for protecting against 


nuclear effects... and usable “required” for “missiles,” designed or rated to withstand radiation 


levels ... 


 


6A103   
Radomes designed rated to ... usable in “required” for protecting “missiles” against nuclear 


effects ... and usable “required” for “missiles”. 


 


6A107   
Gravity meters (gravimeters) and specially designed components for gravity meters and gravity 


gradiometers, as follows (see List of Items Controlled, and components “required” therefor  


a Gravity meters (gravimeters)...  designed or modified rated for airborne or marine use and 


having for a static or operational accuracy of ... and having for a time to steady-state 


registration .. usable “required” for “missiles” 


b Specially designed components “required” for gravity meters controlled in 6A007.b or 


6A107.a and gravity gradiometers controlled in 6A007.c. 


 


6A108   
Related Controls:(1) This entry does not control ... provided that they do not incorporate any of 


the following ... or (d) Signal processing specially designed “required” for the tracking of 


vehicles. (2) Items in 6A108.a that are specially designed or modified for “missiles” or for items 


on the U.S. Munitions List are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State ... 


Related Definitions: ... embody specialized transmission ... 


a Radar and laser radar systems designed or modified for use in “required” for “missiles”. 


b Precision tracking systems usable :”required” for rockets, missiles, or unmanned aerial 


vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” ... 


b.2 Range instrumentation radars including associated optical/infrared trackers with rated for 
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all of the following capabilities: 


 


6A203   
Unit:: Equipment and components in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


 (NSG 1.A.2, 5.B.3, and 5.B.4 do not control parts or accessories.) 


a Mechanical rotating cameras, as follows, and specially designed components therefor, as 


follows: 


a.3 Note: Components of cameras controlled by 6A203.a include as follows: their 


synchronizing electronics units and rotor assemblies consisting of turbines, mirrors and 


bearings 


b.1 ... capable of rated for ... 


b.2 Streak tubes “required” for cameras controlled by 


b.3 ... capable of rated for ... 


b.4 Framing tubes and solid-state imaging devices  “required” for use with cameras 


controlled by 6A203.b.3, as follows: 


b.4.d Other framing tubes and solid-state imaging devices ...specially designed for cameras 


controlled by 6A203.b.3 


  (Strike thru text in b.4.d is redundant, repeating text from b.4.)  


c Radiation-hardened TV cameras, or lenses “required” therefor, specially designed or 


rated as radiation hardened to withstand a total radiation dose ... 


 


6A205   
Related Controls: ... (4) “Lasers” specially designed or prepared as defined by NRC for use in 


isotope separation are subject to the export licensing authority of the Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission (see 10 CFR part 110). 


a Argon ion “lasers” having rated for both of the following characteristics 


b ... oscillators having rated for all of the following characteristics 


b.2 Having 


d Pulsed carbon dioxide “lasers” having rated for all of the following characteristics 


e Para-hydrogen Raman shifters designed rated to operate at ... 


f ... having rated for either of the following: 


 


6A225   
Velocity interferometers rated for measuring ...... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


 


6A226   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a Manganin gauges rated for pressures ... 


b Quartz pressure transducers rated for pressures ... 


 


6A991  . 


.. acoustic equipment ... capable of  rated for ... and specially designed components “required” 


therefor, n.e.s.  
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Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories components in $ value 


a ... and specially designed components “required” therefor 


 


6A992   
RS applies ... Country Chart is not designed to does not determine ... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories components in $ value 


a. Image intensifier tubes and specially designed components “required” therefor 


a.1 Image intensifier tubes having rated for all the following: 


a.2 Specially designed microchannel plates having rated for ... 


 


6A994   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


 


6A995   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


a. ... having rated for ...   


b.1. ... having rated for ...   


b.2 ... having rated for ...   


c ... having rated for ...   


d ... having rated for ...   


d.2.a.1 ... capable of operating ... 


e ... having rated for ...   


f ... having rated for ...  and having rated for ...  


 


6A996   
“Magnetometers” ... sensors, and specially designed components “required” therefor ... 


a. ... having rated for ... 


b.1 Designed Rated for 


b.2 Designed Rated for 


b.3 Having Rated for ... 


b.3.b Designed Rated for 


b.3.c Designed Rated for 


b.3.d Having Rated for ... 


 


6A997   
Gravity meters (gravimeters) rated for ground use ... 


a Having Rated for ... 


 


6A998   
Radar ... and specially designed components “required” therefor. 


a Airborne radar equipment, n.e.s., and specially designed components therefor. 


b ... (LIDAR) equipment specially designed “required” for surveying or for meteorological 


observation 
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6A999   
AT applies: ... Country Chart is not designed to does not determine 


 


6B004 a  


Equipment rated for measuring ... 


b Equipment ... having rated for ... specially designed “required” for ... 


 


6B007   
Equipment rated to produce, align and calibrate land-based gravity meters with a static accuracy 


of ... 


 


6B008   
Pulse radar cross-section measurement systems having rated for transmit pulse widths of 100 ns 


or less, and specially designed components “required” therefor 


  


6B108   
Systems, ... specially designed “required” for radar cross section measurement usable for rockets, 


missiles or unmanned aerial vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater 


tan 300 km and their subsystems “required” therefor 


 


6B995   
Specially designed or modified equipment, including “Laser” manufacturing equipment 


“required” for the following (see List of Items Controlled) and tools, dies, fixtures, or gauges, 


and other specially designed components and accessories “required” therefor 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories components in $ value. 


  


6C992   


Optical sensing fibers ... modified structurally to have rated for a ‘beat length’ ... or optical 


sensor materials, not described in controlled by 6C002.b, and having rated for a zinc content ... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value Kilograms 


 


6C994   
Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value Kilograms 


Related Definitions: ... (2) ... have been specially processes for use in fabricating optical fibers 


a.1 ... containing ingredients with rated for a purity ... 


b ‘Optical fiber preforms’ made from bulk fluoride compounds containing ingredients with 


rated for a purity of 99.999% or better, specially designed “required” for the manufacture 


of ‘fluoride fibers’ controlled by 6A994.b. 


 


6D001   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


TSR: Yes, except for the following: 


(2) “Software” specially designed for ... 


(3) ... “software” specially designed for ... 
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 (Repeating what is in the 6D002 item heading is redundant.)  


Related Controls: “Software” specially designed defined in the USML for ... is subject to the 


export licensing authority of the Department of State ... 


 


6D002   
Software” specially designed “required” for the “use” ... 


TSR:Yes, except ... (2) “Software” specially designed for ... 


 (Repeating what is in the 6D002 item heading is redundant.)  


Related Controls: “Software” specially designed defined in the USML for the “use” of ... is 


subject to the export licensing authority of the Department of State ... See 6D991 for “Software” 


specially designed for the “use” of“space qualified” LIDAR equipment specially designed for 


surveying or for meteorological observation, released from control under the note in 6A008.j, is 


controlled in 6D991.  


 


6D003 a.1  


“Software” specially designed “required” for acoustic beam forming ... 


a.2 “Source code” rated for the “real time processing” of acoustic data ... 


a.3 “Software” specially designed “required” for acoustic beam forming ... 


a.4 “Source code” rated for the “real time processing” of acoustic data ... 


a.5 “Software” or “source code”, specially designed “required” for ... 


N.B. For diver determination “software” or “source code” specially designed or modified 


for military use defined in the USML, see the U.S. Munitions List 


c “Software” designed or modified “required” for cameras incorporating “focal plane 


arrays” specified controlled by 6A002.a.3.f and designed or modified “required” to 


remove a frame rate restriction and allow the camera to exceed the frame rate specified in 


controlled by 6A003.b.4 Note 3.a. ... 


f.1 ... specially designed  “required” 


f.2 ... specially designed  “required” 


f.3 ... specially designed “required” ... 


f.4 ... specified controlled ... 


g ... specially designed  “required” 


h.1 ... designed rated ...  and capable of rated for ... 


h.2 “Software” “required” ... 


h.2.a ... specially designed  “required” 


 


 


6D102   
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


6D103   
“Software” that processes rated to process post-flight, recorded data, enabling rated for ... 


specially designed or modified ”required” for “missiles” 


 


6D991   
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“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


6D992   
“Software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


6D993,a  


Air Traffic Control (ATC) “software” ..., and capable of “required” for ... 


 


6E001   
TSR: Yes, except ... 


(3)  “Technology” for “software” specially designed for ... controlled by 6D001 or 6D002 


(4)(b) Equipment controlled by 6A001.a.2.c or 6A001.a.2.f when specially designed for real-


time applications; or 


(4)(c) “Software” controlled by 6D001 and specially designed for ... 


 


6E002   
TSR: Yes, except ... 


(3)(b) Equipment controlled by 6A001.a.2.c or 6A001.a.2.f when specially designed for real-


time applications; or 


 


6E003 d.2  


Optical fabrication “technology” using “required” for ... 


e Lasers. Technology” “required” for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of 


specially designed diagnostic instruments or targets in test facilities “required” for 


“SHPL” testing or testing or evaluation of materials irradiated by “SHPL” beams  


(In the definition of “Super High Power Laser” change “capable of” to “rated 


for”.) 


 


6E101   
Related Definitions: (1) This entry only controls “technology” for equipment controlled by 


6A008 when it is designed rated for airborne applications and is usable in “required” for 


“missiles”. (2) This entry only controls “technology” for items in 6A002.a.1, a.3, and .e that are 


specially designed or modified “required” to protect “missiles” against nuclear effects (e.g., 


Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), X-rays, combined blast and thermal effects), and usable 


“required” for “misssiles”. 


 


6E991   
“Technology”“required” for ... 


 


6E992   
“Technology”“required” for ... 


 


6E993 a  


Optical fabrication technologies “required” for ... 
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a.2 ... at the designed rated wavelength.: 


b “Technology” “required” for optical filters ... 


c “Technology” “required” for ... 


d “Technology” “required” for ... “magnetometers” or ...  “magnetometer” systems, having 


rated for any of the following:  


 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 6A001.a.1.c Note, a.2.a Note, a.2.c, a.2.f, 


6A003.a, a.6.a, 6A004.d.4, 6A005.d.1 Note, 6A006.a.1.b, 6A008.g, 


6A203.c, 6A998.b, 6B004.b, 6B108, 6C994.b, 6D001, 6D002, 6D003.a.1, 


a.3, a.5, f.1, f.2, f.3, g, h.2.a, 6D001, 6D002, 6D991, 6D992, 6E003.e 


  Change specially designed for use with to “required” 6A005.e.2, f.4. 


  Change specially designed having to rated for 6A992.a.2 


Change specially designed to defined on the USML 6D001 Related Controls, 


6D002 Related Controls  


Delete specially designed 6A001 LVS (2x), 6A004 Related Controls, 6A005 


Related Controls (4), 6A008.j.3 Note 1, 6D001 TSR (2), (3), 6D001 STA, 


6D002 TSR (2), 6D002 Related Controls (2x), 6E001 TSR (3), (4)(b), 


(4)(c), 6E002 TSR (3)(b) 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to “required” 6A001.a, a.1, a.1.d, a.2, a.2 Note, 


6A004.a.1, 6A005.f.3, 6A006, 6A008, 6A107, 6A107.b, 6A991, 6A992.a, 


6A998, 6B008, 6B995 


  Delete specially designed 6A002.a.2, a.2.c, 6A203.a, 6A996, 6A998.a  


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Delete specially designed (subsystems for SQUID systems) 6A006.a.1.a 


Delete specially designed (tubes and devices for cameras) 6A203.b.4.d 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change specially designed to “required” 6A108 Related Controls (1)(d) 


Change specially designed to rated 6A001.a.1 Note b.2, 6A001.b Note 2, 6A002.c 


Note, d.3 Note, 6A003.b.2 Note, Note b, b.4.b Note 3.c, b.4.c Note 4.a.1, 


Note 4.c.1.b, Note 4.b, 6A006 Related Controls, 6A008.i Note b, j Note 


b.2 


  Delete specially designed 6A003.b.4.c Note 4.a.2.b, Note 4.b.1.b 


 


B Specially designed or modified 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 6A001.a.1.e, 6A001.a.1.e 


N.B., 6A002.a.2.a.2.b, a.2.b.2.b, a.2.c.2, a.3.a.2.b, a.3.b.2.b, a.3,.g.2, 


6A102, 6B995, 6D102, 6D103, 6E101 Related Definition (2)  


Change specially designed or modified or configured to as defined on the USML 


6A002 Related Controls 


  Change specially designed or modified to as defined on the USML 6D003.a.5 NB 


Delete specially designed or modified 6A003 Related Controls (3), 6A108 


Related Controls (2) 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Delete specially designed or modified 6A002.a.3 Note 2.c, 6A003 Note 4.c.3 
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C. Specially designed or prepared 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or prepared to as defined by NRC 6A005 Related 


Controls (5) 


Change specially designed or prepared for use in to as defined by NRC 6A205 


Related Controls (4) 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change designed or modified for use in to “required” for 6A108.a 


  Change designed or modified to “required” 6D003.c (2x) 


Change designed or modified to rated 6A001.a.1.a.2.a, a.1.a.3.a, 6A005.d.1.e 


Note 1, Note 2,  6A007.a, 6A107.a,  


  Change modified structurally to have to rated for 6C992.g 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Delete designed or modified 6A002.b.1 Note a, b 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change usable to “required” 6A002, 6A102, 6A103, 6A107.a 


Change usable in to “required” for 6A103, 6A108.b, 6E101 Related Definition (1) 


  Change capable of to “required” for 6A004.a.1, 6D993.a 


  Change using to “required” 6E003.d.2 


  Change usable to “required” 6E101 Related Definition (2) 


Change capable of to rated for 6A001.a.1.d Note b, a.2.e.2.b, 6A003.a.1, a.2, 


6A004.d.3.d.1, 6A005.f.2,  6A008.c, d, f, 6A203.b.1, b.3, 6A991, 


6D003.h.1 


  Change capable of achieving to rated for 6A108.b, 6B108 


  Change capabilities to rated for 6A108.b.2 


  Change enabling to rated for 6D103  


  Change capable of to with 6A004.d.3.d.2 


 Change capable of to as defined in the USML 6A005 Related Controls (6) 


  Delete capabilities 6A004.e 


  Delete usable in 6A008 MT applies 


  Delete usable 6B108 


  Delete capable of 6A995.d.2.a.1 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change used with to “required” (tubes and devices for cameras) 6A203.b.4 


 


F. Designed 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change designed to “required” 6A006.a.1.a, a.1.b  


Change designed to rated 6A001.a.1.a.1, a.1.a.1.a, a.1.a.1.b, a.1.a.2, a.1.a.3, 


a.1.b.5, a.1.b.6, a.1.d, a.2.a.5, a.2.a.6, a.2.b.2, a.2.d.2, a.2.e.2.a, b,  b.1.a, 


6A002.b, b.2.b.2, 6A004.c.3, 6A007.b, 6A008.j.3, 6A103, 6A205.e, 
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6A996.b.1, b.2, b.3.b, b.3.c, 6D003.h.1, 6E101 Related Definition (1), 


6E993.a.2  


Change designed of manufactured with the intent to rated 6A004.e.2 Technical 


Note 


  Change limited by design to rated for 6A005.b.6.b.1.d, f.1 


Delete designed 6A001.a.1.c, 6A008 MT applies, 6A102, 6A992 RS applies, 


6A999 AT applies 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change designed to rated 6A005.f.3 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Delete designed (subsystems for SQUID systems) 6A006.a.1.a 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Change designed to rated 6A003.a.1 Note, 6A003.b.4.b Note 3.b.4.b (2x), b.4.c 


Note 4.a.1,  6A008.l.4 Note 


Delete designed 6A002.a.2.c.3 Note, a.3 Note c.1, a.3 Technical Note, 


6A003.b.4.c Note 4.c.1, 6A005.d.1.e Note 3 


  Delete design 6A002.a, e Note 2.c, 6A003.b.4.c Note 4.c 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specified to rated 6A001.a.1.e  Note, 6A008.b Technical Note  


  Change related to rated 6A001.a.2 Note 


  Change being specified to rated 6A002.b.2 


Change having to rated for 6A205.a, b, d,  f, 6A992.a.1, 6A995.a, b.1, b.2, c, d, e, 


f, 6A996.a, b.3, b.3.d, 6A997.a, 6B004.b, 6B008, 6C992, 6E993.d  


  Change with to rated for 6C994 


  Change containing ingredients with to rated 6C994 


Change specified to controlled 6A005.d.1.e Note 1 (2x), Note 2 (2x), 6A006.e, 


6A008.j Note 1, 6D001 STA, 6D003.c (2x), 6D003.f.4, EAR99 


Change specifically designed,, modified, or configured for military application to 


as defined in the USML 6A005 Related Controls (6) 


  Delete specialized 6A108 Related Definitions 


  Delete associated 6A108.b.2 


  Delete having 6A205.b.2 


  Delete specially 6C994 Related Definitions 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change special support to “required” 6A002.d 


  Change specially fabricated to “required” 6A002.d.3 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change parts and accessories to components 6A991 Unit 


Delete parts and accessories 6A203 Unit, 6A225 Unit, 6A226 Unit, 6A992 Unit, 


6A994 Unit, 6A995 Unit, 6B995 Unit, 6C992 Unit, 6C994 Unit, 6D993 


Unit  


  Delete accessories 6B995 
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4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change configured so that ... can to rated to 6A008.i Note b.2 


Change limited to to rated for 6A001.a.1 Note a, b Note 1 


  Change required to needed 6A005.a.6.b Note 


  Change defined in to controlled by 6A006 LVS 


  Delete limited solely 6A002.a.2 Note 


  Delete limited 6A002.a.3 Note 2.c 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Add “required” 6E991, 6E992, 6E993.a, b, c 


Add rated 6A225, 6A226.a, b, 6A997, 6B004.a, 6B007, 6D003.a.2, a.4, 6D103 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Add components 6A992 Unit, 6B995 Unit 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Add “required” (tubes for cameras) 6A203.b.2 


Add “required” (subsystems for systems) 6B108 







 


 


        July 17, 2012 


 


 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 7  
 


7A001  
Accelerometers, as follows ... and specially designed components “required” therefor: 


Related Controls: ...MT controls do not apply to accelerometers that are specially designed and 


developed as Measurement While Drilling (MWD) sensors for use in downhole well service 


applications. 


(Such accelerometers are excluded from 7A101 and are thus excluded from the 7A001 


MT applies entry) 


a.1 Specified to function at Rated for linear acceleration ... and having rated for any of the 


following: 


a.2 Specified to function at Rated for linear acceleration ... and having rated for any of the 


following: 


a.3 Designed for use in Rated for inertial navigation or guidance systems and specified to 


function at for linear acceleration levels ... 


 Note: 7A001.a.1 and 7A001.a.2 do not apply to accelerometers limited to rated for 


b ... specified to function at rated for linear acceleration ... 


  


7A002   
Gyros ... and specially designed components “required” therefor: 


a Specified to function at Rated for linear acceleration ... and having rated for ... 


a.1 ... and having rated for ... 


a.2 ... and having rated for  


b. Specified to function at Rated for linear acceleration levels exceeding 100 g 


 


7A003  
Inertial systems and specially designed components therefor, as follows 


Related Controls:... Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) and inertial equipment, and specially 


designed components therefor, specifically designed, modified or configured for military use as 


defined in the USML are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. (See 22 CFR part 121.) 


a. ... designed rated for ...and having rated for any of the following and specially designed 


components “required” therefor  


a.2 Specified to function at Rated for linear acceleration levels exceeding 10 g 


b. ... and having rated for 


c. ... and having rated for any of the following, and specially designed components 


“required” therefor  


c.1 Designed to have ... 


c.2 Designed to have 


Note 1: The parameters of 7A003.a and 7A003.b are applicable with if rated for any of 


the following ...  


 b An angular rate capability about one or more axes ... 







 


 


Note 3. 7A003.c.1 does not control theodolite systems incorporating inertial equipment 


specially designed rated for civil surveying purposes. 


 


7A004  
a ... with a specified rated for an azimuth accuracy ... 


b Components specially designed for equipment specified in controlled by 7A004.a as 


follows: 


 


 


7A005  
 ... and specially designed components “required” therefor..... 


 


7A006  
Airborne altimeters operating at rated for frequencies  ... and having rated for ... 


 


7A008  
Underwater sonar navigation systems ... having rated for a positioning accuracy ...  and specially 


designed components “required” therefor. 


Related Controls: 7A008 does not control systems specially designed rated for ... 


 


7A101  
Accelerometers, other than those controlled by 7A001, as follows (see List of Items Controlled), 


and specially designed components “required” therefor 


Related Controls: This entry does not control accelerometers which are specially designed and 


developed as rated for MWD ... for use in downhole well service operations. 


a. Linear accelerometers designed for use in “required” for inertial navigation systems or in 


guidance systems of all types, usable in “required” for “missiles” having and rated for all 


of the following characteristics, and specially designed components therefor: 


  (Components are covered by the heading.) 


b Accelerometers of any type, designed “required” for use in inertial navigation systems or 


in guidance systems of all types, specified to function at rated for acceleration levels 


greater than 100 g. 


Note: This paragraph (b) does not include accelerometers that are designed rated to 


measure vibration or shock. 


 


7A102  
Gyros ..., and specially designed components “required” therefor. 


a. All types of gyros, usable in “required” for  rockets, missiles, or unmanned aerial 


vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” ... 


b Gyros of any type, designed for use in “required” for inertial navigation systems or in 


guidance systems of all types, specified to function at rated for acceleration levels greater 


than 100 g. 


 


7A103  
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... and specially designed components “required” therefor 


Related Controls: ... (2) Inertial navigation systems and inertial equipment, and specially 


designed components therefor specifically designed, modified or configured for military use as 


defined in the USML are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State 


... 


 a Note 1. 7A103.a does not control equipment containing accelerometers specially 


designed and developed as rated for MWD ... sensors for use in down-hole well ... 


b Integrated flight instrument systems, which include gyrostabilizers or automatic pilots, 


designed or modified for use in “required” for rockets, missiles, other rockets, or 


unmanned aerial vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 


300 km. 


c Integrated Navigation Systems, designed or modified for use in “required” for rockets, 


missiles, other rockets, or unmanned aerial vehicles capable of achieving rated for a 


“range” equal to or greater than 300 km and capable of providing for a navigational 


accuracy of 200m Circular Error Probable (CEP) or less 


 


7A104 
... and specially designed components “required” therefor. 


Related Controls: This entry controls specially designed components for gyro-astro compasses 


and other devices controlled by 7A004. N/A 


 (7A004.b controls components for 7A004.a.) 


 


7A105 ... and specially designed components “required” therefor. 


1 Designed or modified for use in “required” for “missiles”; or 


2 Designed or modified “required” for airborne applications ... 


2.a Capable of providing rated for navigation information at speeds ... 


2.b Employing decryption, designed or modified “required” for military or governmental 


services to gain access to GNSS secured signal/data 


2.c  Being specially designed to employ required” for anti-jam features... 


 


7A106  
Altimeters ... designed or modified for use in “required” for ... 


 


7A107  


... and specially designed components “required” therefor. 


b Capable of prviding Rated for azimuthal accuracy ...... 


c Designed or modified to be integrated with Rated for integration into flight control and or 


navigation systems. 


 


7A115  
Passive sensors ..., designed or modified for use in “required” for “missiles”. 


 


7A116  
Flight control systems ... designed or modified “required” for “missiles”. 
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7A117“ 


Guidance sets” capable of achieving rated for system accuracy of ... 


 


7A994  
... parts and components, n.e.s.  “required” therefor 


Related Controls: ... described in controlled by ... (4x) Technology specific to “required” for the 


development and or production of QRS11 ... 


 


7B001  
... equipment, specially designed “required” for equipment controlled by 7A (except 7A994) 


Related Definition: ... is tested by various appropriate means ... 


 


7B002  
Equipment specially designed “required” to characterize mirrors for ring “laser” gyros, as 


follows ... 


 


7B003  
Equipment specially designed “required” for the “production” of ... 


 


7B101  
... other than that described in controlled by 2B119 to 2B122, 7B001 to 7B003 and or 7B102 


designed or modified to be used with “required” for equipment controlled by  ... 


 


7B102  
...designed or modified “required” to characterize mirrors for laser “laser” gyro equipment, as 


follows ... 


a Scatterometers ... 


c Profilometers ... 


  (7B102.a and .c are covered by 7B002.a and .b.) 


 


7B103  
Specially designed “production facilities” “required” for “production facilities” for equipment 


controlled by 7A117. (These items are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. 


Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. See 22 CFR part 121.) 


 (When 9B116 was returned to Commerce jurisdiction, 7B103 was overlooked.) 


 


7D001 
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


MT applies ... 


 (MTCR 9D covers only use and integration software, see 9D101 and 9D102.) 


RS applies to “software” for inertial navigation systems, inertial equipment, and  specially 


designed components therefor, for “civil aircraft” 


(The RS applies description is much broader than 7D001. It is unclear what portion, if 
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any, of that description is covered by 7D001.) 


Related Controls: ... (2) The “software” related to 7A003.b , 7A005, 7A103.b, 7A105, 7A106, 


7A115, 7A116, 7A117, or 7B103 are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. 


Department of State ... (3) “Software” for inertial navigation systems and inertial equipment, and 


specially designed components therefor, not for use on civil aircraft are subject to the export 


licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... 


(It is clear that use software for USML items is, and will continue to be, ITAR controlled. 


But 7D001 covers only development and production software. It is not at all clear that the 


ECR intends ITAR control of development or production software, except in narrowly 


defined areas such as production of low observable components or portable platform 


signature field repair validation equipment, per May 18, 2012, proposed rule for XIII.l as 


it relates to XIII.k.)   


 


7D002  
“Source code” “required” for ...  


 


7D003  
a “Software” specially designed or modified “required” to improve ... 


b “Source code” “required” for ... 


c “Source code” “required” for ... 


d “Source code” “required” for ... 


e Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) “software” specially designed “required” for ...  


 


7D101 
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


Related Controls:(1) The software related to for 7A003.b ... 7A117 or 7B103 as defined in the 


USML are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... (2) 


“Software” as defined in the USML for inertial navigation systems and inertial equipment, and 


specially designed components therefor, not designed for use on “civil aircraft” certified by civil 


aviation authorities of a country listed in Country Group A:1 743 Supplement 1 is subject to the 


export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State, ... 


 


7D102   
Related Controls: The “software” related to for 7A003.b or 7A103.b as defined in the USML are 


subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... 


a Integration “software”required” for ... 7A103,b. 


b Integration “software” specially designed “required” for ... 7A003 or 7A103.a. 


  


7D103 
“Software” specially designed “required” for modelling or simulation ... or for their design 


integration with “missiles”. 


 


7D994 


“Software.,n.e,s., “required” for ... 
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7E001  
MT applies to ... specified in controlled by ... 


RS applies to “software” for inertial navigation systems, inertial equipment, and  specially 


designed components therefor, for civil aircraft 


(The RS applies description is much broader than 7E001. It is unclear what portion, if 


any, of that description is covered by 7E001.) 


Related Controls: ... (2) The “technology” related to for 7A003.b ... 7A117, or 7B103 software in 


7D101 specified in Related Controls paragraph of ECCN 7D101, 7D102.a, or 7D103 or the 


USML portions of 7D101 or 7D102,  as defined in the USML are subject to the export licensing 


authority of the U.S. Department of State ... 


 


7E002  
MT applies to ... specified in controlled by ... 


RS applies to “software” for inertial navigation systems, inertial equipment, and  specially 


designed components therefor, for civil aircraft 


(The RS applies description is much broader than 7E002. It is unclear what portion, of 


any, of that description is covered by 7E002.) 


Related Controls: ...(2) The “technology” related to for 7A003.b ... 7A117, or 7B103  as defined 


in the USML are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... 


 


7E003   
Related Controls: ...  This entry does not control maintenance “technology” directly associated 


with rated for calibration , removal, or replacement of ... 


 


7E004 


a. “Technology” “required” for the “development” of ... 


a.1 ... operating at rated for frequencies ... 


a.5 Electric actuators ... specially designed rated for “primary flight control”; 


a.6 “Flight control optical sensor array” specially designed rated for... 


a.7 “DBRN” systems designed rated to navigate underwater ... 


b.3 Note: 7E004.b.3 does not control “technology” for the design of physical redundancy 


c.3 Rotor blades incorporating ”variable geometry airfoils”, for use in systems using rated for 


individual blade control. 


 


7E101  
RS applies to “software” for inertial navigation systems, inertial equipment, and  specially 


designed components therefor, for “civil aircraft” 


(The RS applies description is much broader than 7E101. It is unclear what portion, of 


any, of that description is covered by 7E101.) 


Related Controls: The “technology” related to for 7A003.b ... 7A117, 7B103, software specified 


in the Related Controls paragraphy of ECCN 7D101, 7D102.a, or 7D103 or the USML portions 


of 7D101 or 7D102, as defined in the USML  are subject to the export licensing authority of the 


U.S. Department of State ... 
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7E102  
“Technology” “required” for the “development” of protection of avionics ..., as follows 


a Design “technology” for shielding systems 


b Design “technology” for the configuration of hardened electrical circuits ... 


c Design “technology” for the determination of hardening criteria ... 


 


7E104  
Design “Technology” “required” for the “development” of integration of ... data into a ... system 


designed or modified “required” for “missiles” for optimization of rocket system trajectory. 


 


7E994  
“Technology”, n.e.s.,  “required” for... 


Related Controls: Technology specific to for ... QRS11 sensors as defined in the USML remains 


subject to the licensing jurisdiction of the Department of State ... 


 


EAR99 


... specified in controlled by ... 
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 Recapitulation 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 7A105.2.c, 7B001, 7B002, 7B003, 


7B103, 7D003.e, 7D102.b, 7D103 


  Change specially designed to rated 7E004.a.5, a.6 


Change specially designed and specifically designed, modified or configured for 


military use to as defined in the USML 7A003 Related Controls, 7A103 


Related Controls 


Change specially designed to as defined in the USML 7D001 Related Controls, 


7D101 Related Controls 


  Delete specially designed and developed 7A001 Related Controls 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to “required” 7A001, 7A002, 7A003.a,c, 7A005, 


7A008, 7A101, 7A102, 7A103, 7A104, 7A104 Related Controls, 7A105, 


7A107, 7A994 


Delete specially designed 7A003.a, c, d, 7A004.b, 7A101.a, 7D001 RS applies, 


7D001 Related Controls (3), 7D101 Related Controls (2), 7E001 RS 


applies, 7E002 RS applies, 7E101 RS applies 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change specially designed to rated 7A003 Note 3, 7A103.a Note 1 


Change specially designed and developed as to rated for 7A101 Related Controls, 


7A103.a Note 1 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change specially designed or modified to “required” 7D001, 7D003.a, 7D101 


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components)  


Change designed or modified for use in to “required” for 7A103.b, c, 7A105.1 


Change designed or modified to “required” 7A105.2, 2.b, 7A106, 7A115.d, 


7A116, 7B101, 7B102, 7E104 


 Change designed or modified to rated 7A107.c 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change usable in to “required” 7A101.a, 7A102.a 


  Change capable of achieving to rated 7A102.a, 7A103.b, c, 7A117 


  Change capable of to rated for 7A105.2.a, 7A107.b 


  Change using to rated 7E004.c.3 


  Delete capability 7A003 Note 1.b 


 


F. Designed 
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1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change designed for use in to “required” 7A101.a, b, 7A102.b 


Change designed for use in to rated for 7A001.a.3 


  Change designed to rated 7A003.a, 7E004.a.7 


  Change design to development 7E102, 7E104 


  Change designed to certified 7D101 Related Controls (2) 


  Delete designed 7A003.c.1, c.2 


  Delete design 7D103, 7E102.a, b, c 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change designed to rated 7A101.b Note 


  Delete design 7E004.b.3 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change specific to “required” 7A994 Related Controls 


  Change directly associated with to rated for 7E003 Related Controls 


Change specified to rated 7A004.a 


Change specified to function at to rated for 7A001.a.1, a.2, a.3, b, 7A002.a, b, 


7A003.a.2, 7A101.b, 7A102.b 


Change having to rated 7A001.a.1, a.2, 7A002.a, a.1, a.2, 7A003.a, b, c, 7A006, 


7A008, 7A101.a 


  Change with to if rated for 7A003 Note 1 


  Change operating at to rated for 7A006, 7E004.a.1 


 Change related to as defined on USML 7D101 Related Controls (1), 


7E001 Related Controls, 7E002 Related Controls, 7E101 Related Controls 


  Change specific to as defined in the USML 7E994 Related Controls 


  Change specified to controlled 7E001 MT applies, 7E002 MT applies, EAR99 


Change specified to USML portions 7E001 Related Controls, 7E101 Related 


Controls 


  Change described to controlled 7A994 Related Controls (4x), 7B101  


  Delete related 7D001 Related Controls (2), (3) 


  Delete optimization 7E104 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Delete parts 7A994 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Add “required” 7D002, 7D003.b, c, d, 7D102.a, 7D994, 7E004.a, 7E102, 7E104, 


7E994 


Add as defined in the USML7D101 Related Controls, 7D102 Related Controls, 


7E001 Related Controls, 7E002 Related Controls, 7E101 Related Controls 
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 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 8  
 


8A001 


a. Manned, untethered submersible vehicles designed rated to operate at depths ...   


b Manned, untethered submersible vehicles having rated for any of the following 


b.1 Designed to ‘operate autonomously’ and having for a lifting capacity of all the following: 


b.2 Designed to operate at depths exceeding 1,000 m; or 


b.3 Having all of the following: 


b.3.a Designed to continuously ‘operate autonomously’ for 10 hours or more; and  


  (Rated in ,b substitutes for designed or having in b.2,3.) 


b Technical Note: ... can safely control safely controls ... 


c Unmanned, tethered submersible vehicles designed rated to operate at depths exceeding 


1,000 m and having for any of the following 


c.1 Designed for self-propelled maneuver using propulsion motors 


  (Rated in .c substitutes for designed in c.1.) 


d Unmanned, untethered submersible vehicles having rated for any of the following 


d.1 Designed for deciding a course 


  (Rated in .d substitutes for designed in d.1.) ...  


e Ocean salvage systems with rated for a lifting capacity ... and having for any of the 


following:  


e.1 Dynamic positioning systems capable of position keeping within 20 m of a given point ... 


  (Rated in .e substitutes for capable of in e.1.) 


f Surface-effect vehicles (fully skirted variety)  having rated for all of the following: 


f.1 Maximum design speed ... 


  (Rated in .f substitutes for design in f.1.) 


g Surface-effect vehicles (rigid sidewalls) with rated for a maximum design speed 


h Hydrofoil vessels with active systems rated for automatically controlling foil systems, 


with and for a maximum design speed ... 


i ‘Samall water plane area vessels’ having rated for any of the following: 


i.1 Full load displacement exceeding 500 tonnes with and a maximum design speed 


i.2 Full load displacement exceeding 1,500 tonnes with and a maximum design speed 


  (Rated in .i substitutes for design in i.1,2.)  


i Technical Note: ... operational design rated draft ... 


 


8A002  
Related Controls: ... (3) ... specially designed or modified for ... specified controlled ... (4) ... 


specially designed or modified for ... specified controlled ... 


a Systems, equipment, and components specially designed or modified “required” for 


submersible vehicles and designed rated to operate ..., as follows:  


a.4 ... material specified controlled by ... 


b Systems specially designed or modified “required” for the automated control of the 


motion of submersible vehicles controlled by 8A001, using navigation data, having rated 


for closed loop servo-controls and having for any of the following: 







 


 


b.1 Enabling a vehicle to move within 10 m ... 


  (Rated in .b substitutes for enabling in b.1.) 


d.1.a Television systems ... having rated for  a ‘limiting resolution’ ... and specially designed or 


modified for remote operation ... 


d.1.b Underwater television cameras having rated for a ‘limiting resolution’ ... 


d.1.c Low light level television cameras specially designed or modified rated for underwater 


use and having for all of the following 


d.2 Systems specially designed or modified rated for remote operation ... 


e Photographic still cameras specially designed or modified rated for underwater use below 


150 m, with  for a film format of 35 mm or larger, and having for any of the following: 


e.3 Automatic compensation control specially designed to permit for an underwater camera 


housing to be usable at depths exceeding 1,000 m  


  (Rated in .e substitutes for specially designed and usable in e.3.) 


g Light systems specially designed or modified rated for underwater use, as follows:  


g.1  Stroboscopic light systems capable of rated for a light output energy ... 


g.2 Argon arc light systems specially designed rated for use below 1,000 m 


h “Robots” specially designed rated for underwater use, computerized controlled by using a 


dedicated computer and having any of the following  


h.2 The ability to exert Exertion of a force of 250 N or more, and using titanium based alloys 


or “composite” “fibrous or filamentary materials” in their structural members 


  (Rated in .h substitutes for ability and using in h.2.) 


i Remotely controlled articulated manipulators specially designed or modified rated for use 


with submersible vehicles and having for any of the following 


i.2 Controlled by proportional master-slave or computerized techniques or by using a 


dedicated computer, and having 5 degrees of ‘freedom of movement’ or more 


  (Rated in .i substitutes for using and having in i.2.) 


Technical Note: Only functions having proportional control using positional or 


computerized feedback or by using a dedicated computer are counted when determining 


the number of degrees of ‘freedom of movement  


j Air independent power systems specially designed rated for underwater use, as follows   


j.1 Brayton or Rankine cycle engine air independent power systems having rated for any of 


the following: 


j.1.a Chemical scrubber or absorber systems specially designed to remove carbon dioxide, 


carbon monoxide and particulates ... 


j.1.b Systems specially designed to use a monoatomic gas ... 


j.1.c Devices or enclosures, specially designed for underwater noise reduction ... or special 


mounting devices for shock mitigation; or 


j.1.d Systems having with all of the following: 


j.1.d.1 Specially designed to pressurize the products of reaction or for fuel reformation; 


j.1.d.2  Specially designed to store the products of the reaction; and 


j.1.d.3  Specially designed to discharge the products of the reaction... 


  (Rated in j.1 substitutes for specially designed, special, having in j.1.a-d.) 


j.2 Diesel cycle engine air independent systems having rated for all of the following: 


j.2.a Chemical scrubber or absorber systems, specially designed to remove ... 
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j.2.b Systems specially designed to use a monoatomic gas; 


j.2.c Devices or enclosures, specially designed for underwater noise reduction in frequencies 


below 10 kHz, or special mounting devices for shock mitigation; and 


j.2.d Specially designed exhaust systems that do not exhaust continuously the products of 


combustion; 


  (Rated in j.2 substitutes for specially designed or special in j.2.a-d.) 


j.3 Fuel cell air independent power systems with rated for an output exceeding 2 kW and 


having for any of the following 


j.3.a  Devices of enclosures, specially designed for underwater noise reduction in frequencies 


below 10 kHz, or special mounting devices for shock mitigation; or 


j.3.b Systems having for all of the following: 


j.3.b.1  Specially designed to pressurize 


j.3.b.2  Specially designed to store 


j.3.b.3  Specially designed to discharge 


 (Rated in j.3 substitutes for specially designed, special, and having in 


j.3.a,b.).  


j.4 Stirling cycle engine air independent power systems having rated for all of the following 


j.4.a Devices or enclosures, specially designed for underwater noise reduction in frequencies 


below 10 kHz, or special mounting devices for shock mitigation; and 


j.4.b Specially designed exhaust systems which discharge the products of combustion against a 


pressure of 100 kPa or more 


  (Rated in j.4 substitutes for specially designed in j.4.a,b.)l 


k Skirts, seals and fingers, having rated for any of the following 


k.1  Designed for cushion pressures of 3,830 Pa or more, operating in a significant wave 


height of 1.25 m (Sea State 3) or more and specially designed for surface effect vehicles 


(fully skirted variety)... 


k.2  Designed for cushion pressures of ... and specially designed for surface effect vehicles 


(rigid sidewalls) ... 


 (Rated in .k substitutes for designed, operating, and specially designed in 


k.1,2.) 


l Lift fans rated at more than 400 kW and specially designed “required” for surface effect 


vehicles ... 


m ... hydrofoils, specially designed “required” for vessels controlled by 8A001.h 


n Active systems specially designed or modified “required” to control automatically the 


sea-induced motion of vehicles or vessels 


o.1 Water-screw propeller or power transmission systems, specially designed “required” for 


surface effect vehicles ... as follows: 


o.1.c Systems employing rated for pre-swirl or post-swirl techniques, for smoothing the flow 


into a propeller; 


o.1.e Power transmission shaft systems incorporating “composite” material components and 


capable of rated for transmitting more than 1 MW;  


o.2 Water-screw propeller, power generation systems or transmission systems, designed rated 


for use on vessels, as follows: 


o.2.b Internally liquid-cooled electric propulsion engines with rated for a power output 
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exceeding 2.5 MW,  


o.2.c “Superconductive” propulsion engines or permanent magnet electric propulsion engines, 


with rated for a power output exceeding 0.1MW  


o.2.d Power transmission shaft systems incorporating “composite” material components and 


capable of rated for transmitting more than 1 MW;  


o.3 Noise reduction systems designed rated for use on vessels of 1,000 tonnes displacement 


or more, as follows  


o.3.a Systems that attenuate underwater noise ....specially designed “required” for sound or 


vibration isolation and having rated for an intermediate mass exceeding 30% of the 


equipment to be mounted;  


o.3.b Active noise reduction or cancellation systems, or magnetic bearings, specially designed 


“required” for ... 


 Technical Note: ... capable of rated for actively reducing equipment vibration ... 


p Pumpjet propulsion systems having rated for .. 


p.2 Using divergent nozzle and flow conditioning vane techniques .... 


  (Rated in .p substitutes for using in p.2.) 


r Diver deterrent acoustic systems specially designed or modified “required” to ... 


 


8A609 
Unit: ... parts ... 


Related Controls: (1) Surface vessels of war and special naval equipment, and technical data 


(including software), and services directly related thereto, software, and technology described in 


22 CFR part 121, Category VI, Surface vessels of war and Special Naval Equipment, are subject 


to the jurisdiction of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations ... 


a Surface vessels of war “specially designed” “required” for a military use, not enumerated 


in the USML, as follows 


 Note: 6A609.a includes  


a.1 Underway replenishment ships; 


a.2 Surface vessel and submarine tender and repair ships; 


a.3 Non-submersible submarine rescue ships; 


a.4 Other auxiliaries ACDS, AGF, AGM, AGOR, AGOS, AH, AP, ARL, AVB, AVM, and 


AVT 


a.5 Armored amphibious warfare craft except those that are armed; or 


a.6 Unarmored abd unarmed coastal, patrol, roadstead, and Coast Guard and other patrol 


craft with mounts or hard points for firearms of .50 caliber or less. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 


8A609.a or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category VI and not elsewhere 


specified on the USML or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 


8A609.a or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category VI except (b-3,4,5 carve-
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outs) and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity enumerated in 


ECCN 8A609.a or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category VI and not 


elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” 


“accessories,” or “attachments” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 8A609 or for a 


defense article enumerated in USML Category VI accompanied by technology to 


assemble them into such a commodity or such an article 


Note 2: “Parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” specified in USML 


subcategory VI(g) (f) are subject to the controls of that paragraph.  “Parts,” 


“components,” “accessories and attachments” specified in ECCN 8A609.y are subject to 


the controls of that paragraph. 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 


for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN or for  a defense article in USML 


Category VI and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL, as follows: 


 


8A620 
Unit: ... parts ... 


Related Controls: (1) Submersible and semi-submersible vessels, oceanographic and associated 


equipment, and technical data (including software), and services directly related thereto, 


software, and technology described in 22 CFR part 121, Category XX, Submersible Vesssels, 


Oceanographic and Associated Equipment, are subject to the jurisdiction of the International 


Traffic in Arms Regulations ... 


a Surbmersible and semi-submersible vessels “specially designed” “required” for a military 


use, not enumerated in the USML, as follows 


 Note: 6A620.a includes  


a.1 Deep Submergence Rescue Vehicles (DSRV); 


a.2 Deep Submergence Vehicles (DSV) 


b Submersible and semi-submersible vessels “specially designed” “required” for cargo 


transport and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially 


designed” therefor  


d.1 Diesel engines ... “specially designed” for submarines  


d.2 Electric motors “specially designed” for submarines and ... 


Note: Other propulsion systems not specified in ECCN 8A620.d or elsewhere on the CCL 


(see Related Controls paragraph for this ECCN) and “specially designed” for an article 


controlled by described in USML Category XX are controlled by USML XX(b) or (c). 


f ... specially designed “required”for military use ... and specially designed components for 


use in the conversion of open circuit appparatus to military use. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 


8A620 or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category XX and not elsewhere 


specified on the USML or the CCL 
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Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 


8A620 or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category XX except (b-3,4,5 carve-


outs) and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity enumerated in 


ECCN 8A620 or for a defense article enumerated in USML Category XX and not 


elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” 


“accessories,” or “attachments” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 8A620 or for a 


defense article enumerated in USML Category XX accompanied by technology to 


assemble them into such a commodity or such an article 


Note 2: “Parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachnments” specified in ECCN 


8A620.y are subject to the controls of that paragraph. 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 


for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN or for  a defense article in USML 


Category XX and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL, as follows: 


 


8A992  
Vessels ... not controlled by ... 8A918, as follows, and specially designed parts components 


“required” therefor 


a.1 Television systems ... having rated for a limiting resolution ... and specially designed or 


modified for remote operation with a submersible vehicle; or 


a.2 Underwater television cameras having rated for a limiting resolution ... 


b Photographic still cameras specially designed or modified rated for underwater use, 


having for a film formate format of 35 mm or larger, and having for auto-focusing or 


remote focusing specially designed ‘required”for underwater use; 


c Stroboscopic light systems, specially designed or modified rated for underwater use, 


capable of and for a light output energy of more than 300 J per flash 


f Vessels, n.e.s., including inflatable boats , and specially designed components therefor, 


n.e.s.; 


  (Components are covered by item heading.) 


g Marine engines ... and submarine engines, n.e.s., and specially designed parts  therefor, 


n.e.s.; 


  (Components are covered by item heading.) 


h Other self-contained underwater breathing apparatus (scuba gear) and related equipment 


“required” therefor, n.e.s.; 


k Air compressors and filtration systems specially designed rated for filling air cylinders 


 


8B001  
Water tunnels having rated for a background noise ... and designed for measuring acoustic fields 


... 
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8B609  
Test, inspection, and production “equipment” and related commodities “specially designed” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A609 or USML 


Category VI surface vessels of war, as follows (see List of Items Controlled), and components 


“required” therefor  


a. Test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for the 


“development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A609 (except for 


8A609.y) or in USML Category VI, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” therefor 


y Specific test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A609 (except 


for 8A609.y) or USML Category VI, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” therefor, as follows: 


 


8B620  
Test, inspection, and production “equipment” and related commodities “specially designed” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A620 submersible 


vessels, oceanographic and associated “equipment, as follows , and components “required” 


therefor  


a. Test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for the 


“development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A620 (except for 


8A620.b and .y) or in USML Category XX, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories and 


attachments” “specially designed” therefor 


b. Test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for the 


“development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A620.b, and 


“parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” therefor 


y Specific test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A620 (except 


for 8A620.b and .y) or USML Category XX, and “parts,” “components,” “accessories 


and attachments” “specially designed” therefor, as follows: 


 


8C001  
‘Syntactic foam’ designed rated for underwater use and having for all of the following ... 


a Designed for marine depths exceeding 1,000 m ... 


  (Rated in heading substitutes for designed in .a.) 


 


8C609 


Materials “specially designed” for the “development” or “production” of commodities controlled 


by 8A609 vessels of war not elsewhere specified in the CCL or in the USML, as follows (see 


List of Items Controlled)  


Related Controls (1) See USML Categories VI and XIII(f) for controls on materials “specially 


designed” for vessels of war enumerated in USML Category VI.... 


(The December 23, 2011, proposed Category VI covers no material. The only material 


covered in the May 18, 2012, proposed Category XIII(f) is classified. Regulations on 
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classification are more effective than export controls to restrict classified materials.) 


a Materials “specially designed” “required” for commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A609 


(except for 8A609.y) or USML Category VI not elsewhere specified controlled in the 


USML or the CCL  


y Specific materials “specially designed” “required” for the “development” or “production” 


of commodities enumerated in ECCN 8A609 (except for 8A609.y) or USML Category 


VI, and “parts”, “components”, “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” 


therefor, as follows:  


 


8D001  
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


TSR: Yes, except ...  “software” specially designed “required” for ... 


STA: ... “software” specially designed “required” for ... 


 


8D002  
Specific “software” specially designed or modified “required” for the “development”, 


“production”, repair, overhaul or refurbishing (re-machining) of propellers specially designed 


rated for underwater noise reduction 


 


 


8D609 
Software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or maintenance 


of surface vessels of war and related commodities or software  controlled by 8A609, equipment 


controlled by 8B609, or materials controlled by 8C609, as follows (see List of Items Controlled). 


Related Controls: (1) Software directly related to “required” for the installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category VI is 


controlled under USML Category VI(g).   


 a “Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


installation, operation, or maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities 


controlled by 8A609 , 8B609, or 8C609 8D609 (excerpt for 8A609.y, 8B609.y, or 


8C609.y , or 8D609.y) 


b [Reserved]  Software  “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category VI.a,b,c,e,f  and the software portion of VI.g. 


 c [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 8D609.a or .b “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 8A609 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category VI  


y Specific software “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, or maintenance of commodities enumerated in 8A609.y, 8B609.y, or 8C609.y 


8D609.y, as follows 


 


8D620 
Software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or maintenance 


of submersible vessels of war, oceanographic and associated equipment controlled by 8A620 or 


equipment controlled by 8B620 or software, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 
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Related Controls: (1) Software directly related to “required” for the installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category XX is 


controlled under USML Category XX(d).   


 a “Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


installation, operation, or maintenance of commodities controlled by 8A620 or , 8B620, 


or 8D620 (excerpt for 8A620.b and .y or, 8B620.b and .y and 8D620.b and y) 


b “Software” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


installation, operation, or maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities 


controlled by 8A620.b or , 8B620.b, or 8D620.b 


c [Reserved] Software  “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category XX.a,b,c  and the software portion of XX.d. 


d [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 8D620.a, .b, or .c  “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 8A620 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category XX  


y Specific software “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, or maintenance of commodities enumerated in 8A620.y or , 8B620.y, or  


8D609.y, as follows 


 


8D992  
“Software”  specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


 


8E002  
a “Technology” “required” for the “development”, “production”, repair, overhaul or 


refurbishing (re-machining) of propellers specially designed rated for underwater noise 


reduction; 


b “Technology” “required” for 


 


8E609 
“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, or overhaul of surface vessels of war and related commodities controlled by 


8A609, equipment controlled by 8B609, materials controlled by 8C609, or software controlled 


by 8D609 as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Related Controls: (1) Technical data “Technology” directly related to “required” for the 


installation, operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in 


USML Category VI are controlled under USML Category VI(g) 


a “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul or refurbishment of commodities controlled 


by 8A609, 8B609, or 8C609, or “software” controlled by 8D609, except for ECCN 


8A609.y, 8B609.y, 8C609.y, or 8D609.y 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category VI.a,b,c,d,e,f and the software portion of VI.g  


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category VI, even if the components of such production installations are not controlled. 
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d [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end-items 


controlled by USML Category VI or ECCNs 8A609, 8B609, 8C609, or 8D609, even if 


the components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul or refurbishing of commodities controlled 


by ECCN 8A609.y, 8B609.y, or 8C609.y, or “software” controlled by 8D609.y, as 


follows: 


 


8E620 
“Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, or overhaul of submersible vessels, oceanographic and associated 


equipment controlled by 8A620, equipment controlled by 8B620, or software controlled by 


8D609 as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Related Controls: (1) Technical data “Technology” directly related to “required” for the 


installation, operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in 


USML Category XX are controlled under USML Category XX(d) 


a “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishment of commodities controlled 


by 8A620 or,8B620, or “software” controlled by 8D609, except for ECCN 8A620.b and 


,y, 8B620.b and .y, or 8D620b and ..y 


b “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishment of commodities controlled 


by 8A620.b or,8B620.b, or “software” controlled by 8D620.b 


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category XX.a,b,c, and the software portion of XX.d  


d [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category XX, even if the components of such production installations are not controlled. 


 e [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end-items 


controlled by USML Category XX or ECCNs 8A620, 8B620, or 8D620, even if the 


components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y “Technology” “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


installation, operation, installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishment of 


commodities controlled by ECCN 8A620.y or , 8B620.y, or “software” controlled by 


8D620.y, as follows: 


 


8E992  


“Technology”  “required” for ... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 8A002.l, m, o.1, o.3.a, o.3.b, 8A609.a, 


8A620.a, 8A992.b, 8B609.a,y, 8B620.a,b,y, 8C609.a,y, 8D001 TSR, STA, 


8D609.a,y, 8D620.a,b,y 


 Change specially designed to rated 8A002.g.2, h. 8A992.k, 8D002, 


8E002.a 


Delete specially designed 8A002.e.3, j.1.a, j.1.b, j.1.c, j.1.d.1, j.1.d.2, j.1.d.3, j.2.a, 


j.2.b, j.2.c, j.2.d, j.3.a, j.3.b.1, j.3.b.2, j.3.b.3, j.4.a, j.4.b, k.1, k.2, 8B609, 


8B620, 8C609, 8C609 Related Controls (1), 8D609, 8D620 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed to required 8A609.x Option III, 8A620.d Note, 


8A520.f, x Option III 


Delete specially designed 8A992.f, g, 8A609.x Options I, II, y, 8A620.b, d.1, d.2, 


d Note, f, x Options I, II, y, 8B609.a, 8B620,a, 8C609.y 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change specially designed parts to “required” components 8A992 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 8A002.a,n,r, 8D001, 8D002, 


8D992 


Change specially designed or modified to rated 8A002.d.1.a, d.1.c, d.2, e, I, 


8A992.a.1, b,c 


  Delete specially designed or modified 8A002 Related Controls (3),(4) 


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change designed or modified to “required” 8A002.b 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change capable of to rated for 8A002.g, g.1, o.1.e  


  Delete capable of 8A001.e.1 


  Delete enabling 8A002.b.1 


  Delete usable 8A002.e.3  


  Delete ability 8A002.h.2 


  Delete using 8A002.h.2, i.2, i.2 Technical Note (2x), p.2 


 


F. Designed 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change designed to rated 8A001.a, c, g, h, i Technical Note, 8A002.a, o.2, o.3, 
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8B001, 8C001 


 Delete designed 8A001.b.1, b.2, b.3.a, c.1, d.1, 8A002.k.1, k.2, 8C001.a  


  Delete design 8A001f.1, i.1, i.2 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change directly related to required 8D609 Related Controls, 8D620 Related 


Controls, 8E609 Related Controls, 8E620 Related Controls 


Change having to rated for 8A001.b, d, f, I, 8A002.b, d.1.a, d.1.b, d.1.c, e, h, j.1, 


j.2, j.4, k, p, 8A992.a.1, a.2, 8B001, 8C001 


  Change with and having to rated 8A001.e 


  Change with to rated for 8A002.j.3, o.2.b, o.2.c 


  Change employing to rated 8A002.o.1.c 


  Change having to with 8A002.j.1.d 


-  Change specified to controlled 8A002 Related Controls (3), (4), 8A002.a.4 


  Delete directly related 8A609 Related Controls, 8A620 Related Controls 


 Delete having 8A001,b,1, b,3, 8A002i.2, j.3.b 


Delete special 8A002.j.1.c, j.2.c, j.4.a, 8A609 Related Controls, 8A620 Related 


Controls 


  Delete operating 8A002.h.1 


  Delete can 8A002.b Technical Note 


  Delete dedicated 8A002.h, i.2, i.2 Technical Note 


  Delete required 8E609, 8E620 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Change related to “required” (equipment for devices) 8A992.h 


  Change parts to components 8A992 


Delete parts 8A609 Unit, 8A609.x, y, 8A609.x Note 2 (2x),  8A620 Unit, 


8A620.x,y, 8A620.x Note 2 (2x) 


  Delete accessories and attachments 8A609.x Note 2, 8A620.x Note 2 


 


H Replace absence of any expression 


1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Add “required” 8E002.a, b, 8E992, 8D609.b,c, 8D620.c,d, 8E609.b,c,d, 


8E620.c,d,e 
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 Specially Designed Issues CCL Category 9  
 


A. 
N.B. For propulsion systems designed or rated against ... 


9A001  
a Note: 9A001 does not control ... 


 b Intended to power Powering non-military unmanned aircraft ... 


b Designed Rated to power an aircraft designed rated to cruise at Mach 1 or higher, for 


more than 30 minutes. 


  


9A002  
‘Marine gas turbine engines’ ... and specially designed assemblies and components “required” 


therefor. 


 (Assemblies are a subset of components.) 


9A003  
Specially designed  assemblies and components incorporating any of the technologies... 


 (Technical description of components permits deletion of specially designed.) 


b Whose design development or production origins are ...  


 


9A004  
Related Controls: ...(4) All other “spacecraft” not controlled under 9A004 and their payloads, 


and specifically designed or modified components, parts, accessories, attachments and associated 


equipment, including ground support equipment, as defined in the USML are subject to the 


export licensing authority of the Department of State unless otherwise transferred to the 


Department of Commerce ... (5) ... All specially designed or modified components, parts, 


accessories, and attachments, and associated equipment “required” for “spacecraft” that have 


been determined by the Department of State through the commodity jurisdiction process to be 


under the licensing jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce and that are not controlled by 


any other ECCN on the Commerce Control List will be assigned a classification under this 


ECCN 9A004. (6) Technical data required “Technology” as defined in the USML for the 


detailed design, development, manufacturing, or production of the international space station (to 


include specifically designed parts and components) remains under the jurisdiction of the 


Department of State.  This control by the ITAR of detailed design, development, manufacturing 


or production technology for NASA’s international space station does not include that level of 


technical data “technology” necessary and reasonable for assurance that a U.S.-built item 


intended to operate on NASA’s international space station has been designed, manufactured and 


tested in conformance with specified requirements ... . All technical data “technology” and all 


defense services, including all technical assistance, for launch of the international space station ... 


are controlled and subject to the jurisdiction of the Department of State ...  


a ... Hardware specific to “required” for the international space station ... 


 


9A006  







 


 


Systems and components specially designed for liquid rocket propulsion systems. 


9A008 
Components  specially designed for solid rocket propulsion systems. 


 


9A010  
Specially designed components, systems and structures for launch vehicles, launch vehicle 


propulsion systems or “spacecraft” ... 


 


9A011  
... and specially designed components therefor. 


 


9A012  
Non-military “unmanned aerial vehicles,” (“UAVs”), unmanned “airships”, associated and 


systems, equipment and components therefor, as follows 


MT applies to ... capable of rated for ... 


Unit ..Equipment in number; parts and accessories components in $ value 


a.1 An Rated for autonomous flight control and navigation capability ... 


a.2 Capability of Rated for controlled flight ... 


b Associated systems, equipment and components ... 


b.1 Equipment specially designed “required” for remotely controlling ... 


b.2 Systems for navigation, attitude, guidance or control, ...  and specially designed to 


provide “required” for providing autonomous flight control or navigation capability to 


“UAVs” controlled by 9A012.a 


b.3 ... specially designed to convert “required” for converting ... 


b.4 ... specially designed or modified to propel “required” for propelling . 


 


9A101  
Related Controls: 9A101.b controls only engines for non-military ... UAVs or ... RPVs and does 


not control other engines designed or modified as defined in the USML for use in “missiles” ...... 


b Engines designed or modified as defmed in the USML for use in “missiles”, regardless of 


thrust or specific fuel consumption. 


 


9A103  
Liquid propellant tanks  specially designed as defined in the USML for the propellants... or other 


liquid propellants used in  for “missiles.” 


 


9A104  
Sounding rockets, capable of rated for a range of at least 300 km 


 


9A106  
Systems or components ..., usable in as defined in the USML for “missiles” ... 


Unit: Equipment and components in number; parts and accessories in $ value.. 


d Liquid and slurry propellant (including oxidizers) control systems, and specially designed 


components “required” therefor, designed or modified rated to operate in vibration 
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environments greater than 10g rms between 20 Hz and 2000 Hz 


 Note: The only servo valves and pumps controlled by 9A106.d are the following: 


 a. Servo valves designed rated  for ... 


 b Pumps, for liquid propellants, with rated for shaft speeds ...  


 c Flight control servo valves designed or modified for use in “required” for 


“missiles” and designed or modified rated to operate in a vibration environment 


greater than 10g rms over the entire range between 20 Hz and 2kHz 


 


9A107  
Solid propellant rocket engines, usable in for rockets with a range capability rated for a “range” 


of 300 km or greater... 


 


9A108  
Solid rocket propellant components ... usable in, as defined in the USML, for rockets with a 


range capability rated for a “range” of 300 km or greater 


 


9A109  
Hybrid rocket motors and components therefor, usable in, as defined in the USML for rockets 


with a range capability rated for a “range” of 300 km or greater ... and specially designed 


components therefor.    


 


9A110  
Composite structures, laminates and manufactures thereof... specially designed “required” for 


use in “missiles” or ...  


Related Controls: ... (2) “composite” structures, laminates, and manufactures thereof, specially 


designed as defined in the USML for use in missile systems are under the licensing authority of 


the Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, U.S. Department of State, except those specially 


designed “required”  for non-military unmanned air vehicles controlled by 9A012.  


 


9A111  
Pulse jet engines and components therefor usable in, as defined in the USML for  rockets, 


missiles, or unmanned aerial vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater 


than 300 km, and specially designed components  therefor.   


 


9A115  
Apparatus, devices, and vehicles designed or modified as defined in the USML for ... capable of 


achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 km.   


 


9A116  
Reentry vehicles and equipment therefor, usable in , as defined in the USML, for “missiles”, and 


equipment designed or modified therefor 


 


9A117  
Staging mechanisms, separation mechanisms, and interstages therefor,, usable in as defined in 
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the USML for “missiles”.. 


 


9A118  
Devices to regulate combustion of engines usable in as defined in the USML for  engines which 


are usable in for rockets with rated for a range capability ... 


 


9A119  
Individual rocket stages, usable in as defined in the USML for rockets with rated for a range 


capability   


 


9A120  
Complete unmanned aerial vehicles, not specified in controlled by 9A012 ... 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


Related Controls: ... and components therefor, specially designed or modified for ... 


a Having Rated for any of the following: 


a,1 An autonomous flight control and navigation capability; or 


a.2 Capability of controlled flight out of the direct vision range ... 


b. Having Rated for any of the following:...  


b.2 Designed or modified to incorporate incorporating ...  


 


9A610 
Unit: ... parts, ... 


Related Controls: Military aircraft and related articles that are enumerated in USML Category 


VIII.a-h, and technical data (including software) directly related thereto “technology” and 


“software” as defined in USML Category VIII.i, are subject to the ITAR ... 


a “Military aircraft” specially designed for a military use that are not enumerated in USML 


paragraph VIII.a. 


Note 1: For purpose of paragraph .a the term “military aircraft” includes means the 


following types of aircraft to the extent they were “specially designed” are for a military 


use and are not enumerated in USML paragraph VIII(a) ... 


f Pressure refuelers, pressure refueling “equipment”, “equipment” “specially designed” to 


facilitate operations in confined areas and ground equipment “specially designed” for 


aircraft controlled by either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCM 9A610.a. 


g Military crash helmets and protective masks, pressurized breathing equipment and partial 


pressure suits for use in aircraft controlled by either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 


9A610.a, anti-g suits, liquid oxygen converters “specially designed” for aircraft ...  


h Canopies, harnesses, platforms, electronic release mechanisms “specially designed” for 


use with aircraft controlled by either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 9A610.a, 


parachutes and paragliders “specially designed” or modified for military use, and 


“equipment” “designed” or modified for military high altitude parachutists, such as 


follows: suits, special helmets, breathing systems, and navigation equipment. 


 


i Automatic piloting systems for parachuted loads; equipment “specially designed” for 


military use for controlled opening jumps at any height, including oxygen equipment. 
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j Ground effect machines (GEMS) including surface effect machines and air cushion 


vehicles, not controlled by 8A002.k,l,m, “specially designed” for use by a military. 


 k Military aircraft instrument flight trainers that are not “specially designed” to simulate 


combat. (See USML Cat. IX for controls on such trainers that are “specially designed” to 


simulate combat). 


l. Apparatus and devices designed or modified for the handling of UAVs or drones 


controlled by either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 9A610.a, and capable of rated for 


a range equal to or greater than 300 km. 


m Radar altimeters, not controlled by 7A006 or 7A106, designed or modified for use in 


UAVs or drones controlled by either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 9A610.a, and 


capable of rated for delivering at least 500 kilograms payload to a range of at least 300 


km. 


n ... flight control systems ... and attitude control equipment, not controlled by 7A003, 


7A103, 7A116, or 7A117, designed or modified for UAVs or drones controlled by either 


USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 9A610.a, and capable of rated for delivering at least 


500 kilograms payload to a range of at least 300 km 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity subject to control in 


paragraphs .a through .k of this ECCN or a defense article in USML Category VIII and 


not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity subject to control in 


paragraphs .a through .k of this ECCN or a defense article in USML Category VIII  


except (b-3,4,5 carve-outs) and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity subject to 


control in paragraphs .a through .k of this ECCN or a defense article in USML Category 


VIII and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL and not elsewhere specified 


on the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” or “attachments” 


for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 8A609 or for a defense article enumerated in 


USML Category VI accompanied by technology to assemble them into such a 


commodity or such an article 


Note 2: “Parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” specified in USML 


subcategory VIII(f) or VIII(h) are subject to the controls of that paragraph.  “Parts,” 


“components,” “accessories and attachments” specified in ECCN 9A610.y are subject to 


the controls of that paragraph. 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 


for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN or for a defense article in USML 


Category VIII and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL, and other aircraft 


commodities “specially designed” for a military use, as follows: 
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9A619 
Unit: ... parts, ... 


Related Controls: Military gas turbine engines and related articles that are enumerated in USML 


Category XIX, and technical data (including software) directly related thereto “technology” and 


“software” as defined in USML Category XIX(g), are subject to the ITAR ... 


a “Military gas turbine engines” specially designed for a military use that are not controlled 


in USML paragraph XIX, paragraphs (a), (b), or (d) or by ECCN 9A001 or 9A002 


Note: For purpose of ECCN 9A619.a the term “military gas turbine engines” means gas 


turbine engines “specially designed” for “end-items” enumerated in USML Category VI, 


VII, or VIII or on the CCL under ...  


b Digital engine controls, not controlled by 9A001 or 9A003, ... “specially designed” for 


gas turbine engines controlled in this ECCN 9A619. 


c The following components for gas turbine engines controlled by 9A619.a, not controlled 


by 9A003 


c.1 Hot Section components (i.e., as follows: combustors, turbine blades, vanes, nozzles, 


disks and shrouds); and related  


c.2 Cooled components (i.e.,as follows: cooled low pressure turbine blades, vanes, disks; 


cooled augmenters; and cooled nozzles) “specially designed” for gas turbine engines 


controlled in this ECCN 9A619.; and 


c.3 The cowl, diffuser, dome, chamber and liners for the combustors are also controelled by 


this paragraph .c. 


d Engine monitoring systems ... “specially designed” for gas turbine engines and 


components controlled in this ECCN 9A619. 


x Option I 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by this ECCN 


(other than ECCN 9A619.c) or a defense article in USML Category XIX and not 


elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


Option II 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” for a commodity controlled by this ECCN 


(other than ECCN 9A619.c) or a defense article in USML Category XIX except (b-3,4,5 


carve-outs) and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL 


 Option III 


“Parts,” “components,” “accessories and  attachments” that are “specially designed” Any 


“component,” “accessory,” or “attachment” “required” for a commodity controlled by 


this ECCN (other than ECCN 9A619.c) or a defense article in USML Category XIX and 


not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL and all “parts,” “components,” 


“accessories,” or “attachments” for a commodity enumerated in ECCN 9A619 or for a 


defense article enumerated in USML Category XIX accompanied by technology to 


assemble them into such a commodity or such an article 


Note 2: “Parts,” “components,” “accessories and attachments” specified in USML 


subcategory XIX(f) are subject to the controls of that paragraph.  “Parts,” “components,” 


“accessories and attachments” specified in ECCN 9A619.y are subject to the controls of 
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that paragraph. 


y Specific “parts,” “components,” “accessories,” and “attachments” “specially designed” 


for a commodity subject to control in this ECCN 9A619 or for a defense article in USML 


Category XIX and not elsewhere specified on the USML or the CCL, and other aircraft 


gas turbine engine commodities for military use, as follows: 


 


9A980   
...; and parts and accessories, n.e.s., components “required” therefor 


 


9A990  
Diesel engines, n.e.s., and tractors and specially designed parts components “required” therefor, 


n.e.s. 


b ... and parts and accessories, n.e.s.  


c ... and specially designed parts. 


 


9A991  


... and parts and components, n.e.s 


Related Controls:  ... Technology specific to as defined in the USML for  the development and 


production of QRS11 sensors remains subject to the licensing jurisdiction of the Department of 


State. 


a Military “aircraft”, demilitarized (not specifically equipped or modified for military 


operation defined on the USML), as follows:... 


c Aero gas turbine engines and specially designed parts components “required” therefor 


Note: 9A991.c does not control aero gas turbine engines that are destined for use in rated 


for civil “aircraft” ... 


d Aircraft parts and components, n.e.s. Components “required” for “aircraft.” 


e Pressurized aircraft breathing equipment, n.e.s.; and specially designed parts therefor, 


n.e.s. and components “required” therefor. 


 


9B001  
Equipment, tooling and fixtures, specially designed “required” for manufacturing “development” 


or “production” of gas turbine blades, vanes, to tip shroud castings, as follows 


Related Controls: (1) For specially designed production equipment of “required” for systems, 


subsystems and components controlled by ... usable in “missiles” see 9B115 


 (9B115 does not include the words usable in “missiles”.) 


 


9B002  
MT applies ... described in 9A001 9A101 


a Specially designed  for ...  


9B003  
Equipment specially designed “required” for the “production” or test of gas turbine brush seals 


designed rated to operate ... and specially designed components “required” or accessories 


therefor. 
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9B005  
On-line (real time) control systems ...specially designed for use with “required “ for ... 


a. Wind tunnels designed rated for speeds of Mach 1.2 or more; 


 Note: 9B005.a does not control wind tunnels specially designed rated for ... 


c Wind tunnels or devices ... capable of rated for simulating ... 


 


9B006  
Acoustic vibration test equipment capable of rated for ... and specially designed quartz heaters 


“required” therefor  


  


9B007  
Equipment specially designed “required for” ... 


 


9B008  
Transducers specially designed “rated” to operate at ... 


 


9B009  
Tooling specially designed “required” for producing turbine engine powder metallurgy rotor 


components capable of operating at ... 


 


9B010  
Equipment specially designed “required” for the production of “UAVs” and of associated 


systems, equipment and components controlled by 9A012. 


Unit: Equipment in number; parts and accessories in $ value 


. 


9B105  
Wind tunnels rated for speeds of Mach 0.9 or more usable “required” for rockets, missiles, or 


unmanned aerial vehicles capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 


km and their subsystems “required: therefor. 


 


9B106  
Environmental chambers usable “required” for rockets, missiles, or unmanned aerial vehicles 


capable of achieving rated for a “range” equal to or greater than 300 km and their 


subsystems.”“required” therefor” as follows 


a Environmental chambers capable of simulating .. 


a.2 Incorporating, or designed or modified to incorporate, ... 


Technical Notes 


1 ...  capable of generating ... capable of generating ...  


3 In 9B106.a.2, designed or modified means incorporating includes the environmental 


chamber provides having appropriate interfaces (e.g., sealing devices) to incorporate ... 


equipment as specified in controlled by this item 


  


9B115  
Specially designed “production equipment”for ... 
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Definition of “production equipment” in 772.1 


... machinery and components therefor, limited to those specially designed or modified 


“required” for “development” or ... “production” 


 


9B116  
Specially designed “production facilities” for ... 


 


Definition of “production facilities” in 772.1: 


Means “production equipment” and specially designed “software” “required” therefor integrated 


into installations for “development” or ... “production” 


 


9B117  
Test benches and test stands “required” for solid or liquid propellant rockets, motors or rocket 


engines 


a The capacity to handle Handling ... 


b. Capable of simultaneously measuring ... 


 


9B610 
Test, inspection, and production “equipment” and related commodities “specially designed” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 9A610 or USML 


Category VIII military aircraft, as follows (see List of Items Controlled)  


a Test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for the 


“development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 9A610 or USML 


Category VIII and “parts”, “components”, “accessories and attachments” “specially 


designed” “required” therefor 


b Environmental test facilities designed or modified “required” for ... and “parts”. 


“components”, “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor 


c “Production facilities” “specially designed” for UAVs or drones that are (i) controlled by 


either USML paragraph VIII(a) or ECCN 9A610.a and (ii) capable of rated for a range 


equal to or greater than 300 km. 


y Specific test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 


... and “parts”, “components”, “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” 


“required” therefor ... 


 


9B619 
Test, inspection, and production “equipment” and related commodities “specially designed” for 


the “development” or “production” of commodities enumerated in ECCN 9A619 or USML 


Category XIX military gas turbine engines, as follows (see List of Items Controlled)  


a Test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for the 


“development” or “production”, repair, overhaul, or refurbishment of commodities 


enumerated in ECCN 9A619 or USML Category XIX and “parts”, “components”, 


“accessories and attachments” “specially designed” “required” therefor 


y Specific test, inspection, and production “equipment” “specially designed” “required” for 
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... and “parts”, “components”, “accessories and attachments” “specially designed” 


“required” therefor ... 


 


9B990  
Vibration and test equipment, and specially designed parts and components, n.e.s. “required” 


therefor 


 


9B991  
Specially designed equipment, tooling or fixtures, ... “requjired” for manufacturing or measuring 


gas turbine blades, vanes, or tip shroud castings. 


 


9C110  
Resin impregnated fiber prepregs and metal coated fiber preforms therefor, “required” for 


composite structures, laminates and manufactures specified in controlled by 9A110 made either 


with ... , and metal coated fiber preforms “required” therefor. 


 


9C610 
Materials “specially designed” for commodities controlled by 9A610 “military aircraft” not 


elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Related Controls: USML subcategory XIII(f) controls structural materials specifically designed, 


developed, configured, modified, or adapted for defense articles, such as USML subcategory 


VIII(a) aircraft. ... 


(The only materials in the May 18, 2012, proposed XIII(f) are classified. Classification 


regulations would be more effective than export controls for classified materials.) 


a Materials “specially designed” “required” for commodities controlled by 9A610 or 


USML Category VIII not elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML 


Note 2: Materials “specially designed” for an aircraft enumerated in USML Category 


VIII and for an aircraft enumerated in ECCN 9A610 are subject to the controls of this 


ECCN. 


 y Specific materials “specially designed” “required” for commodiies enumerated in ECCN 


9A610 (except for 9A610.y) or USML Category VIII, as follows: 


  


9C619 
Materials “specially designed” for commodities controlled by 9A619 “military gas turbine 


engines” not elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML, as follows (see List of Items 


Controlled) 


Related Controls: See USML subcategory XIII(f) for controls on structural materials specifically 


designed, developed, configured, modified, or adapted for defense articles, such as USML 


subcategory XIX engines. ... 


(The only materials in the May 18, 2012, proposed XIII(f) are classified. Classification 


regulations would be more effective than export controls for classified materials.) 


a Materials “specially designed” “required” for commodities controlled by 9A619 (except 


for 9A619.y) or USML Category XIX not elsewhere specified in the CCL or the USML 


Note 2: Materials “specially designed” for an aircraft enumerated in USML Category 
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VIII and for an aircraft enumerated in ECCN 9A610 are subject to the controls of this 


ECCN. 


 y Specific materials “specially designed” “required” for commodiies enumerated in ECCN 


9A619 (except for 9A619.y) or USML Category VIII, and “parts”, “components”, 


“accessories and attachments” “specially designed” therefor, as follows: 


  


9D001  
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


STA: License Exception STA may not be used to ship or transmit “software” specially designed 


or modified controlled by 9D001 for the “development” of equipment or “technology” specified 


controlled by ... 


Related Controls: (1) “Software” “required” for the “development” of items controlled by 9A004 


is subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... (2) “Software” 


“required” for the “development” of equipment or “technology” subject to the export licensing 


authority of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls is also subject 


to the same licensing jurisdiction.... 


 (Such software is controlled by 9B116.) 


 


9D002  
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for the “production” of ... 


Related Controls: (1) “Software” “required” for the “production” of items controlled by 9A004 is 


subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State ... (2) “Software” 


“required” for the “production” of equipment or “technology” subject to the export licensing 


authority of the U.S. Department of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls is also subject 


to the same licensing jurisdiction. ... 


 (Such software is controlled by 9B116.) 


 


9D003  
Software” specially designed or modified “required” for the “use” of ... (FADEC) for   


MT applies to “software” required for the “use” of FADEC for gas turbine engines controlled by 


... 


Related Controls:... (2) “Software” “required” as defined in the USML for the “use” of 


equipment or “technology” subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls is also subject to the same licensing jurisdiction.... 


 


9D004  
b. ... specially designed “required” ... capable of rated for ... 


c. ... specially designed “required” ...  


e. ... specially designed or modified “required” ...  


f. ... specially designed “required” to design develop ...   


g.1. ... specially designed “required” ...  


 


9D101  
“Software” specially designed or modified ”required” for ... 
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9D103  
“Software” specially designed as defined in the USML for ... 


  


9D104  
“Software” specially designed or modified “required” for ... 


Related Controls: “Software” as defined in the USML for commodities controlled by ... are 


subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State .... 


 


9D105  
“Software” that coordinates the function of more than one subsystem specially designed or 


modified as defined in the USML for “use” in “missiles” 


 


9D610 
Software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or maintenance 


of military aircraft and related commodities controlled by 9A610 or equipment controlled by 


9B610, or materials controlled by 9C610 , as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Related Controls: (1) Software directly related to “required” for the installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category VIII is 


controlled under USML Category VIII(i).   


 a “Software” (other than software controlled in paragraph .y of this entry) “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, or 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities controlled by 9A610 


(except 9A610.l,m,n or y), 9B610 (except 9B610.c or y), 9C610 (except 9C610.y) , or 


9D610 (except 9D610.y) 


b “Software”(other than software controlled in paragraph .y of this entry)  “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, or 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities controlled by 9A610.l, m, 


or n, or 9B610.c 


c [Reserved] Software  “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category VIII.a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h  and the software portion of VIII.i. 


d [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 9D610.a, .b, or .c  “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 9A610 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category VIII 


y Specific software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or 


maintenance of commodities enumerated in 9A610, 9B610, or 9C610, as follows 


y.1 Specific software “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, or maintenance of commodities enumerated in 9A610.y, 9B610.y, or 9C610 , 


or  9D610.y 


 


9D619 
Software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or maintenance 


of military gas turbine engines and related commodities controlled by 9A619 or equipment 


controlled by 9B619, or materials controlled by 9C619, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 
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Related Controls: (1) Software directly related to “required” for the installation, operation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML Category XIX is 


controlled under USML Category XIX(g).   


 a “Software” (other than software controlled in paragraph .y of this entry) “specially 


designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, or 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities controlled by 9A619 


(except 9A619.y), 9B619 (except 9B619.y), 9C619 (except 9C610.y) , or 9D619 (except 


9D610.y) 


b [Reserved] Software  “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category XIX.a,b,c,d,e,f  and the software portion of XIX.g. 


c [Reserved] “Software,” not controlled by the USML or 9D619.a or .b  “required” for 


“equipment” not controlled by the USML or 9A619 to perform the functions specified in 


USML Category XIX 


y Specific software “specially designed” for the “development,” “production,” operation, or 


maintenance of commodities enumerated in 9A619, 9B619, or 9C619, as follows 


y.1 Specific software “specially designed” “required” for the “development,” “production,” 


operation, or maintenance of commodities enumerated in 9A619.y, 9B619.y, or 9C619 , 


or  9D619.y 


 


9D990  
“Software”,.n.e.s., “required” for the “development” or “production” of 9A990 or 9B990. 


 


9D991 
“Software” “required” for the “development” or “production” of ... 


 


9E001   
Related Controls: ... (2) The “technology”required as defined in the USML for the 


“development” of equipment controlled by 9A004, is subject to the export licensing authority of 


the U.S. Department of State ... (3) “Technology, required as defined in the USML for the 


“development” of equipment or “software” subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. 


Department of State ... is also subject to the same licensing jurisdiction. ... 


 


9E002  
Related Controls: ... (3) The “technology” required as defined in the USML for the “production” 


of equipment controlled by 9A004, is subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. 


Department of State ... (4) “Technology, required as defined in the USML for the “production” 


of equipment or “software” subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State, ... is also subject to the same licensing jurisdiction. ... 


 


9E003  
Related Controls:(1) Hot section “technology” specifically designed, modified, or equipped for 


military uses or purposes, or developed principally with U.S. Department of Defense funding, as 


defined in the USML is subject to the licensing authority of the U.S. Department of State. ... 


a.2.a Thermally decoupled liners designed to operate operating at ‘combustor exit temperature’ 
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exceeding ... 


a.2.d Liners designed to operate operating at ‘combustor exit temperature’ exceeding ... 


a.3.a ... designed to operate operating ... 


a.4 ... designed to operate operating ... 


b.1 ... capable of transmitting ... 


e. “Technology” “required” for ... 


f.1 “Technology” “required” for the production of engine systems having ... 


f.2 “Technology” “required” for the production of turbocharger systems with ... 


f.3 “Technology” “required” for the production of fuel injector systems with a specially 


designed multifuel for more than one type of fuel (e.g. diesel or jet fuel) capability ... 


f.3.b Electronic control features specially designed for switching governor characteristics ... 


g Technical Note: ‘High output diesel engines’ are diesel engines with a specified have a 


rated brake mean effective pressure of ... 


h Note: 9E003.h does not apply to technical data related to rated for engine-aircraft 


integration required by which the civil aviation certification authorities require to be 


published ... or rated for interface functions ... 


i “Technology” “required” for adjustable flow path systems designed to maintain engine 


stability ... 


i.2 ... for components unique to the adjustable flow path system and that maintain that 


adjusts flow path and maintains engine stability 


i.3 “Development” “technology for the control law algorithms, including “source code”, 


unique to the adjustable flow path system and that maintain that adjusts flow path and 


maintains engine stability 


j “Technology” not otherwise controlled in 9E003.a.1, through a.8. a.10, and or .h and 


used in “required” for the “development”, “production”, or overhaul of hot section parts 


and components of civil derivatives of military engines controlled on the U.S. Munitions 


List. 


 


9E101  
Related Controls: “Technology” ... specially designed as defined in the USML for use in missile 


systems and subsystems ... are subject to the export licensing authority of the U.S. Department of 


State ... 


 


9E102  
Related Controls: ... (2) “Technology” ... specially designed as defined in the USML for use in 


missile systems ... are subject to the export licensing authority of the U. S. Department of State ... 


 


9E610 
“Technology” “required” for the “development”, “production”, operation , installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of military aircraft and related commodities 


controlled by 9A610, equipment controlled by 9B610, materials controlled by 9C610, or 


“software” controlled by 9D610, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Note to License Exceptions Section: ... “parts” and ... 


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for the installation, 
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operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category VIII are subject to the control of USML paragraph VIII(i) 


a “Technology” (other than technology controlled by paragraph .y of this entry) “required” 


for the “development”, “production”, operation , installation, maintenance, repair, 


overhaul or refurbishing of commodities or software controlled by 9A610, 9B610, 


9C610, or 9D610 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category VIII.a,b,c,d,e,f ,g,h and the software portion of VIII.i  


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations forUSML 


Category VIII, even if the components of such production installations are not controlled. 


d [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end-items 


controlled by USML Category VIII or ECCNs 9A610, 9B610, 9C610, or 9D610, even if 


the components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul of commodities enumerated in ECCN 


9A610.y, 9B610.y, 9C610,y, or 9D610.y, as follows: 


y.1 “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul, or refurbishing of commodities enumerated 


in ECCN 9A610.y, 9B610.y, 9C610,y, or 9D610.y 


 


9E619 
“Technolgoy” “required” for the “development”, “production”, operation , installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of military gas turbine engines and related  


commodities controlled by 9A619, equipment controlled by 9B619, materials controlled by 


9C619, or “software” controlled by 9D619, as follows (see List of Items Controlled) 


Note to License Exceptions Section: ... “parts” and ... 


Related Controls: Technical data directly related to “Technology” “required” for the installation, 


operation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of articles enumerated in USML 


Category XIX are subject to the control of USML paragraph XIX(g) 


a “Technology” “required” for the “development”, “production”, installation, operation , 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul or refurbishing of commodities or software 


controlled by ECCN 9A619 (except 9A619,y), ECCN 9B619 (except 9B619,y), ECCN 


9C619 (except 9C619,y), or ECCN 9D619 (except 9D619,y) 


b [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the “development” or “production” of USML 


Category XIX.a,b,c,d,e,f and the software portion of XIX.g  


c [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the design of, the assembly of components into, 


and the operation, maintenance and repair of, complete production installations for 


USML Category XIX, even if the components of such production installations are not 


controlled. 


d [Reserved] “Technology” “required” for the assembly of components into end-items 


controlled by USML Category XIX or ECCNs 9A619, 9B619, 9C619, or 9D619, even if 


the components of such end-items are not controlled. 


y Specific “technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” operation, 
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installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul of commodities enumerated in ECCN 


9A619.y, 9B619.y, 9C619,y, or 9D619.y, as follows: 


y.1 “Technology” “required” for the “development,” “production,” installation, operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, or overhaul or refurbishing of commodities enumerated 


in ECCN 9A619.y, 9B619.y, 9C619,y, or 9D619.y 


 


9E990  
“Technology”, n.e.s. “required” for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of equipment 


controlled by 9A990 or 9B990  


 


9E991  
“Technology”, n.e.s. “required” for the “development”, “production”, or “use” of equipment 


controlled by 9A991 or 9B991  


 


9E993  
Other “required” “technology”... 
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 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 9A012.b,1, b,2, b,3, 9A610.x Option III, 


9A619.x Option III, 9B001, 9B001 Related Controls, 9B003, 9B005, 


9B007, 9B009, 9B010, 9B116 production facilities definition, 9B610.a,y, 


9B619.a,y, 9B991, 9C610.a,y, 9C619.a,y, 9D004.b,c,f,g.1, 9D610.a,b,y.1, 


9D619.a,y.1 


  Change specially designed to rated 9B008 


  Change specially designed to as defined in the USML 9A103, 9D103 


Delete specially designed 9A610.a, a Note, f,g,h,i,j,k(2x), x Options I,II, y (2x), 


9A619.a, a Note, b,c,d, x Options I.II, y, 9B610 hdg, c, 9B619, 9B002.a, 


9B115, 9B116, 9C610, 9C619, 9D610, 9D619, 9E003.f.3, 9E003.f.3.b 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


 Change specially designed to “required”9A002, 9A106.d, 9A990, 9A991.c, 


9B003, 9B610.a,b,y, 9B619.a,y, 9B990 


Delete specially designed 9A003, 9A006, 9A008, 9A010, 9A011, 9A109, 9A111, 


9A610.f , 9A990 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change specially designed to “required” (assemblies for engines) 9A002 


  Change specially designed to “required” (systems for propulsion systems) 9A006 


Change specially designed to “required” (systems and structures for launch 


vehicles, launch vehicle propulsion systems, and “spacecraft”) 9A110 


Change specially designed for use in to “required” for (structures and laminates 


for missiles) 9A110 


Change specially designed to “required” (structures and laminates for missiles) 


9A110 Related Controls  


Change specially designed to “required” (quartz heaters for acoustic vibration test 


equipment) 9B006 


  Delete specially designed 9A003 (assemblies for engeines), 9A610.f (equipment)  


Change specially designed to as defined in the USML 9A110 Related Controls, 


9E101 Related Controls, 9E102 Related Controls 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


 Change specially designed to rated 9B005.a Note 


 


B Specially designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 9A012.b.4, 9B115 


production equipment definition, 9D001, 9D002, 9D003, 9D004.e, 9D101, 


9D104 


Change specially designed or modified to as defined on the USML 9A004 Related 


Controls (4), 9D105 


  Delete specially designed or modified 9A610.h 9D001 STA 
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2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change specially designed or modified to “required” 9A004 Related Controls (5) 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Delete specially designed or modified (controls for spraying systems) 9A120  


 


D Designed or modified 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change designed or modified to required 9B610.b 


  Change designed or modified to rated 9A106.d 


Change designed or modified to as defined in the USML 9A101 Related Controls, 


9A115 


  Delete designed or modified 9A120.b.2, 9A610.h,l.m,n 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change designed or modified to “required” (valves for missiles) 9A106.e 


Delete designed or modified (equipment for reentry vehicles) 9A116 


 Change designed or modified to rated (valves for missiles) 9A106.e 


  Delete designed or modified (shaker unit) 9B106.a.2, 9B106.a.2 Technical Note 3 


 


E.  Usable in or capable of 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change usable to “required” 9B105, 9B106 


  Change used in to “required” 9E003,j 


Change usable to as defined in the USML 9A108, 9A109, 9A111, 9A116, 9A117, 


9A118, 9A119 


Change capable of to rated for 9A012 MT applies, 9A104, 9A111, 9B005.c, 


9B006, 9B610.c, 9D004.b 


  Change capable of achieving to rated for 9A115, 9B105, 9B106 


Change capability to rated for 9A012.a.1, a.2, b.2, 9A107, 9A108, 9A109, 


9A610.l,m 


Delete capable of  9B009, 9B106.a. 9B106.a.2 Technical Note 1 (2x), 9B117.b, 


9E003.b.1, f.3 


  Delete capability 9A120.a.1, a.2 


  Delete capacity 9B117.a 


  Delete usable 9A107,  9B001 Related Controls 


  Delete used in 9A103 


  Delete adjustable 9E003.i.2, i.3 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


  Change usable in to “required” 9A106 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change usable in to as defined in the USML for (systems for missiles) 9A106 


Change usable in to as defined in the USML for (reentry vehicles for missiles) 


9A116  


 Change usable in to as defined in the USML for (staging mechanisms for 


missiles)   9A117  
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Change usable in to as defined in the USML for (devices to regulate combustion 


for engines) 9A118 


  Change usable to as defined in the USML for (engines for rockets) 9A118 


  Change usable to as defined in the USML (rocket stages for rockets) 9A119 


 


F. Designed 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change designed to rated 9A001 2x, 9B003, 9B005.a 


  Change design to develop 9D004.f 


Delete designed A. N.B., 9A004 Related Controls (6), 9E003.a.2.a, a.2.d, a.2.a, 


a.4, i 


  Delete design 9A004 Related Controls (6) (2x) 


  Delete intended 9A004 Related Controls (6) 


  Delete unique 9E003.i.2, i.3 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Change design to development 9A003.b 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change design to development 9A003.b 


  Change designed to rated (valves for propellant control systems) 9A106.d Note a 


 


G Miscellaneous expressions 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


  Change specific to “required” 9A004.a  


  Change required to “required” 9D004.a, d 


Change directly related to required 9D610 Related Controls, 9D619 Related 


Controls, 9E610 Related Controls, 9E619 Related Controls 


  Change special to rated 770.2(h)(1) 


  Change with to rated for 9A118, 9A119 


  Change having to rated for 9A120.a, b 


  Change specified to rated 9E003.g Technical Note 


  Change specified to controlled 9A120, 9B106.a.2 Technical Note 3, 9D001 STA 


Change required to as defined on the USML 9A004 Related Controls (6), 9E001 


Related Controls (2), (3), 9E002 Relatec Controls (3), (4) 


Change “required” to as defined in the USML 9D001 Related Controls (1), (2), 


9D002 Related Controls(1), (2), 9D003 Related Controls 


Change specifically designed to as defined in the USML 9A004 Related Controls 


(6) 


  Change specific to to as defined in the USML for 9A991 Related Controls 


Change specifically equipped or modified for military operation to as defined in 


the USML 9A991.a 


Change specifically designed, modified, or equipped for military uses or 


purposes, or developed principally with U.S. Department of Defense 


funding to as defined in the USML 9E003 Related Controls 


Change directly related to as defined in the USML 9A610 Related Controls, 
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9A619 Related Controls 


Delete required 9D003 MT applies, 9D610.y, 9D619.y, 9E610 hdg, y. 


9E619.hdg,y 


Delete specifically designed, developed, configured, modified, or adapted 9C610 


Related Controls, 9C619 Related Controls 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Delete specific 770.2(h)(4)   


  Delete associated 9A012, 9A012.b 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


  Change specially designed parts to components “required” 9A990, 9A991.c 


  Change parts and accessories to components “required” therefor 9A980 


  Change with to rated (pumps for propellant control systems) 9A106.d Note b 


  Change parts and accessories to components 9A012 Unit 


  Delete associated 9A012, 9A012.b, 9B010 (systems, equipment) 


Delete parts 9A004 Related Controls (5), 9A106 Unit, 9A120 Unit, 9A610 Unit, x 


Note 2,y, 9A619 Unit, 9A619.y, 9A990.b,c, 9A991, 9B010 Unit, 9B610.a, 


9B619.a, 9B990, 9E610 Note, 9E619 Note 


Delete accessories 9A004 Related Controls (5), 9A106.Unit, 9A120 Unit, 


9A990.b, 9A610.x Note 2, 9B003, 9B010 Unit 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


  Change destined for use in to rated for 9A991.c Note 


  Change related to rated 9E003.h Note 


  Change required to require 9E003.h Note 


  Delete intended 9A001.a Note b 


H Replace absence of any expression 
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Add “required” 9B117, 9C110, 9D610.c,d, 9D619.b,c, 9D990, 9D991, 9E003.e,i, 


9E610.b,c,d, 9E619.b,c,d, 9E990, 9E991 


  Add rated 9B105 


 Add as defined in the USML 9D104 Related Controls 


Delete required 9D001 Related Controls (2x), 9D002 Related Controls (2x), 


9E003.f.1, f.2, f.3 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Add “required” (interstages for staging mechanisms) 9A117 


  Add “required” (subsystems for wind tunnels) 9B105 


  Add “required” (subsystems for environmental chambers) 9B106 


  Add “required” (preforms for prepregs) 9C110 


4. Limit what is excepted from control 


Add rated 9E003.h Note 







 


 


        July 17, 2012 


 USML Proposed Rules and Specially Designed 
 


Entries for Categories I, II. III. IV. XI. XII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVIII await publication in the 


Federal Register of proposed rules.   


 


V.h  ... classified ... [Reserved] 


 V.j  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) directly related to 


“Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles enumerated 


in paragraphs (a) through (i) of this category  


 


VI.c  Developmental vessels and “specially designed” parts, components, accessories, 


and attachments therefor, developed under a contract with the U.S. Department of 


Defense. [Reserved] 


VI.e  Naval nuclear propulsion plants for surface vessels of war, their land prototypes, 


and special facilities for their construction, support, and maintenance ... 


VI.f.4  Propulsion ... systems ... and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VI.f.5  ... CBRN compartmentalization, over-pressurization, and filtration systems, and 


parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VI.f.7  Any machinery, device, component, or equipment specifically developed, 


designed, or modified for use in plant or facilities controlled in paragraph (e) of 


this section ... 


VI.f.8  Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and equipment “specially designed” 


for integration of articles controlled by categories II, IV, or XVIII or catapults for 


launching aircraft or arresting gear for recovering aircraft 


VI.f.9  Shipborne active protection systems ... and parts and components “specially 


designed” therefor 


VI.f.10 Minesweeping ... and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VI.f.11 Any component, part, accessory, attachment, equipment, or system that: 


  (i) is classfied; 


  (ii) contains classified software;   


  (iii) is manufactured using classified production data; or 


  (iv) is being developed using classified information. 


  “Classified” means ... [Reserved] 


VI.f  Note 1 Parts, components, accessories, and attachments “specially designed” for 


vessels enumerated in this category but not listed in Category VI.f are subject to 


the EAR under ECCN 8A609. 


 VI.g  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) directly related to 


“Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles enumerated 


in paragraphs (a) through (f) of this category  


Sec. 121.15 Surface vessels of war and special naval equipment 


  (a)(2) are foreign-origin vessels “specially designed” “required” to provide 







 


 


functions equivalent to those of the vessels listed in (a)(1) 


+  (a)(5) are armed or are “specially designed” to be used as a platform to deliver 


munitions ... 


  (a)(6) ... “Mission systems” are defined as “systems” ... that perform specific 


military functions such as by providing military communication, 


electronic warfare, target designation, surveillance, target detection, or 


sensor capabilities functions. 


  (b) Vessels Surface vessels of war “specially designed” “required” for 


military use that are not identified in (a) of this section are subject to the 


EAR under ECCN 8A609 


VII.b  Ground vehicles ... that are armed or are “specially designed” to serve as a 


reinforced firing or launch platform (see Sec. 121.4(a)(1) of this subchapter) 


VII.g  Ground vehicle components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated 


equipment as follows: 


VII.g.3 composite armor parts and components “specially designed” for the vehicles in this 


category 


VII.g.4 spaced armor components and parts, including slat armor components and parts 


“specially designed” for the vehicles in this category 


VII.g.5 reactive armor parts and components 


VII.g.6 electromagnetic armor parts and components, including pulsed power parts and 


components “specially designed” therefor 


VII.g.8 gun mount ... and parts and components “specially designed” therefor  


VII.g.10.i rotary shock absorbers “specially designed” for the vehicles weighing more than 


50 tons in this category  


VII.g.10.ii torsion bars “specially designed” for the vehicles weighing more than 50 tons in 


this category  


VII.g.14 ... classified ... [Reserved] 


VII.g Note Parts, components, accessories, and attachments for vehicles enumerated in this 


category but not listed in category VII.g are subject to the EAR under ECCN 


0A606 . 


 VII.h  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) directly and defense 


services ... related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles 


enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (g) of this category ... 


121.4(a)(1) are armed or are “specially designed” to be used as a reinforced platform to deliver 


munitions  


121.4(a)(2) are armored support vehicles capable of off-road or amphibious use “specially 


designed” vehicles to transport ... 


121.4(a)(3) ... “Mission systems” are defined as “systems” ... that perform specific military 


functions such as by providing military communication, electronic warfare, target 


designation, surveillance, target detection, or sensor capabilities functions. 


 121.4(b) The following Ground vehicles “specially designed” for military applications that 


are not identified in (a) of this section are subject to the EAR under ECCN 0A606, 


including: .. 
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VIII.d  Launching and recovery equipment “specially designed” for defense articles 


described in paragraph (a) of this category  


VIII.f  Developmental aircraft and “specially designed” parts, components, accessories, 


and attachments therefor developed under a contract with the Department of 


Defense. [Reserved] 


VIII.h  Aircraft components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated equipment, as 


follows: 


VIII,h.1 Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and equipment “specially designed” 


for the following U.S.-origin aircraft ... Components, parts, accessories, 


attachments and equipment of the F-15SE ... 


VIII.h.2 Face gear gearboxes ,,,and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.3 Tail boom ,,,and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.4 Aircraft wing folding systems and parts and components “specially designed” 


therefor 


VIII.h.5 Tail hooks ... and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.6 Bomb racks ,,, and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.9 Non-surface-based flight control ... “specially designed” for aircraft 


VIII.h.11 Air-to-air refueling ... and parts and components “specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.14 Lift fans ... for short take-off, vertical landing aircraft and parts and components 


“specially designed” therefor 


VIII.h.16 Fire control computers ... “specially designed” for aircraft 


VIII.h.17 Radomes “specially designed” for operation in multiple or nonadjacent radar bands 


or designed to withstand withstanding a combined thermal shock greater than ... 


VIII.h.18 Drive systems and flight control systems “specially designed” to function 


functioning after impact of ... 


VIII.h.19 ... classified ... [Reserved] 


 VIII.i  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services ... 


directly related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles 


enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (h) of this category ... 


121.3(a)(2) Are foreign-origin aircraft “specially designed” “required” to provide functions 


equivalent to those of the aircraft listed in (a)(1) of this section; 


121.3(a)(3) Are armored or are “specially designed” to be used as a platform to deliver 


munitions ... 


121.3(a)(4) Are strategic airlift aircraft capable of rated for airlifting payloads over ... 


121.3(a)(5) Are capable of rated for being refueled in-flight;  


121.3(a)(6) ... “Mission systems” are defined as “systems” ... that perform specific military 


functions beyond airworthiness, such as by providing military activities of 


communication, radar, active missile counter measures, target designation, 


surveillance, or sensor capabilities functions  


121.3(b) The following Aircraft “specially designed” “required” for military applications 


that are not identified in (a) of this section are subject to the EAR under an ECCN 
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to be determined 9A608, including :  


 


IX.a.5  Radar trainers “specially designed” “required” for training on radars controlled by 


Category XI 


IX.a.6  Training devices “specially designed” to be attached to a crew station, mission 


system, or weapon ...  


IX.a.9  ... classified ... [Reserved] 


IX.b.5  ... classified ... [Reserved]  


IX.e.1.  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services ... 


directly related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles 


enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (b) of this category  


IX.e.2  Specific “software”, as follows: 


IX.e.2.i “Software” “required” for modeling or simulating or evaluating military weapon 


systems.  


IX.e.2.ii “Software” “required” for modeling or simulating military operational scenarios. 


IX.e.2.iii “Software” for determining the effects of conventional, nuclear, chemical or 


biological weapons 


 


X.a.2  Personal protective clothing, equipment, or face paints “specially designed” to 


protect against or reduce detection by radar, IR, or other sensors of wavelengths 


greater than 900 nanometers.  


X.a.8  Developmental personal protective equipment and shelters and “specially 


designed” parts, components, accessories, and attachments therefor, developed 


under a contract with the U.S. Department of Defense. [Reserved]  


 Note to (a)(8) (a)(2): Developmental personnel protective clothing, 


equipment and shelters, and “specially designed” parts, components, accessories, 


and attachments therefor, determined to be subject to the EAR via a commodity 


jurisdiction determination (see 120.4 of this subchapter) are not controlled by this 


paragraph: 


X.d.3  ... classified ... [Reserved] 


X.e  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services ... 


directly related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles 


enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (d) of this category  


 


XIII.b  Information security ... equipment, cryptographic devices, software and 


components “specially designed” for military applications ... as follows: 


[Reserved] 


XIII.b.1 ...  capable of ...  


XIII.b.2 ... capable of ... 


XIII.b.5 Ancillary equipment “specially designed” ... 


XIII.f  ... classified ... [Reserved] 
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XIII.g  Concealment and detection materials and equipment, not controlled by CCL 


ECCNs 1A101, 1C001, 1C101, 6B008, and 6B108, as follows (MT) 


  Stealth MTCR Item 17 equipment and materials are 


completely covered by these CCL ECCNs.     


XIII.g.2 Multi-layer camouflage systems “specially designed” “required” to reduce 


detection 


XIII.g.3 High temperature ... radar absorbing material “specially designed” “required” for 


use on defense articles or military items subject to the EAR 


XIII.g.4 Broadband (greater than ...) light weight (less than ...) magnetic radar absorbing 


materials ... “specially designed” “required” for use on defense articles or military 


items subject to the EAR  


XIII.h.1 Fuel cells “specially designed” “required” for platforms or soldier systems 


specified in this subchapter. 


XIII.h.2 Thermal engines “specially designed” “required” for platforms or soldier systems 


specified in this subchapter. 


XIII.i  Signature reduction software, technical data, and services, not controlled by CCL 


ECCNs 1D103, 1E001, 1E101, 6E001, 6E002, or 6E101, as follows (MT): 


  Stealth MTCR Item 17 software and technology are 


completely covered by these CCL ECCNs. 


XIII.i.1Software associated with “required” for the measurement or modification of system 


signatures.  


XIII.i.2Software “required” for design “development” of low-observable platforms 


XIII.i.3Software for design, analysis, “development,” production, or optimization of signature 


management solutions. 


XIII.i.6Signature control design “development” methodology 


XIII.j.1Laser eye-safe media ... “specially designed” for goggles ... 


XIII.j.2Specially treated or formulated dyes, coatings, and fabrics used in the design, 


manufacture, for “development” or production of personnel protective clothing, 


equipment, or face paints designed to that protect against or reduce detection by ...  


XIII.k.1 Tooling and equipment “specially designed” “required” for production of low 


observable ... 


XIII.l.1Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services ... directly 


related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, installation, 


maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles enumerated in 


paragraphs (a) through (h), (j), and (k)  of this category, except “software” for 


XIII.h.3. (See also 123.20 of this subchapter.)  (MT for technical data and defense 


services related to articles designated as such) 


XIII.l.2“Software” and “technology” for “development” or “production” of low observable (LO) 


components or portable platform signature field repair validation equipment   


 


XIX..a  Turbofan and Turbojet engines, whether in development, production, or inventory 


(including technology demonstrators), capable of rated for ... thrust or greater that 


have any of the following:  
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XIX.a.1 ... capable of rated for ... 


XIX.a.4 ... capable of rated for ... 


XIX.a.5 ... capable of rated for ... 


XIX.a.6 ... capable of rated for ... 


XIX..b  Turboshaft and Turboprop engines, whether in development, production, or 


inventory (including technology demonstrators), capable of rated for ... shp ... or 


greater that have any of the following” 


 XIX.b.3 ... capable of rated for ... 


XIX..c  Engines, whether in development, production, or inventory (including technology 


demonstrators), “specially designed” “required” for armed or military unmanned 


aerial vehicle systems, cruise missiles, or target drones. 


XIX.e  Digital engine controls ... “specially designed” for gas turbine engines controlled 


in this category. 


XIX.f  Components, parts, accessories, attachments, or associated equipment as follows 


XIX.f.1 Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and or equipment “specially 


designed” for the following U.S.-origin engines ... 


 Note: Digital engine controls ... “specially designed” for the engines 


identified in (f)(1) of this category are controlled by (e) of this category 


XIX.f.2 Hot section components ..., “specially designed” for gas turbine engines controlled 


this category and related cooled components ...”specially designed” for gas turbine 


engines controlled in this category. ...  


   These are now controlled by CCL ECCN 9A003. 


XIX.f.3 Engine monitoring systems ...”specially designed” for gas turbine engines and 


components controlled in this category 


XIX.f.4 ... classified ... [Reserved] 


XIX.g  Technical data and defense services directly related to “Software” and 


“technology” “required” for the operation, installation, maintenance, repair, 


overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles enumerated in paragraphs (a) 


through (f)  of this category 


 


XX.a.5 swimmer delivery vehicles “specially designed” “required” for the deployment, recovery, 


or support of swimmers or divers from submarines. 


XX.b  Naval nuclear propulsion plants for submersible vessels, their land prototypes, and 


special facilities for their construction, support, and maintenance ... 


XX.c  Components, parts, accessories, attachments, and associated equipment “specially 


designed” for any of the articles in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this category 


XX.d  Technical data (as defined in 120.10 of this subchapter) and defense services ... 


directly related to “Software” and “technology” “required” for the operation, 


installation, maintenance, repair, overhaul, or refurbishing of the defense articles 


enumerated in paragraphs (a) through (c)  of this category. 


123.20.a The provisions of this subchapter do not apply to equipment, technical data or 


services “commodities,” “software,” or “technology” in Category VI, Category 


XX, and Category XVI ... to the extent such equipment, technical data or services 
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“commodities,” “software,” or “technology” are under the export control of the 


Department of Energy or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the Department 


of Commerce 


123.20.c A license for the export of any machinery, device, component, equipment, or 


technical data “commodity,” “software,” or “technology” ... 


 


 Recapitulation 
 


A.  Specially designed  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change specially designed to “required” 121.15.a.2, b, 121.3.b, IX.a.5, 


XIII.g.2,3,4, h.1, h.2, k.1, XIX.c, XX.a.5 


Delete specially designed 121.15.a.5, VII.b, 121.4.a.1, a.2, b, 121.3.a.2, a.3  


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Delete specially designed VI.c, f.4,5,8,9,10, f Note 1, g.2,3,5,8, VIII.f, 


h.1,2,3,4,5,6,11,14, X. a.2 Note, a.8, XIX.f.2 (2x), f.3, XX.c 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Delete specially designed VII.g.10.i, g.10.ii, VIII.d, h.9, 16, 17, 18, .IX.a.6, X.a.2, 


XIII.b, b.5, j.1, XIX.e, f, f.1, f.1 Note, f.2 (2x), f.3   


 


G. Other terms  
1. Limit controlled item to its controlled parameters (excluding components) 


Change directly related to “required” V,j, VI.g, VII.h, VIII.i, IX.e.1, X.e, XIII.l.1, 


XIX.f, XX.d 


  Change associated with to “required” for XIII.i.1 


  Add “required” IX.e.2.i, e.2.ii, XIII.i.2 


  Change capable of to rated 121.3.a.4, a.5, XIX.a, a.1,4,5,6, b, b.3 


  Change design to development XIII.i2, i.3, i.6 


Delete special VI.e, 121.15 


  Delete specific 121.15.a.6, 121.4.a.3, 121.3a.6 


  Delete capabilities 121.15.a.6, 121.4.a.3, 121.3.a.6 


  Delete capable of XIII.b.1, b.2 


  Delete specially XIII.j.2 


2. Limit controlled components referred to as components 


Delete specifically designed or modified VI.f.7 


3. Limit controlled contained items not using the word components 


Delete parts VI.c, f.4, f.5, VII.f.8, f.9, VII.g, g.3, g.4 (2x), g.5, g.6, g.8, g Note, 


VIII.f, h, h.1 (2x), h.2,3,4,5,6,11,14, X.a.2 Note, a.8, XIX.f, f.1, XX.c 


Delete accessories and attachments VI.c, f.8, VII.g, VIII.f, h, h.1 (2x), X.a.8, 


XIX.f, f.1, XX.c 


  Delete associated equipment VII.g, VIII.h, XIX.f, XX.c 


  Delete ancillary equipment XIII.b.5 
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Robert Monjay


From: Bump, Mark W. <mark.bump@timken.com>
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 9:20 AM
To: DDTCResponseTeam@state.gov; PublicComments
Cc: Christensen, Larry
Subject: RE: Specially Designed Definition  (RIN 1400-AD22) and (RIN 0694-AF66)


Via Email  
 
  
 
Ms. Candace M. J. Goforth 
 
Director 
 
Office of Defense Trade Controls Policy  
 
U.S.  Department of State 
 
Re: RIN (1400–AD22) 
 
DDTC proposed definition of “specially designed” 77 Fed. Reg. No. 118, 36428‐36433 (June 19, 2012). 
 
Via Email  
 
Mr. Timothy Mooney 
 
Regulatory Policy Division Bureau of Industry and Security U.S. Department of Commerce 1401 Constitution Avenue, 
N.W. Washington, DC 20230 
 
Re:  Docket No. 120403245–1034–01, RIN 0694–AF66, BIS proposed definition of “specially designed”, 77 Fed. Reg. No. 
118, 36409‐36419 (June 19, 2012). 
 
  
 
Dear Ms. Goforth and Mr. Mooney: 
 
  
 
The Timken Company (“Timken”)  appreciates this opportunity to comment on the proposed rules published in the 
Federal Register by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security (“BIS”) and the U.S. Department 
of State, Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (“DDTC”) on July 19, 2012 (77 Fed. Reg. 118, 36409‐36419 and 36428‐
36433, respectively) regarding the proposed definition for “specially designed.”  Because this letter addresses the largely 
identical definition of “specially designed” and the relationship of the term to the proposed revisions of the United 
States Munitions List (“USML”) and the Commerce Control List (“CCL”), we address this letter to both export control 
agencies.   
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Background 
 
  
 
Timken is a 110 year old international business, with an expertise in friction management and power transmission.  We 
are headquartered in Canton, Ohio.  Our web site is at: www.Timken.com.  Our most famous product is bearings.   
 
  
 
In the past 10 years, the global "footprint" of bearing manufacturing has changed dramatically.  China is the world's 
largest bearing manufacturing country, passing the U.S. and Japan in 2007.  European and Japanese bearing makers have 
made significant advancements.  Japanese bearing makers have made bearings for spaceflight, using "home grown" 
capabilities.  European aerospace and defense customers want "ITAR free" aircraft and weapons, and our European 
competitors have been able to provide bearings to accomplish this.  Timken continues to lose business with our 
aerospace and defense customers in Western Europe, as these customers push their preference for "non‐ITAR" 
bearings.  A good example is the EC‐175 helicopter.  
 
  
 
Introduction  
 
  
 
We commend DDTC and BIS for their efforts to amend the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”) and the 
Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) as part of the President’s ongoing Export Control Reform effort.  The 
proposed definition of “specially designed” is a significant improvement over earlier versions of the definition.  It is quite 
apparent from the draft, from comments of agency officials, and from our experience with commodity jurisdiction 
determinations that it was an enormous challenge to address all nine of your goals with the definition.  We believe the 
current proposal can be improved further with clarifications via interpretation of the new elements. 
 
  
 
In the interest of national security, we believe it is important to publish the redrafted United States Munitions List 
(“USML”) categories and Commerce Control List (“CCL”) entries to reflect positive, objective criteria in the control lists 
and avoid overlapping or conflicting claims of jurisdiction.  Because the definition of the term “specially designed” is a 
precondition to the publication of the control lists in final form, we believe the proposal to define “specially designed” 
should be finalized with clarifying interpretations of the type suggested below.    
 
  
 
We suggest the following specific comments on key aspects of the proposed definition: 
 
  
 
I.  Aircraft Parts and Components “Specially Designed” – Discussion re Timken 629‐code Aircraft Wheel Bearings 
Previous Commodity Jurisdiction Determination 
 
We believe that DDTC and the Administration should retain the discretion to issue a determination that a component is 
not subject to ITAR jurisdiction under proposed Category VIII(h)(1)[1] and that a commodity jurisdiction ("CJ") 
determination granting EAR jurisdiction and suggesting an ECCN 9A991.d. classification should not be reversed with the 
publication of the proposed definition of “specially designed”.  An example is the recent commodity jurisdiction 
determination and suggested classification of Timken 629‐code[2] aircraft wheel bearings.[3]  We believe this 
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determination should not be reversed even when certain of the components would otherwise be considered “specially 
designed” under the BIS and DDTC proposals to define “specially designed”, rewrite Category VIII, and establish the 600 
series for aircraft parts and components.  Specifically, the DDTC decision at Matter No. 1244‐11 should be 
grandfathered; the described bearings should be classified under ECCN 9A991.d. and not under proposed ECCN 
9A610.y99.  The U.S. Government also should not reverse CJ Case No. 1244‐11 which is a consolidated response to all 
three requests (February 17, 2012) and should not change the ECCN 9A991.d. classification for the specific bearings 
reviewed in this CJ determination.  
 
  
 
The three CJ requests made clear that, of the 385 tapered roller bearings reviewed in the CJ, some are used exclusively 
on military aircraft, a handful were not derived from civil aircraft bearings and are of a unique geometry[4], and some of 
the bearings are used on low observable aircraft identify in proposed Category VIII published well before the CJ 
determination.[5]  Thus, some of the bearings are “necessary” under (a)(2) and are not released by (b)(3) of the 
proposed definition of “specially designed.”  That said, all civil and military landing gear wheel bearings result from 
identical production methods and tolerances, which we believe influenced DDTC in its conclusion that all of the bearings 
fall outside the category of commodities that warrant ITAR controls.   
 
  
 
We ask the Administration to confirm that the licensing agencies have the discretion to maintain an ECCN 9A991.d. 
classification in the above circumstances as well as in future CJ decisions the Administration will make regarding aircraft 
parts, components, attachments, and accessories given the proposed definition of “specially designed.”  We do not 
believe that a part or component unique for a military aircraft should presumptively be subject to proposed ECCN 
9A610.y.99.  The current Guidance in the Preamble to the proposed Transition Rule supports this position.  When 
referring to a part or component that DDTC has determined is not subject to the ITAR, the Guidance provides: 
 
If it was identified or, as a matter of law or the result of a subsequent commodity classification (“CCATS”) determination 
by Commerce, controlled by another legacy ECCN, such as 9A991.d, 7A994, or 9A003, that ECCN would continue to 
apply to the item. 
 
Preamble to Transition Rule at 76 Fed. Reg. 68675. 68681 (November 7, 2011). 
 
  
 
II.  Conflicts between Proposed Category VIII(h)(1) and Proposed ECCN 9A610.y. 
 
  
 
As proposed, Category VIII(h)(1) and the items specified in ECCN 9A610.y contain conflicting and overlapping language.  
Officials at the Update 2012 Conference explained that Category VIII(h)(1) will prevail when this overlap occurs.  We also 
learned that the only other example of this resolution of conflicting language occurs in proposed Category XX.  Conflicts 
between the 600 series and USML categories for parts, components, accessories and attachments are resolved in favor 
of the 600 series.  We urge the agencies to confirm this information given the structure of the proposed definition of 
“specially designed” and the Administration's objective to avoid conflicts between the revised USML and CCL. 
 
  
 
III.  Changes to an EAR Item During the Production Period for Feature Enhancements, Cost Reductions or Quality 
Improvements that Do Not Change the Basic Performance or Capability of the Commodity. 
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A significant issue for Timken under the Export Control Reform proposals thus far pertains to the changes that a 
manufacturer may make to a component subject to the EAR without creating a different item and potentially changing 
the classification or agency jurisdiction.  This is particularly important, given the proposed definition of “specially 
designed.”  In summary, the proposed definition of “specially designed” provides that a component classified under 
EAR99 or an ECCN other than the proposed 600 series will retain that agency jurisdiction and classification so long as (a) 
the changes are for feature enhancements, cost reductions or quality improvements, and (b) changes do not alter the 
“basic performance or capability of the commodity. . .”: 
 
  
 
Note to paragraph (b)(3):  Commodities in “production” that are subsequently subject to “development” activities, such 
as those pertaining to quality improvements, cost reductions, or feature enhancements, remain in “production.”  
However, any new models or versions of such commodities developed from such efforts that change the basic 
performance or capability of the commodity are in “development” until and unless they enter into “production.” 
 
  
 
77 Fed. Reg. 36409, 36419 (June 19, 2012) (hereafter, “BIS Proposed Specially Designed Rule”). 
 
Timken offers thousands of bearings in a vast variety of geometries and performance capabilities that we believe meet 
the "production" standard in the Note to (b)(3) even though many such Timken bearings are used in military 
applications.  Its existing offerings include a small number of predefined options for base bearings.   
 
A base bearing contains a single type of anti‐friction device, such as a tapered bearing, ball bearing, cylindrical bearing, 
or spherical bearing anti‐friction element.  A bearing with a different type of anti‐friction element is a different base 
bearing.  There are other unique features for a single base bearing assembly.  These include the amount and direction of 
loads it will carry, torque needed to turn a shaft in the base bearing, dimension of the inner diameter for the axle, length 
of space taken on the axle, other basic geometry, and, as noted above, the type of anti‐friction element.  A bearing with 
a different type of anti‐friction element is a different base bearing and a different product.  Timken believes that 
changes to any of the above types of performance capability, form and fit to a base bearing which alter the basic 
performance or capability of the base bearing will constitute new “development” of a new model that would be outside 
the scope of the allowable “production” period.   
 
We urge the Administration to confirm that the following types of changes to a base bearing are allowed in the 
production phase without creating a new model or new development, i.e., that a base bearing with the features 
described in this paragraph will continue to constitute the identical “form, fit, and performance capability” as that 
phrase is used in (b)(3) of the proposed definition of “specially designed.”  Timken is confident that none of the following 
features, when applied to a base bearing assembly, will change its “basic performance or capability”, which is defined by 
the elements described in the prior paragraph regarding the base bearing assembly with a unique product identification 
number.  These optional features for a given base bearing assembly include (a) different production tolerances 
permitted during production and (b) testing procedures and frequency of testing during production.  These features are 
predefined and are already in production of other based bearings.  Timken’s bearing offerings also include features such 
as different cages, cups, and cones to retain the anti‐friction elements of the base bearing in place within a base bearing 
assembly.  The feature offerings also include different lubrication options.  The “basic performance or capability” of each 
base model of a given bearing offered by Timken remains the same when a new customer selects that base model and 
then chooses among the various features described in this paragraph.  A new customer or its Timken customer 
representative may choose a combination of options that have not been chosen by another Timken customer in exactly 
the same combination of base model and features.   
 
The offerings for both the base bearing assembly and the optional features are defined and made available to each 
potential customer.  Most importantly, Timken has already developed the feature options and has put the options into 
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production for many of the base bearing assemblies.  Timken offers options for most of its bearings.  For example, 
Timken has a base bearing first designed for and used in an agricultural tractor or combine.  Timken may then receive a 
request for the same base bearing for use in a military ground vehicle after making changes with preexisting and 
predesigned feature options such as a different method of lubrication, which Timken has offered and made on other 
base bearing assemblies.  The basic performance and capability of the modified bearing assembly remain exactly the 
same in terms of the agricultural tractor, the agricultural combine, and the military ground vehicle.  As another example, 
Timken has a base bearing assembly for a commercial aircraft landing wheel bearing.  It may then receive a request for a 
bearing to be used on a military aircraft using the same base model bearing assembly but using a different cage to hold 
the anti‐friction elements in place.  In fact, Timken has many such aircraft bearings modified with the above‐described 
feature.  Many of the bearing assemblies reviewed in CJ Matter Case No. 1244‐11 discussed in detail at Part I of this 
letter fit this scenario and were reviewed by DDTC, who found them to be subject to EAR jurisdiction and suggested 
classification ECCN 9A991.d.  See Matter Case No. 1244‐11 (combining Case Nos. 1245‐11 and 1246‐11, request 
submitted  Dec. 23. 2011, DDTC Determination Issued Feb. 17, 2012). 
 
  
 
IV.  Conflicts between Proposed Category VII and Series 600 for Vehicle Parts and Components 
 
  
 
We believe the descriptions for parts and components in proposed Category VII are consistent with the descriptions for 
vehicle parts and components in the Series 600 proposals.  Nonetheless, we are concerned about the Guidance in the 
preamble to the BIS proposed aircraft 600 series for the general applicability of “y.99” in relation to ITAR Categories 
other than Category VIII.  Other categories do not have related legacy ECCNs. 
 
We urge BIS and DDTC to maintain their discretion to reclassify a part or component as EAR99, even if it was initially 
captured by “y.99,” where DDTC issues a determination that the ITAR does not cover the part or component.  We urge 
the Administration to modify the text of the Guidance to permit the Administration to reclassify a part or component as 
EAR99 in these circumstances.  We see no reason “y.99” has to be the default position if DDTC agrees another non‐600 
series is an appropriate classification.  This suggestion is related to the proposal to amend the definition of “specially 
designed” and is in response to the Administration’s request for examples of how the proposed rules in Export Control 
Reform would operate in practice if finalized in their pending form without clarification or additional guidance. 
 
  
 
V.  Application of (b)(4) of the Proposed Definition of “specially designed” to Timken Bearing Assemblies 
 
  
 
Release pursuant to Section (b)(4) of the proposed definition of “specially designed” is determined by a developer’s 
reasonable expectation of use as documented during development.  The qualifying expectation is of a use in an 
unenumerated item on either the CCL or USML or such an actual use in addition to a reasonable expectation of a use in 
or with an enumerated item or commodity.  Administration officials have indicated that a manufacturer need not revisit 
those expectations after the initial release of the item or commodity to the marketplace.  We urge the Administration to 
confirm this interpretation by including clarifying language in the final rule. 
 
  
 
Further, provision (b)(4)(i) of the BIS proposed definition “releases” from control under “specially designed” a part or 
component that is developed with a reasonable expectation of “use in or with commodities described on the CCL” 
(emphasis added).  We suggest “described” should be changed to “enumerated” to make the definition parallel in 
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construction to the DDTC proposed definition covering items with a reasonable expectation of use in or with defense 
articles enumerated and not on the USML.     
 
  
 
At Timken, we offer some bearings based solely on a catalogue published by a competitor without market research or a 
request from a specific customer.  Assuming the competitor’s catalogue does not advertise a particular use, we urge the 
Administration to clarify whether the practice of meeting a competitor’s offering qualifies for release under (b)(4) of the 
proposed definition of “specially designed.”  
 
  
 
VI.  “Particular Application” and Release under (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition of Specially Designed 
 
  
 
Section (b)(5) of the proposed definition for “specially designed,” bases the release upon the “reasonable expectation” 
of the manufacturer or developer that the unit is not for use for a “particular application.”  Timken believes that every 
development is for one or more “particular” applications even if the item is developed for a general purpose.  For 
example, Timken commonly conducts market research in aerospace, vehicles, and electronics to determine whether a 
given function or performance level may have a market.  However, that research often will not allow Timken to know 
whether buyers will use that function for military or civil applications or both.  We do not anticipate the Administration 
intends (b)(5) to be an empty box and release no items or commodities.  We urge the Administration to interpret (b)(5).  
We urge it to explain in writing whether market research precludes a release under (b)(5) if the research or other 
knowledge indicates a potential market for an unenumerated mechanical function or electronic function but does not 
indicate whether the future buyers will use the function for a civil application, a military application, or both and does 
not indicate whether a use or application is or is not enumerated.   
 
  
 
VII.  “Reasonable Expectation” and Release under (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition of Specially Designed 
 
  
 
Timken believes that the proposed regulations at (b)(5) are unclear:  does “reasonable expectation” have the same 
definition of “knowledge,” including “high probability,” as defined in Part 772 of the EAR?  We believe the “high 
probability” standard is appropriate and achieves the Administration’s national security goals.  If this is the standard, we 
trust the Administration will confirm that in the final rule.  However, Administration officials have indicated the 
“reasonable expectation” standard is established and interpreted in federal law in other areas outside of export controls 
and sanctions.  If so, we ask the Administration to provide a clarifying note and, especially for the export control bar, to 
indicate which body or bodies of law have interpreted the “reasonable expectation” standard.   
 
  
 
VIII.  Metric vs Imperial Measurements in Production under Note 3 to (b)(3) of the Proposed Definition of Specially 
Designed 
 
  
 
We believe the Administration should consider the release from “specially designed” based upon changes that consist 
solely of adjustments to internal diameters of a bearing assembly to accommodate slightly different dimensions in 
metric vs imperial units of measurement.  Such a change should be viewed as an improvement during the production 
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phase so long as the improvement or feature is within the existing offerings of Timken and already made by Timken with 
the same techniques and to the same standards (materials, tolerances, testing, and published commercial standards).   
 
  
 
  
 
IX.  Ongoing Publication or Posting of Guidance  
 
  
 
The national security and companies manufacturing items controlled for export will greatly benefit if the export control 
agencies will publish examples that clarify the application of the criteria used in the various provisions of the proposed 
definition of “specially designed.”  After promulgation of the proposed rule in final form, we also urge the agencies to 
continue to post, on an ongoing basis, additional examples regarding end items, parts, components, accessories, and 
attachments that meet and do not meet the various standards within the definition of “specially designed.”  Publishing 
new interpretations periodically will ultimately provide a full and robust interpretation of each standard sufficient to 
permit the private sector to self‐classify “specially designed” items on the CCL and commodities on the USML.  
Publishing examples should be more than a one‐time exercise by the agencies.   
 
  
 
X.  Classification Disputes and Agency Jurisdiction 
 
Timken supports the creation of positive control lists in order to create lists that complement each other, avoid overlaps, 
and avoid control gaps between the USML and the CCL.  We hope that the rewriting of the lists will significantly reduce 
the number of conflicting claims of authority between DDTC and BIS.  Below, we recommend processes that we believe 
will reinforce and institutionalize these goals over the long term. 
 
First, for the fewer remaining jurisdictional conflicts, we recommend that the Administration establish a single decision‐
maker to resolve such disputes.  For example, the National Security Advisor would be a good candidate for this role. 
 
Second, BIS should repeal Section 734.3(b)(1)(i) of the EAR.  Each control list should be considered on an equal footing 
without any regulatory presumptions.  Rather, objective classification processes and standards should apply. 
 
Third, DDTC should modify Section 120.3 of the ITAR to eliminate terms such as “developed, configured, adapted, or 
modified for a military application.”  It is essential to eliminate these terms in order to avoid overlapping agency 
jurisdiction.  In resolving the few remaining ambiguities, the single‐decision maker should consider each control list on 
an equal footing without a regulatory preference.  That would be the practical result of a single agency, and it is a goal of 
the Administration to amend the two control lists to serve as a future single list in a single agency.   
 
  
 
Without these procedural changes, a major flaw of the current system will remain.  A well‐managed corporate export 
control program may seek a classification or CCATs request from BIS and be left with the potential that a prosecutor or 
future managers of DDTC will disregard the BIS decision to the surprise of a well‐intended and compliant company.  We 
believe that senior officials in the Administration must ensure internal coordination of classification decisions of the two 
agencies and that such decisions must be prospective.  Well‐intended and compliance‐minded exporters should not be 
left to wonder if current classification decisions by one agency of the Government will be changed later by another 
agency.  The procedures we recommend will avoid the temptations of future classification officials and managers in the 
agencies to forget the current lessons well‐recognized by Defense, State, and Commerce in the Export Control Reform 
Initiative.  These procedures will avoid the temptation to return to a former time when the rules were intentionally 
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opaque; decisions were based on a rule providing unlimited discretion without changes in the list to reflect decisions; 
and jurisdiction decisions were enforced retroactively. 
 
  
 
XI.  Seeking Reduction in the Multilateral Regimes for the Use of “Specially Designed” 
 
We recommend that the Administration move to implement the rewritten control lists as soon as possible.  The 
tremendous challenge of defining “specially designed” illustrates that the United States and its regime partners should 
work to reduce the use of the term “specially designed” and replace it with objective control criteria with defined 
functionality.  While the multilateral efforts will require a commitment of many years, the gains to the national security 
will be well‐worth the effort.  Timken therefore urges the Departments of Defense, State, and Commerce to commit to 
that effort.  
 
Conclusion 
 
We commend Defense, State, Commerce, and the NSC staff for their tremendous effort in defining “specially designed” 
in regulations that will determine agency jurisdiction, classifications, and license requirements.  With the additional 
interpretations we suggest, we urge the agencies to finalize the “specially designed” rules and move on to the tasks of 
reporting to the relevant oversight committees and publishing the rewritten control lists.  Timken believes these 
changes will maintain controls on critical U.S. technology while allowing new opportunities for U.S. companies to 
increase exports of items that do not warrant more restrictive control and is often readily available from our foreign 
competitors. 
 
Most importantly, we believe clearer control lists benefit the national security of the United States and give the export 
control agencies more than sufficient authority to change the lists from time to time in order to respond to new 
technologies and new threats.  A well‐executed revision of the USML and CCL will provide the nation several benefits.  
 
First, a clearer set of control lists will reduce the number of unlicensed exports that many small‐ and medium‐sized 
corporations make because many portions of the USML are unclear and such companies do not realize they have a 
product that may require a license.  
 
Second, a positive list will enable effective oversight by the Congress. Without a positive USML and CCL, complete with 
detail regarding the multilateral control language, Congress cannot effectively perform its important oversight role.  
 
Third, a positive USML will be more enforceable. Prosecutors will be less likely to face the challenges described in the 
Seventh Circuit opinion in Pulungan.   
 
Fourth, the private sector can more effectively administer and comply with positive control lists. 
 
  
 
Sincerely,   
 
  
 
  
 
Mark Bump 
 
The Timken Company 
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Mgr ‐ Global Trade & Compliance 
 
Customs Attorney 
 
330‐471‐3949 
 
GNE‐12 
 
  
 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________ 
 
[1] 76 Fed. Reg. 68694, 68697 (November 7, 2011) (hereafter Category VIII). 
 
[2] The “629‐code” is an internal Timken standard that defines a common set of manufacturing tolerances, testing 
procedures, and testing frequencies described in the CJ requests discussed in this paragraph.  The “629‐code” does not 
refer to 629 different bearings. 
 
[3] Timken 629‐code Aircraft Wheel Bearings and Recent Commodity Jurisdiction Determination Made by DDTC under 
Matter Case No. 1244‐11 (combining Case Nos. 1245‐11 and 1246‐11), request submitted  Dec. 23. 2011, DDTC 
Determination Issued Feb. 17, 2012. 
 
  
 
[4] See, page 10 of CJR 1244‐11. 
 
[5] See, pages 14‐15 of CJR 1246‐11 of certain low observable aircraft described in proposed Category VIII(h)(1). 
 
  
 
 
This message and any attachments are intended for the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please do not forward, copy, print, use or disclose this communication to others; also please notify the sender 
by replying to this message, and then delete it from your system. The Timken Company / The Timken Corporation 
 








 


 


        August 3, 2012  


To:  publiccomments@bis.doc.gov 


  ddtcresponseteam@state.gov 


 


From:  Alan J. Ramsbotham, Jr.  ramsboth@oei-tech.com  540-775-2033 


 


Subject: “Specially designed” 


 


References:   (a)    Specially Designed Definition - ITAR RIN 1400-AD22 


  (b)    Specially Designed Definition - EAR RIN 0694-AF66 


 


I.  Background on the Commenter: 


 


My training was in electrical engineering, where I have a master’s degree. The first 17 years of 


my professional life I was employed by the Navy.  My work for the Navy as a laboratory 


researcher, branch head, and acquisition manager afforded me direct experience in the 


development of some of the most significant military capabilities extant:  nuclear weapon fuzing 


and electronic warfare systems.  This work was predominately done prior to the sweeping 


changes in acquisition effected in the mid 1970’s.
1
  Thus, I had the benefit of being directly 


involved in developments from conception through design-for-production, limited rate 


production, and testing.   


 


Changes in acquisition policies dramatically eroded the roles and responsibilities of the DoD 


laboratories and technical program and project managers.  Since 1979—first as civil servant for 


the Naval Materiel Command, and subsequently as President of Orion Enterprises, Inc.—I have 


worked continuously in areas of technology security and export control.  As a DoD 


contractor/subcontractor I served on, and as chair of a number of the Technology Working 


Groups (TWG) responsible for formulating the Militarily Critical Technologies List.  In that 


capacity, I was also directly involved in the development of the initial product and technology 


annex for the Missile Technology Control Regime.  I have served as a member of the US team at 


numerous Expert Group meetings of the Wassenaar Arrangement, and its predecessor, the 


COCom.  


 


I have attended and participated in Department of Commerce Technical Advisory Committees as 


a DoD observer for more than two decades.  I recently accepted an invitation to serve on the 


Information Systems Technical Advisory Committee (ISTAC) as an industry consultant.   All 


told, I have over 45 years of experience directly pertinent to the issues being addressed.   These 


experiences form the basis for my comments, which I hope be accepted and understood in that 


context. 


                                                 
1
 These changes were documented primarily in OMB Circular A-76, Performance of Commercial Activities, and 


OMB Circular A-109 Major System Acquisitions.  I believe the latter has since been rescinded because its 


provisions largely duplicate those of later revisions to Circular  A-11, which provides guidance for preparation, 


submission and execution of the budget.          
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II.  General Discussion: 


 


1.    Those developing the proposed language have made Herculean efforts to attack the issues 


constructively.  Critical comments notwithstanding, significant progress in understanding and 


attacking the scope of the task has been made.  The problems are many and complex, and are not 


amenable to simple solutions.   The problem is complicated by the need to conform to the 


existing federal legislation and to the terms and conditions of international agreements.  The 


efforts of the government are sincerely appreciated, as is the opportunity to offer comments.   


 


2.   We are attempting to reform export controls based on a world view and model of technology 


and how it is used to develop and produce militarily significant goods and services that are--for 


the vast majority of products and service on the current lists--categorically outdated.  The 


changes are multi-faceted and pervasive.  With respect to “specially designed,” the most 


important of these can be summarized simply:   Until a certain point in time (precisely when is 


not critical to the discussion) the requirements of vast majority of components and assemblies 


used by the military exceeded what the civil sector could provide from stock.  They had to be 


specially-designed and produced. The US also dominated in production of hardware—including 


as a critical subset, high-strength to weight mechanical structures whose design and manufacture 


required special know-how and technology.  Today, Commercial-off-the-shelf technology 


readily meets or exceeds the basic requirements for the vast majority of components and 


assemblies required by the military. 


 


3.   Two specific examples:   


 


Digital Electronics.   The Very High Speed Integrated Circuits project was launched in 1980.  


Microprocessors had just emerged as commodity products.  Prior to that systems employed large 


numbers of discrete components.  Military combat systems are exposed to extreme 


environments.  In the case of electronics, those of us who designed them learned early on that, in 


such environments, every part and every connection was a failure in waiting.   The design 


challenge was to achieve a mean time between failure (MTBF) that exceeded the expected length 


of the mission.  As advances in integrated circuit technology reduced the number of external 


interconnections MTBFs at the systems level went from hours, to days, and ultimately to months 


or years.  At the same time, functional capabilities increased and costs plummeted dramatically.   


 


Mechanics and Structures. In the case of mechanical structures, increases in fuel cost drove 


manufacturers to adopt lighter materials.  During the same time frame, the emphasis on safety 


increased, driving the manufacturers to better structural performance.  As economies of scale 


kicked in, technologies—like carbon-fiber reinforced composites, once used almost exclusively 


in high performance military aircraft—became commonplace in production world-wide.    


 


4.  These global environmental changes do not, per se, eliminate the need for specially designed 


systems and components for military use.  Nor do they change, fundamentally, the design 


process and what it means to say that something is “specially-designed.”  What has changed is 







 


 


the administrative landscape—the scope and number of goods and technologies for which export 


control can be effective.  This has dramatically affected the utility of “specially designed” as a 


discriminating term.   


 


5.   Because of the separate legislative authorities, extensive cross-referencing between the ITAR 


and EAR draft language has been necessary.  Further, as the language is currently formulated, 


whether items are "specially-designed" and whether they fall under the CCL or the ITAR is a 


function of if (and where) they are "enumerated" in the ITAR or the EAR--either by specification 


or as "specially-designed."    


 


It is not clear that the legal effects of the proposed definition of “specially designed” be 


effectively assessed without consideration of the complex interactions among the different parts.   


This includes the details of the specific items on the USML and CCL.   


 


The de facto use of USML Category VII (Ground Vehicles) as the initial model and baseline for 


the process is unfortunate.   Ground vehicles arguably involve the simplest and most mature 


technologies.  It is not at clear how well the final construct will work even for this simple case.   


It is recommended that the practical effect of applying the definition to other types of products 


and technologies with more complex and varied applications be evaluated prior to promulgation 


of a final rule.  Specifically, the effect needs to be considered for families of commodities whose 


performance commonly comprises both controlled and uncontrolled items.    


 


III. Comments on proposed definitions for “Specially Designed.”   


 


The discussion and analysis of the proposed definition and the rationale for the “catch and 


release” approach represents a significant progress has been made in clarifying the critical 


distinction between products that are specially designed and those that are simply capable of 


being used in a given application.   


 


The following notes suggest a line of thought to further the initial goals of eliminating 


“specially-designed” and simplify the list.   While the problem is approached from a different 


perspective, it does not, per se, contradict or reduce the value of the work done to date. 


 


1.   Because of the changes discussed in II.3 and 4 above, intent and end application have 


become ineffective as a basis of export control determinations.   As a practical matter, from a 


design development and production engineering standpoint, the form, fit, and functional 


performance specifications are what determines the suitability of an item for any particular 


application or end use.  


 


2.  The unique significance of component is determined (whether in military or dual-use 


application) not by the fact of its use in a given application, but by the extent to which the 


application “requires” the specific form, fit, and function of the design in question.   


 


3.   In simple terms, if the only requirement for a given component is in military application, that 







 


 


product is uniquely military.  If the item has a legitimate market for other civil uses, it is, by 


definition, dual-use, regardless of the original intent of the designer.   


 


4.   The distinction is not as difficult as it appears.   In the case of military systems, if a part 


requires distinctive features and characteristics not available from commercial stock, it will be 


specifically documented.   


 


5.  The demarcation between the two is not a hard line.  Nor is it immutable.  As an example, 


VHSIC digital signal processing products were originally listed on the ITAR, and subsequently 


migrated to the EAR as commercial markets and general-purpose processors capable of meeting 


the same essential form, fit and function requirement developed.    


 


6.  This line of thought suggests that, for national security purposes, priority should be placed on 


those items that are “required” to implement significant military functions—in the sense that the 


item MUST meet defined form, fit, and function specs for the system to work.   The military 


significance is independent of whether the product has any other uses.   


 


7.   “Required for” while a necessary condition for control, is not sufficient.  The underlying 


presumption in the enabling legislation for the EAR is that export controls will be imposed for 


national security purposes only if they can be practically effective.    


 


8.  Export controls are practically effective under two broad conditions.  The first is when the 


requirement for the item is uniquely military.  In this case, the main use of USML restrictions 


has been to prevent an adversary from maintaining critical capabilities in a timely manner.  The 


second is when a “required” dual-use item is not available from unrestricted sources in sufficient 


quantity and quality to support effective military application.  


 


9.  The vast majority of dual-use items will fail the definition of being uniquely “required.”  Of 


those that meet that definition, a significant number will be commodities, for which export 


controls will be ineffective.   


 


IV.  Suggestions/Recommendations: 


 


If, as has been suggested in the Federal Register, multinational arrangements preclude the 


elimination of “specially designed,” its use should be restricted to the context of specially 


designed to achieve defined specifications required for the development, production, or effective 


employment of significant military capabilities.   


 


Consideration should be given to the use of an alternative qualifier, “required for” for uniquely 


military items. This will facilitate the tailoring of language that effects the intent of the proposed 


reform, unhindered by association with past problems with “specially designed.”  All other cases 


should be addressed with reference to technical specifications in the list.    


   







 


 


V.  Specific issues with respect to the language of the definition, as related to a number of 


stated objectives.  


 


At this point, the definitions of “specially designed” proposed in references (a) and (b) appear to 


fall short of the stated objectives in a number of key respects as outlined in the detailed 


comments below.  If the basic approach to the definition of “specially-designed” is retained, it is 


recommended that the following concerns be considered, and addressed as appropriate.  Again, I 


appreciate the complexity of the task.  A comprehensive solution to all issues may be mutually 


exclusive and compromises be will be required.        


 


Objective 1: The proposed approach does not preclude multiple or overlapping controls of 


similar items within and across the two control lists.   


 


Conclusive assessment of this requires consideration of the specific language of the two lists.  


However, a general comment is that generation of explicit positive lists will inherently expand 


the number of items that the exporter will have to consider in determining whether an item is 


“specially designed.”   


 


Objective 2:  Be easily understood and applied by exporters, prosecutors, juries, and the U.S. 


Government, e.g., by using objective, knowable, and clear requirements that do not rely upon a 


need to investigate and divine the intentions of the original designer of a part or the predominant 


market applications for such items.    


 


The "catch and release" approach, in some respects, does the best job to date of getting at the 


philosophical essence of what is needed.  The relatively long list of qualifications for being not 


"specially-designed," being "or"ed, appears to offer considerable relief.  However, the 


implementation is fraught with peril for the exporter, who must ensure that their application of 


the rules is correct and defensible in a court of law. 


 


Specifically, to invoke and defend (b)(3) of the release criteria, the exporter must exhaustively 


review both the USML and the CCL and determine that the form, fit, and function of whatever 


they are exporting does not correspond to anything on either list.  Having tried to do it for a 


single simple case, I have concluded that the exporters' burdens will be multiplied by an order of 


magnitude.   


 


In terms of defense in a court of law, (b)(4) is even more problematic.   To invoke it an exporter 


must be prepared, no only to testify to what the original developer's market expectations were at 


the time of development, but also make the case that those expectations were reasonable at the 


time.  The problem: the exporter is not necessarily the manufacturer, and the manufacturer may 


not be the original developer, who may or may not still be in business.   


 


Objective 3:  Be consistent with definitions used by the multilateral export control regimes. 


 


The MTCR definition includes a requirement for that they have unique properties that suit them 







 


 


for predetermined purposes.  The concept of uniqueness (see Para III for related discussion) is a 


crucial distinction that must be addressed to meet this objective.   


 


Objective 4:  Not include any item specifically enumerated on either the USML or the CCL and, 


in order to avoid a definitional loop, do not use “specially designed” as a control criterion. 


 


The second part of this objective does not appear to be attainable if the terms “specially-


designed” continue to appear in the list items specifying controlled products and technologies.   


 


Objective 5:  Be capable of excluding from control simple or multi-use parts such as springs, 


bolts, and rivets, and other types of items the U.S. Government determines do not warrant 


significant export controls. 


 


The current language overreaches with respect to this objective and poses significant national 


security risks.  Specifically the use of the construct “of a type commonly used in multiple types 


of commodities” is ambiguous.  The term “type,” by definition indicates a class of things having 


properties in common.  It does not require that all properties be common.  Thus, as a hypothetical 


example, a titanium bolt designed to meet requirements unique to a deep-ocean submersible 


might still be construed to belong to a class of threaded fasteners, (i.e., bolts, comprising an 


identifiable  type) used to assemble a type of commodity not enumerated on any list (e.g., swing 


sets.)    


 


Objective 6.  Apply to both descriptions of end items that are “specially designed” to have 


particular characteristics and to parts and components that were “specially designed” for 


particular end items. 


 


Objective 7. Apply to materials and software because they are “specially designed” to have a 


particular characteristic or for a particular type of end item. 


 


These two objectives are cannot be harmonized with Objective 2 with the present language.   As 


noted in the discussion under III., above, whether a product was designed to have particular 


characteristics can be discerned from its technical specifications.   The extent to which 


component subsystems, assemblies, and parts are designed for a particular type of end-item is a 


function of the intent of the designer.    


 


Objective 8.  Not increase the current control level to “600 series” control or other higher end 


controls of items (i.e., not move items currently subject to a lower control status to a higher level 


control status) particularly current EAR99 items, which are now controlled at lower levels  


 


9.  Not, merely as a result of the definition, cause historically EAR-controlled items to become 


ITAR controlled 


 


The extent to which the definition of “specially designed” achieves these last two objectives will 


be a function of the specific language of the revised USML “positive list” and the corresponding 







 


 


“600 series items.”  Again, discussion of the individual lists is outside the scope of these 


comments.  However, considering the proposed rules for USML Categories to date indicates 


substantial additional analysis and work on the proposed language of the controls will be 


required to meet these objectives.   
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August 3, 2012 
 
Regulatory Policy Division 
Room 2099B 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
14th Street and Pennsylvania Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20230 
 
 Re:  BIS-2012-0021 and BIS-2012-0022 
 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
 
 On June 19, 2012, the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) published 
a Proposed Rule entitled “Specially Designed Definition” and an Advanced Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking entitled “Feasibility of Enumerating ‘Specially Designed’ Components”.  These items 
appeared in 77 FR 36409 and 77 FR 36419, respectively. 
 
 The Alliance for Network Security (ANS) is an industry association comprised of Cisco Systems, 
Google, Hewlett-Packard Company, Hitachi Data Systems Corp., Intel Corp., Juniper Networks, Alcatel-
Lucent, McAfee Corp., Microsoft Corp., Novell, Inc., Qualcomm Inc. and Rockwell Automation.  For over 
ten years, ANS has advised the United States and foreign governments with respect to export and 
import controls on cryptography. We appreciate this opportunity to provide comments with respect to 
export controls on cryptography under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). 


 
                ANS members support the President’s Export Control Reform initiative.  ANS members also 
support the adoption of a common definition of the term “specially designed” for use in relevant 
sections of the EAR that may be affected by the proposed transfer of certain items from the United 
States Munitions List of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) if it is done in a way to 
reduce confusion and capture just the items of interest. However, ANS members do not support the 
adoption of a common definition of “specially designed” for the balance of the Commerce Control List. 
 
                Rather, ANS members believe that the preferred approach is to eliminate or replace the term 
“specially designed” where it currently appears in the Commerce Control List.  ANS members prefer 
eliminating or replacing the term “specially designed” for the following reasons, among others: 
 


1. The definition published in the Proposed Rule is complicated and imprecise; 
 


2. The definition published in the Proposed Rule has not been adopted by participating member states of the 
Wassenaar Arrangement or other multilateral regimes; 


 
3. The approach suggested by the ISTAC goes beyond the immediate issue of parts and components, and 


eliminates or replaces “specially designed” throughout the relevant sections of the Commerce Control list. 
 
In the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, BIS indicated particular interest in the use of 


“specially designed” in the context of Export Control Classification Number 5A002.a.  ANS members 
respectfully suggest that the following definition be given serious consideration: 
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    Systems, equipment, application specific "electronic assemblies", cryptographic 
libraries, modules, development kits, toolkits, application-specific development 
kits,  chipsets, field programmable logic devices, and integrated circuits for 
"information security", providing the means or functions necessary for “information 
security” as follows: and components therefor specially designed for "information 
security": 


 
Indeed, one might consider replacing the term “specially designed” throughout Category 5, Part 


2, by making four types of changes: 
 


1. Remove the term “specially” from the phrase ”specially designed and limited” and ”specially 
designed or modified” in the exclusion notes to smart cards and banking and money 
transactions.  ”Specially” adds no further distinction for identifying products in light of the 
use of ”designed and limited”. 


 
2. Replace the term “specially designed” with the term ”providing the means or functions 


necessary” in 5.A.2.a,, 5.B.2, and 5.D.2. This change would clarify that only components 
having functionality necessary for “information security”  would be classified in 5.A.2.a. 


 
3. Replace the term “specially designed or modified” with the term “providing the means or 


techniques necessary” in 5.A.2.a.4 to clarify that any hardware providing techniques 
necesary for reducing eminations of information bearing signals would be classified in 
5.A.2.a.4.  


 
4. Replace the phrase ”and components therefor specially designed for "information security" in 


5.A.2.a with a specific list of components that are controlled in Category 5 Part 2. 


The resulting text of Category 5, Part 2 would read as follows: 
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5. A. 2. "Information security" systems, equipment and components therefor, as follows: 


   a. Systems, equipment, application specific "electronic assemblies", cryptographic 
libraries, modules, development kits, toolkits, application-specific development 
kits,  chipsets, field programmable logic devices, and integrated circuits for 
"information security", providing the means or functions necessary for “information 
security” as follows: and components therefor specially designed for "information 
security": 


N.B.


... 


 For Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) receiving equipment containing or 
employing decryption, see 7.A.5. 


 
5. A. 2. a. 4. Specially designed or modified to reduce Providing the means or techniques 


necessary for reducing the compromising emanations of information-bearing signals 
beyond what is necessary for health, safety or electromagnetic interference standards; 


 
Note 5.A.2. does not apply to any of the following: 


a. Smart cards and smart card 'readers/writers' as follows: 


1. A smart card or an electronically readable personal document (e.g., token coin, e-
passport) that meets any of the following: 
a. The cryptographic capability is restricted for use in equipment or systems 


excluded from 5.A.2. by Note 4 in Category 5–Part 2 or entries b. to i. of this 
Note, and cannot be reprogrammed for any other use; or 


b. Having all of the following: 
1. It is specially designed and limited to allow protection of 'personal data' 


stored within;  
2. Has been, or can only be, personalized for public or commercial transactions 


or individual identification; and  
3. Where the cryptographic capability is not user-accessible; 


Technical Note 
'Personal data' includes any data specific to a particular person or entity, such 
as the amount of money stored and data necessary for authentication. 


2. 'Readers/writers' specially designed or modified, and limited, for items specified 
by a.1. of this Note; 


Technical Note 
'Readers/writers' include equipment that communicates with smart cards or 
electronically readable documents through a network. 


 
d. Cryptographic equipment specially designed and limited for banking use or 'money 


transactions'; 


'Money transactions' in 5.A.2. Note d. includes the collection and settlement of fares or 
credit functions. 


Technical Note 
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5. B. 2. "Information security" test, inspection and "production" equipment, as follows: 


   a. Equipment specially designed providing the means or functions necessary for the 
"development" or "production" of equipment specified by 5.A.2. or 5.B.2.b.; 


                   b. Measuring equipment specially designed to evaluate and validate providing the means 
or functions necessary for evaluating and validating the "information security" functions 
of equipment specified by 5.A.2. or "software" specified by 5.D.2.a. or 5.D.2.c. 


 
5. D. 2. "Software" as follows: 


   a. "Software" specially designed or modified providing the means or functions necessary 
for the "development", "production" or "use" of equipment specified by 5.A.2. or 
"software" specified by 5.D.2.c.;  


                   b. "Software" specially designed or modified providing the means or functions necessary 
to support "technology" specified by 5.E.2.; 


 
 
As the ECR initiative continues, you also may wish to consider whether the term “specially 


designed” is necessary or desirable in the context of Category XIII on the United States Munitions List 
(USML) of the ITAR.  We note with interest that the State Department’s Directorate for Defense Trade 
Controls (DDTC) published a proposed rule on May 18, 2012 (77 FR 29575).  In this proposed rule, DDTC 
for the first time introduces the term “specially designed” into the list of information security systems 
described in Category XIII(b). 


 
ANS members believe that there are two issues deserving of consideration in the context of 


Category XIII(b).  The first is the use of the term “specially designed for military applications”.  In this 
context, “specially designed” appears to retain the “design intent” standard which DDTC professes its 
interest in replacing.  The second is the use of the term “military” to differentiate information security 
items on the USML from items described on the CCL.  The use of “military” in Category XIII(b) fails its 
intended purpose, because it is essentially self-referential. 


 
A “positive” list of items on the USML might start with a list of items, similar to the following: 
 


• Type 1 classified or controlled cryptographic items endorsed by the National Security Agency 
(NSA) for securing classified and sensitive U.S. Government information 


 
• Type 2 unclassified cryptographic equipment, assemblies, or components, endorsed by the NSA 


for the protection of national security information 
 
Other, similar definitions, used in the National Information Assurance Glossary (CNSSI No. 4009) could 
be employed to develop a comprehensive list of items controlled under Category XIII(b), eliminating the 
need for the term “specially designed” and the self-referential designator “military”. 
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 In developing such a list, special care must be taken to avoid describing commercial products 
that are based on international standards from being controlled on the USML.  For example, commercial 
products implementing the Suite B algorithms should not be controlled on the USML. 
 
       Respectfully submitted, 


        
       Roszel C. Thomsen II 
       Counsel 
       Alliance for Network Security 
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August 2, 2012 


 


Sent via email 


 


Regulatory Policy Division  


Bureau of Industry and Security 


Room 2099B  


U.S. Department of Commerce  


14th St. and Pennsylvania Ave. NW 


Washington, DC 20230 


 


Re:  “Specially Designed” Definition 


 


Federal Register / Vol. 77, No. 118 / Tuesday, June 19, 2012 / Proposed Rules 


 


RIN 0694-AF66 


 


Dear Sir or Madam: 


 


TechAmerica’s members appreciate the U.S. government’s efforts to craft a new, 


unified definition of “specially designed”.  This current proposed rule is an improvement 


over the original.  However, the “catch and release” approach is overly complex, even for 


large sophisticated businesses.  Indeed it may be impossible to comprehend by small and 


medium sized businesses.  We believe that this definition should be applied only in 


narrow circumstances where a positive list approach may prove overreaching.   


For the proposed definition to be successful, it is imperative that no item, 


including any part or component, is subject to increased control merely as a result of 


revisions to the definition.  Any implementation of the proposed revisions that results in 


re-control or new controls would represent a major step backwards. 


The definition given the term should also take account of the fact that “specially 


designed” is used as a control criterion throughout the CCL and USML. Given that, in the 


context of the CCL and the USML, the term “specially designed” should mean designed 


and/or developed in a peculiar and particular manner for a specific end use or end item 


and contributing directly and significantly to that end use or end item. 


            In particular, TechAmerica strongly endorses the following comments of the 


Semiconductor Industry Association on the proposed definition of “specially designed” 


as it affects integrated circuits (ICs) and components per se. 
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I. Components Such As ICs Should Have Their Control Status Determined By the 


End Items into Which They Are Incorporated 


The Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) has defined “component” to be “an 


item that is useful only when used in conjunction with an “end item.”  Every IC fits 


squarely within this definition.  Indeed, ICs have no utility or impact standing alone and 


are purposeful only when incorporated into an end item. Components such as ICs are by 


definition distinct from end items and their capabilities are achieved only when 


incorporated into end items. Accordingly, components’ inherent derivative nature means 


that they should not be set forth on a control list as enumerated controlled end items 


themselves.  Instead, the export control status of all components – and particularly of ICs 


not already enumerated as components in Category 3 of the CCL -- should be determined 


entirely by the control status of the end items into which the components are 


incorporated.  That is, all ICs that are not already enumerated as components in Category 


3 of the CCL should be placed in catch all categories on the CCL and USML, such that 


the export control status of such items is determined exclusively by the uses to which the 


components are put.  No component should be positively listed on the USML or CCL as 


an end item, and no component that is not “specially designed” for a controlled end item 


or is not already enumerated as a component in Category 3 of the CCL should be subject 


to export controls. 


II. The Proposed Definition As Applied To ICs Should Be Limited To ASICs That 


Are Peculiarly Responsible For the Specific Controlled Parameters of the End Items 


into Which They Are Incorporated 


The only components worthy of export control as specially designed components 


are those that are application-specific. Components that are employed for a variety of 


purposes and/or in multiple end products should not be controlled as specially 


designed components.  In the case of ICs, this means that only application-specific ICs – 


or ASICs – should be subject to export controls. General purpose ICs should not be 


controlled, for the simple reason that they are not specifically designed (in any natural 


sense of that term) for a controlled end item.  BIS has recognized this, stating that 


“specially designed” does not mean merely “capable of use in” or “capable of use with,” 


and that, in particular, non-ASIC, general purpose ICs “that are not designed for a 


particular application would not be “specially designed” items, even if they are used in 


controlled items.”  


In addition, “specially designed” should only apply to ASICs (and other application-


specific components) that are peculiarly responsible for achieving or exceeding the 


controlled parameters of end items into which they are incorporated.  An IC is worthy of 
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control as being specially designed only if it contributes significantly to the achievement 


of military advantage or national security sensitivity of an end item as described in and 


through the objective criteria of a control list.  ASICs that provide benign functions that 


are separate from or contribute only indirectly to the national security features of an end 


item, such as routine communications or memory capabilities, should not be captured as 


specially designed controlled components. 


III. The Proposed “Specially Designed” Definition Constitutes a Major 


Improvement from the Previous Proposal, but Nonetheless Requires Further 


Improvement 


BIS has adopted several positive elements into its proposed definition, and we 


applaud BIS for significantly improving the “specially designed” definition and moving 


that definition much closer to where it needs to be. First, in paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(4) 


of the Proposed Definition BIS has correctly stipulated that if a component is employed 


in several different end items with differing control status, then the component is  not 


“specially designed.”   These exclusions should appropriately remove from control those 


devices that are general purpose.  


Second, in paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition BIS has correctly stipulated 


that non-application specific components – in the case of ICs, non-ASICs – are not 


“specially designed.”  This appropriate exclusion should remove from control those 


devices that are not inextricably tied to the controlled parameters of an enumerated end 


item. 


Finally, in its discussion of the Proposed Definition BIS has explicitly rejected 


“capable of” as a possible meaning of “specially designed.”  This is a long-overdue and 


extremely important clarification.  Moreover, the BIS discussion of this point in 


conjunction with explaining paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition is worth 


highlighting: 


even if something is capable of being used with a controlled item, it is not 


captured by this part of paragraph (a) unless someone did something during the 


item’s development so that it would achieve or exceed the performance levels, 


characteristics, or functions described in a referenced ECCN or USML 


paragraph.
[5]


 


However, BIS has inexplicably and wrongly limited this principle only to end items and 


not components or accessories.  It should not do so, but instead should apply this 


principle to all items and commodities. 


                                                           
[5]


 Proposed Definition at 36,412. 
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IV. Certain Modifications Should Be Made to the “Catch and Release” Methodology 


A. The Definition of “End Item” Should Be Modified  


           


The definition of “end item” put forward by BIS is flawed and needs modification.  


End items must be able to operate by themselves and perform functions independent of 


other items.  As currently drafted, the definition of “end item” could capture items that 


squarely fall within the definition of “component.”  For example, an IC, which clearly 


meets the definition of a “component,” also meets the definition of an “end item,” as it is 


“an assembled commodity ready for its intended use” and requires only energy “to place 


it in an operating state.”  If wholesale confusion is to be avoided, there should not be any 


overlap between the definition of an “end item” and the definition of a “component.”  In 


order to avoid such a result, BIS should modify its definition of “end item” as follows: 


            End item.  This is an assembled commodity ready for its intended use, capable of 


operating by itself and performing functions independent of any other item.  


Only ammunition, fuel or other energy source is required to place it an operating 


state.  Examples of end items include ships, aircraft, computers, firearms, and 


milling machines. 


This definition should apply with equal force to both the CCL and the USML.  Consistent 


with this definition, the universe of “defense articles” should consist entirely of end 


items. 


B. Paragraph (a) (1) of the Proposed Definition Should Be Revised to Apply 


to End Items, Parts and Components Alike 


            There is no credible reason why paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition 


should not apply to parts and components.  As BIS notes, an item should not be deemed 


“specially designed” simply because it is capable of being used with a controlled item; 


instead, an item should not be deemed “specially designed”  


unless someone did something during the item’s development so that it would 


achieve or exceed the performance levels, characteristics, or functions described 


in a referenced ECCN or USML paragraph. 


That logic applies with equal force to parts, components and end items.  That discussion 


clearly evidences the applicability of this paragraph to components.  BIS should 


explicitly codify the applicability of paragraph (a)(1) to components in the manner 


indicated below. 


            It is true that in a minority of cases components appear within ECCNs or USML 


paragraphs that do not contain any performance levels, characteristics or functions; 


however, such relatively unusual cases should not be permitted to control the treatment of 


all components, especially given the derivative nature of components and their proper 


inclusion only within catch all provisions of the USML and CCL. 
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            Accordingly, paragraph (a)(1) of the Proposed Definition should be modified as 


follows: 


                        (1) (i) In the case of an end item, has properties peculiarly responsible 


for achieving or exceeding the performance levels, characteristics, or 


functions in the relevant ECCN or USML paragraph; or (ii) In the case of 


a part or component for an enumerated end item having stated 


performance levels, characteristics or functions, is an ASIC or other 


application-specific part or component having properties peculiarly 


responsible for achieving or exceeding the performance levels, 


characteristics, or functions of the enumerated end item.  


In addition, paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition should be modified as follows: 


            (2)  Is a part or component not covered by (a)(1)(ii) and is an ASIC or other 


application-specific part or component that is necessary for an enumerated or 


referenced commodity end item or defense article to function as designed;  


When these modifications are made to paragraph (1) of the Proposed Definition the 


definition is moved much closer to the natural meaning of the term “specially designed” 


for parts and components and is therefore clarified and made much easier to understand 


and apply. 


C. If Paragraph (a)(1) Of The Proposed Definition is Not Modified, Then 


Paragraph (a)(2) Should be Modified to Distinguish Between Parts and 


Components Used With or In Enumerated End Items With Specified 


Performance Levels, Characteristics, or Functions And Parts and 


Components Used In Other End Items                         


If paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2)of the Proposed Definition are not modified as indicated in 


the preceding section, then paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition should be 


modified to distinguish between parts and components used with or in enumerated end 


items with specified performance levels, characteristics, or functions in the relevant 


ECCN or USML paragraph and parts and components that are used with or in other types 


of end items.  As noted above, the logic supporting of paragraph (a)(1) applies with equal 


force to parts and components, and the only compelling reason not to apply the 


“peculiarly responsible” standard to certain parts and components is that in some unusual 


instances one is literally unable to do so. 


            Accordingly, if the modifications to the Proposed Definition indicated in the 


previous section are not made, then paragraph (a)(2) of the Proposed Definition should be 


modified as follows: 


            (2) (i) In the case of a part or component for an enumerated end item having 


stated performance levels, characteristics or functions, is an ASIC or other 


application-specific part or component having properties peculiarly 
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responsible for achieving or exceeding the performance levels, 


characteristics, or functions of the enumerated end item; or (ii) In the case of  


a part or component not meeting the requirements of (i), is an ASIC or other 


application-specific a part or component  necessary for an enumerated or 


referenced commodity end item or defense article to function as designed;  


 


D. The Phrase “Same Form and Fit” Should Be Eliminated From Paragraph 


(b)(3) of the Proposed Definition 


            The exclusion contained in paragraph (b)(3) of the Proposed Definition is limited 


to parts, components, accessories and attachments with the “same form, fit and 


performance capabilities” as parts, components, accessories or attachments used in or 


with a non-enumerated end item.  While the requirement that items have the same 


performance capabilities is well-reasoned and appropriate, the requirement that items 


have the same form and fit is baseless and inappropriate.  Form and fit are inherently 


superficial and non-substantive characteristics and as such should play no role in the 


control status of a part, component, accessory or attachment.  Two components that have 


the same performance capabilities should be deemed to be substantively identical and 


therefore worthy of the same control status, regardless of any differences in form and fit 


between the two components. 


            Accordingly, BIS should revise the first section of paragraph (b)(3) of the 


Proposed Definition as follows: 


            (3)  Has the same form, fit, and basic performance or capability, or substantially 


equivalent performance capabilities as a part, component, accessory, or 


attachment used in or with an end item commodity that: 


E. The Term “Particular Application” In Paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed 


Definition Is Ambiguous and Should be Modified With “Of  A Particular 


End Item” 


            Paragraph (b)(5) of the Proposed Definition excluded from the definition of 


“specially designed” those parts, components, accessories or attachments that were or are 


being developed with no reasonable expectation of use for a “particular application.”  


TechAmerica applauds this exclusion and expects that it means that, in the case of ICs, 


only ASICs will be “specially designed.”  However, it is not entirely clear that such will 


in fact be the meaning of this exclusion, as the term “application” is subject to wide-


ranging interpretations.   


If “application” is interpreted very broadly and giving a meaning that would 


encompass, for example, activities as broad as computing, communications, data 


processing, signal processing or data conversion, then very few items would ever be 


excluded from the “specially designed” definition under paragraph (b)(5) – rendering the 
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paragraph largely, if not entirely, irrelevant.  Instead, this paragraph should be given 


particular scope and meaning by ascribing a relatively narrow definition to “application.” 


This may be achieved by an appropriate regulatory history and by making the following 


modification to paragraph (b)(5): 


            (5) Was or is being developed with no reasonable expectation of use for a 


particular application in a particular end item. 


This modification would tie “application” to a specific end item and so would narrow the 


scope of that term, thereby infusing the exclusion provided by this paragraph with 


meaning and usefulness. 


            In addition, the following example of a component excluded under paragraph 


(b)(5) provided by BIS should be included in the regulations in a Note to paragraph 


(b)(5): 


            Note to paragraph (b)(5):  A component that would not be “specially designed” 


as a result of paragraph (b)(5) is one that was developed for general or multi-


purpose or non-customized applications.  For example, many catalog electronic 


components are designed as basic building blocks for other equipment, regardless 


of whether the equipment is military or civilian, controlled or uncontrolled.  In 


contrast, a component that would not be excluded from the “specially designed” 


definition under paragraph (b)(5) would be one that is customized and/or 


specifically adapted for a particular use in a specific end item.   


Inclusion of this new note in the regulations will clarify the intended scope of the 


exclusion contained in paragraph (b)(5). 


 


TechAmerica would like to thank the Department of Commerce for the opportunity to 


provide comments on this proposed rule and we look forward to additional rules as part 


of the President’s Export Control Reform Initiative. 


Sincerely, 


 


Ken Montgomery 


Vice President, International Trade Regulation 


TechAmerica 






























